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ABSTRACT

This dissertation project uses archaeological and historical information to
examine the cultural dynamics of maple syrup making at Fort Drum, New York, in the
period between 1880 and 1940. This project combines a processual approach with an
interpretive assessment, covering the social, economic and cultural contexts in which
maple syrup was made at Fort Drum during the project research period. The project was
intended, first, to expand the scope and analytical depth of an existing cultural resources
management project that had proposed two size categories of maple syrup processing site
among the 41 sites of this type known at Fort Drum as of 2004. The archaeological data
generated by this dissertation project indicate that, instead of being divided into discrete
categories based upon site size, four of the six sites tested in 2004 were rebuilt, improved,
and gradually expanded through the study period, with much of this expansion taking
place between 1900 and 1940. This observation points toward a far more nuanced and
interactive process of change taking place in the region’s maple syrup industry.
Explaining and interpreting this process of change makes use of data about maple syrup
making and dairy farming, the other farming operation pursued by most New York and
Fort Drum maple syrup makers, derived from secondary and primary documents,
principally, discussion of these two industries in The Rural New Yorker, a farmer’s
journal covering the northeastern United States between 1878 and 1964. This
information allowed advancement of an alternative hypothesis which explains gradual
development of the Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites, and which also places maple
syrup making within the broader economic, geographic, social and cultural contexts of

which syrup making was a part. This project demonstrates the value of detailed and indepth study of cultural context in archaeological explanation and in historical
archaeology.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

1.1

PROJECT QUESTION:
In the late summer of 2009, as the State of New York faced extraordinary

challenges including collapsing state revenues, an intractable budget deficit, political
infighting, a legislative coup and a frozen government (in other words, business as usual),
two prominent New York politicians met at the New York State Fair to discuss and
pronounce upon an item of great importance to the state. Governor David Patterson and
Senator Charles Schumer, after meeting with representatives of the New York State
Maple Producer’s Association, declared their support for a plan to make New York the
premier producer of maple syrup, sugar and other maple products in the nation (Clines
2009, Goldberg 2009, Groom 2009). New York politicians have been pronouncing about
maple sugar and syrup in the state since at least 1820, when Governor DeWitt Clinton
(1822), writing as “Hibernicus,” praised New York maple sugar in general and, in
particular, maple sugar made by James LeRay de Chaumont, then the owner (or, recently
the owner) of the lands in modern-day Jefferson and Lewis Counties that would, in the
20th century, become Fort Drum. Even earlier, a noted 19th-century New York politician,
Millard Fillmore, who rose to become the 13th President of the United States, was said to
have been cradled in a maple sap trough (a log hollowed out to collect sap dripping from
a gash in a tree’s bark; see Chapter II) following his birth in (inevitably) a log cabin on
the frontier of Cayuga County, New York, in 1800 (Whitton 1939). As will be detailed
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in this dissertation, maple sugar and syrup have been bound up with the social, cultural,
economic and political fabrics of New York State since its beginning, and they remain
vitally entwined with the identity of the state to the present day.
Sugar maple trees (Acer saccharum, also, occasionally, the hard or Black Maple,
Acer nigrum1) have long produced sap, used as a sweetener by Native American and
Euro-American people in the northern temperate forest zones of North America since
prehistoric times (Henshaw 1890, Pendergast 1974). There is also some use of maple sap
from ancient times in northeastern Asia, especially in Korea (Choe 2009). As part of
their settlement of New England and New York, Anglo-American farmers began
producing and selling maple sugar and some maple syrup in the hills of western
Massachusetts and Connecticut as early as the 1750s (Russell 1976:305). When AngloAmerican settlement of the Fort Drum region of Jefferson, Lewis and St. Lawrence
Counties, New York began during the first decade of the 19th century, maple sugar
making was an established part of the agricultural practice of these farmers. As a
material or archaeological result of this cultural practice, two different types of
processing facility were identified as of 2003 by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources
Survey (CRS) as characteristic of maple syrup production in the Fort Drum region during
the period from 1880 to 1940 (Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey 2003). This project
investigates answers to the following questions, based in the initial observation of two
different types on maple syrup processing site on Fort Drum: How is the technology of
maple syrup production reflected in the structure and design of these facilities? How is
1

Acer saccharum and Acer nigrum are sometimes regarded as the same species. Other species of maple,
including the Soft maple, Acer saccharinum produce saps that are occasionally used to make syrup or sugar
(Ormsbee 1918d, 1920a, 1920g), as is, very occasionally, sap from other species, such as Sweet birch
(Betula lenta) or hickory (genus Carya). Sugar maple sap has a greater sugar content than the saps of Acer
saccharinum or the other species, and so it is the most efficient source for making maple sweeteners.
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any variation in syrup production technology reflected in the archaeological record of
these distinctive archaeological sites? Finally, how do variations in syrup production
technology reflect the landscape, political, social and economic contexts of the
production methods which utilized facilities of each type in this region during this
period?
This dissertation has sought an answer to these questions through a detailed
program of archaeological investigations and analysis, coupled to a comprehensive
context statement, developed from historical documents that address maple syrup making
through the project period of 1880 to 1940. The goal of this project is to explain
archaeological observations made upon six maple syrup processing sites investigated on
Fort Drum lands in 2004 by means of social, cultural and historical information
developed in the context statement. Success in this endeavor has advanced our
understanding of maple syrup making in the state of New York, and our understanding of
and cultural connection to the farmers who made this syrup, as an integral part of
pursuing their lives as farmers in rural, upstate New York during the late 19th century and
the first half of the 20th century.

1.2

SETTING AND BASIS FOR THE STUDY:
Fort Drum is a major installation of the United States Army, headquarters of the

10th Mountain Division, U.S.A. Light Infantry, occupying 107,000 acres in Jefferson and
Lewis Counties, New York.
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Figure 1.01: Fort Drum in Relation to the Boundaries of New York State (Fort
Drum CRS 2003).

Fort Drum was expanded to its present limits in 1940-41, from an earlier military
reservation of some 10,000 acres, established for the New York National Guard in 1910.
The original establishment and later expansion of Fort Drum closed settlement, between
1910 and 1941, on some 430 farmsteads, seven villages, and a number of rural industries,
schools, churches and hotels. This project has investigated a rural industry, maple syrup
production, closely associated with the farmsteads of the Fort Drum region, and
interwoven, in the seasonal round, with the other industries pursued by area farmers,
principally dairy farming. As will be explained in detail in Chapter II, most maple syrup
production took place in maple groves, commonly called "sugar bushes," usually at some
distance from the farmhouse, barn, yard and outbuilding complex that, in the case of Fort
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Drum, constitutes a farmstead site. Maple syrup processing or production (MSP) sites
are thus a part of the “whole farm,” a research area recommended for comprehensive
study of farms as landscapes, as opposed to farmsteads as discrete sites (Adams 1990).
As an archaeological site, the maple syrup processing site has been defined, by the Fort
Drum Cultural Resources Survey, as a distinct type of cultural resources management
property.2 They are also, of course, parts of a regional and national cultural context, as
will be explored in detail in this dissertation.
As a result of Phase I cultural resources management surveys of Fort Drum lands
undertaken by Louis Berger and Associates (LBA) and the Fort Drum Cultural Resources
Section of Public Works and its predecessors in the Fort Drum Directorate of the
Environment, Public Works (the Fort Drum CRS), 37 maples syrup processing sites were
known on Fort Drum, discovered between 1985 and the beginning of this project in
2004.3 As discussed in Chapter IV, three more maple syrup processing sites were
discovered during the summer of 2004, as the field phase of this project took place,
another maple site was found in the fall of 2004 and a “final” (to date; 2010) maple
processing site was found in 2009, both after the field phase of this project was
concluded. The total number of maple syrup processing sites known on Fort Drum lands
as of the end of 2004 was, therefore, 41 sites. Of these 41 sites, 21 are in the Fort Drum
cantonment, that part of the installation where barracks, family housing, administration
and operations support facilities are concentrated. The remaining 20 are located in Fort
Drum training lands. As may be seen from Table 1.1, eleven of these sites have been
2

At Fort Drum, maple syrup processing sites are presently considered as part of the dispersed agricultural
processing industries historic research context (Babson and Cooney 2001).
3
An additional maple syrup production site is mentioned in oral histories as part of the Village of
LeRaysville, but its exact location within the village is unknown.
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destroyed by construction or training activities that have taken place since their
discovery, and five of these sites could not be found during the 2001-2002 program of
site revisits intended to relocate these sites by GPS (Geographical Positioning System)
for Fort Drum's GIS (Geographical Information Systems) site information database (Fort
Drum Cultural Resources Survey 2002). This leaves 25 maple syrup processing sites
subject to active management by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey, and available
for research as part of this project. These maple syrup processing sites appeared to be of
two general types, based upon the configuration, alignment and size of surface features:
1) Large or ramp/platform sites, and 2) Small or trough sites (see also Louis Berger and
Associates 1994d:Table 10.2).

Table 1.1:
Maple Sites Summary, 31 October 2004
Site Type:

Excellent/

Fair/Poor

Destroyed

Good

Not
Found

Total

Large—
Cantonment

1—2%

2—5%

4—10%

0

7—17%

Small—
Cantonment

4—10%

2—5%

5—12%

3—7%

14—34%

Large—Training
Areas

5—12%

0

0

0

5—12%

Small—Training
Areas

10—24%

1—2%

2—5%

2—5%

15—37%

Total

20—49%

5—12%

11—27%

5—12%

41
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This chapter will present a discussion of the theoretical basis for this study of
maples syrup processing sites at Fort Drum, New York. As this study will be grounded
in the practice and methods of landscape archaeology, the chapter will begin by
discussion landscape archaeology in relation to a project designed, first, to locate Fort
Drum maple syrup production sites in space, and then to assess them in relation to local
terrain and natural and cultural landscape features. The chapter will proceed by
discussing the overall project direction, presented above (in this section), in terms of its
three subquestions. In this manner, this chapter will attempt to place maple syrup
production in the Fort Drum region into its social and economic contexts, as a way of
proposing hypotheses, derived from the project subquestions, which can be tested against
the archaeological and documentary evidence that were gathered and processed by this
research project.

1.3

PROJECT THEORETICAL BASIS:
This project is designed as a compound of archaeological process, based in

original investigations of previously-unexcavated archaeological sites, which are then
explained and interpreted by means of a detailed contextual statement. As such, this
project began in the realm of processual archaeology (Babson 2004:8-11). Processual
archaeology, originally called "New Archaeology," began some 50 years ago in the early
1960s with the work of Lewis Binford (1962). Processual archaeology emphasizes study
of the function of archaeological artifacts, features, sites and landscapes, with a view
toward describing and explaining a past human culture from its material remains (Binford
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1972, Trigger 1989:289-328). As a general goal, processual archaeology seeks to define
very general to universal statements about human culture, from its basis in detailed
observation and analysis (Binford 1972). As a method, classic processual archaeology
proceeds by formally proposing hypothesis from observation of archaeological evidence,
then testing these hypotheses against further observation and detailed analysis of both the
original archaeological materials, and those recovered through investigations performed
after hypotheses are proposed, investigations usually carried out in a manner directed by
these initial hypotheses (South 1977:13-25). As developed in American archaeology, and
especially due to its institutionalization as a body of practice in cultural resources
management (King, et al. 1977:2-5), the processual approach to archaeology has proven
most useful in answering basic archaeological questions about site function, site identity
and cultural process. An established method and theoretical approach, processual
archaeology has been criticized for, in essence, its tendency to deliver an incomplete
interpretation of the past cultures it seeks to describe (Hodder 1991:19-34, Leone and
Potter 1988:3-7). In general, the focus on cultural process mandated by the original
processual approach rules out consideration of topics not directly related to
archaeological evidence.
In present-day historical archaeology, processual studies can be used as a means
to introduce, test and interpret detailed statements about the social, economic and
political contexts experienced by the past people who created the archaeological record
under study (Orser 1996:1-28). Paul Shackel (1996:25) sees this approach as a
continuation of efforts by anthropologists, beginning with Eric Wolf (1982), to redirect
anthropology away from an established ahistorical perspective, and toward an
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understanding of humans, human groups and human cultures as always engaged, to a
greater or lesser degree, with the world beyond the limits of their culture as defined by
the anthropologist observing them. With reference to his study of Harper's Ferry, a
government-run industrial town in pre-Civil War Virginia, Shackel states:
An understanding of social context reveals the complex
situations in which goods operated and can therefore
provide an understanding of the inequalities produced in
society, especially since the advent of the industrial
revolution and the creation of the Romantic philosophy.
(Shackel 1996:25)

In a sense, this approach to social context for archaeological observation continues the
processual project, but redirects it toward these "complex situations in which goods
operated" and away from the grand laws of human behavior originally seen as a goal by
Binford and South. In this vein, Charles Orser reminds us to: "dig locally, but think
globally" (Orser 1996:183-204).
At the beginning of this project, I did not expect that research on maple syrup
processing sites in the Fort Drum region would reveal a statement about the "inequalities
produced in society" (Shackel 1996:25). In the time and place being studied, maple
syrup producers by and large owned the means of production for this product, and
participated in its production in basically similar ways, ways which were determined in
large extent by an available, consistent technology for syrup production, and by access to
the land needed for this production. As will be discussed at length in Chapter II, the
research I conducted about the economic context of maple syrup production in Jefferson
and Lewis Counties, New York between 1880 and 1940 indicates that local farmers were
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able to exercise some personal choice with regard to their participation in maple syrup
production (Babson 2003). The one study of New York maple syrup processing sites
conducted before my project (Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:10-19 and 11-33) does
not consider this aspect of maple syrup production in the Fort Drum region, and therefore
fails to adequately delineate a social or economic context for these sites. In a small sense,
this failure allows for the present project: The earlier failure establishes the need for a
thorough processual study, coupled to a detailed contextual statement.4
This project began by proposing specific hypotheses based in the overall project
questions. This project then proceeded to provide greater understanding of the
connection of these small, industry- and product-specific sites to their larger regional,
national or world contexts. These contexts provide the reasons for the creation of these
distinctive sites, the factors that made maple syrup production a usually worthwhile
activity for area farmers in the late 19th and early to mid 20th centuries, and which
allowed maple syrup makers to create and sell this product within a new set of rural-tourban social relationships that were developing during this period. In this manner, this
project is an attempt to use processual methods to "dig locally" and the context of maple
syrup production to "think globally" (Orser 1996:183-204).

4

As discussed in Chapters II and V, however, the results of the archaeological project brought me back to
reconsider aspects of social inequality as part of the evolving social and economic contexts of the early 20th
century for rural New York, in which maple syrup production took place.
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1.4

LANDSCAPE ARCHAEOLOGY:
"Landscape is the spatial manifestation of the relations between humans and their

environment” (Crumley and Marquardt 1990:73). In the United States, much of the
practice of landscape archaeology is concerned with relations of power as expressed
across rural or urban landscapes, or by the documents such as maps and atlases that
represent these landscapes as cultural creations (Delle 1995a, 1995b, Leone 1984, 2005,
Leone and Silberman 1995:3-17, McGuire 1991, Mrozowski 1991, Paynter 1982).
Another major focus of landscape studies in archaeology is in construction of predictive
models for site location, which, with regard to historical archaeology, require detailed
understanding of the physical, economic, social and political factors that created a past
landscape that was actively meaningful for its inhabitants (Marquardt and Crumley 1987,
Willey 1953). Formal sampling designs, based in the features of a past landscape and,
often, making use of established geographical practices, have also been the basis of
studies of archaeological landscapes (Hodder and Orton 1976).
One of the most thorough studies of archaeological sites as landscapes of social
power is Mark Leone’s The Archaeology of Liberty in an American Capital (2005). In
concert with earlier work (Leone 1984), Leone (2005:63-83) describes the 18th-century
formal gardens of William Paca and Charles Carroll and at Rideout House as using
baroque plans to carefully organize controlled landscapes of social meaning. The elite
individuals who planned these gardens saw themselves as standing, precariously, at the
peak of a colonial society that was contested from above (from England, as the ruling
colonial power) and from below (from all the social orders ranked “beneath” them). The
gardens, as organized and controlled artificial landscapes with carefully-defined views
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and perspectives, served to display, project and affirm the social position that these elite
people had obtained, but which they felt they might lose at any moment. They felt
particularly insecure in the knowledge that their society was based, ultimately, upon the
enslavement of Africans and African Americans who in many ways organized their own
societies to resist their domination by their self-styled “natural masters” (Ferguson 1992).
These subaltern people organized their own landscapes of resistance by hiding caches of
buttons, pins, nails, beads, coins, pieces of cloth and other objects of assigned cultural
meaning beneath the floors and under the stairways in the houses where they lived and
worked (Leone 2005:199-244). Some of these caches where organized as, possibly,
cosmograms (Leone 2005:Figure 45; see also Ferguson 1992:110-116, Figure 74), with
which enslaved Africans and African Americans sought to influence and ameliorate the
difficult psychic environment in which they lived, even, perhaps, to influence their
“masters” by creating a perception of their having access to occult or magical power
(Leone 2005:234-244). In 18th- and 19th-century Annapolis, the landscapes seen today by
archaeologists were active cultural artifacts, in which ongoing contests of social relations
and power were played out.
Were such socially- and culturally-active landscapes also present in the
sugarbushes of 19th- and 20th-century New York? The production, marketing and use of
maple syrup will involve relationships of social power, as all relations of commercial
exchange must do. I feel, however, that the primary relationship that Fort Drum maple
syrup processing sites have to their landscape is one of technology, or use of that
landscape, in that this use is vital to the production of syrup, and so it must take place
before any subsequent social relationships or cultural meaning could be expressed. The
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available landscape, in terms of locations of maple groves, slopes for siting boiling
houses, available water, distance to the farmstead and distance to the nearest road, for
bringing supplies in and finished syrup out, was primary in siting maple syrup processing
facilities, and it probably had some effect on the degree of success of any individual
maple products operation. While this landscape produced a socially-active agricultural
product, it was, in essence, a practical and functional landscape, of the sort described by
Tim Ingold (1993:157) as a “taskscape.”
As a landscape of production, the sugar bushes and boiling houses used by area
farmers to make maple syrup in the Fort Drum region expressed the practice and the
necessities of this type of production. At the most basic level, maple syrup production
had to be located in a region where sugar maples grew. This characteristic was true of
the entire Fort Drum region. Within the region, and within individual farms, maple syrup
production was focused on wood lots, usually subdivisions of individual farms that were
too hilly even for effective use as pasture,5 a situation quite common in the heavily
dissected terrain of ridges and valleys seen in the Fort Drum region. Maple sites thus
tend to cluster in uplands, and to be directly associated with stands of maple trees.
Preliminary observation (before and up to 2003) of the 37 “original” maple sites known
on Fort Drum also indicated an association between natural hillside or ridge slopes and,
at least, the small or trough type of maple site. With abandonment of the “large/small”
characteristic as a typological organizer for Fort Drum maple sites (see Chapter IV), I can
now say that this association extends to all Fort Drum region syrup-making sites, in the
5

Maple groves were, however, often used for pasturing cattle and hogs, commonly enough for this practice
to be mentioned specifically in maple syrup making guides (c.f. Bryan and Hubbard 1912:10). The
academic agronomists describing this practice felt that pasturing animals in sugar bushes impeded maple
syrup production.
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form of a natural slope used where available, or an artificial or modified slope (a ramp)
constructed where necessary. The reason for this association is use of these slopes as
either formal or informal ramps, to aid in unloading sap collection vehicles.
Because maple syrup making was a seasonal activity, the landscape for maple
syrup production may represent a variety of ephemeral rural landscape, somewhat similar
to other such landscapes (see Brassley 1999). Of course, the sugar maple trees and the
boiling houses were present year round, and so count as permanent features of this
regional landscape, during the project period of 1880 to 1940. These landscape features,
however, and their archaeological expressions, especially the maple syrup production
sites produced by the boiling house facilities, represent a recurrent activity, focused
during a defined part of the agricultural year.6 This feature of the archaeological
landscape and characteristic of maple syrup processing sites has created archaeological
sites with a strong, activity-oriented focus. These well-defined and focused sites, as
features of the landscape of maple syrup making, were therefore of greatest use to this
research project.
In his discussion of the distinction between landscape and the “taskscape,” a new
category of social and cultural space which he seeks to define, Tim Ingold (1993) argues
that a “taskscape” is, essentially, the presence of human activity in and on the land

6

Similar recurrent rural activities, in industries often not directly connected to farming, include such
operations as lumbering, ice making, or fishing for seasonal fish (e.g. anadormous fish taken during their
spawning runs upstream from the sea). The camps, landings and weirs associated with these industries
would only be active during the season in which the activity was performed—the winter for lumbering and
ice making, or, often, the spring or fall for seasonal fish. The recurrent nature of maple syrup making was
recognized by syrup producers, who often referred to their production facilities as “sugar camps” (see
Bassette 1908, Chapman 1892, J. C. 1912, Neff 1919, Smith 1917). On farms, these seasonal, recurrent
activities can be contrasted with continuous or “every-day” activities, such as feeding, tending and milking
(harvesting) the dairy cows that were the mainstay of the Fort Drum farms that were associated with the
Fort Drum maple sites.
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(Ingold 1993:162-163). This process of “dwelling” in the land (Ingold 1993:152, 163)
creates the landscape that an archaeologist observes, often many, many years after that
human activity has ceased to be performed. A taskscape, then, is a landscape viewed
through time, and viewed in regard to processes of temporality (Ingold 1993:159-161)
that create this taskscape through labor, including the labor (activity) of the archaeologist
or any other observer, in that act of observation. Using Pieter Bruegel the Elder’s noted
1565 painting The Harvesters as a detailed example, Ingold (1993:164-171) presents the
taskscape as the material remains of tasks once performed within a landscape which,
through time, create that landscape in a form recognizable and describable by a
contemporary observer (such as Bruegel) or, potentially, by a future observer (an
archaeologist). In the largest sense, Ingold (1993:171-172) sees this understanding of
taskscapes, and a focus on past humans as having dwelled within them, as a way of
injecting the understanding of temporality into what have been, too often, ahistorical or
atemporal efforts to recover past human culture, the anthropological purpose for
archaeology: “[B]y temporalizing the landscape, [we can] move beyond the division that
has afflicted most inquiries up to now, between the ‘scientific’ study of an atemporalized
nature, and the ‘humanistic’ study of a dematerialized history” (Ingold 1993:172). Ingold
(1993:172) sees this purpose as eminently suited to archaeology, and as a guide for its
future practice.
With regard to maple syrup making, the “taskscape” approach (Ingold 1993) is
most useful in defining the sites and landscapes that pertain to this past human activity.
In simplest terms, a sugarbush is a taskscape, as is a boiling house, the archaeological site
it produces after abandonment (the “MSP’—maple syrup production—sites which are the
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subject of this dissertation). The combination of sugarbush and boiling house, situated
within Adams’s (1990) “whole farm,” is also a taskscape, and, finally, as I will argue in
Chapter VI, the structure of economic and social relationships in which maple syrup
producers made, sold and derived cultural satisfaction from their syrup may be the most
comprehensive taskscape in which they, and their product, operated. During the sugar
season (the spring), and in selling and thinking about their syrup, maple syrup producers
dwelled, in Ingold’s (1993:163) sense, in the landscape that we now identify, observe and
analyze as “maple syrup,” my subject in this dissertation project.

1.5

QUESTION 1: How is the technology of maple syrup production reflected in the
structure and design of these facilities?
As stated in Table 1.1, this project began by describing two major types of maple

syrup processing sites on Fort Drum cantonment and training lands. The small or trough
sites (Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:10-19 and 11-33) were defined by a stone or
concrete, occasionally with some brick, evaporator arch as the primary surface feature on
the site. With regard to surface evidence, the area covered by the small/trough site
appeared to be smaller than that covered by the second type. This second type was
defined as the large or ramp/platform site (Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:10-19 and
11-33), where the surface-evident evaporator arch, usually larger than those found on
small sites, is joined by a raised platform or, more commonly, a ramp. The platform or
ramp is usually of rammed earth, faced with dry-laid stone revetments. Ramps are
distinguished from platforms as being structures where one or two edges of the structure
run down to the ground surface. The ramp is usually aligned with the evaporator arch,
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and will parallel it, being placed directly beside the arch foundation. As a raised feature,
the ramp or platform dominates the evaporator arch as a visible surface feature.
As structures making use of stone, earth and concrete, the two types, large and
small, of Fort Drum maple syrup production sites are contemporaneous variations of a
coherent maple syrup processing technology (see Babson and Vaadi 2001). I proposed
that these varying types of maple syrup processing site share a basic technology,
especially as to the gathering, boiling and packaging of syrup. In forming my initial
hypotheses, variation between these two types of maple site was seen as coming from the
differing goals of the operators of the different sites, operators who made use of the same
or very similar technology. As a hypothesis, I proposed that the facilities at the larger
sites could produce more syrup than could those at smaller sites. I saw this as the goal,
larger or smaller production, of the operators of each size-type of site. As a corollary, I
proposed that the difference in goals was one of economic scale. Operators of larger sites
were, in a general manner, to be more oriented toward commercial production of syrup
than were the operators of smaller sites.

1.6

QUESTION 2: How is the technology of maple syrup production reflected in the
structure and design of these facilities?
First and foremost, and as will be discussed at length in the third chapter, the Fort

Drum maple syrup processing sites are the archaeological remains of boiling houses,
sometimes called sugar houses, the places where maple sap, collected in the surrounding
sugar bush, was boiled down to syrup. As such, the central and consistent object on each
of these sites was the evaporator, usually a flat pan with internal baffles and subdivisions,
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though which sap would flow as it was boiled down to syrup. As noted above, the
evaporator foundation is the defining feature of a Fort Drum maple syrup production site.

Figure 1.02: A Patent Evaporator from the Early 20th Century (Advertised in
1920; Grimm Manufacturing Company 1920)

The boiling house, now represented by the maple syrup processing site, was also
the focus of a technology used in and therefore reflecting, as material culture, the process
of transforming sap into syrup. As will be discussed at greater length in Chapters II and
III, there is a specific maple technology and material culture that is derived from the
activities of collecting sap from the trees, consolidating this sap and transporting it to the
boiling house, boiling the sap down to syrup, and packaging the syrup for use,
distribution or sale. Placement of the boiling house and evaporator and, thus, the maple
syrup production site that develops once the boiling house is abandoned, is in direct
association with the maple grove or sugar bush. This facilitates gathering, consolidation
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and transportation of the sap, the most labor-intensive part of the syrup production
process. Within the evaporator facility, use was made of the natural slope or a raised,
earthen ramp to facilitate unloading of large volumes of sap from tanks on collection
vehicles. To avoid tying up the vehicle for long periods of time, as would become
necessary if the vehicle tank was used to feed the evaporator, most syrup makers used a
holding tank as a part of the boiling house. Flow of sap from the collection vehicle into
this holding tank was usually accomplished by gravity, requiring the collection vehicle to
reach a height above the edge of the holding tank for unloading. In siting boiling houses,
there may also have been some consideration of prevailing winds with regard to flue
draws, in an effort to make the evaporator firebox draw more efficiently. Finally, the
technology of syrup production did change through time. As sap collection became
mechanized through the use of tractors or, in some cases, trucks (see The Rural New
Yorker 1937), boiling houses could be brought "down" from the sugar bushes to become
a part of the operator's farmstead. Boiling houses in the Fort Drum region were at times
also consolidated, with a larger boiling house being built or rebuilt to serve several sugar
bushes, once mechanized transport allowed sap to be brought from more remote sugar
bushes to a more central boiling house, before the sap would spoil. Much of this change
post dates the 1940 close of the study period, caused by the Army acquisition of the Fort
Drum lands. These changes are, therefore, not usually represented by the maple syrup
processing sites on the Fort Drum lands, which were the subject of this project.
Similar tasks were required to make maple syrup at the two initially-defined types
of maple syrup processing sites on Fort Drum. The artifacts related to these activities and
these sites will therefore also be similar. With regard to collection, entire objects or the
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remains of iron spiles, sap buckets and bucket covers were expected. Relating to
consolidation and transport, I expected gathering buckets, parts of collection vehicles7
and horse tack. Boiling operations could leave behind evaporator parts, solid and
perforated sap or syrup scoops, thermometers, and ceramics, enamel ware dishes,
utensils, coffee pots and other artifacts relating to late nights of work, meals and social
activities that took place in the boiling house. Material culture related to packaging
finished syrup might include remnants of metal cans, glass jars or bottles8 and ceramic,
usually stoneware, jugs or crocks. With regard to the differences between the two
proposed types of Fort Drum maple syrup processing site, if this difference is one of
boiling technology, it might be visible as one of scale, in which small flat pans would be
associated with the small or trough sites, and patent evaporators associated with the larger
ramp or platform sites. Any noted differences in the material culture that occur
consistently between the two proposed site types could be explored in light of the
possibility that such a difference might relate to the proposed difference in purpose for
these two possible varieties of maple site.

1.7

QUESTION 3: How do variations in syrup production technology reflect the
landscape, political, social and economic contexts of the production methods
which utilized facilities of each type in this region during this period?
In terms of the farm economy and the formal or state and national politics

connected to it, maple syrup was treated as a product subsidiary to the dairy and crop
7

The Macomb Maple Syrup Lean-To, A089-18-000010 in St. Lawrence County included the remains of a
collection sled, abandoned in place at the evaporator foundation (Hartgen Archeological Associates, Inc.
2001:8, Photos 15-16, 19-22).
8
A glass syrup bottle was found on the ramp of FDH 10-30 during the 2002 Fort Drum CRS field season.
Unfortunately, FDH 10-30 was destroyed by construction during the summer of 2003.
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regimes that have come to characterize the region (Louis Berger and Associates 1994a).
Direct subsidy support for maple syrup production was rare and inconsistent during the
project period of 1880 to 1940.9 Prominent individuals, however, looked kindly upon the
industry, and described it as profitable and distinctive to the region, as will be discussed
in regard to Vincent LeRay de Chaumont (1859:10) in the next chapter. By the
beginning of the 20th century, the United States Department of Agriculture (Bryan and
Hubbard 1912, Bryan, et al. 1937 and Willits and Hills 1976) and the Cornell Extension
Service (Collingwood and Cope 1938) began to take an interest in maple syrup making,
and to publish guides describing how to "best" perform what had previously been a folk
practice. While maple syrup making seems to have been less of a focus than some other
products, crops or farm regimes, this process of regularizing practice, with a view toward
more formal management of agriculture and a closer connection between agriculture and
political or educational institutions, was common in New York during the first half of the
20th century (Wurst and Ridarsky 2003). As will be discussed in Chapter V, I feel that
that maple syrup making began to have some effect on or employment in the generation
of political or social identity for its producers in the Fort Drum region and in New York
State, and possibly for some of the political units, communities or counties, in the state,
as appears to be the case with the Village of Croghan in Lewis County or the Village of
Marathon in Cortland County to this day.10 On a national level, this process seems to
have been more characteristic of Vermont than New York, as may be seen in the syrup9

The federal government offered a bounty on maple sugar between 1890 (Hoskins) and 1892 (The Rural
New Yorker 1892a). Even with this bounty, maple syrup producers were able to make more money on
syrup than sugar (Cook 1890b, Cutts 1890), and the bounty was not repeated (Lawrence and Martin
1993:69).
10
Croghan is home to the American Maple Museum (www.lcida.org/maplemuseum.html ), and is at
present (in the early 21st century) a center for sugarhouse tours during the spring boiling season, including
tours to Yancey’s Sugarbush, as described in Appendix III. Marathon has been the site of the Marathon
Maple Festival since 1971 (Central New York Maple Festival 1991).
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making (tree tapping) scene chosen for the Vermont state quarter, minted in 2001. In
2009, however, New York politicians (principally, Senator Charles Schumer; Clines
2009, Groom 2009) have begun to address this situation, formulating a plan to make New
York the primary maple syrup producer in the nation.
As will be argued more completely in the following chapter, I feel that the social
context for maple syrup making in New York state between 1880 and 1940 arose directly
from large-scale changes in social organization that were taking place in American
society in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. At this time, America was completing
change from a largely rural, farm-based society and economy, to one in which the
majority of people lived in cities or suburbs, worked in factories, businesses or for
institutions, and had only a tenuous, temporary or ancestral relationship with the farm and
the country (Barry 1997:137, Stilgoe 1988). As "pure maple syrup," the product of New
York State's syrup producers became one of the products that could connect formerly
rural people with what they regarded as their roots in the country (see Jack 1939). Maple
syrup could perform this function because of its distinctive taste, the factor, in fact, that
had prevented it from competing effectively with cane sugar and syrup (molasses) in the
late 18th and early 19th centuries. This link between the distinctive taste of maple syrup
and "the country" was the creation of both its producers and its consumers. If producers
and consumers were both rural people, as was the case when syrup was consumed within
producer's families, among relatives or friends, or by means of sale within a rural
community, this link may have been subdued, except in that it could serve to help define
the boundaries and membership of that rural community. The equation of "maple" with
the "country" was available for exploitation by the advertisers of maple products, and by
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processors of maple syrup, including the producers of products that made use, perhaps
fraudulently, of the name "maple" for products that had little or no maple syrup as
content. For producers, of course, the most immediate use of this link was to aid in
marketing syrup, and products made from maple syrup. If thinking of maple as "pure"
and "from the country" disposed its consumers to regard it in a more favorable light, and
to purchase more of it, then its producers would be quite willing to pursue, recreate, and
use the conceptual link between maple and the country.
With direct relation to its economic context, maple syrup can be defined by the
type of exchange that took it from producer to consumer. For the Fort Drum region
between 1880 and 1940, I began this project by proposing three varieties of exchange that
involved maple syrup: First, exchange within families, where "exchange" involved use
by the producers themselves or their near relatives. In that farm work was co-operative at
the family level in this region at this time, it is questionable as to whether this can be
called "exchange," since most members of the family would have had a hand in making
the syrup. Second, exchange as small scale, local, farm stand or sugar house sales. Here,
with the producer selling his syrup directly and, usually, personally to the consumer,
consumer choice could be best exercised, and the maple to country connection was
strongest. The consumer was in the country, as a tourist, on business or visiting, and he
or she was buying syrup at or close to its point of production, making the maple to
country connection self-evident. Third, commercial exchange, as in agent, co-op or bulk
sales. Here, syrup traveled from the country into a national or international processing,
advertising, sales and distribution system, where the connection of the syrup when used
by the consumer to the country where it had been made was tenuous and obscured. The
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advertising added into this system, however, could renew and strengthen this connection,
because emphasis of the connection was useful in selling the product. The developing
social context of maple syrup through the project period had the least effect on withinfamily "distribution" and use, it supported small-scale sales of syrup, and it, by and large,
enabled commercial-scale sales of maple syrup.

1.8

PROJECT HYPOTHESES AND ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION:
As noted and as will be discussed in Chapter III, the 41 Fort Drum maple syrup

processing sites considered and assessed by this project were initially divided into two
types, based upon surface features, their arrangement, and the apparent size of these sites,
small or trough sites, and large or ramp/platform sites. As working hypotheses and a
means to test the three questions proposed for this project, I proposed a link between
these varieties of contemporaneous maple syrup processing site:
1.

The small or trough sites are, as a norm, associated with family exchange and
small-scale, local sales of maple syrup.

2.

The large or ramp/platform sites will correspond with small-scale sales or family
exchange as incidental purposes, but their major orientation will be toward
commercial and bulk sales.
These hypotheses were intended to connect the questions discussed in Chapter I

with the expected archaeological, documentary and oral history information to be found
on or connected to Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites (Babson 2004). The
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following chapters of this dissertation will elaborate upon and test these hypotheses.
Chapter II will provide a detailed discussion of the history and the social, economic and
cultural contexts that generated these hypotheses. Chapter III discusses the material
culture of maple syrup making, and previous archaeological studies of this cultural
practice, both within New York State and the northeastern or north-central regions of the
United States where maple syrup was made. Chapter IV (and Appendix I) present the
archaeological information produced by testing (New York State Phase II-level) six Fort
Drum maple syrup processing sites in relation to the project hypotheses. As will be
discussed, information was not found, by the research performed upon these sites, to
support the hypotheses and, in fact, the ranking of Fort Drum maple sites as
“small/trough” and “large/ramp” sites had to be completely revised. Chapter V presents
further research into the context of maple syrup making in New York State during the
first half of the 20th century, with particular attention paid to the differences in
production, marketing and cultural meaning between maple syrup and milk, butter,
cheese and other dairy products, which were the primary “crops” of New York farmers
during this period. As an explanation for my archaeological observations, I propose that
the differences between the production, sale and meaning of maple syrup and dairy
products will explain not two defined types of “small” and “large” maple syrup
processing sites, but the continued use, development, intensification and growth of these
sites, this being what I actually observed from their archaeology. Chapter VI summarizes
these results, and presents my conclusions about the growth of maple syrup production in
New York State during the project period. As a completed whole, I hope and expect that
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the project presented here will better explain and interpret the maples syrup processing
sites of Fort Drum as an important part of the region's history, society and economy.
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CHAPTER II: THE HISTORY AND CULTURE OF MAPLE SYRUP
PRODUCTION IN CENTRAL NEW YORK

2.1

INTRODUCTION:
The information presented in this chapter encompasses general and specific

information about maple syrup production for the project period of 1880 to 1940. The
chapter will discuss the development of maple syrup, in contrast to cane sugar and maple
sugar, as a premium product, made by New York farmers that came to have a specific
cultural meaning within the larger society of the makers, sellers and consumers of pure
maple syrup. The chapter will describe the development of maple syrup production as a
culturally-mediated skill set and as a practice codified by a small number of
contemporary published sources including the syrup making guides published by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (Bryan and Hubbard 1912, Bryan, et al. 1937, Willits and
Hills 1976) and the Cornell Agriculture Extension Service (Collingwood and Cope 1938).
The skill set and codified practices of maple syrup production will also be discussed in
relation to secondary sources which describe the history, ethnography and folklore, and
the archaeology of maple syrup production. The goal of this discussion is to describe
maple syrup production as a cultural practice with links to a specific material culture,
which will be discussed in Chapter III.
This chapter will also describe maple syrup as a product produced by a set of
defined skills, skills which are subject to cultural transmission by means of oral and
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written instructions, and by means of demonstration either in the course of training or as
part of a model farm operation. It will describe maple syrup as a product intended for
sale in discrete markets, which were also learned by syrup producers. This discussion is
intended to provide the historical and cultural context for this dissertation project, and it
represents, by and large, research conducted before the field phase of the project was
performed in 2004.

2.2

PURE MAPLE SYRUP:
Maple syrup is almost always described as "pure maple syrup," not, more simply,

as "maple syrup" or "maple." This description has an immediate use in marketing syrup.
During the 20th century, various maple-like syrups were developed as commercial
consumer products, many of which had no maple content at all (Lawrence and Martin
1993:115). Pure maple syrup, by contrast, as a product required by law to be 100% the
product of maple trees and of boiling maple sap,11 is able to acquire and return a specific
social meaning for its producers and consumers. It is able to connect to the country
where the syrup is made, and to the supposedly honest rural values of the independent
farmers who made it. In this manner, maple syrup has become a premium product like
wine, olive oil or organic produce, a product that can be marketed to a limited, but
dedicated, group of consumers (Thomas 2004:216).12 This section will explore the
meaning of pure maple syrup, and chart how the distinctive taste of maple syrup came to
have this meaning as a premium product and property.

11

The first state purity law for maple products was passed by Vermont in 1888 (Vermonter 1899).
As early as 1915, maple syrup producers were discussing marketing of maple syrup as a premium
product for an up-scale clientele (Brigham 1915).

12
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Throughout its period of production in North America, maple sugar and syrup
have been the primary products of farmers making sweetener from maple sap.13 While
generally regarded as a product for home and family use, efforts to sell maple sugar to
much wider markets began in the early days of the American Republic. In the 1790s,
Thomas Jefferson, Dr. Benjamin Rush, Henry Drinker and William Cooper, the founder
of Cooperstown, New York, were involved in the so-called "maple sugar bubble" (D’Elia
1969, Lawrence and Martin 1993:213, Maxey 1983:612-615, Rush 1793, Wilkinson
1942:295-296), promoting American-grown maple sugar, the product of free men, as a
pure alternative to the cane sugar made by enslaved African and Afro-Caribbean workers.
In discussing the purity of maple sugar, William Cooper cataloged all the tropical insects
that could end up in a Caribbean sugar kettle train, then added "the sweat of the negroes,
[sic.] and when they are angry, nobody knows what else" (quoted in Lawrence and
Martin 1993:68). This statement directly contrasts the concept of maple sugar as "pure"
with cane sugar and molasses as "polluted," through association of cane sugar with the
tropics, insects, slavery, Africans, and a particular way in which these Africans could
resist their enslavement (see Gellman 2006:92). As an advertisement, all of the elements
describing cane sugar in Cooper's statement were deliberately calculated to appeal to the
prejudices, the aspirations and the self-concept of 18th and early 19th century AngloAmericans. “Maple sugar dramatized the intertwining of slavery with American attempts
at self-definition and economic self-determination” (Gellman 2006:91). In his
advertising, William Cooper was one of the first to differentiate maple sugar and syrup
from cane sugar and molasses, and to create a concept of maple products as pure, in
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Russell (1976:305-306) discusses maple sugar production and marketing as beginning in the hills of
northwestern Connecticut and western Massachusetts during the 1750s.
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contrast to their competition, and as a way of promoting a positive self-image for the
citizens of the young American republic (Gellman 2006:91).
Between 1789 and 1792, William Cooper actively promoted the sale of maple
sugar made by pioneering New York farmers.14 As part of his land sales venture at
Cooperstown in Otsego Township, Cooper promoted the making of maple sugar by
farmers who bought his land as a way for these buyers to raise cash and make the
payments on the loans, also made by Cooper, which supported their purchases of his land
(Gellman 2006:92-93, Taylor 1995:119-126). William Cooper made further loans to his
land clients to provide each farmer with an iron kettle large enough to support fairly
large-scale production of maple sugar. In 1793, Cooper estimated that year's production
of maple sugar in Otsego Township at 160,000 pounds, with a value of $15,000 (Hedrick
1933:149-150). In 1791 and 1792, Cooper was extremely active in promoting "his"
maple sugar, writing President George Washington, Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson,
Dr. Benjamin Rush and other prominent Americans, including members of early
Abolition societies, to advertise sales of "free" sugar. Cooper traveled to the national
capital in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, accompanying the first shipment of maple sugar
from the Lake Otsego region, met with prominent people, and gave speeches to cultured
and scientific audiences in support of this product: "[M]aple sugar opened important
doors for William Cooper" (Taylor 1995:125). Cooper also organized a kind of cooperative to transport the finished sugar down the Susquehanna River, then overland to
Philadelphia, where he intended to refine, then sell this "free sugar" among his fellow
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Taylor (1995:125) mentions William Cooper sending samples of "maple syrup" and "maple rum" to
Thomas Jefferson in Philadelphia in 1791. "Maple rum" may refer to a variety of maple syrup, or it may be
one of the very few references to the making of an alcoholic beverage from maple syrup.
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Quakers. Unfortunately, this venture failed when the sugar got wet during transit,
rendering it dark in color and very strong in taste (Taylor 1995:124).15 William Cooper’s
efforts in this area were also affected by the end of the maple sugar bubble, when would
be large-scale maple sugar producers such as Henry Drinker, who owned extensive tracts
of potential maple sugar-producing land in Wayne County, Pennsylvania, along the New
York-Pennsylvania border, were ultimately unable to have their product take the place of
Caribbean cane sugar (Maxey 1983:624-626).
William Cooper was not alone in his promotion of maple sugar as a primary
product for pioneering New York farmers. In 1791, Gerrit Boon, the namesake of
Boonville, New York, patented 30,000 acres north of Fort Stanwix (later, Rome), New
York, representing the Holland Land Company. He subsequently patented adjacent tracts
of 45,000 and 65,000 acres, making a total of 140,000 acres. Boon intended to establish,
on this vast tract of land, a maple sugar operation which would compete with, then
surpass, the production of the cane sugar plantations in the English Caribbean.16 He
estimated that he would have 10,000 acres under production within a few years from
beginning work, with a per-season production of 1,500,000 pounds of maple sugar. In
1794 and 1795, Boon established a central boiling station and a gravity-feed sap
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William Cooper may have been over-eager to blame a failure of his transportation system for the strong
taste of “his” maple sugar. As several later writers (M. G. F. 1919, 1921, Ormsbee 1919b, Vermonter
1899) emphasize, the poor control of the boiling process offered by kettles produced maple syrup and sugar
of strong taste and inconsistent quality, possibly of less consistent taste and quality than the white sugar
made by Caribbean sugar planters and their enslaved workers. This technical failing may have prevented
Cooper, Drinker, Rush and the other early maple sugar makers from being able to consistently produce a
product that could compete with cane sugar. It is an early example of attempts to manipulate the taste of
maple sugar, one which may have advanced the concept of the purity of this product more than it could
advance its commercial prospects.
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As discussed in Chapter I, efforts to make New York first in the world in maple products continue to the
present (Clines 2009, Goldberg 2009, Groom 2009).
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collection system using wooden troughs on 17 acres of sloping land.17 This system
proved unworkable when the freeze-thaw cycle of the spring sugaring season broke up
the wooden troughs. Boon refused to switch to tree-bucket sap collection, and his
investors lost $12,000 in this early experiment at large-scale commercial maple sugar
production (Hedrick 1933:148-149, Maxey 1983:626, Wilkinson 1942:296).
Much of William Cooper's promotion of maple sugar involved extolling its
virtues as both a freely made and healthful product. In the Fort Drum region by the
middle of the 19th century, Vincent LeRay de Chaumont echoed this promotion of maple
sugar by comparing its production to that of a fine wine (LeRay de Chaumont 1859:10).18
As a prominent individual and the son of the largest landowner in the region, Vincent
LeRay de Chaumont had a purpose in promoting maple sugar as a local product, probably
to attract immigrants from France to the region or to America in general. With direct
application to the project region, LeRay de Chaumont was describing maple sugar as a
premium product, as early as 1859. Vincent LeRay de Chaumont was continuing an
involvement with maple sugar begun by his father, James LeRay de Chaumont, who was
praised by Governor DeWitt Clinton (1822) for an excellent sample of maple sugar,
shown by James LeRay de Chaumont at Washington Hall in New York City (Manhattan).
Clinton (1822) continued to mention George Parish, a prominent citizen of St Lawrence
County in the early 19th century, as stating that settlers in his county were producing
maple sugar for their own needs, and that they also had a surplus to market. Clinton
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This may be the first-ever attempt at a gravity-feed sap collection system. Such systems were not used
again until the 20th century; see Gove 2006:104 and Thomas 2005.
18
Interestingly, Lawrence and Martin (1993:197-198) also borrow terms from wine tasting when describing
grades and qualities of maple syrup. The analogy between maple and wine has persisted through much of
the time that maple sap has been used by Europeans and Euro-Americans.
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speculated that surplus New York maple sugar could be shipped to market “through the
great canals” (Clinton 1822), such as the Eire Canal, for which Clinton was the driving
force and foremost proponent (Bernstein 2005). It is quite interesting that three of the
major land proprietors in late 18th- and early 19th-century New York State, William
Cooper, Gerrit Boon and James LeRay de Chaumont, were directly and personally
involved with maple sugar as a part of their land sales businesses and as a means of
promoting profitable agriculture for “their” settlers, for the farmers who bought the land
they had for sale.19
While he regards maple sweetener as "irrelevant" to his extensive study of cane
sugar, Sidney Mintz (1985:17) also proposes a description of how the meaning of the
taste and use of a particular food could change through time and space:
The forces that impel consumers to spend more on
"traditional" consumption at one point, and on "modern"
consumption at another, are complicated and many-sided.
One reason we do not understand them better in the case of
sugar is that sucrose vendors have always been interested in
patterns of consumption only in order to be able to change
them; it is the openness of the patterns to change that
concerns them. Vendors also understand that the patterns
will not yield unless the conditions under which
consumption occurs are changed--not just what is worn but
where and when, and with whom; not just what is eaten,
but where and when, and with whom.
(Mintz 1985:194)
19

A fourth major landowner and land seller of this period, John Lincklaen (an agent for a consortium of
Dutch investors who established his business in the area of Cazenovia, New York, during the first decade
of the 19th century) examined Henry Drinker’s maple sugar operation (a predecessor of Union Farm) at
Stockport, Pennsylvania in 1791. Lincklaen concluded that the number of trees present at Stockport could
not support Drinker’s ambitious program for sugar production, and did not recommend maple sugar to his
backers as an economic base for their projected settlement (Maxey 1983:618-619). John Lincklaen did not
make maple sugar at his estate of Lorenzo in Cazenovia, though some of his successors at this refined
property may have made small amounts of sugar or syrup during the 19th century (Russell Grills, personal
communication, 11 March 2010).
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Mintz (1985) then proceeds to describe comprehensive changes in the production
and use of cane sugar, over an 800 year period from the 13th century to the present
(1985). During this time, Mintz describes sugar as changing from a scarce, high status
product more used in medicine and social display20 than in cooking, to a ubiquitous
dietary staple, used so pervasively and in such quantity that it helps to cause obesity,
diabetes and other severe health problems. The first and simplest story is that sugar
production was increased throughout this 800 year period, especially between 1500 and
1800. Caribbean sugar plantations, based upon smaller prototypes developed in the
Mediterranean and in the Cape Verde Islands before 1500, expanded the production
capacity for sugar explosively. If sugar is accepted as universally tasty and attractive,
and if it is understood as desired by everyone, sugar producers were then faced with a
steadily expanding demand, one which they, by and large, were able to meet. A second
or deeper story, however, describes sugar as changing when tastes changed, in response,
to some extent, to greater availability of cheaper sugar, but also due to complex
interactions between social classes and expressions of class through the use of sugar as an
initially rare, socially active food. People in Britain, for example, ate sugar in part to
imitate their betters and advance their class status. This long term process helped to
make sugar more "common," both in terms of its availability and its class.
It is possible that a roughly opposite process happened in the case of maple sugar
and, later, maple syrup. First and foremost, maple sugar and cane sugar were never really
equated, probably due to the distinct taste of maple sugar and syrup, in a society to which
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Often in the form of "subtleties," fantastic confections that modeled castles, cathedrals or ships in sugar.
These models would be eaten by guests as the climax and conclusion of a feast.
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the taste of cane sugar was becoming the standard taste for "sugar.21" The distinctive
taste and darker-than-cane color of maple sugar come from maple sap producing a
combination of fructose and sucrose, whereas cane sugar is almost completely sucrose.
Maple sap also contains very small amounts of lignum, a wood product, held by some
sources to given maple its slightly "woody" taste (Willits and Hills 1976:67-68). The
Rural New Yorker noted the distinctive taste of maple sugar and syrup in an 1880
editorial: “For cooking purposes, the peculiar flavor of the maple is a damage rather than
an advantage. Not so, however, with the sirup.” This article (Rural New Yorker 1880)
then proposes a marketing co-op, to be based upon the distinctive taste of high-quality
maple syrup. Another commentator on the development of the maple syrup industry
linked the process of distinguishing between cane sugar and maple sugar and syrup
directly to the development of maple syrup as a premium or luxury product, noting that
19th-century maple sugar could not compete with cane sugar in price:
If maple trees were to continue to be tapped and syrup and
sugar made, the products must be sold—not in competition
with cane sugar for ordinary home needs—but as a luxury
food to those who prized the distinct flavor of the maple in
their sweets. And that is what maple syrup is today—a
luxury food finding ready sale among those people whose
standard of living permits them to have such luxuries.
(Cope 1937)

In accordance with the process described by Mintz (1985:194) in the above quote, if
people can distinguish the taste of maple, especially from that of cane sugar, so that it
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Mintz (1985) describes at length the use of cane sugar in hot drinks, such as tea and coffee, and how use
of sugar in these drinks could create a hot, appealing and inexpensive "meal" for poorly paid workers in
developing industries. Cane sugar imparts very little of its own taste to these drinks, unlike maple sugar,
which will give a maple taste to all but the strongest drinks.
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gains its own identity, they can then use and understand it in different ways from their
use and understanding of cane sugar. They can reject its use, in some cases or for some
purposes, which was William Cooper's experience, in part (Taylor 1995:123-124). They
can assign a meaning to the taste of maple products that, alongside its taste, distinguishes
maple from cane sugar or syrup/molasses. Maple products became, in this process, not
alternates to or imitations of cane sugar, but another sweet taste entirely, one with its
own, separate meaning. In this regard, one user of both maple and cane sugars, of maple
syrup and molasses, remembered that maple sugar was never used in coffee or tea (Van
Gorden 1975:61-62).22
Another notable difference between maple and cane sugars is the general lack of a
rum or other alcoholic beverage made from maple sugar or syrup, or from any product
derived from maple sap. As noted above, Taylor's (1995:125) discussion of William
Cooper's efforts to market maple sugar and syrup from his Cooperstown venture
mentions a "maple rum" in addition to maple syrup. This, apparently, is one of the very
few mentions of the possibility of making an alcoholic beverage from maple sap, either
by fermenting from sugar or distilling from syrup. Rum was a very common product of
cane sugar, being distilled, in very large quantities, from the molasses that was a
byproduct of making white, cake sugar. From the 17th to the end of the 19th century,
rum was at least as important, in value, as a product of cane processing as was cake sugar
(Dunn 1972:196-197). Humans have also made alcohol from almost anything, grains,
vegetables, fruits and juices that can be fermented, and have usually taken this process
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Hedrick (1933:147) and Lampman (1914) mention home-made maple sugar being used as a sweetener
for tea and coffee during times of economic distress or when first-quality cane sugar and molasses were
unavailable.
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further by distilling the resulting wine or mash to concentrate the alcohol. Yet, maple
rum is not mentioned as a common product of processing maple sugar and syrup, neither
in Lawrence and Martin's (1993) history of maple syrup, nor in the 20th century maple
syrup maker's guides (Bryan and Hubbard 1912, Bryan, et al. 1937, Collingwood and
Cope 1938, Willits and Hills 1976) that, between them, describe a great and varied
number of maple products.
Why did maple sugar and syrup producers not distill at least some of their product
into rum? It may be that the woody taste of maple also indicates the presence of cellulose
in the sap, which, when distilled, would become methanol, a poison, not drinkable
ethanol. It may also be that, once processed to either sugar or syrup, maple can no longer
be fermented, to produce any sort of alcohol. A source (E. S. B. 1916) from the early 20th
century mentions making vinegar from maple sap, which is boiled to one-quarter of its
original volume, not boiled as far down as to make syrup, before yeast is added to
encourage fermentation. This is described as an old practice, not much done at that time
(1916). Another source (Ormsbee 1921b) discusses spoiled maple syrup as tasting foul,
and as being usable only as vinegar, indicating that alcohol made from maple syrup
would, in the least, not have the distinctive and “delicious” taste of maple syrup praised
by many of its promoters (Cook 1890a, Lampman 1914, Ormsbee 1919c, 1920b The
Rural New Yorker 1880). As will be discussed in the next section, the goal of sap
gathering was to get this perishable, raw product to the boiling house and to get it boiled
down to syrup or sugar as quickly as possible. Maple sugar or syrup as finished products,
however, do not appear to be at any great risk for further fermentation, if stored properly
(Ormsbee 1921b). Also, by the time maple syrup was developed as a premium product
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following the Civil War, the Temperance Movement had begun and was gaining strength
as a political and social movement in New England and New York (Neumann
2005:1542). An ultimately unsuccessful effort to ban liquor manufacture in New York
State during the 1850s further increased the stigma of both alcohol and its makers
(Neumann 2005:1543). Using maple products to make alcohol would set maple
producers against this movement, one which many of them may have supported.23 By
connecting maple syrup to something that was denounced as a root of evil, producing
alcohol from maple products would also have interfered with development of the concept
of "pure maple syrup," an idea which, as discussed here, had great social and economic
importance to maple producers.
Whatever its cause, the historical fact that rum could not or would not be made
from maple sugar or syrup probably placed this product at a further disadvantage in
comparison to cane sugar, molasses, and the rum that was made from most of this
molasses, at least in the early period of its production. By using up a byproduct to create
a main product, alcohol, that was highly desired, easy to transport, and used almost
everywhere, cane sugar producers were able to maximize value from their operations to
an extent that was not available to maple sugar producers. The entry of cane sugar into
world commerce as one of the four great stimulants24 of the early modern era (Mintz
1985) was due, in great measure, to its ability to provide this "extra" product, a product
which, however, was of high value and of great profit to its makers. Until maple syrup
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Stilgoe (1988:110) discusses the enduring, if “confused,” relationship between horticulturalists (fruit
farmers and nurserymen) and the temperance movement. Perhaps, this relationship extended to maple
sugar and syrup producers, especially given the participation of many of the same individuals in these
movements and the Abolition and Free Sugar movements before the Civil War, as discussed below.
24
The others being tea, coffee and tobacco.
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was developed and marketed as a product in its own right, maple products could not
function in the same manner as did cane sugar and rum. As world-wide products, they
probably never did reach the significance of cane sugar and rum, hence Mintz's (1985:17)
description of maple sugar as "irrelevant."
In this process of achieving greater market notice and importance, maple sugar
and, especially, maple syrup travel in the opposite direction from that charted by Mintz
(1985) for cane sugar. As will be discussed in the next section, maple sugar and syrup
began as local products, part of a rural subsistence or frontier economy that preceded
extra-regional market connections. Native Americans began to use maple sap as a
sweetener long before Europeans and Euro-American settlers arrived (Pendergast
1974),25 an event which, in the Fort Drum region, began around 1800. Before effective
roads and the Black River lateral of the Eire Canal came to the Fort Drum region between
1820 and 1855 (Thomas 1985:65-73, 117-120), local farmers probably made maple sugar
and syrup for family or local exchange and use (see Lawrence and Martin 1993:65),
much as is described in the next section by Laura Wilder (1932:117-130) for her family
on the Wisconsin frontier.
Attempts at commercial production of maple sugar began in New York State
during the 1790s, with the Lake Otsego project of William Cooper (Taylor 1995:119126) and that of Gerrit Boon and the Holland Land Company (Hedrick 1933:148-149), as
described above. Emphasis on the production of maple syrup, however, aided by the
patenting of improved syrup evaporators for both the maple and cane industries between
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The idea that use of maple sap by pre-Contact Native Americans included making maple syrup or sugar
is, however, open to discussion and interpretation; see Mason and Holman 2000.
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1859 and c. 1890 (Lawrence and Martin 1993:68-69, Thomas 2004:25), coincided with
the development of improved transportation and the development of extra-local markets
for farm products to support commercial sales and increased production of maple syrup.
As will be detailed below, Vincent LeRay de Chaumont (1859:10) discusses the use of
flat pans to make syrup and sugar in the Fort Drum region as early as the 1840s, a
technology that had been developed in New England during the 1820s (Thomas 2004:25
& n. 13). With transportation networks growing (Thomas 1985:67-70), and an improved
production technology in place, sugar and syrup makers in the Fort Drum region could
begin to market their product outside their region by this early date.
As the movement to abolish slavery grew in the Northern states during the first
half of the 19th century, maple sugar became involved on the periphery of this
movement. Identification of maple sugar with “free” (not slave-made) sugar may have
influenced western New York farmers to support abolition in the debate leading up to the
state’s adoption of its emancipation law in 1817, which became effective in 1827
(Gellman 2006:178, Sernett 2005:2). Taking a leaf from William Cooper's early efforts
(Taylor 1995:122-125), later abolitionists emphasized the fact that maple products were
free of the taint of slavery, unlike the cane sugar made by enslaved people on plantations
in Louisiana, in northern Florida (to a minor extent at that time), in Spanish Cuba, or,
until quite recently, in the British, French and Danish Caribbean. In this "free sugar"
movement, maple sugar gained more purity by being made by free men, and production
of maple sugar and syrup peaked in the United States in the census year of 1860
(Lawrence and Martin 1993:68). This "free product" was thus more in tune with
American values of freedom, in New York State (Gellman 2006:91) and in the North
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more generally, as the secession crisis built toward disunion in 1861.26 Maple sugar was
also a recognizably American product, one that could only be produced in the
northeastern United States and southern Canada.
After the Civil War and into the first half of the 20th century, American society
underwent extensive social and economic change. As the continent was occupied by
farmers and as railroad networks were developed, America also developed as an urban
society, based upon extensive employment in industries manned either by immigrants or
by people who moved off farms (Cronon 1991). Beginning in the early 20th century, and
progressing through the middle and later parts of that century, America also became a
suburban society, with many people living in an environment that was even further
removed from the nation's rural origin (Stilgoe 1988). By the end of the project period in
1940, a majority of Americans worked in industry as operatives or managers, or in the
military as American participation in World War II resolved the disruptions of the
Depression. In 1800, most Americans were members of farm families, but by 1940-1950
most Americans were no longer rural people (Barry 1997:137, Cochrane 1979:339-341 &
Table 17.1). This pervasive social change helped to create a concept of the country as a
lost, former and better way of life, one characterized by simpler, slower, more personal
and more honest social relationships. (See Van Gordon 1975 as an example of expressed
nostalgia for this "simpler life," and Stilgoe 1988:290-293 discusses the development of
antique collecting as another expression of social longing for the “lost” country). While
much of this "memory" was little more than false nostalgia, this conception in social
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This venerable concept of “free maple sugar” in opposition to racist ideas persists to the present, albeit in
strange ways, as when an interracial child born in Vermont is described (in positive and approving terms)
as a “light amber,” with reference to the state’s grading system for maple syrup (Smith 2009).
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ideology still had a reality and an imaginative power, which could be used by both the
producers and sellers of maple syrup as a distinctive country product with the distinctive
taste of maple.27 A New York student of maple syrup, working at the New York State
College of Agriculture at Cornell University (Collingwood and Cope 1938), noted this
process directly: “[M]aple syrup is that elixir of life, the having of which might unite
them [urban consumers] with their long-lost youth.” (Collingwood 1922a). A second
writer remembered the sugar bush of his or her youth as a magical place of birds,
animals, the beautiful shadows cast by the trees at nightfall, and the thrilling and
terrifying shadows thrown out by the fires under the huge boiling kettles at night (M. A.
C. 1937). Yet another Rural New Yorker author agreed wholeheartedly: “Is there a man
who, as a boy, spent only a few hours in a ‘sugar bush’ down in the maple grove during
the maple sugar season whose years do not slide from him as he lives over those joyous
times?” (Fear 1929). The rural-to-urban connection was addressed directly, by means of
religious hyperbole: “[W]hen you city dwellers spread the delicious syrup over your hot
cakes why not utter a brief word of appreciation that when God gave us the universe He
did not forget to make maple trees” (Hazard 1940). Earlier, another connoisseur of maple
syrup called it: “the most delicious compound that nature ever mixed” (Phillips 1899),
emphasizing both its distinctive taste, and the “fact” (in the author’s estimation) that this
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A mirror image of this process of "imagined purity" is described by Manning (1998) in his discussion of
the development of Aunt Jemima as a logo for pancake mix. As a stereotypical "mammy," Aunt Jemima
helped to embody the racist consciousness of a White America which had decided, after the end of
Reconstruction, to relegate its African-American people to a second-class citizenship enforced by measures
ranging from legal restrictions to terrorism (Barry 1997:136-155, Lehmann 2006). Presentation of Aunt
Jemima as a "loyal slave" made segregation more acceptable to White Americans and aided many of them,
in a small way, to actively ignore the great burdens that segregation placed upon the citizenship of Black
Americans. It is most interesting that, as a pancake mix, Aunt Jemima met pure maple syrup directly as
one of the three components (the third being butter) of a main course in the American country breakfast
(see Hazard 1940, Prescott 1921b).
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taste came directly from nature, and derived its delicious taste from its purity as a natural
product.28
In order to function in this manner, maple syrup had to become a representative of
the country, a product which could evoke this developing concept of the country as these
social and economic changes took place. Maple syrup could do this, in fact and in its
advertising, because maple was a product of the farm and of the rural home, something
that came from this "lost" world, which could carry the personal, traditional or
manufactured memories of that world to its expatriates. This process of the creation and
transference of memories began where farmers made and sold maple at their sugar
houses, at roadside stands, or by mail. It was carried directly to the consumer by the
pastoral winter scenes of sap gathering and syrup making that were the dominant motif
for the printed labels or the painted steel cans used to sell syrup by mail, or from the
sugar house or roadside stand.
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As discussed above, the purity of maple sugar and syrup, as a concept, has deep roots in American
society, going back to the contrast between “free” maple sugar and “slave” cane sugar during the last
decade of the 18th century (D’Elia 1969, Lawrence and Martin 1993:213, Maxey 1983, Rush 1793,
Wilkinson 1942:295-296).
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Figure 2.01: Gathering Scene on a Syrup Can, 1940s (Scale is 19.0 X 3.0
Centimeters; Collection of the Agricultural Museum, Stone Mills,
New York, Photo by David Babson, 9 September 2003).

By means of its distinctive taste, maple syrup was able to become a symbol for a
rural region, for the history and values of this region, and for the general concepts of rural
America, of which this region was a part. Once the link between maple syrup, its taste,
the region and the country which produced it was established, however, this connection
was available to the producers and advertisers of products that are not pure maple, hence
the Vermont Maid ® syrup that is only 2% maple (Lawrence and Martin 1993:115).
Continued production of maple syrup by farmers keeps the maple-to-country connection
active, but this connection remains in flux. In this area, where maple is more a concept
than an actual, physical premium product, maple syrup and maple-like syrups fit into the
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development of processed foods since 1910,29 where, more often than not, the idea of the
food is as important in selling that food as is the food itself (Strasser 1989:252-285).
Modern examples of maple and its syrup as ideological and socially active
concepts include the tree-tapping scene, very reminiscent of a syrup can label, placed on
the Vermont state quarter in 2001, or in the "Maple Powered Howard" ice cream flavor
made in 2003 by the Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream Company ™ to connect their ice cream
with the presidential campaign of Howard Dean, formerly governor of Vermont. This
process continues to, quite literally, the present day. In March of 2009, managers of the
International House Of Pancakes ™ franchise in South Burlington, Vermont, received
permission from the IHOP Corporation to serve actual maple syrup in their restaurant,
alongside the imitation syrups served in other IHOPs. They thus became the only IHOP
in the United States to serve pure maple syrup (National Public Radio 2009). In reaction
to this news, Charles Schumer, Senator from New York, wrote to IHOP executives to
request that they serve New York State maple syrup in their New York outlets (Clines
2009). This effort is part of Senator Schumer’s efforts to promote New York maple
products, with the stated (if not entirely serious30) goal of having New York surpass
Vermont as the nation’s premier maple producer, even, perhaps, of passing Quebec,
Canada, to become foremost in the world (Clines 2009, Groom 2009). This is, perhaps, a
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This process is discussed at length in Thomas (2004:32-34). He describes how the development of
commercially-processed, prepackaged breakfast food helped to create a new social place for maple syrup,
which, in turn, impelled maple producers to complete a long-term transition from sugar to syrup
production.
30
Clines (2009) makes fun of Senator Schumer’s stated ambitions for New York State in his article. As
Groom (2009) points out, however, this political initiative has resulted in a serious effort by the New York
State Department of Agriculture and Markets to develop a strategy to increase maple syrup production in
the state. On 3 November 2009, the state’s Maple Task Force delivered a report setting out a four-point
plan to accomplish this goal.
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gentler, and, certainly, sweeter, arena for U. S. supremacy than some of the efforts toward
preeminence pursued by U. S. politicians during the first decade of the 21st century.
These social concepts of maple recalling "the country" were developing through
the 1880-1940 period of this project, especially during the final 20-30 years of this period
(1910 to 1940), as commercial production of maple syrup grew in the project area, and as
processed foods were developed as a major part of the national economy (Strasser 1989).
Indeed, by the 1950s, the concept of maple syrup as a traditional country product was
strong enough to affect academic research; maple syrup production is seen as being
emblematic of "traditional farmers," one of the strictly-defined social classes in Vidich
and Bensman's notorious (and dubious) study of Candor, New York (Vidich and
Bensman 1960:68, Hughey 2005). These concepts developed, originally, out of
production of maple syrup by farmers as quintessentially pure, country folks. However,
once it was begun, this link of maple to the pure country, to the snows of the northeastern
United States from which it sprang, was active for and available to both the farmers who
continued to produce and sell maple syrup, and to food processors who made "maple"
products that used only a little of the syrup, or which used imitations of maple syrup.
Lawrence and Martin (1993:198-201) describe the ongoing tension between pure maple
syrup and its imitators, including the tale of one recent seller of corn and sorghum syrup,
labeled as Vermont maple syrup, who was fined $150,000 and jailed for three years for
fraudulent labeling. By the end of the project period, "pure maple syrup" was so strong a
cultural concept that it had become a cliché, and was available as a general cultural
reference:
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These should rather be the symbol of Autumn, particularly
in the Northeast—cornfields pumpkins, raking leaves,
roadside stands with fruits of the land. Emphasize the ideas
of abundance—the 'horn of plenty' and pour maple syrup
over it—you know—mix well with clouds and put on a sky
blue platter. I know your damned photographer's soul
writhes, but to hell with it.31
(Hendrickson 2004:14)

Maple syrup was, and is, pure in taste, pure in thought, and pure in its being within
American popular culture.
In this light, the maple syrup processing sites that we see on Fort Drum are the
result of production and marketing decisions pursued by individual makers of maple
syrup, as will be discussed in a subsequent section of this chapter. As such, what we see
as archaeological sites and patterns of material culture reflects these production and
marketing decisions directly. For instance, as will be discussed below, what I first
identified as "commercial" producers of maple syrup probably pursued both individual
sales of syrup in their sugar houses or at roadside stands, and bulk sales to other
packagers, or to food processors who could use either the taste of maple or the idea of
maple in their products and in marketing their products.32 In this manner, the
development of a concept of "pure" and "country" maple syrup in national popular

31

This quote is from a September 1940 letter from Roy Stryker, Administrator for the Farm Services
Administration, to Jack Delano, dean of the FSA photographers, who was in the Fingerlakes region of New
York when he received the letter. The point of this letter was to have Delano produce sentimental/corny
photos of rural scenes, as requested from Stryker by press agents. Stryker was trying to show the worth of
his agency to Congress, to secure more funding (Hendrickson 2004:14-15). A year later, Delano
photographed farmers leaving their land during the property acquisition for Pine Camp, which would later
become Fort Drum (Johnson and Kimbler 2000). Use of maple syrup as a cliché for the imagined purity of
the American countryside also continues to the present; see the use of “horrible maple syrup candy” in
Kelly 2009.
32
Taking as a prototype Haskell Yancey's Sugarbush. In 2003, Mr. Yancey was pursuing both sugarhouse
sales directly to consumers and bulk sales to outside processors (see Appendix III).
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culture expanded all markets for maple syrup. This expanded market, in all probability,
lead to increased production of syrup, as the expanding market would absorb increasing
amounts of the syrup while continuing to yield profits for its producers, sellers, and
advertisers.33 This long-term process can be contrasted to the general and continuing lack
of success that 19th century makers of maple sugar had in promoting this product to
replace cane sugar.
This increasing production of maple syrup should lead, through time, toward
larger production facilities and more centralized production of syrup. Such a process is
evident from the literature, especially Willits and Hills (1976), although important
elements in the intensification of maple syrup production, such as the development of
plastic sap gathering pipelines, occurred after the close of the project period in 1940.
Occurrence of some of this process before this date, however, does allow us to ask if
some of this process can be seen on Fort Drum, by asking if the average size of maple
syrup production facilities does increase, before 1940, in the project region. As will be
discussed, there is direct evidence for a gradual increase in the size of Fort Drum maple
syrup production sites, visible from the archaeological remains of these sites.
Maple sugar and maple syrup are different from the sugars and syrups made from
cane, beets, or, in the 20th century, from corn. Differences in appearance but, more
importantly, in taste allow maple products to take on a cultural meaning different from
that of the "baseline" sweeteners. I propose that this cultural meaning of, specifically,
33

Nearing and Nearing (1970:193-205) discuss the long-term price stability of maple syrup in New England
during the first half of the 20th century. They state that a gallon of maple syrup maintained a rough
equivalence in retail price with the daily wage of a farm laborer during this period. Thomas (2004:161)
discusses Euro-American maple syrup production in the Western Great Lakes region as expanding
modestly before World War II, then declining after c. 1950.
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maple syrup is that of a food that came to represent purity and the country to a society
that was undergoing an epochal change from rural to urban life, and from life in the
country and work on farms to life in cities or suburbs and work in factories or offices.
This cultural meaning is carried by the production and some sales of maple syrup in the
country by farmers, among them, the farmers who once lived on what is now Fort Drum.
Once established, however, this cultural concept became malleable, especially through its
exploitation by marketers who have only a tenuous connection to the country, and to the
original producers of maple syrup, or to the sugarbushes and boiling houses where this
product was created (see Ewen 1976:113-184).
Once people came to believe that pure maple syrup could evoke the "purity" of
country life, maple syrup was enabled to succeed as a premium farm and regional product
during the 20th century (see Brigham 1915). While some of the process of intensification
and increase in the production of maple syrup took place following the close of the
project period in 1940, some of the success of maple syrup during the first half of the
20th century does remain visible in the maple syrup processing sites now found on Fort
Drum lands. From archaeological evidence, this project can describe an increase in the
size of Fort Drum maple sites that relates directly to the intensification of maple syrup
production which was, in part, enabled by the development of pure maple syrup as both a
cultural idea and a premium product.
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2.3

THE SKILLS AND PROCESS OF SYRUP PRODUCTION, SOCIAL
ENGAGEMENT AND MEANING:
Before the Civil War, sugar for home use and for local sale or exchange outside

the home was a primary focus of maple producers. Making of maple sugar during the
first half of the 19th century is described in the fictionalized memoirs of Laura Ingalls
Wilder, chiefly in Farmer Boy (1933), covering the youth of her husband, Almanzo
Wilder near Malone, New York34 and in The Little House in the Big Woods (1932),
covering her own childhood in Wisconsin. These well-known children's books have been
criticized for their underlying ideology and the uses made of them (Romines 1997), but
they are generally regarded as basically accurate in their depiction of the rural life
experienced by Mrs. Wilder and her family.
The boiling technology described in Farmer Boy (1933:109-113) and in The Little
House in the Big Woods (1932:117-130) was based upon unsheltered kettles hung by iron
chains from a wooden beam over an open fire (Hazard 1940). This "seldom housed"
(Bryan and Hubbard 1912:28) technology created difficulty in controlling the quality of
syrup and sugar produced (M. G. F. 1919, 1921, Ormsbee 1919b, Vermonter 1899), but it
was simple, portable, and available at very low cost, primarily, the cost of the large, cast
iron kettle (see Taylor 1995:123). Wilder describes boiling sap down to syrup as an
intermediate product in the kettle out in the sugar bush, then transporting it into the
farmhouse kitchen by two buckets hung from a shoulder yoke. In the kitchen, it was
boiled down to sugar, and molded into cakes for use through the year. The last run of the
season was kept as syrup, and used up relatively quickly. Wilder describes all of the
34

Malone, New York, is on the northern edge of the Adirondack forest, about 80 miles northeast of Fort
Drum. Fort Drum abuts the southwestern edge of the Adirondacks.
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sugar or syrup produced by these families as being used within the family. There is some
exchange among relatives, as in Little House (Wilder 1932:117-120) where Pa makes
sugar with his father, and brings it home for use by his family, and in Farmer Boy
(Wilder 1933:113), where the family gives a jug of syrup to Almanzo's grandparents, but
there is no mention of sales.

Figure 2.02: 19th-Century Kettle Boiling Operation (Hedrick 1933:150-151)

Gender role division in the production of sugar is described most directly in
Farmer Boy (Wilder 1933:110-113). Almanzo and his father work outside at the boiling
kettle, while his mother and sisters finish the sugar in the kitchen. This is an early
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example of gender division by work location noted by other researchers as being a
hallmark of North American farming (Adams 1990), and it is also noted by other
commentators on early maple sugar making (The Rural New Yorker 1887:Fig. 109, and
see Figure 5.06). As late as 1941 (Squire), commentators noted that both genders
actively enjoyed making maple syrup, and that the labor of both women and men was
needed in maple syrup production:
Women in the sugarbush, you say? Well, I’m a woman and
I’m always on hand. My husband couldn’t keep me in the
house. Besides, he needs all the help he can get, because
the season is short and sweet, and you have to jump to
catch the sap.
(Squire 1941)
A lithograph from the 1880s (see Chapter V, Figure 5.06; The Rural New Yorker
1887:Fig. 109) shows rural men, women and children working industriously in the
sugarbush to make their maple sap into syrup and sugar, pure products of the traditional
people of the country, in contrast to the “poisonous glucose” used by immigrant urban
factory workers to make phony syrup (see Chapter V, Figure 5.05; The Rural New Yorker
1887:Fig. 110). It is interesting that in this illustration shows the woman wearing formal
clothes (a black “Sunday go to meeting” gown, complete with bustle, overskirt and
bonnet) while she stirs the boiling kettle, and the children are also dressed rather
formally35 as they admire the work done by their parents.

By contrast, the man

approaching the kettle carrying two full sap collection buckets on a shoulder yoke is
dressed for field work on the farm, in tall boots, trousers, a winter jacket, gloves and a tall
35

This sugar- or syrup making scene is set, of course, outside in cold weather during the late
winter/early spring sap boiling season. Some of the formality of the clothing worn by the
woman and children may simply reflect the heavier clothing they needed to work in the cold.
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knit or fur cap. Several other women and men have joined the “central family” at this
boiling station, indicating that this was a public place in which 19th-century AngloAmerican men might dress less formally (in work clothes) than could their wives or
children. The costumes worn by this sugar-making family may also indicate the selfimage of farmers, at least as it is presented by The Rural New Yorker during the late 19th
century. Male farmers wearing work clothes was a way of identifying farmers as a class
and a social group in pro-farmer and pro-Grange political cartoons (see Chapter IV,
Figure 4.01 and Chapter V, Figures 5.01 and 5.02; Berghaus 1887a, 1887b, 1887c), and
of emphasizing the honor and social worth that members of this class gained from their
work. Having farm women and children wear more formal clothing, even in a work
setting, may have conveyed the same meaning of honor and social worth in a society in
which women and children were expected to behave more formally than men in a public
setting (Wall 1994).
Intergenerational social interaction was also aided by sugar production. In Little
House (Wilder 1932:117), Pa left his farm to work the sugar season with his father, as the
Ingalls farm had no sugar bush. In Farmer Boy (Wilder 1933:111-113), Almanzo is
described as sitting and talking with his father in the shelter of the woodpile while the sap
boils in the kettle. These talks were remembered fondly, long into Almanzo Wilder's
adult life.
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Into the 20th century, long into the evaporator era, making maple syrup was
remembered along the lines described by Wilder.36 A nostalgia book from the 1970s
(Van Gordon 1975:71-78) describes sugar making in open kettles during "grandfather's"
or the narrator's youth, which would have been during the 1910s or early 1920s. By this
time, evaporators, either patent sap evaporators or flat pans (Bryan and Hubbard 1912),
were dominant in the practice of syrup making in North America, and kettles were
anachronisms.37 Along with the Wilder books, accounts such as Van Gordon (1975) set
maple sugar making into a developing tradition of nostalgia for an idealized form of
country or farm life, during the consolidation of urban life as the dominant form of
American life in the first half of the 20th century. Remembering the sugarbush of one’s
youth, always as a fanciful, magical and unfailingly positive place, was a powerful way
for adults to remember and connect with the country that they felt they had left behind, as
American society changed during the late 19th and early 20th centuries (Brigham 1910,
Fear 1929, M. A. C. 1937). As discussed previously, this tradition of nostalgia aided in
the sale and marketing of maple syrup during this same period of time.
With direct reference to the Fort Drum region, Vincent LeRay de Chaumont
described maple sugar making in his: “Memories of the United States and LeRay de
Chaumont Lands” (1859). Vincent LeRay de Chaumont was the son and heir of James
LeRay de Chaumont, the major landowner and land seller in Jefferson, Lewis and
southern St. Lawrence Counties in New York. James LeRay de Chaumont, accompanied

36

Given the wide influence of the Wilder "Little House" books following their publication in the 1930s,
accounts of sugar and syrup making that postdate the Wilder books were undoubtedly affected by Mrs.
Wilder's accounts of maple sugaring.
37
Kettle boiling, however, is noted as taking place occasionally as late as the 1920s (C. V. H. 1929). The
transition from “early” kettle boiling to “modern” evaporators was a very long and gradual one.
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by his young son, came to LeRay Township in Jefferson County in 1808, after he bought
title to lands held by the Chassnais Company and to Macomb's Purchase (Everts
1878:424). He built a house along Pleasant Creek in LeRay Township, built a second
house in 1826,38 and lived there with occasional trips back to France until 1836. In 1820,
James LeRay de Chaumont was described by "Hibernicus" (DeWitt Clinton, using a
pseudonym) as producing "a sample of maple sugar, which I have never seen excelled"
(Clinton 1822). LeRay de Chaumont's son Vincent remained in Jefferson County until at
least the time that the mansion property was sold to Jules Payen in 1840, as part of the
settlement of his father's estate (Louis Berger and Associates 1994e:3-13 to 3-14). When
he published his memoir in 1859, Vincent LeRay de Chaumont was living in France, and
was recalling events of at least twenty years before.39
Vincent LeRay de Chaumont's 1859 memoir was probably intended to advertise
America and northern New York to potential immigrants from France, as well as to
record his youthful memories. In this purpose, he describes maple sugar making in
unfailingly positive terms, comparing it to the making of vintage wine (LeRay de
Chaumont 1859:10). He mentions the healthful and mildly laxative powers of maple sap
(LeRay de Chaumont 1859:11). He also makes the same point as made by Judge William
Cooper (see quote in Lawrence and Martin 1993:67-68), that maple sugar is pure, in
comparison to the cane sugar made on Caribbean plantations, because it is made by free

38

The first house burned at some point between 1820 and 1823. The second house, known as LeRay
Mansion, was completed in 1827 and stands to this day on Fort Drum.
39
In writing about the 1830s, Vincent LeRay de Chaumont (1859) was describing a local tradition of maple
sugar making that was, by then, already well-established. L. L. Allen (1939) states that the first EuroAmerican maple sugar in the North Country was made in 1799, by Noadiah Hubbard, the first AngloAmerican settler in Jefferson County. He made maple sugar at his homestead in Champion Township near
Carthage, New York, south of the Black River (southern) boundary of Fort Drum. Hubbard is reported to
have burned down his cabin, while making maple sugar.
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men, not slaves. He admits that maple sugar loses quality if it is refined to appear as
white as cane sugar: "It tastes best when it is the color of our own good brown sugar"
(LeRay de Chaumont 1859:10). He may be comparing maple sugar with brown sugar
made from cane or beets, readily available in France during the 1850s (see Mintz 1985).
Of maple syrup, LeRay de Chaumont (1859:10) states: "The molasses made from it is
better than that from cane-sugar."
LeRay de Chaumont (1859:10-11) describes the process of gathering sap and
making sugar before 1840, undoubtedly from observing farmers working, at least in part,
in sugar bushes that are now part of Fort Drum. He describes farmers cutting a V-shaped
gash into the bark of maple trees, then collecting the sap as it drips off a wooden wedge
driven into the bark at the point of the V:

Figure 2.03: Old Log, with V-Cut for Sap Gathering, Yancey's Sugarbush,
Croghan, New York, 2003 (No Scale; Photo by David Babson).
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The collection vessel was a trough cut into a log. He also describes this method as
"primitive," with the noted drawback of injuring, even killing, the tree. This method of
tree tapping (slashing the bark) has been described (Lawrence and Martin 1993:54-57,
65, Taylor 1995:119) as “Indian,” as a testimony to its antiquity.40 Better farmers bored a
tap hole, inserted a wooden spout, and gathered sap in buckets designed only for sap
collection (see Rush 1793:67-68). Farmers boiled small amounts of sap in small, iron or
brass kettles (Rush 1793:69), but larger producers used "[a] larger pot, even an enormous
potash kettle" (LeRay de Chaumont 1859:10), indicating that efforts to develop and
intensify maple production may have begun as early as the 1830s. This may have been a
result of the efforts of William Cooper, Dr. Benjamin Rush and Thomas Jefferson, among
others, to replace British and French Caribbean sugar with maple sugar in the 1790s
(D’Elia 1969, Lawrence and Martin 1993:213, Maxey 1983, Rush 1793, Wilkinson
1942:295-296). Of most note, however, is LeRay de Chaumont's (1859:10) description
of "flat, sheet iron pans that help evaporation." Lawrence and Martin (1993:68) describe
evaporator pans as first being patented in the late 1850s, although Thomas (2004:25)
discusses use of flat pans by New England maple sugar makers, as early as the 1820s,

40

A recent article (Choe 2009) describes South Koreans drinking large amounts of “gorosoe,” raw sap
collected from sugar maple trees as a health tonic that is “good for the bones” (Choe 2009). The Koreans’
traditional tapping method was to cut a “V” into the tree’s bark, and collect the sap from the point of the V,
as in the “Indian” method described here, though today (2009) they use plastic taps and pipelines, derived
from North American maple syrup operations (Choe 2009). Korean historians date this practice (drinking
maple sap) as being at least a thousand years old (Choe 2009). Similarity between the tapping methods of
ancient Koreans and ancient Native Americans and in their use of maple sap is extremely interesting. It is
probably an example of convergence in cultural practice; similar methods are used to tap rubber trees or
pine trees (for turpentine). It might be an example of a cultural practice brought to North America by the
Asian ancestors of Native Americans, with use of maple sap being one of the existing cultural practices
brought by these people as part of their settlement of the continent. Proven examples of such ancient
cultural transference are very few and far between (see Jett 1983:568-585). Future research will be needed
to resolve this question.
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citing an 1823 letter by Moses Mather, published in the journal American Farmer. It is
clear from LeRay de Chaumont's and Moses Mather's accounts that such pans had a folk
use long predating their more formal recognition, and that this early use of flat pans
occurred exactly in the project area.41
In the Fort Drum region of Jefferson and Lewis Counties, New York, selection
and development of a sugar bush or maple grove depended, initially, on preexisting work,
probably originally begun by Native Americans, perhaps hundreds of years before AngloAmerican settlement of this area began after 1800 (Pendergast 1974). With maple trees
living and producing for up to 300 years (Lawrence and Martin 1993:11), trees originally
managed and tapped, perhaps even trees planted by Native Americans would have been
present and available for tapping by the first Euro-American settlers of Jefferson and
Lewis Counties. Development of the sugar, then syrup industry in the Fort Drum region
was a multi-generational process of gradual social and economic intensification. During
the time of initial Euro-American settlement, early sugar producers probably tapped a
few trees that had been planted or which grew naturally before they began their farms
between 1800 and 1835. Throughout the period before the Civil War, sugar bush
management was intensified through planting of trees, culling of old, diseased or injured
or, generally, poor-producing trees, leading to development of a sugar bush with trees
positioned for maximum production of sap, ease of tapping and ease of access for sap
collection from collection roads developed through the sugar bush. This process is

41

Leon W. Dean (1936) discusses the development of boiling houses, shelters for evaporator pans, as being
related to the replacement of kettle boiling by boiling in sheet-metal pans, during the first half of the 19th
century. It may be that development of a flat pan used only for sugar making made construction of a
boiling house more likely, since there was no longer a need to move the “enormous potash kettle” (LeRay
de Chaumont 1859:10) elsewhere on the farm for other tasks, such as making potash.
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described in Bryan and Hubbard (1912:14-18) and Bryan, et al. (1937:5-11), and
discussed at length in Willits and Hills (1976:4-8). It is also discussed with specific
reference to Yancey’s Sugarbush (Yancey 1938) in Lewis County, where I observed
gathering and syrup making in 2003 (see Appendix III). In general, there is a tension
between having trees with large, spreading crowns so as to maximize sap production in
individual trees, as opposed to having trees in a grove compact enough to allow for
efficient gathering. This problem was never finally resolved42 during the period of
bucket collection and hand gathering. Overall, cross-generation development of sugar
bushes led toward, but never all the way to, realization of the "perfect" maple grove.
2.3.1

Tapping:

In the early spring, the sap run occurs consistently, in the Fort Drum region, when
cold to freezing nights and warm days prompt the maple trees toward their largest flow of
sap during the year, a physiological preparation for putting out leaves so that the tree may
be fed through photosynthesis during the later spring, the summer and the early fall
(Lawrence and Martin 1993:20-25). Starting and ending dates for sap runs will vary,
however. Local and family traditions probably developed as to when, exactly, to begin
tapping,43 although the overarching requirements of the weather dominated this decision.
With cold nights and warm days (Rush 1793:67) providing the best seasonal sap run,
hard freezes, which could stop the sap run, or warm spells, which could cause the trees to
begin to bud, could interrupt or end the sap run. Generally, a run of about a month, all
42

Willits and Hills (1976:23-24) see plastic tube pipelines as pointing toward resolution of this old
problem.
43
Haskell Yancy, a syrup producer near Croghan, New York has posted, in his sugar house, the first date of
syrup production for every year from 1921 to 2003. He mentioned using this list as an aid in deciding
when to begin tapping each year (Appendix III).
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told, between late February and late April was regarded as a minimum for a successful
season. The decision as to when to stop tapping was influenced by the goal for sap
production. Small, family or farm stand producers could, of course, stop earlier and have
a shorter run than could producers oriented toward commercial sales of larger quantities
of syrup. Sap from late in the run also produces a darker, much more strongly flavored
syrup, more suited for use as flavoring in cooking or in manufactured products than as
table syrup. As with the run's beginning, the season ultimately determined the end of the
sap run. As required by the continuing management of a renewable resource, maple
producers always had the health of their trees in mind (Vaadi Interviews 2002, also
Lawrence and Martin 1993:24-25), and would gauge when to stop tapping so as to leave
each tree enough sap to leaf out fully for the summer. When the trees began to bud, as
seen by the reddening of their outermost twigs, the sap would also become "buddy" in
flavor, very strong, somewhat bitter, and unsuited to making syrup of any kind (Bryan
and Hubbard 1912:31, Bryan, et al. 1937:13, Lawrence and Martin 1993:113). "Buddy"
sap is also called "spring sap," and refers to sap collected after buds have begun to open
on the trees (Bryan and Hubbard 1912:31).
Several maple syrup makers (Brush 1940, Maloney 1931, Murphy 1932, P. B. O.
1940, Stiles 1928, Tukey 1931) note that one of the major advantages of tapping maple
trees, and of maple syrup production in general, is that this task occurs during the lay-by
time of the farming year, in the early spring when few other farming jobs demand
attention. This is a general and universal characteristic of maple syrup making
(Lawrence and Martin 1993:66, citing Rush 1793), a fact noted by Dr. Benjamin Rush
(1793:71) in what amounts to the first-ever technical guide to maple sugar production.
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Since no other farm task competed for the farmer’s labor and attention during this season,
maple syrup making could be worthwhile, even in a poor year (Stiles 1928), and it was
appreciated as the first active task that a farmer could pursue after the winter’s idleness
(Maloney 1931). This may be one reason why one maple syrup maker remembered this
work with the greatest fondness: “I do not recall a like joyful anticipation of the
beginning of any other farm operation.” (Brigham 1910).
Tapping of trees involves drilling a small hole through the bark into, but not
through, the sapwood. This hole will accept a spout or spile, which serves to facilitate
the flow of sap out of the sapwood, through the bark, and into the collection bucket that is
hung from the spile (Rush 1793:67-68). Hanging the collection bucket from a nail driven
next to the spile was held to be poor practice, as the nail split the bark and injured the tree
unnecessarily (Bryan and Hubbard 1912:20, Bryan, et al. 1937:13). Nails or spiles left in
the trees and grown over by bark would also provide a hazard for the saw and its operator
when the tree was, eventually, cut down and sawed up for lumber or firewood
(Collingwood and Cope 1938:15). During the 1880-1940 period of study for this project,
tapping was accomplished with a hand-powered auger or brace-and-bit (Hazard 1940,
Rural New Yorker 1941d). Earlier, and probably descended from Native American
practice, tappers would cut a V-shaped gash in the tree bark (see Figure 2.03, above),
with hollow reed, twig or wooden wedge positioned to direct sap into a collection
vessel44 (Lawrence and Martin 1993:65, LeRay de Chaumont 1859:10). Such large
wounds were felt to injure trees. Later, tappers used power drills run by small gasoline
engines with backpack mounts, or by electricity from portable generators (Willits and
44

Willits and Hills 1976:Figure 23 shows a stoneware crock with an Albany Slip interior (Albany Slip
dates from 1805 to 1920; Miller, et al. 2000) set up in this manner.
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Hills 1976:10-11). The prevalence of powerful, battery-operated hand-held drills in
recent years has undoubtedly led to their use in tapping trees. New tap holes had to be
drilled each season, as holes from a previous year would not produce clear sap. Old holes
also need to heal to ensure the continued health and production of a sugar maple tree.
Recommended positions for holes on a tree involve a minimum distance from holes
drilled in a previous year (Bryan and Hubbard 1912:18, Bryan, et al. 1937:11, Willits and
Hills 1976:10, Yancey 1938), and also considerations of position between major roots
and major branches, felt to increase sap flow from individual tap holes (Vaadi Interviews
2002). One tap was often recommended as a maximum for a tree (Bryan and Hubbard
1912:18), although it was generally recognized that large trees could bear more taps
without harm (Lawrence and Martin 1993:50, Willits and Hills 1976:9-10, Yancey 1938).
These considerations as to position of taps and number of taps that a tree can bear reflect
a tension between maximization of production and preservation of the health of the tree.
Lawrence and Martin (1993:83) state that there has been no general agreement to resolve
this question, meaning that this is another area in which family or local traditions may
have developed.
Guides to maple production (Bryan and Hubbard 1912:Figure 4, Bryan, et al.
1937:Figure 5, Willits and Hills 1976:Figure 24) commonly include a photograph of a
few wooden and many metal spiles, with the implication that these types of spile succeed
one another through time. This may not, exactly, be the case. Wooden spiles are, almost
certainly, earlier than metal ones, as production of metal spiles was undertaken to support
intensification of syrup production after patent evaporators were developed (see Post
1878a). Eli Mosher received the first patent for a metal spile in 1860 (Lawrence and
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Martin 1993:213). Two common types, the cast iron or steel spile with an integral hook
below the tube and the "hook spout" (Lawrence and Martin 1993:205), a rolled sheet
metal conical spile with a hole through the tube and a formed wire hook hanging from a
loop around the tube45 were probably used through the 1880-1940 period in the Fort
Drum region (Vaadi Interviews 2002).46 Spiles of these types were found on FDH 1256;
see Appendix I, Sections I.3.2 and I.3.3. It remains to be determined if these types of
spiles do vary through time, are used by different syrup producers with varying
production goals, or are just generally available to all producers in the study region. As
discussed in Chapter IV, advertisements for spiles, placed in The Rural New Yorker
between 1878 and 1942 by their manufacturers, allow for a rough estimate of the range in
dates of production for a few types of spiles (e.g. Millar and Son 1887 to Millar and Son
1904, or Post 1878a to Stelle 1916 and Wilcox-Crittenden Co. 1922).
2.3.2

Gathering:

The earliest sap gathering was accomplished by placing hollowed-out wooden
troughs on the ground beside the tree, below the tap hole with its spout or spile (Rush
1793:68). By 1912 (Bryan and Hubbard:21-23), sap was still being collected on trees in
buckets made of wooden staves, although metal buckets were recommended over wood
as being lighter and easier to clean.47 Galvanized steel 1-2 gallon farm pails were

45

This type of spile was a product of the G. H. Grimm Company, and was advertised by them in The Rural
New Yorker in 1906.
46
In 2003, Yancy's Sugarbush was using the Grimm Company rolled sheet metal spile on its more than
1,000 tapped trees.
47
In Jefferson County, use of wooden sap collection buckets persisted until quite recently. Ms. Heather
Wagner, 2002-2004 Curator of Archaeological Collections, Cultural Resources Section, Fort Drum Public
Works, remembers sap buckets formed from wooden staves in use near Carthage, New York during her
youth in the 1980s (H. Wagner, personal communication, 24 June 2003). On 20 June 2003, I observed at
least 20 wooden sap buckets, painted red outside and silver/grey inside, bound with metal hoops and with a
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probably used as tree collection buckets on occasion, and a few such pails have been
found on Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites (FDH 1294). Buckets built for sap
collection from the trees were of 2-3 gallons capacity, generally taller than farm pails,
and of a more pronounced conical shape:

Figure 2.04: Sap Bucket on Tree, Yancey's Sugarbush, Croghan, New York, 2003
(No Scale; Photo by David Babson).

wire loop for hanging from a spile, for sale at an antique store in Sackett's Harbor, New York. The
relatively low price ($18.00) and the number of these buckets implies that they are neither particularly rare,
nor in particularly high demand, in this region.
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Each bucket had a hole just below the rim, which was rolled and reinforced with a wire.
The hole, of course, was where the bucket was hung on the hook of the spile. Some
producers covered their buckets with galvanized steel lids that either slid on and off along
the bucket rim, or which would hinge away from the back or hole side of the bucket to
allow for it to be emptied (Bryan and Hubbard 1912:23-24, and see Appendix I, Figures
A-I.3.14 and A-I.3.18). Bucket covers protect sap from dilution by rain or snow and
from falling debris while it sits in the bucket on the tree awaiting collection, but they
increase the time needed for sap collection. Cleanliness of buckets was often mentioned,
as a necessity for gathering clean sap that could then be made into high-quality syrup
(Smith 1916:Fig. 181, Willits and Hills 1976:17, Yancey 1938).
Sap collection involved hauling a sap collection tank to a position from which a
gathering crew member could go to a tree, and return with a full collection bucket with
minimal spillage. Sap collection buckets as carried by gatherers were usually larger
galvanized steel pails of around five gallons capacity (Bryan and Hubbard 1912:24,
Bryan, et al. 1937:17), often with a straight, wooden handle wired across the opening of
the pail. This handle, made from a cut down broom or shovel handle, made it easier to
lift and empty the collection pail which, when full, was up to twice as heavy as a full twoto two-and-one-half-gallon collection pail. As seen in Figure 2.01 and Figure 5.06, sap
collectors often used a shoulder yoke holding two collection buckets (one to either side of
the yoke, hanging from the shoulders by a rope, chain or linked bars48) to move sap from
the tree to the collection vehicle. Strategy for collection was to drive the sap collection
vehicle as close to a producing tree as possible, so as to minimize the distance the sap
48

A section of iron rod, remade into a bar for a shoulder yoke, was found on FDH 1159 in 2004; see
Appendix I, Section I.1.2 and Figures A-I.1.08 and A-I.1.09.
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collector had to haul his collection pail through snow or mud, around trees and over
roots, fallen branches or logs (Yancey 1938). Operation of this strategy led to
development of haul roads through sugar bushes, designed to approach producing trees as
closely as possible, but to avoid passing over larger tree roots (Bryan and Hubbard
1912:17, Bryan, et al. 1937:10-11). Sap haul roads thus developed in fairly even lanes
through the sugar bush, and were also available for lumbering in the maple grove when
trees were culled (Yancey 1938). Sap collection tanks were either horizontal or vertical.
Vertical tanks were sloped, stave-built oblong cylinders with flat tops, with the receiving
hatch on top, and a drain pipe along the bottom of the tank (Bryan, et al. 1937:Figure 7).
Horizontal tanks were cylindrical tanks, stave built if of wood or of sheet steel later, with
a hatch in the center and a drain along the base, at the front or in the center of the tank.
Tanks were mounted on sledges or stone boats (Bryan and Hubbard 1912:24-25) for use
in the snow, or on wagons for use as the snow melted through the season. When
traveling between parts of a non-contiguous sugar bush, gathering crew members could
ride on or around the collection vehicle.49 Before 1910, horses or mules and occasionally
oxen (as in Wilder's Farmer Boy, 1933:112 or in Little House in the Big Woods,
1932:124) were used to haul collection vehicles. Through the 20th century, tractors
(Williams 1987) became more common to haul collection sledges or wagons and, once in
a while, a truck fitted with a collection tank might be used (The Rural New Yorker 1937,
Willits and Hills 1976:Figures 33-35).
Ervin Yancey’s 1938 Rural New Yorker account of syrup making at Yancey’s
Sugarbush in 1937 and earlier describes a sap collection wagon built in Lewis County
49

In 2003, Yancy's Sugarbush used one collection wagon with a railing around its back like a chariot to
accommodate two riding gatherers.
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and elsewhere in the North Country, as a part of a long-standing local tradition. This
wagon has its bed mounted under the axles, suspended from hangers attached to the
axles, rather than supported above the axles as in conventional wagons.

Figure 2.05:

Sap Collection Wagon with Bed Under Axles, Yancey's
Sugarbush, c. 1937 (Yancey 1938).
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This wagon allowed gatherers to stand on the ground while pouring collected sap directly
and easily into a hatch on the top of the collection tank, without climbing on and off a
higher wagon, which would have taken more time and possibly exposed the gatherers to
injury from falling or missteps. Ervin Yancey (1938) credited this type of wagon, along
with haul roads run quite close to his trees, with allowing his gatherers to dispense with
shoulder yokes for carrying collection buckets from the tree to the wagon, also speeding
up the gathering process. Wagon of this type were still in use at Yancey’s Sugarbush in
2003 (see Figures A-III.2.01 and A-III.2.02), and, from observation as part of my
participant-observation sessions (Appendix III), I can attest that they did aid in gathering
sap.
The overall goal of sap collection was to get raw sap to the boiling house50 as
quickly as possible, to keep the sap tanks full at the house, to keep sap flowing into the
evaporator and to guard against spoilage of the sap. This was the most labor-intensive
part of the syrup making process (Willits and Hills 1976:18). Family labor sufficed in
most small to medium sized operations, but labor hired for the season would be used on
larger operations (Vaadi Interviews 2002). During the project period of 1880 to 1940,
sap collection pipelines were not used, as plastic lines were not developed until the 1950s
(Thomas 2005:30, Willits and Hills 1976:23) and earlier, metal pipeline systems are now
regarded as ineffective,51 in comparison to plastic pipelines (Lawrence and Martin
1993:71, Willits and Hills 1976:21-22).

50

Most usually called the "sugar house," sometimes called the "syrup house."
Matthew Thomas (2005), however, documents extensive successful use of the Brower "Gooseneck" sap
piping system in Vermont and New York between this system's patent date of 1916 and the bankruptcy of
51
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2.3.3

Evaporating:

Evaporators, during the project period, were the main focus of syrup production,
and were the central part of the process by which collected sap was concentrated into
syrup. Evaporators were almost always located in a "boiling," "sugar" or "syrup" house,
to provide shelter for its operators and to ensure that weather, especially rain and snow,
would not affect the boiling process (Bryan and Hubbard 1912:25, Bryan, et al. 1937:1921). These buildings were folk buildings, built by the operators themselves, by family
members or by others from their immediate social circle, but they were also influenced
by guides, plans and recommendations from the US Department of Agriculture (Bryan
and Hubbard 1912:25-27, Bryan, et al. 1937:Figure 11) or from agricultural extension
agents (Collingwood and Cope 1938:22). A major feature of such houses, one with
significant archaeological visibility, was the foundation of the evaporator, often called the
"evaporator arch." This is a brick, stone (sometimes, with packed dry manure used as a
mortar; S. J. B. 1878) or, in a few cases, concrete lined trench with one closed end. The
closed end was the base of the flue, leading to the usually sheet steel flue and flue stack,
which drew hot gases from the firebox at the front of the evaporator under the boiling
pans supported by the arch. Another major architectural feature of the boiling house was
a raised clerestory ventilator along the ridge of the peaked roof (see Bryan and Hubbard
1912:26). Opened while the evaporator was in operation, this ventilator allowed the great
clouds of steam rising from the boiling sap to escape from the sugar house, as may be
seen in this 2003 picture of two evaporators working at Yancey's Sugarbush, Croghan,
New York.
the Cary Maple Sugar Company, promoters and manufacturers of the system, in 1931. William Brower,
inventor of the system, lived and made maple syrup in Mayfield, Fulton County, New York.
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Figure 2.06: Evaporators, Sap Tank and Boiling Steam, Yancey's Sugarbush,
Croghan, New York, 2003 (Photo by David Babson).

Most boiling operations had a raised feeder tank or tanks that received sap from
the collection vehicle, and which held sap to feed, by gravity, into the back or uppermost
boiling pan (see Figure 2.06; the sap tank is the red wooden structure in the upper left of
the photograph). Such tanks could be inside a large boiling house, or immediately
outside of the building. Another major feature of the boiling house complex, also with
good archaeological visibility, was the ramp (called a "driveway" by Bryan and Hubbard
1912:25, see also Bryan, et al. 1937:Figure 9), a raised, earthen berm intended to raise the
collection vehicle high enough to allow sap to drain by gravity into the holding tank in
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the house.52 Bryan and Hubbard (1912:25) and Collingwood and Cope (1938:Figure 9)
and S. J. B. (1878) also mention locating a boiling house along the slope of a hillside, to
provide a natural slope for use in emptying the collection vehicle or to allow for a lower
ramp, using less earth in its construction. In the Western Great Lakes region, AngloAmerican and some Native American syrup makers built wooden trestles53 beside their
sugar houses to serve as unloading ramps (Thomas 2004:119-120, Figures 6.5, 6.7, 6.8).
Wood was the most common fuel used in firing evaporators. It was abundant and
available for the labor of cutting, hauling and splitting it. It was also the immediate
product of culling old, injured, diseased or otherwise unproductive trees from the sugar
bush, or of opening up the grove to allow the trees to develop larger crowns and thus
increase their sap production (see Bryan and Hubbard 1912:14, Bryan, et al. 1937:9-10,
Willits and Hills 1976:5-6, 58). Syrup makers hold, from their experience, that wood,
especially maple wood, will not impart a taste to the syrup made in the evaporator that it
fuels. Coal may have been used as a fuel in some larger evaporators (Squire 1941,
Willits and Hills 1976:118), though this would mean that the boiling house had to be
located close to a good road to allow for coal deliveries. This fuel may have become
more available during the first half of the 20th century, as a complex of coal tipples on
rail sidings, coal yards and delivery trucks was developed to fuel home furnaces. Piles of
anthracite coal were found on the surface at FDH 1256 and FDH 1294 in 2004. Used
crankcase oil was, apparently, tried on occasion by syrup makers, but did not succeed,
52

Haskell Yancy, near Croghan, New York, called this feature of his boiling house the "bridge." This may
be a local or family term, or an older term; S. J. B., writing in 1878, refers to a raised area for unloading sap
as a “bridge.”
53
Trestles are post-and-lintel bridges, where the load of the bridge (deck and supported vehicles) is carried
by numerous linked posts from the deck to the ground. Trestles are contrasted with span bridges, where the
load is carried by a span (an arch, truss or girders) to abutments or piers that support the span (Howard
1948:558, 593).
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and is now illegal in most maple making states. One producer (Squire 1941) mentioned
burning “old tires” to fuel an evaporator; no other syrup maker states that they used this
fuel, which would very likely impart a strong an unpleasant taste to the syrup produced
over such a fire. Fuel oil became more popular in the mid to late 20th century, especially
for larger syrup operations (Willits and Hills 1976:118), after the 1940 close of this study
period. Collingwood and Cope (1938:23) mention a few producers in southwestern New
York who fired evaporators with natural gas produced locally from wells in the Marcellus
Shale. Propane might also work to fuel an evaporator, but it was developed as a fuel after
World War II. During the first decade of the 20th century, the Horse Shoe Forestry
Products Company, an extensive project of A. A. Low, built three large evaporators
heated by steam from boilers adjacent to the pans in the western Adirondacks (Gove
2006:104). This very large syrup-making operation also included gravity sap transport in
pipelines, and movement of gathered sap to the three boiling houses by narrow-gauge
railroad (Gove 2006:102-104, Kudish 2007:461).
The boiling process began when raw sap was drained from the collection vehicle
into the holding tank or, possibly, drained from this vehicle directly into the evaporator
on some very small operations.54 When sufficient sap is present in the holding tank,
often as a result of the last one or two gathering runs on the previous day, the fire was
started in the firebox. As the fire box was stoked to its fullest capacity and the pans
began to warm, sap was let down into the pans through a valve on the feeder tanks.
Syrup boilers tried, above all else, to avoid allowing a hot pan to run dry, as this would
burn and damage or destroy the pan. On many evaporators, cold sap entered the pans at
54

This would, of course, tie up the collection vehicle until all the sap it contained had run through the
evaporator, not a good choice for a large operation, but possibly workable for a one-man operation.
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the back, closest to the flue. As sap began to boil, it also began to move through the
pans, by the baffles built into the pans which became common after several patents were
filed in the 1880s (Bryan and Hubbard 1912:29, Bryan, et al. 1937:Figure 13, Lawrence
and Martin 1993:68-69). Smaller, "flat pan" evaporators were usually divided into a back
or heating and front or sugaring pan. Sap either moved from the back to the front pan by
gravity, or it was ladled over the divide by the operator (Bryan and Hubbard 1912:28,
Figure 9). In this process, sap could clump up and burn, or boil up and over the edges of
the pans. The operator monitored the sap temperature with a thermometer and by eye,
breaking up clumps with solid and perforated scoops, and flinging a small bit of butter
fat, lard, or bacon grease onto the boiling sap to break up boil-overs. Syrup was done,
properly reduced to a syrup of the required thickness,55 when it would pour in an
unbroken sheet of a solid scoop. In general,56 a skilled operator working a fairly large
evaporator could produce one to two gallons of syrup per hour, pouring the contents of
the finishing pan off into a pail when the sap in this pan was done. Meanwhile the other
pan or pans of the evaporator would continue to boil their sap, from cold sap down to
near syrup, ready to be brought into the finishing pan.
Once brought from the evaporator, syrup was filtered by pouring it through a
heavy cloth, with flannel or felt being preferred (Bryan and Hubbard 1912:33-34, Bryan,
et al. 1937:26-27). This is necessary to remove the "sugar sands," held by some to be
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Lawrence and Martin (1993:114-115) discuss the weight that maple syrup must reach, but not exceed to
meet the legal requirements for a syrup, as opposed to sugar, maple cream, or unsalable sludge. Several
correspondents in The Rural New Yorker (Brigham 1916, M. B. D. 1914, Ormsbee 1917, 1920c, Phillips
1900) note that most syrup makers tried for a syrup weight of 11 pounds to the gallon. Ormsbee (1920c)
states that this weight indicates pure, unadulterated maple syrup under the terms of the Pure Food and Drug
Act of 1906.
56
This discussion is based upon observations at Yancy's Sugarbush in March and April of 2003 (Appendix
III).
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sediment from the soil moved up the tree by the flow of sap (Vaadi Interviews 2002) and
described by agronomists as malate of lime (Bryan and Hubbard 1912:34). Producers
and scientists agreed that, without filtering, syrup had a gritty feel, not at all preferred by
its consumers. Tales remain of syrup being filtered through old felt hats (Lawrence and
Martin 1993:136, Vaadi Interviews 2002), but these are probably apocryphal.
After filtering, hot syrup was poured immediately into "tin" cans (actually, sheet
steel cans with printed labels and screw tops) ranging in size from one gallon to one-half
pint. Metal cans to preserve food had become increasingly common in America through
the 19th century, following their development in France around 1810 (Rock 1984:Table
1). Printing on maple syrup cans almost always was of a rural winter scene, usually
including sap gatherers, a horse-drawn collection sled, and a sugar house operating
among clouds of steam in the background (see Figure 2.01). This motif, with the syrup
maker identified by a printed or glue-on label, became general for canned maple syrup,
and also became one of the "rural icons" used in its marketing.
Filled cans were stacked on their sides, to allow the hot sap to sterilize all parts of
the can, including the lid. Cans were stacked with some space open between their sides,
to avoid "stack burn" in which a can of syrup would continue to cook when heated by the
surrounding cans, thus reducing it in grade (Lawrence and Martin 1993:137). Syrup was
and is graded by color, in a scale ranging from light to dark amber, usually in a grading
kit the colors of which are regulated by the agricultural offices of maple producing states
and by the US Department of Agriculture (Lawrence and Martin 1993:139). In the case
of maple syrup, color does correspond to taste, with lighter ambers having a finer, more
subtle and sometimes more varied taste, while dark amber syrups taste stronger and more
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full-bodied. As discussed in Chapter V, educating customers to prefer a lighter and finertasting syrup, as opposed to a darker, stronger syrup, was a major part of the creation of
the taste of maple syrup, as producers sold directly to consumers from the late 19th
century, into the 20th century (see also P. B. O. 1940).
Once begun, sap boiling was a continuous process, with interruptions being a
threat to spoiling of the product. Evaporators required constant, close attention when
running, as a burned pan could not be cleaned or repaired, but would have to be replaced.
Most syrup makers boiled an entire day's collection in one go, not stopping until late at
night during the height of the run. Evaporators remained hot from the point at which
enough sap had been collected to fill them through to the pour off, filtering and canning
of a full day's syrup. Some sap could be stored over a cool night, but not much longer
except in very cold weather, as bacterial growth feeding on the sugars in the sap would
spoil it after 24 to 36 hours, sometimes in a shorter period of time (Bryan and Hubbard
1912:31). At the height of a run, much like the "grinding time" on 19th century cane
sugar plantations, late nights were very common in the sugar house. Meals were taken
there,57 and much coffee was made and drunk there. Sugar houses became, during the
sap run and the syrup making season, local social centers, and the sight of steam rising
from the ventilators was regarded around the neighborhood as an invitation to drop in,
kibitz, "help" as in stacking a little wood or commenting on the state of the fire or how
the syrup is turning out, and either purchase some syrup or sample a little of a particularly
fine batch (Lawrence and Martin 1993:140). Children would also gather to watch the

57

Observed at Yancy's Sugarbush in March and April of 2003; see Appendix III.
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process, play in the sugar house58 and sample the treat of "sugar on snow" or “maple
wax,” hot syrup poured onto clean snow for instant congealment into a taffy-like candy.
Laura Ingalls Wilder describes eating sugar on snow in The Little House in the Big
Woods (1932:128-129), and children in the sugarbush date to at least the 1880s (see
Chapter V, Figure 5.06). With regard to Fort Drum lands, Mrs. Anna Burdick remembers
"sugaring off" parties that included eating sugar on snow and ice cream covered with
fresh syrup, held at the end of the syrup making season in her uncle's sugarhouse, which
stood within the Village of LeRaysville during the 1910s and 1920s (Burdick Interview,
16 July 2003).
Variation in production processes from those described here were, without doubt,
many, and they probably also represented some family, local or regional variation in
traditional ways of making maple syrup. As examples, the process for developing a sugar
bush as described here and recommended by Bryan and Hubbard (1912:14-17) assumes
that the long-term goal of the planters and developers of the maple grove was creation of
a relatively large grove in support of at least low level commercial production of syrup.
A smaller producer or family of producers could "stop" at an "earlier" stage of
development, or just use the maple trees found on hand when the homestead was
founded. This would be a sugar bush of sufficient size and productivity to support the
amount of production desired for family use or a small number of local sales.
The evaporator and sugar house as described above is, by and large, drawn from
Lawrence and Martin (Sweet Maple 1993:129-131), and from my observation of
Yancey’s Sugarbush in 2003 (see Appendix III). It describes a mid-level commercial
58

Observed among visiting children at Yancy's Sugarbush in 2003; see Appendix III.
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house, oriented toward extensive local sales and, probably, some form of extra-local
marketing; this was the case at Yancey’s Sugarbush in 1937 (Yancey 1938). It also deals
with a period later than the 1880-1940 timeframe for this project. Evaporators and sugar
houses can also be expected to vary in size according to the production goals of their
owners and operators. The boiling houses of the Horse Shoe Forestry Products
Company, built by A. A. Low, were described as being "very large" (Gove 2006:Figure
125). A smaller house might contain a single pan, that is, a small two-pan or flat pan
operation, similar to the flat pans described as used in the project area during the first half
of the 19th century by Vincent LeRay de Chaumont (1859:10). Given that one “small”
arch or trough site (see below) on Fort Drum (FDH 1159) was built of concrete, it is
evident that these small sites remained in use into the 20th century, later than this early
type of evaporator is generally held to have been operated. Flat pans are also described,
if not recommended, by Bryan and Hubbard (1912:28), Bryan, et al. (1937:22) and
Collingwood and Cope (1938:20). These smaller operations may also have been open,
with no real sugar house built around them, or with just a shed without walls built over
the arch and pan.59 Bryan and Hubbard (1912:29) mention some operators building
arches for flat pans at the start of the sugaring season. While this practice was not
recommended, it does point out the perhaps more temporary nature of these smaller
operations, in which smaller amounts of sap, processed during a shorter run, may have
required less shelter. Colder, nearly outdoor operations probably provided fewer
opportunities for social interaction along with their lesser degree of shelter. Variation in
the construction of sugar houses begins to address the original central question of this
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As detailed in Chapter IV and Appendix I, open/unhoused evaporators turned out not to be characteristic
of the “small”-evaporator maple syrup processing sites investigated on Fort Drum.
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project, that being the expected differences, especially in size, between maple syrup
processing sites on Fort Drum.
Finally, through time improvements in sap collection, such as tractor-drawn
collection vehicles, and in sap processing, as in the enlargement of evaporators, or in
improvements to their design, may have led to more centralization of syrup production.
These changes could have included movement of boiling houses from outlying locations
in the sugar bush (as recommended by Bryan and Hubbard 1912:25 and Bryan, et al.
1937:19) to positions more convenient to the farmstead and the local roads that were also,
usually, close to farm complexes. Interviews with Steven Vaadi (2002), a syrup producer
from the late 1940s to the mid 1960s, detail such a change in sugar house location. Mrs.
Ana Burdick (Interview 16 July 2003) describes her uncle as operating a boiling house
within the Village of LeRaysville, from before her birth in 1919 to the late 1920s or early
1930s. This sugarhouse was supplied from a sugarbush located on hills west of the
village, perhaps as far as a mile away. Such changes, therefore, began to occur in the
Fort Drum project area before the 1940 end of the project period.

2.4

SELLING SYRUP:
The markets and practices for selling maple syrup developed out of early- and

mid-19th century markets and practices for selling both maple sugar and maple syrup.
As discussed in the previous section, these markets and practices gradually became
different from earlier versions as they came to emphasize and depend upon the distinctive
taste of maple syrup, instead of trying to equate the tastes of maple and cane sugar. As
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they developed through the later 19th century and the first half of the 20th century,
markets for syrup both depended upon and continued to develop the concept of maple
representing the country or diminishing rural ways of life. This section will discuss all
"markets" for maple syrup during the project period as uses for or exchanges of maple
syrup, including those in the family, small scale or roadside stand sales, commercial and
bulk sales and possible syrup production co-operatives. These markets represent nodes
of behavior, or goals on which maple producers could focus. They are not exclusive
classes. Commercial producers probably often set aside a small part of their production
for use or gift exchange within their families, some commercial producers might also sell
through a roadside stand or at the sugar house,60 and co-operatives might allow members
to take some syrup for their own use or for small-scale sales. It was also quite possible
for a single maple producer to shift from one focus to another and perhaps back again,
during his career as a syrup maker (Vaadi Interviews 2002).
Production for use within the family or for gift exchange among family members
and friends was the smallest market for syrup produced in the Fort Drum region during
the 1880-1940 project period. Family use would involve using some maple syrup as
table syrup in the classic and well-known manner, on pancakes, possibly waffles or to
sweeten toast, on ice cream or in making candy, but probably not to sweeten tea or
coffee, as discussed previously. Maple syrup could also be used in cooking, baking or
candy making. Lawrence and Martin (1993:161-192) include an extensive selection of
recipes for baking and cooking with maple syrup, and many of these recipes are
described as "traditional" or "old time." Beatrice Ross Buszek's The Sugar Bush
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I observed sugar house sales at Yancy's Sugarbush in March and April of 2003; see Appendix III.
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Connection (1982) is a maple recipe book, an example of many such books published to
share maple recipes, and promote greater use of maple syrup. Recipes making use of
maple syrup and sugar were often published in The Rural New Yorker during the project
period (representative examples: Lampman 1912, Lampman 1914, Lynan 1920, 1922,
Trott 1921). It may be that syrup makers could select and make different grades of syrup
for differing purposes, a darker, stronger flavored amber syrup for baking or candy
making, and a lighter amber syrup for table use. (See Warren 1925a:347 for a fictional
example of manufacturing different flavors of syrup to meet different customer tastes).
Production oriented toward exchange within families persists to the present, though it is
usually described as "hobby" production (see Lawrence and Martin 1993:Chpt. 4, also
Thomas 2004:112-113). With regard to Fort Drum region maple syrup processing sites,
family producers were expected to have the smallest evaporator operations, single or
small double pan rigs with, during the project period, a preponderance of flat pans. Sugar
arches and sugar houses, if a sugar house was present, were expected to show a
maximum of "do it yourself" construction and folk tradition. Small family producers
were originally expected to associate with the smaller, "trough" (Louis Berger and
Associates 1994d:10-11 to 10-13) maple syrup processing sites.
Producers oriented toward sugar house or farmstand sales were proposed as
representing a medium scale of production and marketing. In most cases, this marketing
focus was probably a combination of commercial and noncommercial distribution, with
primary control of sales remaining in the hands of the producer or within his family. A
focus on farmstand sales may have developed out of a "family and friends" distribution
operation, perhaps from the idea that, given enough sap from a big enough sugarbush,
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continuing to gather and running the evaporator just a bit longer will result in production
of enough syrup for roadside stand or sugar house sales. Production for family and
friends and free distribution may continue alongside these small-scale sales. I expected
that production would have ranged from 50 to 500 gallons, depending upon the size of
the sugarbush available to the producer and the markets that the producer wished to
develop. Given the idea of running the evaporator somewhat longer to handle the sap
from a few more trees, production for roadside sales could have been supported by a
small single or double pan evaporator, set upon a small arch in a "trough" style maple
syrup processing site.
Roadside stand sales were seen as, in some cases, representing a transitional stage
in syrup production and marketing.61 A successful "farmstand and sugar house" producer
might get enough money from his syrup to purchase a larger evaporator or to move from
a flat pan to a patent evaporator and to build a larger sugar house, organize more
collection through his family or by hiring workers, or to plant, cull and develop across
generations a larger and more productive sugarbush. He might also decide that
investment of money not made from maple syrup would be worthwhile in support of any
of these efforts to expand production. As skills were developed, maple production made
more money for the syrup maker and a family business was created. While it is difficult
to determine any exact point of transition, this is the process by which a focus on
commercial production might be created. Purchase of a larger, internal-baffle patent
evaporator and construction of the larger arch needed to support it would probably also
61

Roadside sales at farm stands, however, may not have begun until the early 1930s, relatively late in the
project period, when recreational use of automobiles and the network of hard-surface roads were both welldeveloped enough to support this practice. Farm stand sales of maple syrup are mentioned for the first time
in The Rural New Yorker in 1931 (Maloney 1931, Tukey 1931, Vancor 1932).
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entail construction of a more substantial and larger sugar house, creating one of the
"ramp" or "platform" maple syrup processing sites as defined by Louis Berger and
Associates (1994d:10-11 to 10-13).
With overall control of production and sales largely in the hands of the mid-range
producer, individual farmers were able to develop a customer base through developing
their own kind, their own taste, of syrup (see Lawrence and Martin 1993:146-151).
Development of individual, producer identified syrups is allowed by variation in the soil
minerals present in the sap (see Ormsbee 1920g), perhaps to the subspecies of sugar
maple tapped (the Sugar Maple, Acer saccharum, the Black or Hard Maple, Acer nigrum,
or sometimes the Soft or Silver Maple, Acer saccharinum), or to individual variations in
the boiling process. Local production of local tastes in syrup can influence the purchase
decisions of repeat customers: "I like Farmer Brown's syrup better than I do Farmer
Smith's syrup." This idea was addressed by at least one syrup producer, advertising in
The Rural New Yorker: “FOR the best try Oliver’s pure Vermont maple syrup, $2.25
gal.” (Oliver 1927). Of course, syrup makers who made a bad product, or who made
production mistakes,62 would reduce the likelihood of repeat custom, and, perhaps, not
succeed as commercial producers. Exercise of customer choice among syrups from
different producers should develop a following for certain producers among customers
who dealt directly with these syrup makers. Such activity supports mail order, telephone
and internet sales today (Melissa Hooke, personal communication 2002), although
transactions of all these kinds may not have extended back to the project period.
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A 1944 (Delaney) article in The Watertown Daily Times tells the story of an elderly man in LeRaysville,
New York, who tried to make syrup by indiscriminately tapping all manner of trees, not just sugar maples.
This represents either a grossly incompetent beginner, or, perhaps, an experienced producer suffering from
senile dementia or Alzheimer's Disease.
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Three sources (Harper 2001:37, Lawrence and Martin 1993:80, Squire 1941)
mention using the cash income from maple syrup sales to pay yearly property taxes, with
this cash income as a primary goal of maple production. While smaller than the income
from dairy products, grain or other products of farms in the Fort Drum region, this cash
income may have been quite important as it came from outside of the system of credit,
debt and repayment from major product sales that, then and now, subsumes so much of
farm income. In addition to taxes, one maple producer mentioned using cash income
from maple syrup to: “settle up our winter’s debts” (Squire 1941). As one former syrup
maker remembered (Vaadi Interviews 2002), area farmers were better off if they could
vary their activities, products and incomes, especially if they could organize these
activities through the year. With maple syrup production coming along in late winter,
after harvest and before planting, it offered a fairly direct advantage, a perhaps not-sosmall cash income in a time when few other tasks demanded the farmer's effort and
attention (see Murphy 1932:264, Stiles 1928).
"Full scale" commercial production of maple syrup is best understood in relation
to "smaller" types of production. This was the largest scale of production expected upon
any individual farm property in the Fort Drum region for the 1880 to 1940 project period.
I expected that production at this level would have taken place in a larger sugar house
with a patent, baffled evaporator,63 corresponding to Louis Berger and Associates'
(1994d:10-11 to 10-13) "ramp" or "platform" types of maple syrup processing site.
Production of syrup was expected at around or above 500 gallons, with an upper limit set
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Or, evaporators. Yancy's Sugarbush ran two patent evaporators of 1920s vintage, side by side in one,
large "ramp"-style sugar house during the 2003 season; see Figure 2.06.
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only by the size of the sugarbush available, the size of the gathering crew, and the size of
the sap run itself in any given year.
The amount of syrup that a commercially-oriented producer could make in a
season was probably most determined by the size of the gathering crew that the syrup
maker could organize and apply to the labor-intensive task of gathering sap from 1,000 to
5,000 trees (Yancey 1938). Since 1960, most larger sugarbushes have used plastic tube
pipelines to avoid the daily labor of gathering by bucket from a large number of trees
(Willits and Hills 1976:23-34). Excepting early metal pipe systems (Collingwood and
Cope 1938:18, Lawrence and Martin 1993:71, Thomas 2005), these systems were not
available during the project period of 1880 to 1940. The gathering labor needed by
commercial producers probably exceeded the capacity of most producers to organize
"free" labor within their families, making hiring of seasonal labor necessary.64 Hiring
labor, of course, increased the expense of running a syrup operation. It also increased the
gamble of focusing on commercial production, as it requires the producer to meet a
higher level of production to cover his higher expenses. Commercial producers were
therefore hit much harder by a poor sap run, or by multiple interruptions in the sap run,
than were smaller-scale producers. Commercial scale production of maple syrup, in this
light, became like much of the rest of farming, a gamble against nature on one side and
markets on the other in trying to turn a net profit on the operation (Cochrane 1979:99121, 150-169).

64

In 2003, Yancy's Sugarbush hired six workers for the sugar season. These people were usually employed
in gathering, although they also helped in splitting and hauling fuel wood when the sap run was slow; see
Appendix III.
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Markets for commercial syrup producers included sales through co-operatives or
agents, which would then resell the syrup to stores or supermarkets65 in urban or
suburban areas for final sale to consumers. Through labels on cans, bottles or other
containers that identified the producer, individual branding of syrup, as in "Farmer
Brown's Pure Maple Syrup," may have been continued in this market as in the roadside
stand or sugar house sales market. Sales identified by brand or maker were a primary
focus for farmers selling syrup during the first half of the 20th century, as discussed in
Chapter V. Bulk syrup66 could also be sold through agents or co-ops to baking, candy
and tobacco companies, all of which were developing corporate organizational structures,
nationwide distribution systems and extensive advertising during the project period
(Vaadi Interviews 2002). Bulk syrup could be used to flavor candy, baked goods, ice
cream, table syrups that were made from cane sugar, beet sugar, corn or sorghum and
tobacco products such as chewing tobacco, pipe tobacco, flavored cigars or cheroots and
with some use in cigarette tobacco. George C. Cary of St. Johnsbury, Vermont pioneered
sales of Vermont and Quebec maple syrup to tobacco manufacturers as early as 1886
(Lawrence and Martin 1993:72), elaborating upon a folk tradition that was known in the
Midwest (in Sangamon County, Illinois) as early as the 1810s (Faragher 1986:17). In the
1920s, Cary developed a syrup operation in Danville, Vermont that combined large-scale
production of syrup for sale to tobacco companies with heritage tourism that
demonstrated Indian, early Anglo-American settler and modern (1920s) syrup making to
65

During the project period, most of such end-line sales to consumers would have been through grocery
stores. Supermarkets, by and large, developed after World War II.
66
In 2003, Haskell Yancy of Yancy's Sugarbush sold bulk syrup in 30 gallon drums. He remembered his
uncle telling him about drums of syrup being shipped in boxcars from the Croghan, New York depot on the
Lowville and Beaver River Railroad shortline. Around 1910, bulk maple syrup was also shipped by rail
along the Adirondack and St. Lawrence Railroad between Stellaville and DeKalb Junction on the New
York Central's Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg Division in St. Lawrence County, New York (H. F.
Timmerman, as quoted in Palmer 1999:114).
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visitors (Lawrence and Martin 1993:72-73). “Modern” sap gathering included use of the
Brower metal sap pipeline system, which Cary apparently found well-suited to his largescale operation (Lawrence and Martin 1993:71, 73; Thomas 2005:26-28). By such
means, products flavored with maple syrup might employ the distinct taste of the syrup as
an expression and exploitation of the developing concept of maple connecting to the
country. In fact, just the word "maple" may have been used in this manner, with or
without any actual maple content in the product. This appears to be the case with
"maple" syrup brands that have no real, tree-derived maple content (Lawrence and Martin
1993:115).
A still larger scale of syrup production or syrup production co-operatives does not
appear to have been in use during the project period in the Fort Drum region. The most
recent syrup maker's manual (Willits and Hills 1976)67 describes a large, multipleevaporator boiling house fueled by oil or generated steam, recommended as the "Central
Evaporator Plant" (Willits and Hills 1976:116-128). Such a plant was to be located near
a major road or, preferably, an intersection of major roads, so that it could receive raw
sap bought by truck, tractor or other motor vehicle from sugarbushes that did not have
smaller evaporators located in or near the maple grove.68 Plastic tube pipelines make
such an operation economical. While organization of the plant is not discussed (Willits
and Hills 1976:116-128), such a plant could operate as a co-op, a form of organization
with which Fort Drum area farmers were familiar due to the use of co-ops to organize
some of the area's cheese, then milk production and sales from the 19th century forward
67

The 1976 edition of this manual is a revision of an original issued in 1963.
While not undertaken in the Fort Drum region before 1940, such a large, centralized boiling operation
does seem very similar to the maple syrup division of A. A. Low's Horse Shoe Forestry Products Company
in the first decade of the 20th century (Gove 2006:102-104).

68
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(Barron 1997). Again, with at least some dependence on pipeline gathering, Central
Evaporator Plants developed, in large part, after the 1940 close of the project period.
But, even if most of their development took place after World War II, it is not
impossible that some antecedents for these larger, more centralized operations that
brought in sap from multiple sugarbushes may have been set up during, perhaps, the later
part of the project period. FDH 1256, the South Tank Trail Maple Syrup Processing site,
was initially seen as an exceptionally large example of the platform maple syrup
evaporator sites reported, as of 2001, to the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey. This
well-preserved site appeared to be approximately twice as large as the other ramp and
platform sites on Fort Drum, making extensive use of a natural knoll by means of a very
well built stone and concrete retaining wall, with an intact concrete boiling arch
foundation. This site was proposed as possibly being a part of a local or regional
experiment, looking toward still larger-scale production as described by Willits and Hills
(1976:116-128). Research specific to the site (see Chapter IV) indicates that FDH 1256
probably was, more simply, the evaporator for a larger producer, probably one with a
larger sugarbush, and perhaps able to hire a larger gathering crew.
During the project period of 1880 to 1940, and especially in the later part of this
period, a variety of marketing strategies were employed by Fort Drum area maple syrup
producers.69 To some extent, maple producers were able to pursue these strategies from a
base in their desire to participate in maple production along a continuum from small scale
production for exchange within families or among friends, to small scale sales of syrup,
69

In the 1940 New York maple syrup season, 10% of the syrup produced was kept by producers for home
use, 42% was sold at retail or directly to consumers, and 48% of the product was sold wholesale, to dealers
(Rural New Yorker 1940).
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as from a roadside stand or at the sugar house to larger scale marketing of syrup outside
the local area, or in bulk sales to co-ops or to corporations that used syrup in creating
candy, processed food products, or tobacco products. Participation in any of these
markets also depended, in part, upon the size of the sugarbush available to the syrup
maker, and the size of the gathering crew he could organize or hire. My original central
hypothesis for this research project was that the size and type of the evaporator used by
any one producer would vary in relation to participation in a market, the size of the
sugarbush, and the size of the gathering crew available to that producer. In general,
evaporators of these different sizes would be represented, in the archaeological record of
Fort Drum, by smaller or larger maple syrup processing sites and by the boiling arch
foundations, ramps, platforms and sugar house foundations to be found on these sites.
In this connection, it is worth noting that five pairs of the 41 Fort Drum maple
syrup processing sites were found with each pair on one property tract at the time of the
Army's major land acquisition in 1941 (see Appendix I; Riser 1944). These pairs of sites
include FDH10-26/V and FDH10-30, on a 100.84-acre tract owned by T. & R. Sterling,
FDH 10-43 and FDH 1268, on a 14-acre tract owned by Albert E. Brissont, FDH 10-55
and FDH 10-56, on a 213.82-acre tract owned by A. & L. Petrie, FDH1160 and
FDH1256,70 on a 126.60-acre tract owned by L. R. & E. A. Crimiston, and FDH1257 and
FDH1258, on a 291.04-acre tract owned by the William Bacon Estate. Four of these five
pairs of maple syrup processing sites include one small or trough site, and one large site:
FDH10-43 and FDH1268, FDH10-55 and FDH10-56, FDH1160 and FDH1256 and
FDH1257 and FDH1258, with FDH10-26/V and FDH10-30 both being large or ramp
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This pair of sites was investigated during the field project in 2004.
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sites. The pairs composed of one small and one large site were proposed as representing
producers or, across generations, families of producers who began with small sites and
limited spheres of production and marketing, who then built larger facilities as they
increased the scope of their production. Of course, these pairs of sites, when seen on a
map reporting land acquisition in 1941 (Riser 1944), may represent properties
consolidated from smaller tracts of land by their earlier owners. The operator of a larger
syrup making operation may, in fact, have had a strong incentive to buy the proven land
and sugar bush of an earlier, smaller producer, then to consolidate syrup making in his
larger facility. Such an operator also could build a larger boiling house at the time his
land and sugar bush increased in size. Determining whether the properties that contained
sugar houses increased, decreased or remained stable in size was a purpose of the
documents research proposed for this project.
As caveats, it must be noted that the continuum of marketing strategies, as
discussed here, was divided rather arbitrarily into analysis categories, intended to test the
hypothesis proposed above. There was, in practice, no hard and fast line between a
family producer and a farmstand or sugar house producer, and no such line, as well,
between the farmstand or sugar house producer and the commercial producer. In
individual years, focus on one or another of these market categories may have shifted in
response to the length and productivity of the sap run. No commercial producer could
maintain that focus during a year in which his sugarbush did not produce enough sap to
support such production.
Another variable along this marketing continuum may have been the control an
individual producer had over sales, and the degree to which the original maple syrup
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producer remained visible to the final syrup consumer. This producer-to-consumer link
remains strong in noncommercial or farmstand marketing and distribution, but it probably
would have been lost in the bulk sales to intermediate food processors that characterized
some large scale commercial production. The link is certainly lost when maple syrup
was used as a flavoring, invisible or nearly so in candy, baked goods, ice cream, and
other syrup and tobacco products. However, many larger scale producers do maintain a
connection from producer to consumer as a central focus of their marketing.71 As
discussed in Chapter V, New York and other maple syrup producers were able to
maintain this connection through a conscious, active and vigorously-pursued program of
direct-to-consumer sales of maple syrup and sugar. Ultimately, this may be the
difference between selling actual maple syrup and, at another remove, exploitation of the
concept of maple syrup being a taste of the country that was established during the first
half of the 20th century.

71

This has been the experience and practice of the Hooke Family, in present-day Vermont (c. 2002). This
operation maintains the producer-to-consumer link through extensive direct marketing by mail order,
telephone and, recently, the internet (Melissa Hooke, personal communication, 2002).
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CHAPTER III: THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF MAPLE SYRUP
PRODUCTION

3.1

INTRODUCTION:
This chapter discusses what was known, as of the commencement of my research,

about the archaeology of maple syrup processing sites. It describes the artifacts and
material culture of maple syrup, both in terms of the artifacts themselves, and the
complexes or collections of artifacts found on maple syrup processing sites. It will then
discuss the organization and configuration of these sites, as known from previous
archaeological studies (principally, Louis Berger and Associates 1994c and Thomas
2004). This chapter is intended to organize and present existing knowledge from the
somewhat limited body of archaeological investigations of this distinctive type of
archaeological site. Finally, this chapter will describe maple syrup production as a
cultural practice that created a particular material culture, which then had a recognizable
archaeological expression. This discussion is intended as a background and basis for my
own discussion of the archaeology of the Fort Drum maple sites, to be presented in
Chapter IV.

3.2

MAPLE MATERIAL CULTURE, ARTIFACTS AND MEANING:
As a defined cultural process taking place in the physical world and organized

toward the consistent goal of the production of maple syrup, the process of making and
marketing this syrup will create and use a material culture complex specific to these
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activities. This material culture will reflect the skill sets used in each part of the process.
Along with oral history, folklore and, perhaps, some documents, this material culture will
constitute the primary cultural record of the making and selling of maple syrup. Much of
the marketing of syrup, however, took place away from the Fort Drum maple syrup
processing sites, and with a few exceptions material culture related to marketing of syrup
was not found on these sites. This section therefore concentrates on the material culture
of the archaeological sites related to syrup production in the project area and project
period.
Artifacts related to sugarbush management in the Fort Drum region include saw
blades, ax bits, splitting wedges and sledge hammer heads. Such artifacts are
components of tools used in thinning maple groves, culling trees and cutting and splitting
culled trees for fuel wood, tool components that remain present in the archaeological
record because they are made of metal, and have not decayed since the time before 1940
when these tools were used. Maple syrup processing sites were not, in most cases, the
primary locations for use of these tools, so any such tools found on these sites will be in a
storage context that does not directly reflect the activity for which these tools were used.
These artifacts were not expected to be present on Fort Drum maple syrup processing
sites, unless they were abandoned there. Abandonment of lumbering equipment and tools
was probably not common on Fort Drum lands during the mass abandonment of local
farms that followed the land acquisitions of 1940 to 1941 (Johnson and Kimbler 2000).
These tools were, for the most part, portable, and readily reused elsewhere on area farms
or in the local lumbering industry.
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Artifacts related to tapping trees and collecting sap would have included drills and
drill bits, possibly brace and bit rigs, spiles or spouts used as tree taps, collection buckets,
collection bucket covers and possibly remains of collecting tanks and the collection
vehicles. As discussed in Chapter II, Section 2.3.1, spiles may be time sensitive, in that
at least one variety bears a patent date of 1899.72 Another distinct variety (the Grimm
Company spile) is represented by the spile made from rolled sheet iron with a hole
through the shaft and a wire hook for hanging the bucket (Grimm 1906, Grimm
Manufacturing Company 1920). Sap collection buckets and covers have also been
described in Chapter II, Section 2.3.2. As artifacts made of thin galvanized sheet iron,
these artifacts may be more subject to decay before their potential collection than were
spiles or tapping bits. Intact and recognizable sap collection buckets have, however, been
found on Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites, most notably two buckets recovered
from FDH 1254. As with the artifacts used in sugarbush management, these artifacts
were used out in the sugarbush, and they will be found in a storage context on Fort Drum
maple syrup processing sites. Sap collection tanks and vehicles will probably only be
represented as parts, with metal parts predominating. As the components of sap
collection vehicles and, often, the vehicles themselves were put to other farm uses outside
of the sugar season, it will be difficult to describe parts or remains of such a vehicle as a
sap collection vehicle, unless the vehicle parts are found in direct association with a
maple sugar processing site.73 Again, due to the abrupt abandonment of these sites,
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Six spiles were collected from the two test units excavated on FDH 1256, one of which, the Willis Sap
spout, bears a probable patent date of 1891 (see Figures A-I.3.28 and A-I.3.29).
73
A sled runner and part of a wagon axle were assessed on the surface of FDH 1294 in 2004; see Figures
A-I.4.11 and A-I.4.12.
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stored tapping bits, spiles, buckets, bucket covers or parts and components of collection
tanks and vehicles have been found in some abundance on the Fort Drum sites.74
Remains of the boiling process itself were, of course, found on maple syrup
processing sites, as boiling sap was the first purpose of these facilities. Artifacts and
features related to boiling sap constitute the primary archaeological record of syrup
making sites. Artifacts could include feeder tanks which, if made of wood, will only be
represented by the hardware used in their construction such as nails, bolts or pieces of the
sheet metal lining, which may be difficult to distinguish from other pieces of sheet metal
found on the site. Metal tanks may be more recognizable if they remain intact, as is the
case on FDH 1258, the misnamed "Big Boiler" site. Tools used in the syrup production
process that could survive in the archaeological record include thermometers or
hydrometers, perforated or solid metal scoops in which the scoop part could be expected
to survive, not the wooden handle, pieces of sheet metal from boiling pans or their
baffles, one of which has been identified on FDH 1258, pieces of sheet steel from flues or
smoke stacks, brass or steel piping and valves to control sap flow through the evaporator,
floats that were used to control valves, iron nails, window glass and pieces of sheet metal
roofing. As is evident from this list, many of the devices used in boiling houses were
made from sheet metal, usually thin, galvanized steel. Most of this metal will be present
archaeologically as small pieces of rusted sheet iron, and will only be diagnostic if pieces
large enough to infer function have survived. This proved to be true, in particular, with
regard to boiling pan remains on FDH 1294, FDH 1160 and, possibly, FDH 1256.

74

A concentration of metal hoops, probably from a stack of wooden-stave sap buckets, and several allmetal buckets were found on the surface of FDH 1159.
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The signature archaeological feature on maple syrup processing sites75 is the
boiling arch foundation, usually of stone in the Fort Drum area, although concrete boiling
arches (FDH 1159) and arches at least partly built of firebrick (FDH 10-184/A045-110086 and FDH 10-186/A045-11-0085) have been reported on Fort Drum. On "trough" or
small sites, boiling arch foundations typically measure 10-15 feet on their long axis, and
6-8 feet across. The typical boiling arch is U-shaped, with one end closed and the other
open for stoking. The parallel longer sides of the arch supported the evaporator pan or
pans, or supported a metal frame that then supported the pans. The arch on a larger ramp
or platform site may not be much larger than that on a trough site, but, typically, it is
associated with a larger and more substantial boiling house foundation and a raised,
earthen ramp or platform, often with dry-laid stone faces. As discussed in Chapter II,
these ramps or platforms were used to unload gathered sap from collection vehicles, and
construction of more elaborate boiling houses probably became increasingly common as
flat pans, then patent evaporators replaced kettle boiling (Dean 1936). Among the 41
maple syrup processing sites reported to date (2004) on Fort Drum, most of these arch
and ramp or platform features are visible on or standing above the ground surface.
Artifacts related to use of the boiling house by syrup makers and the people who
visited during the boiling season could include coffee pots and cups from late night
boiling sessions. Two coffee pots were reported by Louis Berger and Associates
(1994b:9-6) on site FDH 10-030/A045-11-0145, although these may be from a post
abandonment dump that covered part of the site. A few ceramics, from plates used in
75

This discussion assumes a maples syrup processing site with a high degree of archaeological integrity,
one not much impacted below the ground surface by demolition or Army training activities since its
abandonment in or before 1940. Sites in this condition, as well as sites with greater impacts and less
integrity, are commonly found on Fort Drum lands.
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meals carried to the boiling house during all day boiling sessions may be found,76
although the number of ceramic sherds expected on a maple site is much lower than that
expected for domestic sites. Stoneware sherds, especially if these are from jugs, may be
from vessels used to contain finished syrup, especially on sites used early in the 1880 to
1940 project period. Louis Berger and Associates recovered a nearly intact "stoneware
vessel" from FDH10-185/A045-11-0100 (Louis Berger and Associates 1994c:24-35), and
a stoneware crock or jug base was assessed on the surface at FDH 1294 (see Appendix I,
Figure A-I.4.16). It is also possible that soft drink, liquor and beer bottles might be found
on boiling house sites, especially if liquor was used to "boost" coffee on cold nights,
probably an activity engaged in more by gatherers than evaporator operators.77 With
children occasional visitors at sugar houses for "sugar on snow," or just out of their
natural curiosity about the work being done by their parents, a very few children's toys
such as marbles or doll parts might be found in or near boiling house foundations. No
children’s toys were found as part of the 2004 investigations.
Artifacts related to marketing syrup would be represented by the containers used
to can or bottle syrup, or by remains of the barrels78 used to ship bulk syrup. Unless
represented by large enough fragments with remnants of painted labels, the thin, sheet
steel rectangular cans commonly used to sell syrup in gallon or less than a gallon
volumes will be seen, archaeologically, as more nondiagnostic sheet metal fragments. It
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A relatively larger number of ceramic vessels was found on FDH 1294.
Experienced syrup makers generally frowned on drinking in sugar houses (Lawrence and Martin
1993:110). Managing an evaporator required constant attention and work in close proximity to, possibly,
hundreds of gallons of boiling sap. A drunken syrup maker would be lucky if all he ruined was his syrup.
78
In 2003, Haskell Yancy put his bulk syrup into 30-gallon steel barrels, a size he described as used to ship
syrup for "many years." In shape and fittings, these barrels resembled standard 55-gallon steel drums, but
with bungs on both the top and side, and about 40% smaller than the standard, industrial drums; see
Appendix III.

77
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is likely, again, that most of this material will not allow recovery of its original function,
but more diagnostic pieces are possible. (No recognizable syrup cans were recovered
during the 2004 field project.) As noted, stoneware sherds, especially from jugs, may
relate to marketing of syrup on earlier sites. As a caveat, however, Willits and Hills
(1976:Figure 23) show a stoneware crock used to collect sap as part of a very early
operation using a hollow wooden spile. Clear, glass syrup bottles with threaded closures
were also used (Lawrence and Martin 1993:137, Willits and Hills 1976:92), and one of
these bottles has been recovered from the surface of FDH 10-030. As with other surface
finds on this site, however, the possibility remains that this bottle was deposited as part of
a post-abandonment country dump.
In summary, maple syrup processing sites in the Fort Drum region contain
distinctive artifacts related to the collection and boiling of sap and the marketing of
syrup, in relation to its packaging for sale. These sites also show signature archaeological
features in the form of boiling arch foundations, ramps and platforms and, in some cases,
boiling house foundations or foundation components. Refining and detailing the
description of the distinctive features and material culture of these sites has been a major
purpose of this research project.

3.3

PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES:
I conducted a survey of the archaeological site registry records or "site form files"

in August of 2003 at the New York State Department of Park, Recreation and Historic
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Preservation, Peebles Island, Waterford, New York. This included searching the New
York State site database, which includes sites registered with the Department of Parks,
Recreation and Tourism since the mid 1990s, and checking through the actual or "paper"
site forms for Jefferson, Lewis and St. Lawrence Counties, which record sites reported
since the 1950s. The paper records revealed no new maple syrup processing sites in these
three counties, beyond the 23 sites reported in Jefferson County by Louis Berger and
Associates, as discussed below.
Checking the site file database revealed records of three maple syrup processing
sites outside the boundaries of Fort Drum in the State of New York. A089-18-000010,
the Macomb Maple Syrup Lean-to, was discovered in St. Lawrence County as a result of
Phase Ib survey of Area 5 of the David Young Wetland Restoration Program in the Town
of Macomb (Hartgen Archaeological Associates, Inc. 2001). This site retained extensive
above ground structural remains, including an in-place Grimm Company evaporator
(described as a "stove," Hartgen 2001:Photos 19, 20) and a collection "wagon," actually,
a sled (Hartgen 2001:Photos 16, 19). It was not investigated beyond the Phase Ib level,
because it was outside the main impact area for the wetland restoration program (Hartgen
2001:8). A053-40-000740, the Area E Maple Sugar Processing Site, was discovered in
Madison County as part of a Phase Ib survey of the Stockbridge Research Facility (Pierce
2000). This site is notable for yielding fragments of an iron sugar boiling kettle,
indicating sugar production on this site that probably concluded before 1880 (Pierce
2000:Table 3-3, p. 3-22), although kettle boiling is reported as persisting as late as 1929
(C. V. H. 1929).
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Figure 3.01: Sherd from Cast Iron Pot (left-center), Site Surface, A053-40-000740,
28 June 2007 (No Scale; Photo by David Babson).

Given that the Fort Drum maple syrup production sites are all evaporator sites, the Area E
Maple Sugar Processing Site is the only "kettle" maple processing site known, at present
(2010), in the State of New York (Babson and Armstrong 2007:68-69). A brief site visit
conducted in June of 2007 revealed that this site remains undisturbed. It also led to
discovery of a sherd from a Bristol-glazed stoneware crock,79 which may post-date the
pre-1880 close of occupation date proposed for this site by Pierce (2000:3-22), but be
explicable in terms of later dates for at least a few kettle-boiling sites (C. V. H. 1929).
A033-17-000186, the Miner's Hill Sugar Works, is in the area of Lake Ozonia, listed in
Franklin County, but probably actually in St. Lawrence County. This site is known only
from its site form (Vandrei 1999), and, unfortunately, this form contains minimal
79

Bristol slip/glazed North American stonewares date between 1890 and 1950 (Greer 2005), although
Miller, et al. (2000:10) describe this ware as occurring from 1835 to the present.
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information, assigning only a site number and the name "Miner's Hill Sugar Works" to
the site location.
During the late 1990s, Michael Kudish (2007:462-465) conducted site visits to the
remains of the three large, steam-heated evaporators constructed during the first decade
of the 20th century by A. A. Low's Horse Shoe Forestry Products Company. He reported
that concrete foundations of the Grasse River Evaporator and the Maple Valley
Evaporator were still present, found in direct association with remnants (berms and
crosstie impressions) of the railroad that brought sap to these evaporators. The third
Horse Shoe Company evaporator site, that of the Wake Robin Evaporator, had been
destroyed by highway construction. Kudish did not report these sites to New York State
as archaeological sites in their own right, but they may be present in the site files as
components of a "larger" site or sites associated with the Horse Shoe Company.
As discussed below (Note #15 and Appendix III), while undertaking research at
Yancey's Sugarbush in Croghan, Lewis County, New York in March of 2003, I observed
the remains of an earthen ramp at the site of the sugarhouse used by the Yancey Family
before construction of their present boiling house, in 1921. This site is on private land, is
under no immediate (as of 2003) threat of negative impact, and appears to retain a high
level of archaeological integrity. I have not reported it as a site to the State of New York,
but may do so in the future, pending approval from the landowners (the Yancey Family).
The study performed by Louis Berger and Associates on 23 Fort Drum maple
syrup processing sites between 1985 and 1987 is, to the best of my knowledge, the only
multiple site cultural resources management study of boiling house sites yet performed in
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the United States.80 This study was based largely on minimal Phase I81 site
investigations, although a Phase II study was performed on FDH 10-043/A045-11-0072
(Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:10-13 to 10-19). With their Phase I program, Louis
Berger and Associates identified 23 maple sites on Fort Drum, with 20 of these sites
being organized into a typology based upon surface features and their configuration
(Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:Table 10.2). Most of these sites were in the
expanded Fort Drum cantonment where Louis Berger and Associates concentrated their
Fort Drum work.82 Since Louis Berger and Associates concluded their work in 1990 and
the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey began in 1992, an additional 18 maple syrup
processing sites have been identified. Most of these 18 sites have been found in the Fort
Drum training areas, where the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey has concentrated
its efforts. This total of 18 sites includes the four maple sites found in Fort Drum training
areas during Phase Ib surveys conducted during the 2004 field season.83
As discoveries during Phase I surveys, Louis Berger and Associates invariably
identified maple syrup processing sites by surface features found during pedestrian

80

Mathew Thomas's (2004) dissertation project is also a multi-site study, which does make use of cultural
resources management data in site location and assessment. Its primary purpose, however, was not in the
traditional areas of CRM such as site inventory, National Register of Historic Places criteria assessment,
etc.
81
Phase Ib in New York State, denoting field survey for site discovery and landscape assessment,
conducted following a literature review.
82
The Louis Berger and Associates study from 1985 to 1990 with reports delivered in 1994 was
concentrated on the Fort Drum cantonment because it was a National Historic Preservation Act Section 106
(of 1966, as amended) compliance study. As such, it was intended to mitigate the overall impact of the
reactivation of the 10th Mountain Division, USA Light Infantry, and establishment of its headquarters at
Fort Drum. These undertakings, as might be expected, involved expansion and comprehensive
reconstruction of the Fort Drum cantonment, and greatly increased impacts upon archaeological sites in the
expanded cantonment area.
83
From 2004 to 2009, one more maple syrup processing site (FDH 1326, built into the side of a hill, and
with a stone and brick firebox and a stone flue back) was found as a result of on-going Phase Ib surveys at
Fort Drum. Since fieldwork for this project was conducted in 2004, this site could not be included in this
study.
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walkovers of defined survey tracts (Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:10-9). The
dominant investigation method employed by Louis Berger and Associates on their 20
maple sites was cruciform shovel test pit transects (Louis Berger and Associates
1994d:10-9). These transects were centered on the most prominent surface feature of
each site, usually the boiling arch in the case of trough sites, and the ramp or platform of
the two larger types of site. The purpose of these shovel test pit cruciform transects was
to define the boundaries of each site. In most cases, the boundaries were found to be
quite close to the surface feature that first identified the site (Louis Berger and Associates
1994d:10-11). Artifact collections from the shovel test pits were small, with few
identifiable maple processing artifacts. Based upon the results of my 2004 fieldwork (see
Chapter IV and Appendix I), these small artifact collections appear to have been more the
result of the survey methodology, rather than an accurate reflection of the presence and
density of artifacts related to syrup production on the sites tested by Louis Berger and
Associates.
From the 20 sites described in the Fort Drum cantonment, Louis Berger and
Associates defined three types of maple syrup processing site (Louis Berger and
Associates 1994d:10-11 & Table 10.2). The first was the "simple trough," defined as a
relatively small site whose one surface feature was the boiling arch foundation.
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Figure 3.02: FDH10-66/A045-11-0119, A Small or Trough Maple Syrup Processing
Site in the Fort Drum Cantonment (Louis Berger and Associates
1994c:Figure 9.7).

These boiling arches were most commonly built of stone, although firebrick was found at
FDH 10-184/A045-11-0086 and FDH 10-186/A045-11-0085. These two sites were in
the general vicinity of FDH 10-131, a large lime kiln built soon after the Civil War, and
the firebox in this kiln was built with the same type of brick as was found on FDH 10-184
and FDH 10-186. If the lime kiln was abandoned by the time FDH 10-184 and FDH 10186 were built, firebrick from the kiln may have been salvaged for use in these two
boiling arches. Concrete boiling arches were not described by Louis Berger and
Associates. The first boiling arch known to be built entirely of concrete on Fort Drum
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was FDH 1159, found by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey in 1998.84 FDH
1256, first identified as a maple site in 2002, also has a concrete boiling arch, as part of a
larger concrete and stone boiling house foundation. Foundations for boiling houses were
not evident on the surface of simple trough sites, and were neither described by Louis
Berger and Associates (1994d:10-9 to 10-11) nor seen during site revisits to nine of the
Berger sites conducted by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey in 2001.85 Posthole
or other small foundation features for boiling houses might not be recognized in the small
STPs employed by Louis Berger and Associates. Louis Berger does mention recovering
spiles on one of the trough sites, FDH 10-185/A045-11-0100, including a cast iron spile
embossed "PATENTED 1857 No... [illegible]" (Louis Berger and Associates 1994c:2435).
The other two types of maple site defined by Louis Berger and Associates
(1994d:Table 10.2) were "ramp" and "platform sites.

84

I was a member of this crew. Along with FDH 1160, found during the same year, FDH 1159 was the
first maple site that I ever saw. FDH 1160 was the first maple syrup processing site that I described.
85
The "missing" Louis Berger and Associates sites have either been destroyed by construction or training
that has taken place since the sites were first reported, or they could not be relocated from the maps and
UTM coordinates supplied by Louis Berger and Associates. The LBA survey was one of the last large area
surveys to take place before the general adoption of Geographical Positioning Systems in archaeological
survey.
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Figure 3.03: FDH 10-61/A045-11-0116, A Large or Ramp Maple Syrup Processing
Site in the Fort Drum Cantonment (Louis Berger and Associates
1994c:Figure 9.2).

These sites were larger than simple troughs, and incorporated more surface features. In
addition to, in most cases, identifiable boiling arch foundations, ramp sites contained a
raised, earthen ramp, which rose from the ground surface and then returned to it, between
dry-laid stone facings. Ramps were usually parallel to the arch foundation, and located
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within three to five meters of it (Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:10-11). Ramp sites
might also have stone or concrete footings or post supports in association with the boiling
arch and adjacent to the ramp structure, probably parts of the boiling house foundation.
As described by Louis Berger, these ramp sites closely resemble the substantial sugar
houses discussed in Bryan and Hubbard (1912:25-27), Bryan, et al. (1937:19-21) and
Collingwood and Cope (1938:18-19), and the older evaporator houses described by
Willits and Hills (1976:37-38). Similar ramps, built as timber trestles, were used by
Anglo-American syrup makers in Wisconsin and Michigan, as detailed by Matthew
Thomas (2004: 118-120, Figures 6.5, 6.7). They also closely resemble the sugar house at
Yancy's Sugarbush near Croghan, New York, parts of which were built as early as 1921
and which remains in use as of 2003.86 Louis Berger recovered more and more varied
artifacts on the ramp sites it investigated (Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:10-9), one
of which (FDH 10-043/A045-11-0072) had three 5X5-foot test units dug into it as part of
a Phase II study (Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:10-13 to 10-19). This Phase II
project is noted as having produced "very few artifacts representative of maple sugar
processing" (Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:10-19).
Platform sites are described by Louis Berger and Associates (1994d:10-11) as
very similar to ramp sites. They are larger than trough sites, and have the boiling arch
foundation, possibly the remains of a sugar house foundation, also found on ramp sites.
They also have raised, earthen platforms with stone faces, but these platforms are not
connected to the ground by ramps. This may be an unloading dock, or a support for a sap
86

While gathering sap on 19 March 2003, Paul Dicob, the teamster for our crew, pointed out the location of
the sugar house used before the 1921 house in Yancy's Sugarbush. I could not examine the ground surface
closely due to snow cover, but the site was marked by the slumped remains of an earthen ramp. This pre1921 boiling house site resembled the Fort Drum ramp sites very, very closely; see Appendix III.
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storage tank, in which case a pump would be required to raise the sap to the storage tank.
Such an operation would be more difficult than one employing a ramp and a gravity drain
from the collection vehicle to the storage tanks in that it would require more effort to run
a hand-powered pump, and it would increase the time needed to unload the tank on the
collection vehicle, a perhaps not unimportant consideration at the height of the sap run.
As with ramp sites, Louis Berger describes the artifacts from platform sites as more
abundant than those on trough sites, including variation in spile forms among those
collected on FDH 10-55/A045-11-0112 (Louis Berger and Associates 1994c:5-3).
It is difficult to draw a hard and fast distinction between the "ramp" and
"platform" sites described by Louis Berger and Associates. Also, by unfortunate
circumstance, the 2001 Fort Drum CRS revisit program could not positively re-identify
any of the "platform" sites described by Louis Berger, and the larger sites found in the
training lands by the Fort Drum CRS since 1992 (FDH 1254, FDH 1256, FDH 1257 and
FDH 1286) are all, by appearance, either ramp sites or sites such as FDH 1256 that
modified existing terrain to create the equivalent of a ramp. It may therefore be more
useful to distinguish these sites by size alone, rather than surface appearance, and classify
"ramp" and "platform" sites together, as "large" sites in comparison to "trough" or
"small" sites. As part of its initial hypotheses (see Chapter I), I established this two-type
classification for Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites for this dissertation project, to
explore distinctions between these types of site based upon the production and marketing
strategies pursued by their operators.
Louis Berger and Associates advanced two provisional hypotheses to explain the
distinction between the three classes of maple syrup processing sites that they defined
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(Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:10-19 and 11-33). Both hypotheses, in essence,
contrast the larger ramp and platform sites with the smaller trough sites. The first
hypothesis (Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:10-19) posits the larger ramp or platform
sites as permanent production facilities, served by enduring sugarbushes used
continuously from year to year. The smaller, trough sites were temporary facilities,
intended to exploit smaller sugarbushes which, once "exhausted," would then have to lie
fallow for several years to recover their productive capacity. All of the sources on maple
syrup making (Bryan and Hubbard 1912, Bryan, et al, 1937, Collingwood and Cope
1938, Lawrence and Martin 1993, Willits and Hills 1976, Thomas 2004) examined for
this project emphasize that maples are quintessentially a renewable resource, and that
they will produce at least some sap each and every year unless an incompetent tapper
kills the trees through over-tapping. Such a tapper will not, of course, remain in the
maple business very long. Over-tapping, as described by Lawrence and Martin
(1993:121-127; see also Ormsbee 1920b), is something of a bogey or cautionary tale
among syrup makers, not any real danger to an experienced producer, or something that
anyone ever actually did. The only sure way to "exhaust" a well-tended sugarbush is
with a chainsaw.
The second hypothesis (Louis Berger and Associates 1994d: 11-33) proposes one
ramp or platform site as a production center or central place, served by several, smaller
trough or auxiliary sites. While Berger's (1994c:10-19) explanation is not stated clearly,
the implication is that syrup would be produced at the auxiliary trough sites, then brought
in to the central ramp or platform site for finishing. In this manner, such production
would resemble the finishing of maple syrup into sugar described by Laura Ingalls
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Wilder in Farmer Boy (1932:109-113) and Little House in the Big Woods (1932:117130) but ignores Wilder's statement that some of the syrup was kept and used as syrup. It
also may represent the process of "sugaring off" described by Bryan and Hubbard
(1912:29-30), Bryan, et al. (1937:23-24) and Willits and Hills (1976:38-39). All three
sources, however, describe the further reduction of maple syrup into sugar as taking place
in the same boiling house where the syrup itself was produced. An experienced syrup
maker (Vaadi Interviews 2002), when asked about this process, stated that moving hot
syrup or partly boiled sap for finish processing was "messy," and was avoided by syrup
makers as a matter of course. Other commentators (A. 1919, McArthur 1927, M. G. F.
1921) mention “sugaring off” from syrup, but this operation is usually performed in farm
or home kitchens, and is undertaken using only small quantities of previously-made
syrup, to avoid damaging the kitchen (such as by peeling the wallpaper; M. B. 1913,
McArthur 1927:467) from the great clouds of steam that are produced in reducing sap to
syrup. Christaller (1933) belongs in the analysis of macroeconomic processes across
very large landscapes, not in the sugarbush.
In their discussion of property types or activity areas on historic period sites in the
Fort Drum region (Louis Berger and Associates 1994a), Louis Berger and Associates do
not analyze or categorize maple syrup processing sites. Maple sites are not considered as
components of farmsteads, although some maple sites were given the same site numbers
as the farmstead situated on the same property as the maple facility (Louis Berger and
Associates 1994a:3-5 to 3-6). This was the case with FDH 1263, a small or trough maple
syrup processing site associated with the Ford Farm, and originally given the same
number, FDH 512, as the Ford Farmstead even though the farmstead was almost 250
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meters distance from the maple site.87 Maple syrup processing sites are also not
considered as part of the Dispersed Agricultural Processing Industry context (Louis
Berger and Associates 1994a:3-20), along with the cheese factories, tanneries, creameries
and apple cider mills that handled production of agricultural products away from
farmstead sites. Maple syrup processing sites are, however, listed under the "Dispersed
Agricultural" category in the Fort Drum site inventory database that was begun by Louis
Berger and Associates. It may be that maple sites appeared unexpectedly during field
survey (Laurie Rush, personal communication, 15 August 2003), and were therefore not
included into a site classification system set up before the Louis Berger and Associates
program began.
The failure of Louis Berger and Associates to include maple syrup processing
sites into one of their historic contexts and to connect maple sites to the research
questions posed for these contexts resulted in a blanket declaration that all of these sites
were not eligible to the National Register of Historic Places:
Maple sugar processing sites such as A-045-11-0072 have
been determined not eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic Places. Based upon meetings with
representatives of the U.S. Army, the National Park
Service, and the New York State Office of Parks,
Recreation and Historic Preservation, it has been
determined that such sites are not significant to the research
context developed for Fort Drum historic sites and that the
information collected by this effort is sufficient treatment
for these cultural resources.
(Louis Berger and Associates 1994c:4-9)

87

FDH 1263 was assigned a separate site number for revisit during the 2001 Fort Drum CRS.
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The Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey feels that this blanket declaration is
inadequate, in that it is based in research questions developed in ignorance of the
existence of maple syrup processing sites on Fort Drum or in the Fort Drum region,
questions which were not modified to allow for these sites once they began to appear
during field survey. Maple sites on Fort Drum have been damaged as a result of this
declaration, most notably FDH 10-30/A045-11-0145 which remained in excellent
condition, with a very high degree of archaeological integrity until it was destroyed by
construction of a new building in the summer of 2003. Since FDH 10-30 had been
declared ineligible to the National Register by Louis Berger and Associates in
consultation with the U.S. Army, the National Park Service and the New York State
Historic Preservation Office, and since this consultation constituted a legal Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act (of 1966, as amended) finding, the Fort Drum
Cultural Resources Survey was powerless to make a recommendation that could have
mitigated impacts to this site through data recovery or a project redesign. The Fort Drum
Cultural Resources Survey is presently (as of 2003) seeking a new memorandum of
agreement between the Fort and the New York State Historic Preservation Office, which
will consider maple syrup processing sites as having at least potential for eligibility to the
National Register and connection to regionally-important research questions, and which
will manage these sites in a manner that will ensure preservation of a representative
sample of these sites (Fort Drum CRS 2003).
The general failure of Louis Berger and Associates to adequately explain the
creation and function of the three types of maple syrup processing site that they described
based on their work at Fort Drum between 1985 and 1990 also acts to call into question
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their judgment that none of these sites had potential for eligibility to the National Register
of Historic Places. Further exploration of these sites, their configuration, purposes and
the processes that took place on them became, therefore, a primary purpose of this
research and dissertation project. As discussed previously, the present project began as
an attempt to explain the difference between small or trough sites and large or
ramp/platform sites in terms of site function, and in terms of the differing production and
marketing strategies pursued by the operators of these two different types of maple syrup
processing site. Results of this project, as detailed in this dissertation, do argue that the
remaining Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites contain archaeological information
which will prove useful in the study of state, regional and national history. By arguing
for such significance, this projects should support the effort by the Fort Drum Cultural
Resources Survey to manage and preserve a sample of these sites in accordance with the
National Historic Preservation Act (of 1966, as amended; see King, et al. 1977) and the
Fort Drum Installation Cultural Resources Management Plan (Fort Drum CRS 20012005).
There is one other extensive study of maple syrup making sites in North America,
conducted by Matthew M. Thomas (2004) as his PhD dissertation project. This project
investigated Native American and Euro-American sap-boiling sites in the Western Great
Lakes region, covering 14 sites in Minnesota, Wisconsin and the upper peninsula of
Michigan, from 1850 to the present (c. 2003). Thomas describes a technology of EuroAmerican (Anglo-American) maple syrup production that was imported into the area
during the second quarter of the 19th century, where it encountered an indigenous Native
American sugaring tradition, flowing unbroken from pre-contact sources. Over time, the
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Anglo-American tradition developed as an adjunct to dairy farming, especially in
Wisconsin (Thomas 2004:45-47), with steady growth through the mid-20th century
(Thomas 2004:48-50), reflecting nation-wide growth in the industry. In this region
before 1952, many boiling house sites incorporated trestles built of logs as unloading
ramps (Thomas 2004:118-120, Figures 6.5, 6.7), oriented perpendicular to the sugarhouse
axis, as are many of the stone-faced, earthen ramps at sugarhouses in the Fort Drum
region. As discussed previously (Chapter II, Section 2.3.3), these “ramps” were actual
“bridges,” which may help to resolve, at least for the Midwest, some of the numerous
names applied to sap unloading facilities at boiling houses. After 1950, many mapledairy producers in this region reduced their production or left the industry, often as they
also reduced or left dairy production, and farming entirely. The major change involved
farmers, after World War II, determining that prices were not rising fast enough to cover
production costs and, especially, greatly inflated labor costs in an industry that employed
large number of people in gathering sap (Thomas 2004:191-192). As has happened
elsewhere in the United States, however, a few Anglo-American syrup producers were
able to become full-time syrup producers, in the sense that the syrup made during the
spring boiling season becomes, in value, the primary "crop" of that farm (Thomas
2004:131-132). This trend has been noted elsewhere, especially in Vermont, as
technological changes (especially, gravity-fed and vacuum-pumped plastic-pipe sap
collection systems) have allowed collection of much greater volumes of sap with less
labor than can be accomplished by tree-bucket gathering (Lawrence and Martin 1993:8689).
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Native American maple sugar and syrup producers charted a course different from
that of Anglo-American producers in this region, since 1850. Before 1850, the Native
American people in this region (largely, members of the Ojibwe Nation) produced maple
sugar in concert with traditions that went back before their earliest contacts with EuroAmericans which, in this area, were with French fur traders from the mid-16th century.
In the 300-year period between 1550 and 1850, Native Americans adopted some
elements of Euro-American technology in boiling sugar, principally, metal (brass and
iron) kettles to boil sap over fires, replacing an earlier technology of boiling sap in
waterproofed baskets with heated stones (Henshaw 1890, Pendergast 1974). By 1850,
this kettle-boiling technology meant that, in the Western Great Lakes region, a Native
American maple processing site would, by and large, resemble an Anglo-American site.
As Native American producers changed from sugar to syrup production during the first
half of the 20th century, however, they also redefined maple production from being
women's work to men's work with much of this change taking place in the 1930s
(Thomas 2004:193-194). This change brought Native American maple producers into
closer alignment with Anglo-American producers, and seems to have been connected to
extinguishment of traditional usufruct "titles" to maple lands which, in regional Native
American societies, had been held by women (Thomas 2004:194). Thomas (2004:196)
notes that Native Americans continued to use repurposed metal cans to collect sap from
trees throughout the 20th century, a practice probably rooted in the relative poverty of
these maple producers, compared to their Anglo-American counterparts.88 Native
Americans also made less use of sap-collection vehicles (sleds or wagons) than did

88

This practice is also mentioned by a few small-scale Anglo-American syrup makers; see A. J. H. 1913,
Langley 1919.
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Anglo-American producers (Thomas 2004:197). Ojibwe maple sugar and syrup makers
continued to build and use traditional sugar camps, with pole-built lodges to shelter their
boiling kettles and themselves during the sugaring season, into the early 20th century
(Thomas 2004:198-200). Permanent, rectangular, frame-built boiling houses in this
region appear to have been largely built by Anglo-American syrup makers in the 20th
century (Thomas 2004:199-201).
Thomas (2004:216-218) sees Anglo-American and Native American maple syrup
producers as converging in their use of technology during the mid-20th century, then
diverging as the production and marketing of maple syrup changed between c. 1990 and
the present. A market collapse, caused by imports from Canada, drove many smaller
maple producers out of business in the Western Great Lakes region during the late 20th
century, and this category of smaller producers included most Native American syrup
makers. Native American producers of maple syrup in Thomas's region continued to
make small amounts of syrup on a basis similar to Anglo-American hobby producers,
because this production of syrup continued an ancient cultural tradition of the Ojibwe
Nation, and because continuing traditions has become increasingly important for Native
Americans who are re-asserting their identity as Indians (Thomas 2004:218-219). AngloAmerican producers, by contrast, have either left the industry, or have developed larger
production operations focused on commercial sales, exploiting maple syrup's established
presence in American culture and the North American market as a high-value specialty
product (Thomas 2004:216). Interestingly, Thomas (2004:219-220) contrasts the
emphasis on commercial production of maple syrup in the Midwest with the persistence
of smaller and more traditionally-oriented Anglo-American producers in the Northeast,
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including New York State. Thomas sees the Northeast as a "hearth" of Anglo-American
maple syrup making, and so it is an area where traditions are continued for their cultural
value as much as for their economic utility.89

3.4

SUMMARY:
In concert with Chapter II, this chapter has described maple syrup production as a

set of culturally-mediated skills and strategies. These skills and strategies were intended
to benefit maple syrup producers and their families by either providing them with a
traditional sweetener for subsistence, or allowing them to make some money in a rural
industry that could be pursued in the Fort Drum region. Previous research by Louis
Berger and Associates and the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey allowed me to
define two major types of maple processing site present on Fort Drum lands. I began this
project by proposing that these sites represent and contain material remains of different
production and marketing strategies that were employed by syrup producers in pursuit of
the contemporaneous goals of subsistence and money making. Figuring out if and how
these sites represent these differing strategies was the main purpose of this research and
dissertation project.
As will be discussed in detail in the fieldwork chapter (Chapter IV), this project
goal was only partly met by the evidence produced from fieldwork on six maple syrup
production sites on the eastern side of the Fort Drum training lands. Rather, these sites

89

This agrees with my observation of Yancey's Sugarbush in 2003, where bucket gathering, sap collection
vehicles pulled by horses as often as possible and a boiling house built in the 1920s, housing patent
evaporators of the same vintage, were used to make syrup in a deliberate effort to preserve local and family
traditions; see Appendix III.
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present an overall picture of gradual but continuing development that is more in tune with
gradual intensification of maple syrup making in the Fort Drum region than any
segregation between "small" and "large," or "subsistence/family" and "commercial"
producers. I have also determined that most of the maple syrup making sites (those that
could be dated) were in use during the early 20th century, from. c. 1900 to the closure of
farm use of the Fort Drum lands through acquisition by the Department of the Army in
1940 and 1941. These sites were therefore in use during a time when maple syrup was
increasingly appreciated by consumers, and when it met a ready market that would
usually purchase as much syrup as its makers could produce and sell (Nearing and
Nearing 1970:193-205, Thomas 2004:161). I now believe that the archaeological picture
of gradual intensification of maple syrup production that is depicted by the Fort Drum
maple syrup production sites is best explained by farmers taking advantage of this
steadily-growing market, especially in times of economic and cultural stress caused by
the Depression and by the systemic changes in milk production that took place during the
first half of the 20th century (Barron 1997:80-105). Once the fieldwork evidence is
presented (in Chapter IV), I will discuss the integration of maple syrup making with the
"larger" culture of upstate New York dairy farmers in greater detail (in Chapter V).
In regard to this project, maple syrup production is defined as a set of skills that
are learned, which operated, and which produce a perceived benefit for their practitioners
within the larger cultural system of the Fort Drum region, part of rural, upstate New York
between 1880 and 1940. Study of the relationship between maple syrup production, the
skill set that allows it to be produced, its producers and their culture has allowed this
archaeological and historical study of maple syrup production sites to provide a more
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general knowledge of late 19th and early to mid-20th century rural culture in the Fort
Drum area and in upstate New York. Describing how maple syrup production fit into
rural culture is intended to illuminate both this specific activity and the culture of which it
was a part.
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CHAPTER IV: THE MAPLE SYRUP PROCESSING SITES AT
FORT DRUM, NEW YORK

4.1

INTRODUCTION:
This chapter will discuss the field and analysis phases of this dissertation project.

It will consider the three research questions directed toward the Fort Drum maple syrup
processing sites by this project, as set out in Chapter I. As also discussed in Chapter I
and Chapter III, these three project questions were developed on the assumption, based
upon a surface survey of Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites conducted between
2001 and 2003, that there were two major types of maple site present at Fort Drum, the
"large--ramp/platform" site, and the "small--trough" site. With this site typology in mind,
I formulated two project hypotheses to organize the data used to address the three project
questions:

1.

The small or trough sites are, as a norm, associated with family exchange
and small-scale, local sales of maple syrup.

2.

The large or ramp/platform sites will correspond with small-scale sales or
family exchange as incidental purposes, but their major orientation will be
toward commercial and bulk sales.

The archaeological information produced by field investigations on the six maple
syrup processing sites selected in 2004 and by analysis since (2007-2009) has called into
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question the basic assumption of this project, that there actually are two discrete,
bounded and defined types of maple syrup production site at Fort Drum, or two nodes of
behavior in maple syrup making that would produce discrete classes of large and small
maple sites. Instead, the archaeological information contained in the six sites
investigated support a picture of development and improvement in maple syrup making,
and of gradual reconstruction and development of the sites studied, through the project
period of 1880 to 1940. This chapter will present summaries of the investigation and
analysis of the six sites studied, and a critique of the original site typology based upon
this actual information. It will then return to the original research questions, and suggest
partial answers to these questions, based upon data as provided by this research.
The analysis presented in this chapter is, in essence, a synthetic summary of field
data. More detailed site descriptions and analysis are presented in Appendix I, as
comprehensive site investigation summaries. A detailed catalog, including artifact
descriptions and dating information, is presented in Appendix II. This catalog presents
analytical data on 1,920 surface and excavated artifacts analyzed for this project.

4.2

METHODOLOGY:
As originally proposed (Babson 2004:85-98), this project sought to integrate

extensive documentary, archaeological and oral-historical information, into a model
project in historical archaeology. Project circumstances, such as the necessity to conduct
all fieldwork in June and July of 2004 and my inability to locate informants who had
made maple syrup or who had worked in the industry during the 1880-1940 project
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period, led to a scaling back of my earlier, ambitious methodological goals. The project
did accomplish its goals of producing a detailed archaeological investigation of six maple
syrup processing sites. In the final project, documentary research was oriented more
toward refinement of the context statement than to the more site- or property-specific
information, or to oral-historical information which could be specific to the project area
or project sites. As we approach the 70th anniversary of the transfer of Fort Drum lands
from the farmers and maple syrup makers who once owned and used these lands,
informants who knew the area before the construction of Pine Camp (the 1940s name for
Fort Drum) are not available, and published memoirs of the region “before the Army”
(see Petersen 2002) do not discuss maple syrup making. Some oral history information
(Burdick 2003, Vaadi 2002) was used, as applicable, in place of the oral history program
originally planned for this project (Babson 2004:92-95). I feel that this information is
sufficient to address the project questions.
4.2.1

Site Selection:

The study basis for this project encompasses 41 maple syrup processing sites,
located on the training and cantonment lands of Fort Drum, New York. As discussed in
Chapter I, at the beginning of this project (essentially, at the close of the 2003 Fort Drum
Cultural Resources Survey field season in November of that year), 37 maple syrup
processing sites were known on Fort Drum as a result of Phase Ib surveys undertaken by
the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey and Louis Berger and Associates between 1986
and 2003. Of the 37 sites known in 2003, 21 were available for investigation, the others
having been destroyed from 1986 to 2003, or were sites that could not be relocated during
a resurvey of known maple sites conducted by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey
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in 2001 and 2002. During the 2004 Fort Drum field season, one possible maple syrup
processing site (FDH 1304) and two more definite maple sites (FDH 1305 and FDH
1306) were discovered while the field phase of this dissertation project was active, and
FDH 1305 and 1306 were selected for investigation. A forty-first maple syrup processing
site, FDH 1310, was found in October of 2004 as part of Fort Drum Cultural Resources
Survey Project 2004.122, too late in the season for consideration as part of this
dissertation project. A forty-second maple boiling house site was discovered in 2009,
FDH 1326, encountered during survey for project 2009.050.
The site selection process proposed for this project (Babson 2004:85-87) involved
selection of two "large-ramp/platform" sites and three "small-trough" sites for
investigation by a random process from among the 21 Fort Drum maple syrup processing
sites available for investigation at the beginning of the 2004 field season. This selection
process was planned as assignment of a neutral number (a number that did not relate to
the site number, or convey any information about site identity) to the six largeramp/platform and eleven small-trough sites that were in excellent to good condition (see
Table 1.1), based upon the 2001-2002 site assessment survey. Using a random process
(such as pulling numbers from a hat), two large-ramp/platform and three small-trough
sites were to be selected for research. The purpose of this selection system was to ensure
sampling from among all the known sites on Fort Drum, and to lessen selection bias in a
fairly small population of sites.
This system had to be changed when the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey
provided a field assistant (Bic Bicknell) for six weeks (14 June to 22 July) as part of the
2004 Fort Drum field season, meaning that all fieldwork had to be accomplished during
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this period. At this time, Fort Drum was undergoing an intensive period of military
training, as the usual summer training period for National Guard units from the eastern
U.S. coincided with accelerated training for the 10th Mountain Division, U.S.A.-Light
Infantry, in support of their on-going deployments in Afghanistan and Iraq. Fort Drum
Range Control restricted civilian access to many of the ranges and training areas where
the maple sites were located, meaning, effectively, that we could only work consistently
in the southeastern part of the post, where regulations intended to reduce training noise
across the post's boundaries have meant that few active ranges are now (as of 2004)
located. While this circumstance restricted the number of maple syrup processing sites
available for investigation, it must be emphasized that the generosity of the Fort Drum
Cultural Resources Survey in providing a paid field assistant was "too good to pass up"
(Douglas Armstrong, personal communication, June 2004). Accordingly, after
consulting with my committee chair, I decided to scrap the original site selection process,
and begin work on FDH 1294, FDH 1256, FDH 1160 and FDH 1159, which were located
in the 2004 "open" area of Fort Drum.90
I decided to include FDH 1305 and FDH 1306 in the research program when they
were discovered in July of 2004, after work had been performed on FDH 1294, FDH
1256 and FDH 1160. Inclusion of FDH 1305 and FDH 1306 was a result of the potential
these sites had for adverse impacts from the impending timber sale that was the cause of
the Phase 1b project (Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey Project 2004.047) that led to
90

Sites in the Fort Drum cantonment (1 large-ramp/platform and 4 small-trough maple syrup processing
sites; see Table 1.1) were available for research during the 2004 field season. In comparison to sites
located in training areas, access to these sites was, however, more strictly controlled by Fort Drum due to
their proximity to administration, support and quarters buildings. This is a result of security restrictions put
in place due to the Afghanistan and Iraq deployments and the generally-stricter installation security
implemented following the attacks on 11 September 2001.
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their discovery. It was also apparent, after working on FDH 1294, FDH 1256 and FDH
1160, that my original division of Fort Drum MPS sites into large-ramp/platform (the
original designation for FDH 1256) and small-trough (the original designation for FDH
1294 and FDH 1160) sites was no longer a good fit with the data we had found on the
first three sites. Essentially, FDH 1256 was "smaller" than expected, while both FDH
1294 and FDH 1160 were "larger." (FDH 1159 was the last site investigated in 2004,
after work was conducted on FDH 1305 and FDH 1306.) FDH 1305 and FDH 1306
appeared to be more strongly "small" than the other maple syrup processing sites
available for investigation in 2004, and so I thought that these two sites might represent
the small-trough category better than could the other maple syrup processing sites. This
decision yielded mixed results.
The six sites selected for investigation proved to be typical of the Fort Drum and
the north-central New York region, especially as they seem to be typical of the sites and
active maple syrup processing facilities known both within and outside Fort Drum
boundaries (such as Yancey's Sugarbush, Croghan, New York). While their selection
was more contingent upon encountered conditions than I would have preferred, I still feel
that the six sites investigated in 2004 allow me to address the research questions posed
for this project.
4.2.2

Field Methods and Artifact Analysis:

As stated in the project proposal (Babson 2004:87-88), the primary field methods
employed by this project were: 1.) Detailed recording of surface-evident architectural
and other site components, by means of site plans (base maps) and photography, and 2.)
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Excavation of 1X2-meter test units, placed judgmentally to further explore selected
surface features. As a standard procedure, site plans/base maps were drawn from a
metric91 grid, which was established through installation of permanent plastic stakes that
had grid co-ordinates written on their tops in permanent marker. These grids were
extended by means of these grid stakes over all of the site that was visible on the surface,
and they could be extended further as more site components were discovered. Test units
and surface collection units (in the case of FDH 1294; see below) were identified by their
grid coordinates, using the southwest corner of each test or collection unit. In this
manner, excavated test units and surface collection units were tied to the site base map,
allowing for a coordinated interpretation of surface components, test unit excavations,
and surface collections.
Sites were mapped in the field using an optical theodolite, configured to work as a
transit reading horizontal and vertical azimuths. Distances were recorded using a
fiberglass metric tape of 100.0 meters length. Site plans were created in the field by
drawing site features to scale (1 inch equals 5.0 meters) on 2X3-foot pieces of 10squares-to-the-inch graph paper. Metric contours (50.0-cm./0.5-meter interval) were
recorded by running azimuths from the survey instrument that was placed on a grid point
at or near the evident highest elevation on the site, measuring distance (usually, 5.0
meters) with the tape, and recording the elevation reading from a metric stadia rod. A
scale was drawn on each and every site plan, at the beginning of recording in the field.
91

Metric measures were used in all measurements created during this project. This follows standard
practice for the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey, the chief sponsor of this project, which is following
a standard operating procedure of the U.S. Department of the Army (DoA), as a part of the Department of
Defense (DoD). Where needed (in the artifact analysis, presented in Appendix II), metric measurements
were duplicated in the English system, where English measurements might have cultural meaning to the
original makers and users of the artifacts under study.
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These maps were then scanned as .jpg files, and redrawn in the Photoshop ™ program to
produce final versions for use as illustrations for this dissertation. Given that scanning
and redrafting of the maps, as well as fitting them into this document as illustrations,
involves altering them from their original size, the drawn scale on each map must be used
to interpret distances and relationships on these maps.
1X2-meter test units placed to explore surface-evident site components were
originally selected as the primary method for subsurface investigations due to previous
observation (Louis Berger and Associates 1994d:10-9 to 10-11) that the Fort Drum maple
syrup processing sites did not have extensive subsurface stratigraphy or much soil
development since their abandonment at or before the Army acquisition of Fort Drum
lands in 1940 and 1941 (Babson 2004:88). Excavation of these test units made it quite
clear that this observation was in error, and that half of the sites investigated had definite
evidence of complex, and intact, subsurface stratigraphy; see Appendix I. As such,
selection of an excavation strategy based upon intermediate-sized (1X2-meter) test units
proved to be most fortunate, since it allowed for exploration and recording of the soil
layers and features which were, in fact, present on the Fort Drum maple syrup production
sites, and which might not have been discovered by a strategy based in shovel test pits or
other, smaller excavation units.
As mentioned above, the 1X2-meter test units were placed on the sites that
employed them (FDH 1256, FDH 1160, FDH 1305, FDH 1306 and FDH 1159) in
relation to surface-evident site architectural components (foundations), to explore the
subsurface expression of these site components. Usually, this meant that the test units
were placed in relation to the site's evaporator arch foundation, such as at FDH 1159,
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where a 1X2-meter test unit (TU 01) was placed across the opening of the arch, to test for
activity in this area. I expected that this area would have been used intensely (to stoke
the evaporator, and to clean out ashes), based upon my research and participant
observation (at Yancey's Sugarbush, Croghan, New York, March 2003; see Appendix
III), conducted before the field phase of the project began. At FDH 1256 and FDH 1160,
test units were placed to investigate surface-evident sap unloading ramps, as well as arch
foundations and, at FDH 1256, to explore the extensive intact concrete and stone
foundation of the entire boiling house. At FDH 1256, FDH 1160 and FDH 1159, two
1X2-meter test units were dug on each site, while only one test unit was dug at FDH 1305
and FDH 1306, to divide field effort between two sites that were discovered (see above)
as the field season proceeded.
Test units were excavated by natural soil levels, with each soil level, in each unit,
being considered as a discreet provenience for artifact collection and analysis. All soil
and other material recovered from test unit proveniences were screened through 1/4-inch
mesh hardware cloth, to recover artifacts. Soil layers were recorded from top (Level 01)
to bottom (Level 02, Level 03, Level 04, etc.), with excavation being closed when
culturally-sterile subsoil was reached. At Fort Drum, culturally-sterile subsoil is usually
a glacial or deltaic sand or sand with gravel; see Appendix I (Rush, et al 2003). Any soil
or other features (such as foundations or other architectural features) encountered were
numbered in order of discovery, within their test unit of discovery, following a standard
operating procedure of the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey. All soil layers and
features were described by comparison with the Munsell © Soil Color Chart, and the
"soil texture triangle" of diminishing particle size, including sand, silt and clay (at the
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three points), with loam in the center. Information about test units, soil levels and
features was recorded in my (D. Babson's) field notebook, on Fort Drum Cultural
Resources Survey test unit and feature forms, and by means of level planviews and test
unit wall profiles, recorded as both field drawings and photographs. As with the site base
maps, all of the test unit drawings (planviews and wall profiles) were recorded with a
drawn scale, anticipating their scanning as .jpg files, their redrafting in Photoshop ™, and
their use in this dissertation as illustrations. At the close of investigation, all test units
were backfilled, and returned to their original ground-surface contour, to the greatest
extent possible. These field practices follow and conform to standard operating
procedures employed by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey in compliance with
the Fort Drum Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan (Fort Drum Cultural
Resources Section 2001-2005).
The test unit strategy was not pursued on the first site investigated, FDH 1294.
This site was recorded by means of a site base map, and a controlled surface collection
organized in 5X5-meter collection squares. These squares were set up in the site grid,
and identified by the grid co-ordinates or their southwest corners. Artifacts were
"collected" in these 5X5-meter squares using a "catch and release" strategy, in which the
artifacts were described and assessed in the field, recorded in my (D. Babson's) field
notebook, photographed on a neutral background with a scale in some cases, and then
returned to their approximate original position (their original collection square) on the
site surface. This strategy was pursued due to the large number of artifacts evident on the
surface of FDH 1294, and the need to co-ordinate investigation of this site with the
curation policy used by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey in 2004. This subject
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is discussed at greater length below and in the FDH 1294 section (I.4) of Appendix I; in
essence, curation space at Fort Drum is limited and expensive. In consultation with the
Fort Drum Cultural Resources Manager (Dr. Laurie Rush), I decided that this strategy
would allow maximum investigation of the site, disrupt its surface integrity to the least
extent possible, and not increase the curation burden of the Fort Drum Cultural Resources
Survey with a large number of large, bulky and fragile artifacts.
Following the surface collection analysis of FDH 1294, I decided to clean the
concrete pad beside the evaporator arch foundation, to find the limits of this pad, to
identify its function, and to interpret its construction in relation to the arch. Shoveling
about 5.0 cm. of soil off this pad produced abundant artifacts, which were quite evident in
the back dirt. In light of this observation, I decided to screen this material, and recover
these artifacts for analysis. The screened material from the concrete pad on FDH 1294
was therefore collected as Test Unit 01, although no soil levels were determined and no
regular dimensions (e.g. 1X2 meters) were designated for this "test unit."
Recovered artifacts were brought to the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey lab
for analysis and selective curation. Artifacts were cleaned with plain water and gentle
scrubbing with a toothbrush for glass, ceramics and other impervious materials. After
washing, artifacts were air dried in 1/8-inch mesh screens for at least a week before any
further work was done with them. Iron and other metal artifacts (the vast majority of the
Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites collection; see Appendix II) were dry brushed,
using a toothbrush but no water. This was done in accordance with a Fort Drum Cultural
Resources Survey standard operating procedure. While being cleaned, I assessed each
artifact to identify any objects that would require conservation beyond simple removal of
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soil matrix material and drying; no artifacts requiring "special" conservation were found.
During cleaning and analysis, artifacts were kept in strict association with their original
plastic field collection bags, which recorded complete provenience information (Fort
Drum Cultural Resources Survey project number, site number, test unit number, level
number or feature number, date collected, field crew who collected) for each field
collection unit.92 As part of the curation process, artifacts selected for curation were
placed in acid-free plastic zip-loc bags with all provenience information written on both
the curation bag and upon an acid-free cardstock tag, marked with acid-free ink, placed in
the curation bag with the artifact(s). In compliance with Fort Drum standard operating
procedures, the artifacts were not accessioned by having code numbers written upon their
surfaces. Artifacts selected for permanent curation are kept in acid-free cardboard boxes,
keyed into the Cultural Resources Survey curation database (see below), at an on-post,
secure, climate-controlled storage facility that complies with applicable Department of
the Interior/DoD standards for curation of archaeological collections. These artifacts
remain available to qualified researchers through application to the Fort Drum Cultural
Resources Survey.
The Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey integrates accessioning and selection
for curation (see below) with construction of a descriptive artifact catalog. This catalog
emphasizes description of component material(s), dating and determination of function as
primary categories of artifact analysis, and is constructed of ranked data classes, designed
to fit into a digital database that organizes all archaeological artifacts curated or analyzed

92

Two artifacts, iron upholstery springs found in TU 01, Level 02 of FDH 1159, were originally
misaccessioned as coming from TU 02, Level 02 on the same site. This error apparently resulted from a
collection bag being mislabeled in the field, and it was corrected through reference to field notes.
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at Fort Drum. This catalog is produced by hand, in acid-free ink on plain paper dataentry forms for permanent curation as a primary document, and later entered into the
overall database by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey. I produced this catalog for
the 1,716 artifacts recovered and analyzed by this project. I then integrated it into a
descriptive artifact catalog, along with the 204 (1,920 total) artifacts analyzed, but not
collected, in the surface collection squares of FDH 1294. This descriptive catalog is
presented here as Appendix II.
All of the artifacts collected by the 2004 Fort Drum Maple Syrup Processing Sites
Project (this dissertation project) were subject to the Fort Drum Cultural Resources
Survey artifact discard protocol, which is another standard operating procedure at Fort
Drum, operating in accordance with the Fort Drum ICRMP (Fort Drum Cultural
Resources Section 2001-2005) and applicable DoA and DoD cultural resource
management law, regulations and practices. As with the surface analysis strategy
adopted at FDH 1294, this protocol is designed to maximize effective use of the
necessarily-limited curation space, expense and effort that is available to the Fort Drum
Cultural Resources Survey. The Fort Drum artifact discard protocol ranks historic-period
artifacts as follows:
1.

First Order Diagnostics: 100% curation of total found in all
proveniences. Includes ceramics, glass, identifiable metal tools, and items
such as spiles, tree augers, and evaporator parts from maple syrup
processing sites.

2.

Second Order Diagnostics: Up to 50% curation of total found in all
proveniences. Includes iron nails and other structural artifacts, excepting
those (such as tarpaper, mortar or concrete pieces from maple syrup
processing sites) found in very large numbers. Iron nails are distinguished
by size (penny weight) before being selected for discard.
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3.

Third Order Diagnostics: Up to 10% curation of total found in all
proveniences. Includes recent (less than 50 years old) materials, artifacts
from Army training93 and structural materials (tarpaper, mortar concrete
from maple sites) found in large quantities. Selection for discard is by
artifact count, although artifact weight (in grams) is also considered, as
this is an important factor in determining the expense of permanent
curation.

Artifacts selected for discard through the above-described process are kept in their
original field collection bags or tags, up to the point of discard, which is at least six
months after the end of primary research that involves these artifacts. Selection for
discard is performed while the artifacts are being cataloged. Selection for discard is
noted on the original catalog sheet; e.g.: "13 count of 10d iron wire nails, 5 of 13 kept,"
and is recorded in a separate discard log; e.g. "8 count of 10d iron wire nails, from 5 of
13 kept." Artifact discard is accomplished by returning the selected artifacts to their
original point of collection, that is, to the test unit and site from which they were
collected. Discarded artifacts are there removed from their bags and reburied in the
southwest corner of the backfilled test unit, along with indicators (metal tags stamped
with curation information or, in the case of this project, 2004 one-cent U.S. coins) of the
time they were first removed from their original context. In this manner, removal of
these artifacts from their original contexts is recorded both on site, with the artifacts
themselves in the site feature that the backfilled test unit has become, and in the records
of the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey. Of the 1,716 collected artifacts analyzed as

93

Only Army artifacts that are safe to handle and collect are included in this category. Unsafe artifacts,
especially unexploded ordnance, are reported to Fort Drum Range Control, and disposed of by trained
Army personnel. All persons participating in the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey are trained by
Range Control to recognize unsafe objects, to report them to their supervisors or to Range Control, and to
leave them strictly alone. Violation of these rules results in immediate dismissal from the Fort Drum
Cultural Resources Survey, and a life-time ban for that individual from employment at Fort Drum and other
DoD installations.
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part of the 2004 Fort Drum Maple Syrup Processing Sites Project, 947 (by count; 55.2%)
were discarded according to the discard protocol here described.94
4.2.3

Artifact Dating:

Very few datable artifacts such as refined and decorated ceramics, bottle glass
with identifiable production marks or flat/window glass were collected and analyzed
from the six sites of the 2004 Fort Drum Maple Syrup Processing Sites Project.95 With
the exception of the ad-hoc TU 01 collection from FDH 1294, no ceramics, glass or other
artifacts with closely-defined manufacture and use date ranges were recovered from FDH
1256, FDH 1160, FDH 1305, FDH 1306 and FDH 1159 (see Appendix II, artifact
catalog). This characteristic of these maple syrup processing sites is not unexpected; they
were agricultural processing sites, intensively used for only a short time during the year
and without significant domestic occupation. Indeed, the presence of some ceramics and
glass on FDH 1294 is unusual, and is discussed below (Section 4.4.1) and in Section I.4
of Appendix I. The lack of other datable artifacts leaves two artifact classes,
concrete/Portland cement mortar and iron nails, as the "only" artifacts with manufacture
and use date ranges that are usable by this project.
Concrete was known to the ancient Romans, and was revived in modern times
during construction of the Erie Canal, which led to discovery of deposits of natural
cement near Chittenango, New York. Commercially-exploitable deposits of this cement
were developed by Canvass White at Chittenango beginning in 1819. Large-scale mining
94

The total of 947 artifacts discarded includes 468 pieces of tarpaper discarded from a single provenience,
Level 01 of TU 02 on FDH 1256.
95
For a discussion of categories of datable artifacts from 19th and 20th century North American sites, see
Miller, et al. 2000.
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and processing of natural cement was developed in New York and other states by the
third decade of the 19th century, with New York production centered along Rondout
Creek south of Kingston, New York (Werner and Burmeister 2007:1-3). This cement
produced a durable mortar, superior to lime mortars used in Europe and elsewhere in
America during the 19th century, and it was used extensively in construction of canals,
railroads and industrial buildings in this period (Werner and Burmeister 2007:2-4).
Mining, grinding and processing natural cement was very labor-intensive, however
(Werner and Burmeister 2007:1), which made it too costly for general use by farmers
and others without access to the capital necessary to front an expensive construction
project.
This changed with the development of manufactured Portland cement in the
1870s, and the patenting of a rotating cement kiln in 1899 (Miller, et al. 2000:16).96 The
drastic decrease in the price of concrete that followed development of the rotary kiln
made it available to farmers and others undertaking small-scale, low-capital construction,
resulting in an explosion of concrete construction on New York and American farms after
1900. Use of concrete in construction of farm buildings was first discussed in The Rural
New Yorker in 1904 (H. E. C.). Concrete construction requires fewer skills and less labor
input than stone or brick masonry, and so it was readily adopted by farmers improving
their farms including, as will be discussed, rebuilding their evaporator arches and boiling
houses. Patenting of the rotary cement kiln in 1899 (Miller, et al. 2000:16) means that
concrete construction on a New York farm (or, at a Fort Drum maple syrup processing
site) will post-date 1899 (1900), while other forms of construction (stone or brick
96

Werner and Burmeister (2007:5) describe the collapse of the Rondout Creek natural cement industry
after 1899.
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masonry) will probably date before this period. As a rule of thumb, 19th and 20thcentury farm sites (in regard to date of initial construction or refurbishment) can therefore
be distinguished by the absence or presence of concrete construction on a site under
investigation, in the sense that concrete construction will provide a practical terminus
post quem of 1900, and therefore date the site or site feature after this date.
Iron nails have long been used to date historic buildings, and archaeological
contexts which contain recognizable nails (Nelson 1968). Broad-scale dating with iron
nails is possible due to technological changes in nail making that occurred between the
late 18th and late 19th centuries, changes which altered the appearance of finished nails.
Before about 1790, almost all iron nails were hand-wrought, made by blacksmiths from
nail rods or blanks struck (by hand) from a piece of thick, flat metal, a labor-intensive and
expensive process. This method produced nails with great variation in length, head
shape, and body form (Adams 2002:67). Between 1790 and c. 1835, several inventors in
France, Britain and the U.S. developed nail-making machines that would cut nail blanks
from a broad, flat bar, and then (by c. 1805-1810) form the nail heads at the widest end of
the blank (Adams 2002:67-68). These machine-cut, machine-headed nails have a
rectangular cross-section that tapers to a blunt point, opposite to a rectangular head set
across the top of the nail's shank. This machine-formed head is usually a simple, flat-top
rectangle, although heads with a raised, oblong bump on their tops are not uncommon.
Machine-cut, machine-headed nails dominated the U.S. market until a fifteen-year period
between 1885 and 1900 (Adams 2002:Figure 1), when they were, fairly abruptly,
replaced almost completely by round (cross-section) wire nails. Wire nails had first
appeared in the second decade of the 19th century, but their production did not become
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price-competitive with machine-cut, machine headed nails until advances in wire
manufacturing (impelled by greatly increased demand for wire used in making barbed
wire for fences and by the burgeoning telegraph and telephone industries) were
implemented in the second half of the 19th century (Adams 2002:68). An example of the
development of the American wire industry is the factory set up by Washington Roebling
in the early 1870s to make wire cable for the Brooklyn Bridge (McCullough 1972:374393). Until the early 1880s, almost no wire nails were produced in the U.S.; by 1892,
51.2% of U.S. production was wire nails; and by 1919 only 2.1% of U.S. production was
machine-cut, machine-headed nails (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6).
These observations substantively support the long-used date of c. 1890 (Nelson
1968) for the transition from machine-cut, machine-headed iron nails to wire iron or steel
nails in U.S. buildings or U.S. archaeological sites. Before c. 1890, the average
carpenter, farmer or maple sugarhouse builder would purchase machine-cut, machineheaded nails, and after this date, he would buy wire nails. Adams (2002:79-85) notes the
caveats in this observation due to individual preferences,97 ethnic differences linked to
different (e.g. Britain or France) sources of supply and recycling of building materials,
but, in essence, he argues that a c. 1890 (actually, 1885 to 1900) terminus post quem can
be accepted for wire nails on American archaeological sites. He also notes (Adams
2002:85) that dating from iron nails will be most useful in supplying approximate
construction dates for ephemeral-short term occupation sites, or other sites which do not

97

Two articles in The Rural New Yorker (1905a, 1905b) discuss farmers’ general preference for machinecut nails over wire nails, without, however, taking an editorial position on the question, or otherwise
indicating that this preference was so strong as to pervasively influence nail choice among most farmers
during the early 20th century.
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provide much in the way of other datable artifacts such as ceramics and glass.98 As
noted, this category includes the Fort Drum maple sites, loci for the recurrent task of
making maple syrup.
Given the nature of the Fort Drum sites, I am therefore left with, essentially, two
termini post quem for the 1880-1940 maple sites investigated in 2004: c. 1890 (the
machine-cut, machine-headed to wire transition in iron nails), and 1900 (the beginning of
extensive concrete construction on American farms). Also, the site investigation scheme
described in Section 4.2.2 of this chapter did not encompass complete excavation of the
sites on which we worked, making terminus post quem dating more valid than a dating
system based upon quantification, such as artifact-type seriation. As such, this state of
affairs allows a general distinction between 19th and 20th century sites. It has, however,
proven to be quite useful in discussing site development, and, especially, rebuilding of
the boiling houses on FDH 1294, FDH 1256 and FDH 1159; see Appendix I. While less
refined than more comprehensive artifact seriation and other dating schemes available on
domestic sites such as South's (1977:218-230) mean ceramic dating formula, this
approach of dating maple sites from their nails and concrete does provide a solid,
temporal basis for understanding the development of maple syrup making in the Fort
Drum region.

98

Throughout the period of machine cut, machine-headed nail production, some users, including a few
farmers and craftsmen, especially makers of fine furniture, continued to make and use hand-wrought nails
(Adams 2002:66-67), or to use machine-cut, machine-headed nails after they declined in popularity during
the late 19th century. These minority uses of nails do not appear to have affected the Fort Drum maple
sites; no hand-wrought nails were found on these sites. As will be discussed below on a site-by-site basis,
the transition from machine-cut, machine-headed nails to wire nails was a bit more complicated, and
consideration of the ratios of both nail types and nail sizes proved, in many cases, to be vital to
understanding of the development of these sites.
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4.2.4

Documents Research:

In place of the program of oral history interviews originally planned for this
project (Babson 2004:92-95), I developed a program of detailed research, conducted in
the pages of The Rural New Yorker between 1878 and 1942. This weekly farmer’s
newspaper provided a wealth of information, allowing me to better interpret the social
and cultural landscape of maple syrup making in New York and the rest of the “maple
region” (see Chapter V) of the United States from 1800 to 1940. I looked at articles on
maple syrup making, maple technology and maple products sales and marketing written
by correspondents and published in The Rural New Yorker during my project period
(1878 to 1942), as well as advertisements for maple production equipment (principally,
patent evaporators, spiles and tree buckets) and classified advertisements placed in the
newspaper by sellers of maple syrup and sugar. I performed this research because this
source covered my research period, and because The Rural New Yorker was available.
The Special Collections Department of Bird Library, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New
York maintains a complete print run of this weekly newspaper, in bound volumes of
original, printed copies from 1878 to 1934, representing a collection acquired from the
Cornell University Library. I checked classified advertisements in the March, April and
May numbers of The Rural New Yorker for 1937 and 1942 at Cornell to finish out my
discussion of maple syrup prices and producers, especially as presented in Table 5.1, and
I checked articles and advertisements in the 1935 to 1942 numbers of the newspaper as it
became available (on microfilm) through interlibrary loan.
The Rural New Yorker styled itself as “a true farm journal” in an advertisement
for subscriptions published in 1885. It began as “Moore’s Rural New Yorker” in the
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1850s, and appears to have been published sporadically before formation of the Rural
Publishing Company in New York City, which published the newspaper consistently
each week beginning in 1878, except during the Depression (beginning in 1933), when it
went to biweekly publication (once every two weeks) as advertising revenues declined.
Up to 1942, The Rural New Yorker continued as a biweekly publication. Moore’s Rural
New Yorker may have begun as a national agricultural and political journal in the style of
DeBow’s Review.99 After 1878, however, its publishers focused its coverage on topics
such as dairy farming, truck farming for fruit and vegetables, tree nursery operations,
even viniculture and (in the season) maple syrup and sugar making, consistent with the
crops raised by its intended subscription base in New York and other northern tier states
such as Vermont and the other New England states, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio,
Indiana and Illinois. In spite of its name, The Rural New Yorker did not confine its
coverage to its namesake state, but it did cover the area, including New York, where
maple syrup was made in the United States (Thomas 2004:45-50), making it quite useful
to this project. The Rural New Yorker ceased publication in 1964.
Throughout its period of publication, The Rural New Yorker saw itself as an
advocate for farmers, and as their defender in their conflicts with other elements in
American society, as discussed more completely in Chapter V. Advocacy for farmers’
interests is shown in this cartoon.

99

I did not check issues of The Rural New Yorker published before 1878, before the beginning of my 18801940/42 project period.
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Figure 4.01: Farmers Use The Rural New Yorker to Chop the Supports Out from
Under their Enemies (Berghaus 1887c).

Here, militant farmers use axes labeled “RNY” to break down the supports, such as
“oleomargarine” and “seed distribution” that hold various capitalists (seed sellers, and
distributors of margarine; fake butter) up over their heads. Other farmers (the line
tugging on the rope) exert a collective effort to bring down the “bribery & general
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corruption” that also support their enemies, who, in “look[ing] out for our own interest,”
are definitely not acting together. By presenting itself as, literally, a tool in the hands of
virtuous, cooperating and active farmers, The Rural New Yorker stated, early on, that it
was always on the side of the farmers in the social conflict between farm and non-farm
interests (Woods 1991), and that the newspaper was a necessary part of the collective
effort that would lead the farmers to victory. This stance was continued by John J.
Dillon, an activist for the interests of dairy farmers who was involved in several New
York milk strikes during the early 20th century, and who was made head of the New York
State Department of Food and Markets in 1914, while at the same time editing The Rural
New Yorker (Barron 1997:92-100, Kriger 2005b:433). The newspaper endorsed for and
against political candidates and, in 1906 took great pride in its role in the defeat of James
W. Wadsworth, Republican incumbent in the 34th congressional district (near Buffalo,
New York), a member of the “landed gentry” with “feudal” and “Tory” inclinations, and
who, worst of all, was also a supporter of laws favoring the evil that was oleomargarine
(The Rural New Yorker 1906). The newspaper then proceeded to warn other politicians,
exhorting them to “Remember Wadsworth” (The Rural New Yorker 1907). As late as
1922 (The Rural New Yorker), the paper’s editor (John J. Dillon) tried to disperse a rumor
concerning corporate ownership of the paper, saying that this rumor had been started by
“McCann and the milk trust,” who were spreading “systematic propaganda to weaken
farmers’ confidence in THE RURAL NEW YORKER.” John J. Dillon remained
president of the newspaper up to 1942, even as he (born in 1856) approached the age of
90, continuing his advocacy for farmers and their values all through his long life.
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Along with its rural patrons, The Rural New Yorker suffered greatly during the
Depression, losing, by visual estimate, about half of its advertising during the first nine
months of 1930, as makers of farm equipment, in particular, either went out of business
or eliminated their advertising in response to the economic collapse. In 1932, only one
ad was placed by a maple products equipment manufacturer (Grimm 1932) during the
months of December (of 1931), January and February, the prime time (as seen in
previous volumes) for maple equipment makers to advertise to syrup makers who were
preparing for the up-coming season. In December of 1932, and January and February of
1933, no ads were placed for maple equipment in The Rural New Yorker, though this
business recovered somewhat for the 1934 season, when three ads were placed (Grimm
1934a, 1934b, Leader Evaporator Co. 1934). In 1933, the complete run of The Rural
New Yorker was 636 pages, and it was 744 pages in 1934, as an effect of biweekly
publication, undertaken, undoubtedly, in response to the decline in advertising in the
paper. In the late 1920s, a print run (a year’s worth) of The Rural New Yorker regularly
exceeded 1,500 pages.
Whatever may have been the real effect of The Rural New Yorker’s endorsements
and positions, it is clear that the newspaper always thought of itself as a member of the
farmer’s community, and as a leading citizen of that community. As its experience
during the Depression shows, it was, in fact, a member of that community, and The Rural
New Yorker prospered or suffered in concert with the rural community that it served. As
such, it is a good secondary or indirect enthnographic source for farmers’ opinions,
especially their opinions about maple syrup and sugar which, as detailed in Chapter V, I
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need to interpret the archaeological observations of the Fort Drum maple sites that I
present in Chapter IV (this chapter) and Appendix I.
Intensive review of articles and advertisements about maple syrup and sugar from
The Rural New Yorker provides perspective on the farmers’ viewpoint and collective
understanding of goals, ideals and cultural concepts related to maple products. The
newspaper was a farmer’s advocate, not necessarily an objective reporter on issues
related to maple syrup and sugar production or marketing. It consistently presented
maple sugar as pure, good and emblematic of the country (in the sense of rural society)
and its farmers, the stalwart souls who made this pure product. A series of two fictional
articles (Warren 1925a, 1925b) employed this concept in some detail, describing a young,
orphaned and injured maple syrup maker who, with the able assistance of a “country
uncle” and a “city uncle,” is able to create a very successful maple syrup business, that
succeeds through its unification of the country and the city, and by conveying the purity
of the country to the city and the rest of the world outside the farmer’s local sphere.
Since (as will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter V) these articles were intended to
help sell classified ads to maple syrup makers, these articles (Warren 1925a, 1925b) show
The Rural New Yorker uniting its editorial position with its business interests, a form, I
am sure, of “doing well, by doing good,” according to the opinions and beliefs of the
newspaper, its editors and publisher. Taken with a grain of salt, these observations can
also be used as ethnographic evidence—they show the depth of feeling which farmers,
and the journal that was their (self-appointed) advocate, had for maple syrup and sugar,
and how deeply they regarded these products as good, pure and country. And, at least
during the 1920s, these strategies seem to have worked. As an advertising vehicle,
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especially through the many classified advertisements placed in the paper by maple syrup
producers and strongly encouraged by the newspaper (Warren 1925a, 1925b), The Rural
New Yorker was also able to provide an actual and ideological connection between
farmers and their non-rural customers (its subscribers), a connection exploited
enthusiastically by the syrup makers. This connection was only strengthened by the
interest that urban and suburban people had in reading rural journals during the 19th and
early 20th centuries, an interest that goes back as far as the 1820s (Stilgoe 1988:13).
Efforts to foster this rural-urban connection, from the “pro-country” viewpoint, were
consistent in The Rural New Yorker from 1878 to 1942, telling us once again about the
importance of maple syrup and sugar to the people who made it and sold it in New York,
Vermont, Ohio and the rest of the northern tier states during my project period.

4.3

SITE FORMATION PROCESSES:
As noted by Michael Schiffer (1996:4-7), the archaeological record that we see

and study is not a direct product of the human behavior, patterned by human culture,
which we wish to study as anthropological archaeologists (Binford 1962, 1972, South
1977). Rather, the archaeological record (the complex of artifacts, features, site
components, sites and regions that form the basic data of archaeological study) is
modified, even, to some extent, produced, by complex interactions between human and
natural events, activities and ongoing processes that have occurred since the end of the
cultural behavior that we wish to study by means of archaeology. These site formation
processes, and the post-occupation events that determine their courses, can have great
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effects upon archaeological data. They can produce false data, such as false associations
between artifacts, assumed by archaeologists to have been produced through their use
together by the people who made them, but which were, in fact, produced by erosion (a
natural process) that removed the artifacts from their original context (Schiffer 1996:1921). Fortunately, as Schiffer (1996:21-23) states, site formation processes are regular,
can be predicted, and must be factored into our understanding and interpretation of the
archaeological record.
The Schiffer (1996:22) model (followed here) divides site formation processes
into c-transforms (cultural transformations, imposed by human activity since either the
end of occupation of a site, or the end of the activity which the archaeologist wishes to
investigate) and n-transforms (natural transformations, imposed by non-human animals,
plants, weather including water, wind, freeze-thaw cycles and catastrophic storms,
geological activity and other factors since a site occupation ended or a studied activity
ceased). Even though the time between the final abandonment of the Fort Drum maple
syrup processing sites in 1940-41 and their investigation by this dissertation project in
2004 was relatively brief (63-64 years), both c-transforms and n-transforms have affected
the archaeological record of these sites.
The dominant n-transform and the primary transformation affecting the six Fort
Drum maple syrup processing sites investigated by this project is soil development in a
deciduous forest, described by Schiffer (1996:201, 211, 257) as a process whereby sites
are gradually buried through the development of soil horizons (Schiffer 1996:201). The
Fort Drum maple syrup production sites were located in deciduous (managed maple)
woods in direct relation to their primary function, as processing stations exploiting the
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sap of these trees to make maple syrup. The use-period of these sites (before c. 1920 in
the case of FDH 1160; probably c. 1900 to 1940-41 for FDH 1294, FDH 1256 and FDH
1159) therefore took place during a time of active soil development through deposition of
leaves, twigs, seeds and other organic material from deciduous trees and creation of an Ahorizon, a dark-colored, heavily organic mixture of this leaf litter and underlying/preexisting sediments (Schiffer 1996:201). A-horizons were recorded (as Level 01 in the
test units excavated) on FDH 1256, FDH 1160, FDH 1305, FDH 1306 and FDH 1159.
Buried A-horizons were recorded in both test units dug on FDH 1159, as TU 01 Level 03,
and as TU 02 Level 03. Burial of these A-horizons probably relates to reconstruction of
the evaporator arch at FDH 1159, and their presence underscores use, including
rebuilding, of this site while the A-horizon in the site area was actively forming. The
material sifted as TU 01 on FDH 1294 (see above) was also a dark organic soil that was,
by observation, actively forming from leaves deposited on top of a concrete pad since this
site was abandoned, no later than 1940-41. Development of about 5.0 centimeters of this
soil in the 63-64 years between 1940-41 and 2004 illustrates the strength of this
biological process, and its ability to create surprisingly-large quantities of soil in a short
period of time.
The primary c-transform affecting the Fort Drum maple sites was their
abandonment (of FDH 1294, FDH 1256 and FDH 1159) in the Army acquisition of Fort
Drum lands in 1940 to 1941. This acquisition happened fairly abruptly (Johnson and
Kimbler 2000, Petersen 2002), although perhaps not as abruptly as land acquisitions
(such as at Fort Riley, Kansas) that followed the U.S. entry into World War II on 8
December 1941. Removal of area families from their homes in the seven villages and
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430 farms on Fort Drum lands was wrenching (Petersen 2002), and is remembered to the
present with great sadness, as when an elderly woman (Mrs. Mabel Sampson Churchill)
recalled, in the year 2000, crying with her father (Mr. Daniel B. Sampson) at the ruins of
their home, destroyed during Army training after they left it in August of 1941 (Johnson
and Kimbler 2000). This same source (an article in the "Times Gone By" series of the
Watertown Daily Times) records gradual evacuation of the Fort Drum farms, beginning
with initial government notification of affected families in late 1940, and ending with a
final "exodus" during the first two weeks of September, 1941. The evacuees, however,
remembered living on Fort Drum (Pine Camp, in 1941) while soldiers trained in their
front yards, for at least some time before they had, finally, to leave (Johnson and Kimbler
2000). The Watertown Daily Times (as quoted in Johnson and Kimbler 2000) published
an editorial in September of 1941, describing the Pine Camp area as "a deserted
landscape."
With regard to the Fort Drum sites, this process of complete, but possibly gradual,
abandonment produced "de facto refuse," defined as: "[t]he tools, facilities, structures,
and other cultural materials that, although still usable (or reusable), are left behind when
an activity area is abandoned" (Schiffer 1996:89). As de facto refuse, the sap gathering
(spiles, tree auger bits, buckets, bucket hoops and collection vehicle parts) and syrup
boiling (evaporator parts, firebox parts, fire-tending tools, fuel remnants) artifacts, and
the architectural components (foundations, nails, bolts, lumber remnants, tarpaper and
shingle fragments) of the boiling houses and evaporators themselves entered the
archaeological record as an associated body of material strongly linked to a cultural
activity, the making of maple syrup. The actual date of this abandonment was, most
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probably, the autumn of 1941, not during the spring syrup-making season, and so the
maple syrup processing sites can be expected to contain items in storage, not in active
use, at the time of abandonment. Schiffer (1996:90-97) discusses the determinants of de
facto refuse as depending upon the speed of abandonment, whether or not abandonment
is associated with a catastrophic event (such as a flood, fire, volcanic eruption, etc.), and
whether or not a return to the site or activity area is anticipated by the inhabitants and
users of that site or area.
These factors in the formation of de facto refuse also affect the Fort Drum maple
syrup production sites abandoned in 1940-41. Given that abandonment of the Pine Camp
(Fort Drum) farms was not final until September of 1941 and at least some inhabitants of
the area continued to live there during the early days of military use of the land (Johnson
and Kimbler 2000), it is possible that some area maple syrup makers left much of their
syrup making equipment at their boiling houses in anticipation of, possibly, getting "one
more season" out of their evaporator and sugarbush in the spring of 1942, but were
prevented from doing this by the national emergency that began on 7 December 1941. It
may also be that syrup makers who moved in with relatives (Johnson and Kimbler 2000)
did not bring much syrup making equipment with them, either because their relatives did
not have a sugarbush and could not make syrup, or because these relatives, who were also
syrup makers, did not need extra equipment to run their already-equipped syrup-making
operations. Even the large number of iron or steel hoops for wooden-stave sap collection
buckets noted on FDH 1159 (see Section I.1.1, Appendix I) may have been affected by
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abandonment of this site, if these were old or damaged (rotten) buckets left behind while
newer, galvanized steel buckets were curated and removed for use elsewhere.100
A similar, but earlier, abandonment process took place with regard to two of the
sites investigated in 2004. FDH 1305 and FDH 1306 were located on land purchased by
the State of New York in 1910 as part of the Pine Plains training area for the New York
National Guard, following successful Guard and U.S. Army maneuvers conducted in this
area in 1908 (Brennan and Brennan 2002:7, 47; Margaret Schulz, personal
communication, 18 May 2010). This c. 10,000-acre tract formed the nucleus for World
War II-era expansion to the 107,000-acre Pine Camp military reservation, which became
Camp Drum in 1952 and Fort Drum in 1974 (Brennan and Brennan 2002:8). Use of the
1908-1940 smaller training area by the New York National Guard and was seasonal,
usually in the summer, and local residents had more or less unfettered access to the
training area during the rest of the year.101 As with the sites (FDH 1159, FDH 1160,
FDH 126 and FDH 1294) in the Pine Camp (Fort Drum) purchase area of 1940-41, maple
syrup making or other activities (such as lime making; see Section 4.4.5) at FDH 1305
and FDH 1306 may have continued to some degree after state purchase of these lands in
1910, though it is probable that these sites were abandoned, however gradually, around
that date.
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Four galvanized steel sap collection buckets were found on the surface of FDH 1159, however; see
Section I.1 of Appendix I.
101
Use of the area by civilians when soldiers were not present was highlighted, quite tragically, by an
incident in 1922, when berry pickers recovered a large, unexploded shell from an artillery range. They
brought it home to Watertown, New York, and set it up on their back porch as a curiosity. Children playing
croquet in the backyard detonated the shell, and eight were killed, one of the worst unexploded ordnance
accidents in U.S. history (Shampine 2001).
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The primary c-transform or post-occupation transformation that has affected the
Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites since their abandonment has been military
training. Fortunately, there has been little recent training in the southeastern part of the
installation, the area containing the sites investigated in 2004.102 Sites FDH 1256 and
FDH 1159, however, did show evidence of damage from post-1941 training, a probable
fighting position dug into the western edge of the ramp at FDH 1256, and ruts from
tracked vehicles and disruption of the southern end of the evaporator foundation at FDH
1159 (see Appendix I). Both of these effects were fairly minor, and, as intact soil
stratigraphy found in the test units dug on each site demonstrates, they did not
compromise the over-all archaeological integrity of either site.

4.4

SITE SUMMARIES:
This section presents a summary of the evidence about maple syrup making

recovered from the six Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites investigated in 2004.
These site summaries are intended to present general information about the sites, to
assess them for the characteristics of syrup making performed on each site and to provide
information to address the research questions discussed in Chapter I Section 1.1. More
detailed discussions of site investigation methods, specific results produced, and artifacts
recovered are presented in Appendices I and II. Sites are discussed in the order in which
they were investigated in 2004.
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This is due to noise-abatement restrictions along the post's boundary, which runs close to these sites.
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4.4.1: FDH 1294:
As described above (Section 4.2.2), FDH 1294 was investigated by means of an
ad-hoc test unit (TU 01), and a controlled surface collection and in-field analysis of the
large number of artifacts related to sap collection and syrup production found on the site
surface, around the foundation of the evaporator arch.
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Figure 4.02: FDH 1294, Site Base Map by David Babson and Bic Bicknell; Scale is 5.0 Meters.
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The artifacts and surface-evident architectural features found on FDH 1294 provide a
very complete picture of maple syrup production in the Fort Drum region at the time of
its forced abandonment in 1941. FDH 1294 had a stone and concrete evaporator arch
foundation, constituting a firebox and flue for flat syrup-making pans. A steel
framework, made of iron rails formed from angle iron, was also present, in the form of
sections of these rails lying on top of or beside the evaporator arch foundation. A
rectangular sheet steel evaporator pan was found immediately beside (south of) the arch
foundation. Sections of flue pipe were found on the surface around the evaporator, as
were two possible storage tanks for raw sap (one was a 55-gallon drum), and several
sections of galvanized steel rain gutter (Figure 4.03). These gutters were probably used
to transport sap from the unloading area, some 10-15 meters upslope (southeast) from the
evaporator arch, to the boiling house for storage and processing.

Figure 4.03: FDH 1294, CS 29/TU 01, Galvanized Steel Rain Gutter, Interior (L)
and Exterior (R); Scales are 10 Centimeters, Photos by David Babson.
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This unloading area was marked by a line of stones on the side of the slope above the
arch foundation, stones which, upon clearing (see Figure A-I.4.02), were revealed as a
line of placed, aligned re-enforcements to the downslope side of this unloading area. Sap
collection was also represented by a bucket holder from a Grimm Patent Spile (Figure AI.4.09), steel hoops from wooden-stave tree buckets (Figure A-I.4.10), and parts of
runners from, possibly, two different sleds, most probably used as vehicles for sap
collection (Figures A-I.4.11 and A-I.4.12).
The structure of the boiling house at FDH 1294 was seen in the arch foundation,
in three large sherds of window glass found in CS (collection square) 30, the abundant
tarpaper pieces and fragments observed on the site surface and in the fill removed from
TU 01, and in 135 iron nails recovered from TU 01. Of these nails, 20 (15%) were
machine-cut-machine headed nails or nail fragments, and 115 (85%) were wire nails or
nail fragments. This nail ratio agrees with the concrete-over-stone construction of the
evaporator arch to indicate either construction or extensive refurbishment of the FDH
1294 boiling house in the 20th century, after the c. 1890 terminus post quem provided by
the machine-cut, machine-headed to wire nail transition (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6)
and the 1899/1900 terminus post quem for widespread, inexpensive concrete construction
(Miller, et al. 200:16). With only 15% of the iron nails sampled (in TU 01) at FDH 1294
being machine-cut, machine-headed, it is perhaps most likely that the boiling house on
this site was built after 1890/1900, and its builder used a few old nails left over from
earlier construction projects on his property, along with newer nails purchased either for
the project, or, at least, more recently than were the machine-cut, machine-headed nails.
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As noted, FDH 1294 produced more domestic artifacts, in the form of ceramics,
glass, a "tinware" (enameled steel) dish and kitchen tools such as an eggbeater, than any
of the other five Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites investigated by this project.
Indeed, FDH 1294 was the only site investigated by this project that yielded any domestic
artifacts that can be confidently associated with the pre-1941 occupation and use of this
maple site (See Appendix I, Section I.4.2). This collection also includes sherds from
glass liquor bottles, including one found in TU 01, indicating that this sherd may have
been deposited before the boiling house structure collapsed.103 In comparison to FDH
1159, FDH 1160, FDH 1256 and FDH 1305, there is direct evidence that activities other
than syrup making took place at FDH 1294, such as cooking, eating and, possibly,
drinking. Given the presence of a number of glass canning jars found on the surface at
FDH 1294, it is possible that illegal liquor (moonshine) was consumed at this site, in that
serving moonshine in a canning or "Mason" jar is an American folk tradition, albeit one
from the southern U.S. (Nair 2008).104 Three early 20th-century small-scale syrup
makers, however, report collecting sap or putting up syrup in glass canning jars (A. J. H.
1913, D. A. B. 1903, Ormsbee 1919a). Perhaps the most likely explanation for this
association is that more social activities (cooking, eating, drinking) associated with syrup
production took place at FDH 1294 than at the other Fort Drum maple syrup production
sites investigated by this project. Such activities are often discussed as the social part of
syrup making (Lawrence and Martin 1993:140; Van Gorden 1975:75-78, and see Chapter
II, Section 2.3), and there is direct evidence of their performance on FDH 1294. It may
103

There are also liquor bottles and beer cans, found during the surface collection and analysis program,
that post-date site abandonment.
104
Johnson and Kimbler (2000) mention a farmer operating a clandestine still on his land before the 194041 acquisition of Pine Camp lands. A maple syrup boiling house could be a cover for an illegal still, but it
could only operate in the spring, during the two months of the boiling season.
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be that FDH 1294 was closer to area farmsteads, roads or villages in the period before
1940-41 than were the other maple sites that we investigated and it was therefore easier
to visit during the boiling season. As such, FDH 1294 directly reflects the social context
of maple syrup production, and allows us to see the social aspects of this activity that
have been discussed in the historical record (Lawrence and Martin 1993:140, Van
Gorden 1975:75-78).
The extensive remnants of syrup production as discussed above and in Appendix
I, Section I-4 allow the archaeological record of FDH 1294 to address the first two
research questions posed for this project (see Chapter I, Section 1.1). FDH 1294 shows
us a technology of sap collection using spiles and buckets, and sleds as collection
vehicles, as indicated by the research done before commencement of the field phase of
this project (see Chapter II, Section 2.3). The presence of the archaeological remains of
this technology on this site defines it as a maple syrup processing site. As suggested
above, this site reflects more of the social aspects of syrup production than do the other
sites, pointing out that the experience of making maple syrup was probably
technologically similar on each of these sites, but that it could, perhaps, vary in its social
meaning due to the location of the site, or due to the desires and personality of its
operator.
The third question, linking variation in syrup production technology to differences
in the social and economic contexts for syrup production, is set up as being addressable
through comparison of "small" (small-trough) and "large" (large-ramp/platform) maple
syrup processing sites. As noted above, FDH 1294 was selected, following its discovery
(first report to the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey) in 2003, as a "small-trough"
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site, due to the evident absence of a ramp or platform, the imposing sap-unloading
structures proposed as the hallmarks of "large" maple syrup processing sites (see Chapter
III, Section 3.3). While the 2004 program of investigations did not discover a ramp or
platform at FDH 1294, it did discover artificial modification (in the form of a rough stone
revetment; see Figure A-I.4.02) of the hillside below which the site's evaporator arch was
built, and use of a sophisticated sap transport system to move sap from this unloading
area some 15 meters to storage and processing in the boiling house. A similar
arrangement for a boiling house (American; location not specified) was published in The
Rural New Yorker in 1922.

Figure 4.04: Early 20th Century Boiling House with Sap Feed Pipe from Up-Slope
Unloading Area (Collingwood 1922:Figure 31).
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The boiling house at FDH 1294, built after 1900, was a substantial structure that
used a large number (135, from TU 01) of iron nails, with glass windows, tarpaper
cladding, concrete floors, and a concrete evaporator arch under an angle-iron framework
to support a fairly large flat-pan or patent evaporator. Given the extensive investment of
effort, money and materials used to construct and operate the syrup-processing complex
at FDH 1294 as revealed by the 2004 investigations, it can no longer be called a "small"
site, in any rational use of the concept of "small." The archaeological record of FDH
1294 contradicts my original assessment of the site, undermining the "small vs. large"
site contrast used to set up the project research hypotheses.
4.4.2: FDH 1256:
FDH 1256 was selected for investigation as an example of a "large-ramp" maple
syrup processing site. Of the six sites investigated in 2004, it does have the most
extensive, surface-evident foundations.
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Figure 4.05: FDH 1256, Site Base Map by David Babson and Bic Bicknell; Scale is 5.0 Meters.
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As may be seen from the site base map, the concrete and stone boiling house foundation
at FDH 1256 includes a concrete evaporator arch (E), a concrete flue base (A), a
concrete-over-stone retaining wall (B) that includes a sap drain box (C), concrete floors
for a probable sap holding tank (D), for working the evaporator (F) and for stoking the
evaporator's firebox (G), and a dirt-floored area, probably where the woodpile for fueling
the evaporator was located (I). This last area was defined by a concrete footing wall (J)
and a concrete pier (H), giving the boiling house overall dimensions of approximately 6.0
meters (20.0 feet) east-west by 11.0 meters (36.0 feet) north-south. These dimensions
exclude the low earthen ramp on the west side of the foundation (K), which was built out
of the natural knoll into which the boiling house was set. These extensive and impressive
standing ruins are the most complete set of surface architectural features on any maple
site known on Fort Drum as of the start of this project (the fall of 2003). They are why
FDH 1256 was designated as a "large-ramp" site, and selected for investigation in 2004.
Excavation of TU 01 (on the west side of the earthen ramp, Component K) and
TU 02 (adjacent to the concrete pier, Component H, at the southeastern corner of the
boiling house) revealed that this site, like FDH 1294, contained extensive artifactual
evidence of sap gathering and syrup making and of the structure of the boiling house. TU
01 did not find evidence of a stone revetment on the outer edge (the edge opposite to the
foundation) of the ramp. Instead, it revealed an area that was, most probably, disturbed
by Army training that took place after this site was abandoned. The test unit did,
however, recover examples of three types of spiles (the metal/cast iron or steel taps used
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to siphon sap from a tree and let it flow into a tree bucket). These examples include the
Longer Willis Sap Spout.105

Figure 4.06: FDH 1256, TU 01, Level 01, Longer Willis Sap Spout (Spile); Scale is
5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson.

The Grimm Patent Spile, with associated bucket hook.

105

All of the spile types found on FDH 1256 were identified and named from advertisements placed in The
Rural New Yorker between 1878 and 1922; see Appendix I, Section I.3).
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Figure 4.07: FDH 1256, TU 01, Level 01, Grimm Patent Spile (L) and Bucket Hook
(R); Scales are 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photos by David Babson.

And, the Improved Eureka Sap Spout.

Figure 4.08: FDH 1256, TU 01, Level 01, Improved Eureka Sap Spout, Side (L)
and Top (R); Scales are 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photos by David
Babson.
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As discussed in Appendix I, Section I.3.2, the Longer Willis Sap Spout in Figure 4.06 is a
variant of the “Willis Sap Spout,” first advertised by Charles Millar and Son of Utica,
New York in 1887 (Figure A-I.3.11). This ad (Millar and Son 1887) also states that this
local firm made dairy equipment, indicating that, at least early in the project period, Fort
Drum region maple syrup makers were purchasing equipment from nearby suppliers who
supported their other needs as farmers.106 The Grimm Patent Spile was probably used
with a Grimm Company bucket cover, patented in 1904, and a spile almost identical in
appearance to Figure 4.07 was advertised by the Grimm Company in 1906 (see Figure AI.3.15). An example of the Improved Eureka Sap Spout was observed in the Central New
York Maple Festival Museum in 2009, hung on a board above a tag dating it to "1872"
(see Figure A-I.3.17). The Maple Festival Museum spile also has a bucket hook, a
smaller version of the hook shown in Figure 4.07 (above). The Improved Eureka Sap
Spout is also illustrated in an advertisement published in The Rural New Yorker in 1878
(Post 1878a), and another ad from this same year (Post 1878b) shows this spile in use
with a patented bucket cover (see Figure A-I.3.18). Variants of “Post’s Improved Eureka
Sap Spouts were advertised in The Rural New Yorker as late as 21 February 1914 by C.
C. Stelle of Brooklyn, New York, and, on 6 February 1915, these same spiles were
advertised as the “Stelle Improved Eureka Sap Spouts.”

106

On 6 April 2010, I saw the Charles Millar and Son factory building, identified by several large signs
painted on its upper stories, standing about two blocks east of the Utica, New York railroad station.
Products advertised by these signs included plumbing and industrial pipe fittings, but made no mention of
maple syrup equipment. These signs may post-date involvement of the Millar and Son firm in
manufacturing spiles.
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Figure 4.09: Stelle Improved Eureka Sap Spout, C. C. Stelle Advertisement, The
Rural New Yorker, 6 February 1915.

These ads ran until 5 February 1916, and returned as advertisements for the “Post’s &
Stelle’s Pat. Eureka Sap Spouts” by the Wilcox-Crittenden Company of Middletown,
Connecticut in December of 1922.107 The Improved Eureka Sap Spout was, therefore,
manufactured from at least 1878 (possibly, 1872 or earlier) to 1922 or later, the longestlived type of spile found at FDH 1256. Association of the TU 01 spiles with the sap
unloading ramp (Component K) is interpreted as being related to a cache of spiles kept at
the ramp, to be taken out to the trees to replace spiles broken, lost or plugged while in
107

Advertisements for maple equipment most commonly ran in the December, January and February
numbers of The Rural New Yorker. An ad placed in an issue published in December 1922 was targeting
syrup makers equipping their operations for the 1923 season.
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use. Other artifacts found in FDH 1256 TU 01 include six iron wire nails that post-date
c. 1890 (Adams 2002:Table 3, Figure 6).
Test Unit 02 was located on the east side of the prominent concrete pier that
marked the southeastern corner of the FDH 1256 boiling house (Component H), to
explore the foundation of this pier, and to recover artifacts from the structure of the
boiling house. The first purpose was answered when this pier (TU 02 Feature 01) was
shown to have a stone foundation, possibly due to rebuilding of the FDH 1256 boiling
house as is also shown by the concrete-over-stone western wall (Component B) of this
building. Artifacts from TU 02 included a broken steel tree auger bit.

Figure 4.10: FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, Tree Auger Bit; Scale is 5.0 X 1.0
Centimeters, Photo by David Babson.
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There were also two types of spile, different from the three types found in TU 01. These
included the Shorter Willis Sap Spout.

Figure 4.11: FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, Shorter Willis Sap Spout; Scale is 5.0 X
1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson.

And, the Ideal Sap Spout.
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Figure 4.12: FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, Ideal Sap Spout; Scale is 5.0 X 1.0
Centimeters, Photo by David Babson.

In compassion to the “Longer” Willis Sap Spout (see Figure 4.06), the Shorter Willis Sap
Spout is even closer in overall form to the Willis Sap Spout, as advertised in The Rural
New Yorker by Millar and Son in 1887. The “Shorter Willis” type from TU 02, Level 01
bore an embossed patent date of 189-, with the final numeral obscured by a rust bloom.
This spile is, probably, the improved “Willis Sap Spout,” (see Figure A-I.3.29), patented
in 1891, and advertised by Millar and Son in 1892. This spile was advertised by Millar
and Son as late as 26 February 1898, and another “Short Willis”-form variant with a
completely open barrel was advertised by this same firm as late as 11 February 1899.
From 15 February 1902 to 20 February 1904, Millar and Son advertised the second form
of the former Willis Sap Spout as the “Ideal Sap Spout.”
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Figure 4.13: Ideal Sap Spout, Charles Millar and Son Advertisement, The Rural
New Yorker, 15 February 1902.

This change in name may be an effort at making an established spile type patentable
again, or, more simply, reflect efforts by this New York company to establish its
trademark in a business, maple syrup equipment, that was dominated by the Grimm
Company and other Vermont manufacturers.
Other sap collection and syrup making artifacts from TU 02 included iron/steel
hoops from wooden-stave sap (tree) buckets, a wire hanger for such a bucket, and pieces
of flat sheet metal from the side of an evaporator pan. Given that TU 02 appears to have
received a large amount of architectural materials from the FDH 1256 boiling house
when it collapsed (see below), it is likely that this maple equipment was being stored in
the structure, and was deposited here as the boiling house fell down.
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TU 02 yielded 102 iron nails, 28 of which (27%) were machine-cut, machineheaded nails or nail fragments pre-dating 1890, and 74 (73%) of which were wire, postdating 1890 (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6). The wire nail total includes 14 brads or
brad fragments that were associated with (rusted to) stamped washers used to attach
sheets of tarpaper to the exterior of the boiling house (see below; Figure 4.15). This ratio
of 27% machine-cut nails to 73% agrees with the stone and concrete foundations of the
structure to depict a boiling house built in the late 19th century, then reconstructed
comprehensively, rebuilt, in fact, in the 20th century, after the machine-cut to wire nail
transition, and the advent of inexpensive concrete (Miller, et al. 2000:16).

Figure 4.14: FDH 1256, Western Wall, Concrete over Stone Construction; Scale is
1.0 Meter, Photo by David Babson.
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TU 02 Level 01 contained 51 pieces of concrete/Portland cement mortar, from the
concrete pier with a stone footer (Feature 01) or more generally from the building
foundation. Other evidence of the boiling house structure included 132 fragments of
asphalt shingles, and 495 pieces of tarpaper wall covering, including 17 pieces with
attachment washers in place.

Figure 4.15: FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, Tarpaper with Attachment Washers;
Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson.

The artifacts from TU 02 give us a fairly complete picture of the FDH 1256
boiling house as a frame structure sitting on a largely concrete foundation, with tarpaper
siding and an asphalt-shingle roof. The boiling house had an earthen ramp on its west
side, largely developed out of the knoll into which it was built. With the exception of a
fighting position dug into this ramp in the vicinity of TU 01, it is an exceptionally-intact
archaeological record of the technology of maple syrup production. The site contained
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the complete foundation of a boiling house with identifiable activity areas (see Figure
4.05 and Figure A-1.3.03), and artifacts related to sap collection (a tree auger bit, spiles,
bucket hoops) and syrup production (evaporator pan parts). In particular, as discussed
here and as discussed in Section I.3.2 of Appendix I, the five types of spile recovered
from the two test units dug at FDH 1256 cover a manufacturing range from 1872/78 to
1922, and include two representatives of a spile made by a local (upstate New York)
manufacturer, the two varieties of Willis/Ideal Sap Spout made by Charles Millar and
Son of Utica, New York. Unique among the six maple syrup production sites studied at
Fort Drum in 2004, FDH 1256 contains archaeological information about maple syrup
making that directly addresses a syrup-making task (tree tapping), the time-range in
which this task was performed (late 19th to early 20th century equipment, persisting in use
into the middle 20th century), and links between a Fort Drum syrup maker and a local
equipment manufacturer (the proprietor of FDH 1256 and the Charles Millar and Son
firm). FDH 1256 is an exceptional and complete example of syrup making in the Fort
Drum region between c. 1900 and 1940/41.
With regard to the project hypotheses, however, it is somewhat more difficult to
describe this site in terms of its size, as a large-ramp site that can represent an orientation
toward commercial syrup production by its builders and users. The completeness,
intactness and quality of the artifact collection and surface-evident foundations at FDH
1256 does, at first glance, seem to re-enforce our initial (2001-2003) assessment of the
site as a "large" site. The archaeological quality of FDH 1256, however, may have given
this initial assessment a bias that tended to increase the evident "size" of this site. In this
light, I am taking into account the comments of Mr. Steven Vaadi, an experienced
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Jefferson County syrup maker (c. 1948-1970), who visited this site in 2003. Mr. Vaadi
examined the evaporator arch foundation (Component E), and said that it would support a
medium-sized pan, somewhat smaller than the pan he himself had used. He did not think
that the pan used at FDH 1256 would have been larger than the one used at FDH 1159
(see below), which he also visited on this same trip. In essence, FDH 1256 is impressive
and quite complete, and it has a (low) ramp--but, is it "large?"
As noted in Appendix I, Section I.3, FDH 1256 was located on the same tract of
land as FDH 1160, a 126.6-acre tract bought by the Army from L. R. & E. A. Crimiston
in 1940-41. There is evidence that the boiling house at FDH 1160 burned, and that it was
earlier than three of the other boiling houses (FDH 1159, FDH 1256 and FDH 1294)
investigated in 2004, in that it had few wire nails (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6) and no
evidence of concrete construction (Miller, et al. 2000:16). It seems likely that FDH 1256
is, in some sense, the successor to FDH 1160, as boiling houses in use on the Crimiston
tract, before 1940-41. As such, these two sites, considered together, represent a process
of development and refinement, which produced the impressive standing ruins and
artifact collection of FDH 1256. It may also mean that the sugarbush that fed sap to FDH
1256, a “large” site, was also once handled, in large part, by FDH 1160, a “small” site.
This possibility means that these two sites, along with the others examined in 2004, may
show a process of gradual development and improvement of these maple syrup
processing sites, rather than any discrete distinction among these sites into categories
based upon size.
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4.4.3: FDH 1160:
FDH 1160 was, as mentioned, selected for investigation in 2004 as an example of
a "small" site. The surface aspect of FDH 1160, as an isolated two-bay stone evaporator
arch foundation beside a natural-appearing knoll, led to informal speculation about FDH
1160 being the "smallest of the small" among Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites.
Between its discovery during a Phase Ib survey in 1998 (Project 1998.087) and its
investigation in 2004, we tended to discuss it as a small, open site, without a boiling
house structure, or with only a minimal, open structure such as the example from 1916 in
Moravia, New York, published in The Rural New Yorker (Lyons 1923:507; Fig. 179).
This perhaps unfortunate example of "group think" and analysis through assumption108
led me to expect that FDH 1160 would be a premier example of a "small-trough" maple
syrup processing site, and a good source of data to test the project hypothesis about such
small sites being related to small-scale, non- (or less) commercially-oriented syrup
production. As discussed in Appendix I, Section I.2.1 (see Figure A-I.2.01), FDH 1160
is the one Fort Drum maple site that retains a recognizable association with its former
sugarbush, and this sugarbush, a rectangular area of some 100 by 70 meters, seemed also
to be relatively "small."
FDH 1160 is a stone arch and working floor foundation on the west side of a
natural knoll.

108

I must emphasize that, as the member of the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey most concerned with
maple sites, I was the leader in these "group" characterizations of individual sites.
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Figure 4.16: FDH 1160, Site Base Map by David Babson and Bic Bicknell; Scale is 5.0 Meters.
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This "natural knoll," however, shows evidence of a low, earthen ramp along its crest, an
improvement made to the knoll to facilitate sap unloading. This ramp became evident
while we surveyed the site base map, and trampled down leaves and other forest litter
along the knoll top. Further evidence of this ramp was provided by excavation of TU 02,
which was located along the western edge of the ramp (the edge closest to the stone
evaporator arch foundation) to investigate the apparent edge of the ramp. TU 02 located
a line of stones (TU 02 Feature 01) in the unit's eastern half (see Figures A-I.2.15 and AI.2.16), interpreted as the remains of a stone revetment on the side of the low ramp at the
knoll's crest. This stone wall is not as tall or as organized as those lining the ramps on
some other Fort Drum maple syrup production sites (e.g.: FDH 10-30 or FDH 1257), but
it was, most definitely, a site component of FDH 1160.
TU 01 was located north of the stone arch foundation, and was sited to test for the
presence of a boiling house structure. Excavation of this test unit did produce evidence
of a frame structure at FDH 1160, in the form of 58 iron nails and nail fragments, 45
(78%) of which were machine-cut or machine-cut, machine-headed nails pre-dating 1890
(Adams 2002:Table 3, Figure 6) and 13 (22%) of which were wire nails, post-dating 1890
(Adams 2002:Table 3, Figure 6). Of perhaps greater interest is the fact that half of the
nails and nail fragments found below Level 01 (from Levels 02 and 03) in TU 01 were
carbonized, and were found along with other evidence (reddened soils, heat-stressed
stone fragments) of burning in the levels below Level 01, those levels most closely
associated with use of FDH 1160 as a maple syrup processing site. As discussed in
Appendix I, Section I.2.2, this evidence of burning may have come from use of the
evaporator and cleaning out ashes from its firebox, but the presence of burned nails in
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these levels indicates more strongly a fire involving the boiling house structure at FDH
1160. The larger number of unburned nails in TU 01 Level 01 would indicate rebuilding
of this structure, perhaps during the time (1885-1900) of the transition from machine-cut,
machine headed nails to wire nails (Adams 2002:Table 3, Figure 6), but before the advent
of inexpensive concrete construction after 1900 (Miller, et al. 2000:16), given the
absence of concrete footings at FDH 1160.109
The strongest evidence of a boiling house structure at FDH 1160 was provided by
three sherds of flat, aqua window glass, from Level 01 of TU 02.

Figure 4.17: FDH 1160, TU 02 Level 01, Flat Aqua Window Glass; Scale is 5.0 X
1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson.
109

Appendix II, Section II.2 notes the presence of 3 pieces (13.5 grams) of Portland cement in TU 01 Level
01, as a representative sample of others not collected in the field. The shape of and marks on these pieces
of cement indicate that they were used as mortar, possibly to repoint existing stonework.
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These sherds, probably all from the same pane (two of them articulate, and they are of the
same thickness), indicate that an enclosed structure stood at FDH 1160, one which would
require glass windows to provide light for the activities (boiling sap) that took place
inside the building. Recovery of these three sherds from TU 02 indicates that at least one
of these windows was in the east wall of the building, the side facing the ramp that had
been raised over the knoll on this side of the complex. I observed windows along the
ramp wall of a boiling house at Yancey’s Sugarbush, Croghan, New York, in March of
2003 (see Appendix III). If the boiling house at FDH 1160 was rebuilt between c. 1885
and 1900, as discussed above, this window/these windows were probably installed at that
time. Their presence contradicts, rather conclusively, the image of FDH 1160 as a
“small” maple syrup processing site, as a boiling house which received little investment
or improvement during its period of use.
This period of use is also, probably, a unique aspect of FDH 1160, among the six
Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites investigated in 2004. As discussed above, it was
probably first built before c. 1885, rebuilt between 1885 and 1900, but, then, abandoned
before the Army purchase of the Crimiston tract in 1940-41, probably no later than 1920.
As discussed in Appendix I, Section I.2.4, the lack of concrete construction at FDH 1160
and the lack of an extensive syrup-making artifact kit on this site indicate “early” (pre
1940-41) abandonment. Location of FDH 1160 on the 126.6-acre Crimiston tract, along
with FDH 1256, provides a possible explanation for pre 1940-41 abandonment of this
site. Syrup making operations may have been transferred from FDH 1160 to FDH 1256,
a possibility which fits with the extensive concrete construction and the much more
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complete syrup-making kit found at FDH 1256, as discussed above (Section 4.4.2) and in
Appendix I (Section I.2.4). Use of FDH 1256 to process sap from the sugarbush
originally associated with FDH 1160 as well as sap from the area surrounding FDH 1256
and, perhaps, other areas gives us a picture of consolidation and improvement of sap
processing from the 19th into the 20th century. Linkage of FDH 1256 with a more remote
sugarbush (the one originally used by FDH 1160, some 800 meters southwest of FDH
1256) may have become possible as more efficient methods of sap transportation were
developed, specifically, the use of motor vehicles (tractors, trucks) in place of horsedrawn vehicles to move sap from sugarbush to boiling house. As discussed in Chapter II
(Section 2.3), this change began to take place as early as 1910, as motor vehicles (trucks
and tractors) became more available to farmers after their development as luxury items
some 20 years earlier (Williams 1987:3-14). As a linked pair, then, of neither “small”
nor “large” maple syrup processing sites, FDH 1160 and FDH 1256 illustrate the
development of maple syrup production in the Fort Drum region during the first half of
the 20th century.
4.4.4: FDH 1305:
FDH 1305 was discovered by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey during
Project 2004.047, a Phase 1b survey undertaken to provide Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act (of 1966, as amended) compliance for a planned timber sale in
Fort Drum Training Area 7C. FDH 1305 was part of a complex of three sites, also
including FDH 1304 and FDH 1306.
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Figure 4.18: FDH 1304, FDH 1305 and FDH 1306, Sites Base Map by David Babson and Bic Bicknell; Scale is 5.0 Meters.
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As discussed above (Section 4.6), these three sites are on land that was acquired by the
State of New York in 1910 for the Pine Plains New York National Guard training area
that preceded Pine Camp/Fort Drum. This means that they have a probable abandonment
date at or before 1910, although, as also discussed, civilian use of the area containing
these sites was probably not as restricted as was civilian use of Pine Camp lands after
1941. FDH 1305 and FDH 1306 were selected for investigation due to their evident
characteristics as "small-trough" sites, very similar to the sites considered as making up
this category in 2003 (see Table 1.1 and Figure 3.02). FDH 1304 was not selected
because its surface aspect (a small pile of broken bricks) did not allow confident
identification of this site as a maple syrup processing site.
FDH 1305 was a "basin;" a shallow depression defined by two lines of stones,
with some evidence of one closed end.
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Figure 4.19: FDH 1305, Evaporator Foundation Plan by David Babson and Bic
Bicknell; Scale is 1.0 Meter.

The northern end of the area between the lines of stones was noticeably higher than the
southern end, indicating that the southern end may have been the firebox for this
evaporator arch. Some of the stones along the arch, and some of those examined during
excavation of TU 01 (east of/upslope from the foundation), were reddened, showing
evidence of having been heated. No nails, window glass or other structural materials, and
no structural features (postholes, postmolds or wall footings) were found around the
evaporator foundation, indicating that FDH 1305 did not have a boiling house or other
structure associated with the arch foundation. In fact, aside from several brick fragments,
no artifacts that could be associated with a pre-1940/41or pre-1910 use-period for this
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site were found during excavation of TU 01. These characteristics made it unique among
the six maple site foundations investigated in 2004.
Given these characteristics, FDH 1305 is the best example of a "small-trough"
maple syrup processing site studied in 2004, in comparison with the characteristics of this
category of sites, as set out in the project proposal (Babson 2004:74-78). It "looks like"
such a site (see Figures 3.02 & A-I.5.02), and it has a very small artifact collection (see
Appendix II, Section II.5), as would be expected of a maple site where less syrup making
took place. Without any maple syrup-making equipment present at the site, FDH 1305
brings up a weakness of the original research design, in relation to research question 2—
variation in syrup-making technology cannot be assessed when this technology is not
represented on a site like FDH 1305. This situation may be a result of the excavation
strategy pursued on FDH 1305 and FDH 1306; more test units excavated would,
possibly, have produced more artifacts, and it therefore cannot be concluded that syrupmaking equipment is proven as being absent from FDH 1305. Units located close to
evaporator foundations on the "larger" maple syrup production sites (FDH 1159, FDH
1160, FDH 1256 and FDH 1294) did, however, produce artifacts related to sap gathering
and syrup-making, so the "much lower number" (zero) of these artifacts present on FDH
1305 may, indeed, indicate less syrup-making activity at this site, as a "small-trough"
maple syrup processing site.110 As will be discussed below (Section 4.4.5), while FDH
1306 also did not produce any syrup-making artifacts from excavation of the one test unit
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It is also possible that the c. 1910 abandonment of FDH 1305 and FDH 1306 was more gradual than that
of the three sites (FDH 1159, FDH 1256 and FDH 1294) most probably abandoned in 1941. More gradual
abandonment of FDH 1305 and 1306 may have allowed for more removal of maple equipment, for reuse
elsewhere.
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located on that site, it did produce artifacts related to a structure built upon that site, and
to activities that took place there.
As discussed in Appendix I, Section I.5, FDH 1305 is perhaps best analyzed in
concert with its close (20.0 meters to the south-southeast) companion, FDH 1306. These
two sites (and also FDH 1304, which may or may not be a maple site) are located along
the same landform (a west-facing ridge, declining from upland woods to a wooded
swamp), and would have shared the same sugarbush, during their period of use, probably
before 1910. Perhaps the minimal occupation of (the lack of syrup-making artifacts
from) FDH 1305 reflects co-operative use of this sugarbush, or small-scale use of this site
by syrup makers (perhaps, a single family of syrup makers) using it on shares along with
the operators of FDH 1306 and, possibly, FDH 1304. The strong possibility that FDH
1306 was built as a maple syrup processing site, but not used as such (see below) might
contradict this explanation for the "smallness" of FDH 1305.
4.4.5: FDH 1306:
FDH 1306 was, based upon surface-apparent characteristics, another "smalltrough" maple syrup processing site, located along the west-facing slope some 20.0
meters south-southeast of FDH 1305 (see Figure 4.18). The rear (flue side) of the
evaporator arch foundation is better defined at FDH 1306 than at FDH 1305.
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Figure 4.20: FDH 1306, Evaporator Foundation Plan by David Babson and Bic
Bicknell; Scale is 1.0 Meter.

Other evidence of making maple syrup at FDH 1306 included three pieces of a flat pan
found in TU 01 (in the vicinity of the object labeled "sheet metal" in Figure 4.20, above).
Evidence for the presence of at least a minimal boiling house or shed structure on the site
was provided by 18 machine-cut, machine-headed nails and nail fragments found in TU
01. The fact that all of these nails and nail fragments were machine-cut and machineheaded indicates construction of the building at FDH 1306 before 1890 (Adams
2002:Table 3, Figure 6), which fits with abandonment of this site by 1910—there was
less time for FDH 1306 to be rebuilt or repaired during the wire nail “era” than was the
case for the sites (FDH 1159, FDH 1256 and FDH 1294) that lasted up to 1940-41. The
three flat pan fragments and all of the nails or nail fragments recovered in TU 01 were
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burned (see Figures A-I.6.05, A-I.6.06 and A-I.6.12), providing strong evidence of a fire
at FDH 1306. Test Unit 01 was located on the northwestern side of the arch foundation
to investigate evidence of burned soils (ash, and abundant charcoal) visible on the surface
and found in a soil core taken in this area before TU 01 was dug. The test unit produced
significant evidence of extensive burning, principally in the form of a layer of ash and
charcoal (30% loam with charcoal, 30% silt and 40% ash; see Figure A-I.6.10),
designated as Level 02/Feature 01 in TU 01. This ash heap, also evident as a higher area
built out from the natural slope of the ground around TU 01, was interpreted as being the
result of ashes shoveled out from the firebox end of the arch foundation at FDH 1306.
The ash heap (TU 01, Feature 01) is to the left of the foundation as you face the firebox
opening; a right-handed person, using a long-handled shovel, would find throwing
material in this direction natural and comfortable.
Even allowing for burning of the boiling house or shed structure, as discussed in
Appendix I, Section I.6.3, FDH 1306 still provides the most abundant, and intense,
evidence for burning on any of the maple syrup processing sites, of any initial description
("large" or "small"), investigated in 2004. Also as discussed in Appendix I, Section I.6.3,
the amount of burning that took place on FDH 1306 seems to be "more" than that
occurring on any other investigated maple site, even that on FDH 1160, which also may
have lost its boiling house to fire (see Section 4.4.3). This salient characteristic of FDH
1306 may be due to reuse of its evaporator arch to burn lime, as shown by pieces of
calcite (calcium carbonate) found in the ash heap west of the arch foundation (TU 01,
Feature 01).
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Figure 4.21: FDH 1306, TU 01 Feature 01, Burned Block of Calcite; Scale is 5.0 X
1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson.

Lime was used to make mortar, more often used than expensive natural cement, before
the development of the rotary kiln in 1899 led to the abundant production of less
expensive Portland-style cement (Miller, et al. 2000:16, Werner & Burmeister 2007:1).
Lime was also used by farmers as a soil fertilizer, especially before nitrogen-based
fertilizers were developed in the early 20th century (Russell 1976:388-390). Reuse of the
FDH 1306 evaporator arch to make lime before c. 1900 agrees with the lack of wire nails
in TU 01, and indicates that this change in use may have taken place before c. 1890, the
approximate date of the transition from machine-cut, machine-headed nails to wire nails
(Adams 2002:Table 3, Figure 6). Presence of these burned nails, and three pieces from a
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burned sheet metal (iron) flat pan in the burned debris shoveled out of the arch indicate
that the boiling house or shed structure at FDH 1306 may have burned at this time (before
c. 1890), with reuse of the arch occurring after the fire. Reuse of this site as a small
limekiln before 1900 also fits with the 1910 or earlier abandonment date for FDH 1306.
The presence of the “small-trough” maple site at FDH 1305, only 20-25 meters distance
from FDH 1306 might also be explained by this circumstance—FDH 1305 replaced FDH
1306 as a syrup-processing facility, once the first facility burned and was reused as,
possibly, a small lime kiln.
The possible reuse of the arch at FDH 1306 as a lime kiln interferes, to some
extent, with its ability to address the research questions posed for this project (see
Chapter I, Section 1.1), in that these questions were developed exclusively for application
to maple syrup processing sites. Taken together with FDH 1305, however, reuse of FDH
1306 as a lime kiln does tend to agree with the picture of dynamic development of maple
syrup production seen on the “larger” maple sites—FDH 1159, FDH 1160, FDH 1256
and FDH 1294. As proposed (speculated) here, FDH 1306 was in use as a syrup
production site before c. 1890, and syrup making here was worthwhile enough to merit
construction of a stone evaporator arch foundation and, at least, an open shed to cover
this arch. This structure burned, was replaced by FDH 1305, and then the fireplace
provided by the ruined stone arch was used to make lime for mortar, probably before
1900, and almost certainly before the property on which this site stood became part of the
Pine Plains training area in 1910. This scenario reminds us that, to the farmers who built
and used them, the Fort Drum sites were not exclusively maple syrup processing sites,
but part of the larger complex of activities performed to operate their farms and to
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support their families. In this light, it is important to understand that a syrup making site
could and would be used to make syrup as long as this activity was profitable and as long
as it supported these larger goals. If circumstances changed (in the case of FDH 1306, if
the evaporator burned), they could be, and were, put to other uses.
4.4.6: FDH 1159:
FDH 1159 was originally (2003) classified as a “small-trough” maple syrup
processing site. It was also known at Fort Drum, since its “discovery” in 1998 (Project
1998.081), as the “Concrete Maple Syrup Processing Site,” since its evaporator arch was
made of concrete.

Figure 4.22: FDH 1159, East Side of Evaporator Arch Foundation; Scale is 1.0
Meter, Photo by David Babson.
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This characteristic of this maple site indicates, first of all, that it (or, at least, the
presently-visible surface components of it) were built after the introduction of
inexpensive Portland cement in 1899 (Miller, et al. 2000:16). As discussed in Appendix I
(Section I.1.4), this construction, in which the concrete was poured into board forms
erected around a stacked stone base, may be a reconstruction of an earlier, stone arch
foundation, or it may indicate construction of a mixed stone-and-concrete foundation,
possibly during the early days of farmers building with concrete. A short article (J. V. W.
1926) in The Rural New Yorker discussed concrete construction of an “evaporator
furnace” (firebox and pan supports) as not being much practiced, in that the author (a
syrup maker from Vermont) felt that concrete, even with a brick lining, would not stand
up to the heat of long hours boiling sap. J. V. W. (1926) recommended a “pressed steel
arch” (a component of a patent evaporator) instead, implying that a concrete evaporator
base, as here at FDH 1159, may have been a lower-cost option for a syrup maker who
continued to use a flat, homemade pan (albeit a fairly large one), instead of a patent
evaporator.
The boiling house structure at FDH 1159 also showed evidence of reconstruction,
in the form of the size ratio of the machine-cut-machine-headed iron nails and the wire
iron nails found in TU 01, Level 01. The machine-cut, machine-headed nails from this
provenience are, in general, larger than the wire nails (see Figures A-I.1.13 and A-I.1.14),
indicating that the earlier, pre-1890 machine-cut nails (Adams 2002:Table 3, Figure 6)
were used to connect main structural members of the FDH 1159 boiling house, while the
later wire nails (post 1890: Adams 2002:Table 3, Figure 6) were used to make repairs,
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attach trim, or to rebuild a frame that came from the earlier structure. While this nail
ratio is not as pronounced in the other proveniences (TU 01, Level 02 and TU 02, Levels
01 and 02) that produced iron nails, its appearance in TU 01, Level 01 is consistent with
reconstruction of the FDH 1159 boiling house, probably at the time (after c. 1900: Miller,
et al. 2000:16) that the original stone evaporator arch foundation was rebuilt with
concrete, or when the concrete-and-stone arch foundation was constructed to replace an
earlier boiling operation.
As with the other five (FDH 1160, FDH 1256, FDH 1294, FDH 1305 and FDH
1306) maple syrup processing sites investigated in 2004, the evaporator arch at FDH
1159 was built into the side of a hill, a ridge here, as with FDH 1305 and FDH 1306:
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Figure 4.23: FDH 1159, Site Base Map by David Babson and Bic Bicknell; Scale is 5.0 Meters.
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Unlike FDH 1294 and FDH 1160, the natural hill slope above the evaporator arch at FDH
1159 did not exhibit surface evidence of ground modification to create a place for
unloading sap. It may be that sap was unloaded from the sunken road to the south of the
arch (see Figure 4.23), or that the operators of FDH 1159 were able to use the slope
above the concrete arch without modification that is now (2004) visible on the site's
surface.
The common circumstance of the arch at FDH 1159 being built onto a slope has
also provided evidence of reconstruction of FDH 1159, in the form of buried A-horizons
found as Level 03 in both TU 01 and TU 02 (see Appendix I, Sections I.1.3 and I.1.03
and Figures A-I.1.06 and A-I.1.22). The buried A-horizon in TU 01 was somewhat
tenuous and disrupted, probably due to the test unit's location across the firebox end of
the evaporator arch. Activities here (stoking the evaporator and cleaning out ashes)
probably took place on top of this soil layer, or upon some of the TU 01 Level 02 soils,
above it. Reddening of the soil in Level 04 (see Figure A-I.1.20), below the buried Ahorizon, was probably another effect of use of the evaporator. The firebox end of the
evaporator was one of the most intensely-used areas of the site, and this activity is
reflected in disruption of this buried horizon. The buried A-horizon in TU 02 (also Level
03; there is stratigraphic continuity between these two units which are separated by only
2.0 meters) is much more clearly defined than in TU 01. Here, Level 03 was buried by
thicker Level 02 soils, including wind-polished gravel, which probably came in from the
open field to the west of the site. This soil may have moved down the slope to end up
against the western wall of the arch foundation, but its thickness and stratigraphic
position indicate that this material was probably brought in, to create a level working
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floor beside the evaporator. TU 02 Level 03 supports a line of blocky cobbles placed
beside the concrete arch wall to improve drainage:

Figure 4.24: FDH 1159, TU 02 Extension, Cobbles along West Wall of Evaporator;
Scale is 1.0 Meter, Photo by David Babson.

Level 02 (removed in Figure 4.24; see above) was placed to cover these stones, up
against the evaporator foundation. As with the rebuilding of the arch foundation in
concrete, and with the possible reconstruction of the boiling house structure, this was
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probably done as part of a comprehensive reconstruction of the site that took place
sometime after 1900.
Removal of the line of stones along the arch foundation in the TU 02 extension
resulted in the recovery of a puzzling artifact, an ornately-molded, nickel-plated, cast iron
stove leg section, comprising the body of the leg, but with the foot missing.

Figure 4.25: FDH 1159, TU 02 Extension, Cast Iron Stove Leg, Front; Scale is 5.0
X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson.
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(The upper flange of this object can been seen in situ below the two uppermost stones,
right-center in Figure 4.24.) What is puzzling is the presence of a stove foot as part of the
foundation of the rebuilt evaporator arch. Maple syrup boiling houses do not need
stoves; they are heated to or past the point of comfort by the evaporators themselves. The
stove may have been present to finish syrup into maple sugar, or the stove foot may have
been part of a kind of hybrid "kettle-stove," an example of which is found in the
collection of the Central New York Maple Festival Museum in Marathon, New York (see
Figure A-I.1.33). Three articles published in The Rural New Yorker in the early 20th
century (Feint 1918, Langley 1918, M. B. 1913) mention small-scale syrup makers
commissioning tinsmiths to make a pan to cover the top of a “six-burner range,”
indicating that a cast-iron stove could have been part of an early syrup-making operation
at FDH 1159. As discussed in Appendix I, Section I.1.3, a hybrid kettle-stove or a stove
with a fitted pan may have been present in the earlier boiling operation at FDH 1159, and
its scrapping during reconstruction of the boiling house led to deposition of one partial
leg from this stove as part of the cobble line, itself part of the general reconstruction of
the evaporator arch.
Syrup-making equipment was abundantly represented on the surface of FDH
1159, and in the artifacts recovered (from Level 01, and from the Level 01/02 interface)
from both test units. Steel hoops from a large number of wooden-stave sap buckets
(Figure A-I.1.03) and three galvanized steel sap buckets (Figure A-I.1.04) were found on
the surface in the immediate vicinity of the evaporator arch. Sections of bucket hoop,
and complete hoops, were also found in Level 01 and at the Level 01/Level 02 Interface
of both TU 01 and TU 02 (see Figures A-I.1.10, A-I.1.11, A-I.1.16, A-I.1.17 and A-
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I.1.24), as were a piece of iron wire formed into a hanging hook for a wooden bucket
(Figure A-I.1.07), bent wire which may be a hanging hook (Figure A-I.1.28), and a wire
iron nail which may have been remade (bent) into a hanging hook (Figure A-I.1.12). As
mentioned above (Section 4.3), the large number of wooden-stave sap buckets found on
the site surface may have been old or rotten buckets left here when the site was
abandoned in 1940-41, with newer galvanized steel buckets, more durable and in better
repair, being taken along for use elsewhere. A section of steel flue pipe, almost certainly
from the stack that drew the fire through the arch, was also found near the evaporator
(Figure A-I.1.05).
A number of other sap-collection and processing artifacts were found in TU 01
and TU 02. Of greatest note were: 1.) A section of threaded iron rod, remade as part of
the hanger for a shoulder yoke, used in sap gathering to carry buckets of sap from the
trees to the collection vehicle.

Figure 4.26: FDH 1159, TU 01, Level 01, Iron Hanger Bar from Shoulder Yoke;
Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson.
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2.) Iron (steel) hoops from wooden sap buckets, but with one rolled edge, unique (among
the maple syrup processing sites investigated in 2004) to FDH 1159.

Figure 4.27: FDH 1159, TU 01 Level 02, Iron Bucket Hoops with One Rolled Edge,
2 of 4; Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo By David Babson.

And, 3.) A set of hinges from the firebox door for the evaporator.
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Figure 4.28: FDH 1159, TU 02 Level 01, Iron Firebox Door Hinges, Both Sides;
Scales are 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photos by David Babson.

Given that these hinges were recovered from Level 01 in TU 02, they probably were
replaced as part of repairs undertaken while the evaporator was in use, after its rebuilding
during the early part of the 20th century. Distortion of the hinge-loop on the uppermost
hinge (Figure 4.28) may indicate that these hinges were replaced, then discarded beside
the active evaporator, after failing in use. Other possible syrup-making artifacts could
include a wire handle for manipulating hot objects (Figure A-I.1.26), the “ferrule”
(handle-blade joint) for a rake that could have been used to clean ashes out of the firebox
(Figure A-I.1.25), and a strangely-shaped iron mending (?) plate (Figure A-I.1.27).
Absence of a surface-evident ramp or modified knoll at FDH 1159 and the
presence of a hanger bar from a shoulder yoke (Figure 4.26) leads to intriguing, if
inconclusive, speculation about sap gathering operations at this site. Perhaps there is no
vehicle-unloading facility at FDH 1159 because this site was worked entirely by
gatherers on foot, who walked from the evaporator out to the trees, and returned directly
to the boiling house with sap in buckets hung onto shoulder yokes. Unless a very large
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(and, prohibitively expensive) number of sap gatherers was employed at FDH 1159, such
operations at this site would argue that FDH 1159 was, in fact, a “small” maple syrup
processing site, limited to processing sap from trees that were within effective walking
distance from this evaporator. This conclusion would be contradicted by the evidence of
extensive rebuilding at FDH 1159, though why this rebuilding did not extend as far as to
produce a surface-evident sap unloading facility also remains unexplained.
Allowing for the absence of spiles, FDH 1159 yielded the most complete kit of
artifacts associated with syrup making of any site investigated in 2004. In particular, the
site contained evidence of sap gathering, especially the large number of steel hoops from
wooden-stave sap buckets, probably left on site when the site was abandoned. In this
regard, FDH 1159 is most applicable to answer Question 1, in that the technology of
syrup production is very well represented by the artifact collection from this site. Along
with the spiles from FDH 1256, the complete kit of archaeologically-visible artifacts for
sap collection and syrup production is represented on these two maple syrup processing
sites.
As with FDH 1160, FDH 1256 and FDH 1294, however, the two research
hypotheses, concerning “small” and “large” maple syrup processing sites, are not
supported by the results of investigating FDH 1159. Rather than being built to a certain
size (“small,” as originally expected in 2003) as part of a strategy of limited syrup
production, FDH 1159 was gradually improved throughout its useful life, probably from
before 1900, up to the time of its abandonment during the Army land purchases in 194041. The nail size ratio, the concrete-over-stone construction, the buried A-horizons and
the cast iron stove leg included into the line of cobbles placed along the west side of the
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arch foundation all point to this conclusion. The extensive sap gathering and syrup
production kit discussed above indicate that this site was in active use, up to the time of
its abandonment. From this evidence, it seems clear that the operators of FDH 1159 were
trying to maximize production at this syrup-making facility, and that they were probably
successful in this endeavor (gradual, but steady, increase in the amount of the syrup they
made), until forced abandonment put an end to this process. As with the other three
maple syrup processing sites investigated as part of this dissertation project, we see slow,
steady growth, refurbishment and intensification of use, but not “small” or “large” sites.

4.5

SUMMARY:
The above discussion (Section 4.4) has compared the individual Fort Drum maple

syrup processing sites investigated for this dissertation project in 2004 to the original
research questions. This summary will reconsider the research questions in the light of
the preponderance of evidence recovered from these sites, and reassess the validity of
these questions in comparison to actual data.
4.5.1: QUESTION 1: How is the technology of maple syrup production reflected
in the structure and design of these facilities?
The most immediate way in which the technology of maple syrup production is
reflected in the structure and design of the Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites
investigated as part of this dissertation project is in the artifactual and architectural
remains that are present on these sites. As noted in the discussion of these sites,
especially with regard to FDH 1294, FDH 1256, FDH 1160 and FDH 1159, these sites
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contain most of the "artifact kit" needed to gather sap and to produce syrup during the
period of bucket-based tree tapping, vehicle-based sap collection and flat-pan or patent
evaporator syrup making that prevailed in the New York region during the 1880-1940
project period. Based upon the research I did before the 2004 field phase of this project
(Babson 2004, and see Chapter III, Section 3.2), I found much of what I expected on the
six sites we investigated. It is interesting that no one site yielded the complete "kit," with
FDH 1256 being the only site that contained spiles, while hoops for wooden-stave sap
buckets were very present on FDH 1159, and FDH 1294 yielded many artifacts related to
the social aspects of sap boiling, as opposed to the other sites (FDH 1159 and FDH 1160)
where production and structural artifacts predominated. These differences are probably
more a product of sampling design, and the limited amount of site area we were able to
cover with two 1X2-meter test units per site (FDH 1159, FDH 1160 and FDH 1256) or
controlled surface collections (FDH 1294). Spiles could well have been present on the
other three sites, not just on FDH 1256, but they were not "hit" by the small area covered
by the test units located on the sites where spiles appeared to be absent.
FDH 1305 was the one maple syrup production site with no sap-gathering or
syrup-making artifacts. (FDH 1306 also did not have any maple artifacts, but this
circumstance may be explained by burning of the boiling house at FDH 1306 and its
reuse as a small lime kiln, possibly with a move of syrup production to FDH 1305, which
was only 20 meters away.) This characteristic, lack of maple artifacts, might be
explained by the size of the site, and by its lack of any boiling house or shed structure, as
seen by the absence of iron nails or any other structural materials on FDH 1305. Without
a boiling house, the maple equipment used at FDH 1305 would probably not be stored at
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this site during the off season (late April to early February, most of the year), but in a
barn or shed at its associated farmstead. As with the other maple syrup processing sites,
it remains possible that the sap gathering and syrup-making equipment used at FDH 1305
may not have been present at this site when it was abandoned, and therefore this
equipment did not enter the archaeological record as defacto refuse (Schiffer 1996:89) in
association with the site where it had been used. Also, given that the area encompassing
FDH 1305 and FDH 1306 was abandoned in 1910 (see Section 4.3), maple syrup
production did not have as much time to develop and intensify on these two sites as it did
on FDH 1159, FDH 1256 and FDH 1294, even FDH 1160, which may have lasted into
the 1920s as discussed above. A more gradual abandonment process, occurring in 1910,
may also have meant that more maple syrup production equipment was removed from
FDH 1305 for reuse elsewhere than was the case with the sites, FDH 1159, FDH 1256
and FDH 1294, abandoned in 1940/41. These abandonment processes would definitely
distinguish the archaeological record of FDH 1305 from the other maple syrup
production sites where boiling houses were present (FDH 1159, FDH 1160, FDH 1256
and FDH 1294), where, as amply demonstrated by this project, these artifacts were
abandoned in place and so kept their association with their places of use as they became
part of the archaeology of Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites.
As sites which were improved, gradually but steadily, through their use periods
(c. 1880, or earlier to c. 1920 for FDH 1160, and c. 1900 to the 1940-41 abandonment for
FDH 1159, FDH 1256 and FDH 1294111), the maple syrup processing sites investigated

111

Depression of the maple syrup industry during the 1930s, as documented in Chapter V, Section 5.3, may
mean that most of this construction and improvement took place before the Depression began in 19291930.
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in 2004 present a picture of gradual architectural development and increased complexity.
As discussed above (Section 4.4), these sites saw rebuilding of their boiling houses, and
reconstruction of their evaporator arches and other foundations in concrete. This was
most pronounced on FDH 1256, where a perhaps medium-sized evaporator (as evaluated
by Mr. Steven Vaadi; see Section 4.4.2) was surrounded by extensive concrete and stone
foundations. If this site did, indeed, "inherit" the sugarbush once used by FDH 1160 (the
two sites were on the same 126.6-acre tract at the time of the Army land purchase in
1940-41), rebuilding of this site may have been a deliberate effort to increase the capacity
of FDH 1256 as a syrup-making facility, albeit a decision driven by production
consolidation rather than by marketing strategy. Another area where the architecture of
Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites shows gradual improvement through their useperiod is in the modification of natural ground surfaces to better facilitate unloading of
sap. In essence, these sites were chosen as places to make maple syrup, in part, because
their sloped surfaces aided in unloading sap, and this characteristic of these sites was
improved through their period of use, especially at FDH 1160, FDH 1256 and FDH 1294.
Since this observation bears more closely on the second research question, I will address
it there (see below).
4.5.2: QUESTION 2: How is any variation in syrup production technology
reflected in the archaeological record of these distinctive archaeological
sites?
In general, the answers detailed above prompt a negative answer to this question.
With a consistent artifact kit, a consistent development process of gradual improvement,
and consistent construction among these sites, there is little variation in syrup production
technology evident from the archaeological record of these sites. The two sites (FDH
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1305 and FDH 1306) where this variation was present are perhaps better explained by
variation in function and in site formation processes as related to abandonment date, as
discussed above (Sections 4.4.5 and 4.5.1). Therefore, a question about variation in
syrup production technology cannot be addressed, if this variation in technology cannot
be found.
Research Question 2 connected most directly with the two research hypotheses
related to site size, which segregated Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites into two,
discrete size classes:

1.

The small or trough sites are, as a norm, associated with family exchange
and small-scale, local sales of maple syrup.

2.

The large or ramp/platform sites will correspond with small-scale sales or
family exchange as incidental purposes, but their major orientation will be
toward commercial and bulk sales.

As discussed in detail above (Section 4.4) and in Appendix I, rather than being
"organized" into small and large sites by production and marketing decisions, as
proposed here, the maple syrup processing sites on Fort Drum lands reflect gradual
development and intensification of production. As noted (Chapter III, Section 3.3), these
research hypotheses were developed out of previous research, principally, the work on
Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites done by Louis Berger and Associates (1994d:109 to 10-19) as part of their extensive program of Phase Ib surveys of Fort Drum lands
between 1985 and 1987. This study described Fort Drum maple sites, in large part, in
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relation to their surface features (see Figures 3.02 and 3.03), with, to put it bluntly, large
and impressive ramps making for "large" (and impressive) sites. As detailed above
(Section 4.4; also, see Appendix I), through this project, I became increasingly aware that
this initial impression of the Fort Drum maple sites came to have an increasingly poor fit
with the archaeological information that we were collecting. Essentially, the one site
which, at the beginning of this project, I was sure was "large" (FDH 1256) turned out to
be "smaller" than expected, while three "small" sites (FDH 1159, FDH 1160 and FDH
1294) showed more evidence of development, including modification of the landscape,
than I expected for "small" sites when framing these research hypotheses.
As discussed in Appendix III, the process of gradual development of maple syrup
processing facilities by upstate New York maple syrup makers was observable
ethnographically, even during the first decade of the 21st century. These improvements
were a part of operating the syrup production facilities (the boiling house) during the
spring production season. At Yancey’s Sugar Bush in 2003, the process of gradual
improvement was most directly observable from the “running repairs” made to the two
82-year-old evaporators (dating from c. 1921) as they were worked, such as replacing the
firebox door hinge pintles with large nails on the larger evaporator, or adjusting the
supports to the frame of this evaporator so as to enhance the efficiency of the fire. Other
day-to-day actions included adding sand to the Yancey sugarhouse bridge, to make sure
that the horses used in their gathering operation could pull the collection wagon or sled
up the ramp more easily, or managing loading of the two sap-holding tanks, to avoid sap
loss from a slow leak in the smaller tank. This continuous process of management,
necessary to operate the evaporators and the boiling house, led Mr. Haskell Yancey,
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proprietor of the Yancey Sugar Bush, to characterize his operation as a “100-year-old
axe,” a reference to an old joke about an axe that, over 100 years, has had its handle
replaced eight times, and the bit replaced three times, but was still the same axe. This
conscious process of boiling house management, a fundamental part of the everyday
operation of these facilities, may be visible archaeologically in such things as the two
failed firebox door hinges, found beside the evaporator foundation at FDH 1159 (see
above, Section 4.4.6), where they may have been discarded after being replaced as part of
a repair undertaken while the evaporator at this site was in use, not during its earlier
rebuilding or later abandonment.
While it is present in most aspects of the archaeology of the 2004 maple syrup
processing sites, the most visible area where the difference between what I expected to
find at the beginning of this project, and what we actually observed in the field in 2004, is
in the sap unloading ramps, major site components which, under the Louis Berger and
Associates-derived site-size scheme, define a "large" maple site. "Large" sites have
ramps; "small" sites do not. What we see upon investigation, however, is that, with
gradual development taking place through time (as seen by rebuilding of boiling house
and evaporator arch foundations in concrete), natural ground surfaces were improved to
facilitate sap unloading, to work in the same manner as a ramp, even when this
improvement is not visually prominent on a site's surface. As discussed above, such
practices were observed ethnographically, with the sand being added to the bridge at
Yancey’s Sugar Bush, in 2003. This happened on FDH 1294, where the ground slope
was improved with lines of stones to create a sap unloading area rather far away from the
evaporator, but this area was linked to the evaporator by sap transport channels made
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from galvanized steel rain gutters. On FDH 1160, a natural knoll was improved by a low,
stone-lined ramp immediately adjacent to the evaporator arch. The knoll into which FDH
1256 was built was also improved by raising a low ramp on its top. FDH 1159, FDH
1305 and FDH 1306 did not have these improvements--at least, no such improvements
were found during the 2004 program of investigation. It may have been that the slopes at
these sites were sufficient for sap unloading without improvements, or that somewhat
different sap unloading or gathering strategies were used at these sites.
What is clearer from considering these sites together is that, in addressing the
problem of unloading sap, the area farmers used the most effective means to get the job
done, depending upon local conditions. If the area was flat, as is much of the cantonment
land investigated by Louis Berger and Associates between 1985 and 1987, the farmers
would then build the classic, stone-lined packed-earth ramp (as at A045-11-0116; Figure
3.03) as part of their gradual improvement of their syrup-making facilities. If there was a
slope or knoll at a place that otherwise (through location in or near a sugarbush) was
good for a boiling house, they would use that slope, and gradually improve it throughout
this use, as at FDH 1160, FDH 1256 and FDH 1294. A writer for The Rural New Yorker
described this process of design for a boiling house, in 1878:
Select for the boiling place, if possible, a sidehill or knoll
where the boiling arch can be built at the lowest point; the
store tub is to be set above this, so as to discharge the sap
by leaders into the pans; and still above this drive, with the
gathering tub, building up a bridge if necessary, to get the
sled on which the gathering tub is fastened, high enough to
draw the sap from it into the store tub, thus saving all
handling of the sap after it is gathered into the drawing tub,
till taken from the pans as sirup. Arrange a cloth strainer
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over the store tub, through which to pass the sap, thus
removing all leaves, etc. which may be in it.
(S.J.B. 1878)
In this light, Thomas's (2004:118-120) observations about Anglo-Americans in
Michigan and Wisconsin building sap-unloading ramps as timber trestles are instructive.
Thomas (2004:118, 121) notes that tamarack logs were often used to construct these
unloading trestles, indicating use of a wood that was readily available, inexpensive, and
which did not use maple trees as lumber in competition with their use to provide sap.
Where lumber from non-maple trees was readily available and inexpensive (the upper
Midwest), sap unloading ramps were built from timber, but where it was not available or
more expensive (New York), these ramps were raised in earth, or modified from the
slope, the on-site topography.112 Essentially, these farmers knew their lands, they knew
how to unload sap by gravity, and they knew how to improve this process to their greatest
benefit in making maple syrup. Rather than producing "small" or "large" maple syrup
processing sites as proposed by the original research hypotheses, this circumstance could
produce a ramp, where needed, a modified slope or knoll, where needed, or no visible
alteration of the ground at all, where no such work was needed.
4.5.3: QUESTION 3: How do variations in syrup production technology reflect
the political, social and economic contexts of the production methods
which utilized facilities of each type in this region during this period?
With a negative answer to the original research hypotheses, it seems, at first
glance, that this question cannot be addressed. If syrup production technology did not
112

It is possible that timber ramps were used on FDH 1159, or FDH 1305 and 1306, as minor modifications
of the local ground slope. My research strategy, focused on placing test units around the surface-evident
evaporator arch foundations, may have missed the area where postholes, postmolds or other subsurface
remains of such ramps might be found.
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vary, but, instead, improved gradually through time on the sites investigated in 2004, then
this nonexistent variation in production technology obviously cannot reflect the political,
social and economic contexts of these very similar production methods, employed
consistently on the sites that we researched. Of, course, this statement is a rhetorical
straw man—if technology and production methods were consistent, and did not vary
(much), then what were the political, social and economic contexts for this observation?
I believe that these contexts can be found through consideration of the larger social and
economic context for maple syrup making in New York between 1880 and 1940, with
principal attention paid to the other major occupation of the region's maple syrup makers:
Dairy farming. The interaction between dairy farming and maple syrup making,
including differences in the meaning of each for farmers, and the differences in how
farmers experienced each task or activity, will explain these archaeological observations.
Their actions and their experience as farmers is another significant and pervasive cultural
context for Fort Drum maple syrup makers, and I will address it in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER V: FEEDING US ALL WITH MAPLE SYRUP

5.1

THE FARMER FEEDS ALL:
In first half of the period between the end of the Civil War (1865) and the entry of

the United States into World War II (1941), American farmers experienced great growth
in their profession and way of life. Between 1890 and 1920, farming achieved its
greatest geographical extent within the borders of the United States and, arguably, its
greatest participation (in absolute numbers) by Americans (Cochrane 1979: 78-125).
With the astonishing rise in U.S. farm prices that occurred during World War I and the
practical abandonment of agricultural production in Europe from 1914 to 1919, American
farmers felt that their way of life was valid, sustainable, just, and central to the national
life of America and the world as a whole (Cochrane 1979: 99-101, 341-352, Woods
1991). These opinions, of course, began to change in the later part of the 1865-1941
period, following the collapse of farm prices between 1920 and 1922 and the
development of the Great Depression during the early 1930s, after the stock market crash
of 1929 (Cochrane 1979: 100-102). During their heyday or “golden age” (Cochrane
1979:341), however, American farmers felt themselves and their way of life to be central
to America, to be the foremost and best expression of America’s values, and to be
essential to the prosperity of the nation (Barron 1997:12-14). They saw much of this
enhanced social importance as coming from their active organization as farmers
(Cochrane 1979:113), in competition or opposition with other American social and
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economic groups, such as laborers or industrial operatives, or the class of capitalists,
foreign radicals, businessmen (especially, railroads or others directly engaged in
agricultural supply, processing and marketing), lawyers and government functionaries
who stood between the farmer and his customers, or who siphoned off some of the profits
justly due to the farmer for his vital, basic work in American society.

Figure 5.01: Farmers Defending Justice from Lawyers and Anarchy—Socialism
(Berghaus 1887b).
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The Grange was one of the most significant farmers’ organizations in this process
of political action and self-actualization (Cochrane 1979: 113-114, Woods 1991:xx). The
Grange, or Patrons of Husbandry, was formed in 1868 by Oliver H. Kelly and others,
who were farmers, educators (especially at the land grant colleges that were developing
after passage of the Morrill Act in 1862) and politicians from rural areas (Nordin 1974:311). Organized with the structure and rituals of a “secret” society such as the Masons or
Odd Fellows (Nordin 1974:8-10), the purpose of the Grange was to enhance the
economic and social welfare of farmers and their families through programs focused on
education (Nordin 1974:45-108), improvement of social interaction (Nordin 1974:109130), the farmer’s relationship to business, especially in the development of purchasing
and sales/distribution co-operatives (Nordin 1974:131-167), local, state-level and national
political advocacy (Nordin 1974:168-213) and communication and transportation,
especially the widespread feeling among farmers that they were being charged ruinous
and unfair rates by railroads to ship the produce of their farms to market113 (Nordin
1974:214-237). As a social and political movement, Thomas A. Woods (1991:205-206)
sees the Grange as a major component of the synthesis of Jeffersonian agrarian
republicanism and the Jacksonian emphasis on individual success into an ideology of
liberal republicanism, which sought to preserve communities, especially the rural
communities of farms, farm families, and small towns from the depredations of
monopolistic (and, urban) capitalists.
113

Farmer’s feelings were particularly irritated by the famous “short-haul rates controversy,” in which a
railroad would charge higher per-mile freight rates for short distances, where it faced no competition, but
lower rates for longer hauls, where it was often in competition with another railroad. Charging more for
what they perceived as less work was regarded by farmers as a moral outrage, and an insult added to an
economic injury (Jensen 1975:152, Nordin 1974:215-226).
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Figure 5.02: The “Goddess of the Grange” Saves the Farmer from his Many
Enemies (Berghaus 1887a).

In New York State, the Grange functioned as a socially-conservative organization
that, however, worked toward what are today regarded as progressive causes, as it tried to
navigate the tension between traditional, local communities of farmers and the national
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economy in which they had to buy materials, sell their crops, and vote in state or national
elections (Summerhill 2005:195-217). Gender relations were one area in which this
complex process of social interaction was most visible. The New York granges
emphasized participation by women, in both their internal rituals and their public
programs, and they were one of the first such organizations (in comparison to the
Masons, Odd Fellows, or other “secret” societies) to allow women to vote for and hold
office within the society, and to provide offices specifically for women in the
“mainstream” of a chapter, not in a woman’s auxiliary (Summerhill 2005:201-206).
Allowing women direct participation in the organization was (in Summerhill’s
estimation; 2005:205-206) a way of emphasizing their central place in the farm family,
and of presenting this conservative social form to outside, non-rural or non-farm people
as exemplary, even as the Grange advocated for women’s suffrage as a way of reforming
the perceived corrupt party politics of the late 19th century (Summerhill 2005:206). This
emphasis of the New York granges agrees completely with the sentiments often
expressed in The Rural New Yorker, as shown above (Figure 5.02) by a woman, the
“Goddess of the Grange,” liberating a male farmer with the sword of “Education”
(Berghuas 1887a).
Thomas Summerhill (2005:195) notes that the New York State Grange continued
to expand, late in the 19th century, even after it had begun to decline elsewhere in the
United States, perhaps because it fit so well with the social and cultural values of
“middling” New York farmers, in a state where “middling” farmers included many maple
syrup makers. As late as 1936 (Cook), members of a Grange in South Byron, New York,
described converting a deconsecrated church into a new meeting hall in language that
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would have been instantly recognized and approved by their 19th-century forebears:
“Where all have the will to work and pull together, the community becomes a much
pleasanter place in which to dwell, and from a sentimental standpoint it seems just a little
more appropriate for this splendid old structure, dedicated to the worship of God, to be
used again as a meeting place for our most substantial citizenry—the farmer—in an
organization with the high ideals and purposes of the Grange” (Cook 1936). This Grange
local had lost its original meeting hall to a road-widening project, and this author (Cook
1936) also contrasted the solid construction and architectural style of the Grange’s church
with the cheap, tawdry and brightly-lit gas stations, roadhouses and motels or tourist
camps being put up to serve the modern, mobile and non-rural population that traveled by
automobile. A close connection, both organizational and cultural, to the self-identified
virtuous people of rural New York may be a reason why the Grange expanded in New
York while it declined elsewhere in the nation, into the 20th century (Summerhill
2005:195).
As a national organization, however, the Grange declined, in membership and
influence, in the late 19th century, as it came under the sway of more cautious and
conservative leaders, who emphasized an individuality more in tune with industrial
America over the earlier, more co-operative, rural and communal organization (Woods
1991:206-207). As seen in Figure 5.03, the Grange did retain a cultural and
psychological importance for farmers as their representative to the non-rural society of
America in the later 19th century, and as a potent expression of self-concept for farmers,
and of their centrality to America.
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Figure 5.03: The Farmer Feeds All, from the Center of American Society
(American Oleograph Company c. 1875, Woods 1991:73).

Clearly, feeding “you all” was central to and highly valued in the culture and selfconcept of American farmers during the study period for this project, 1880 to 1940.
Through organizations such as the Grange, or the Populist political movement of c. 1880
to 1900 (McMath 1993), American farmers sought to realize this self-concept through
political action. As students of the period (Barron 1997, Woods 1991) make clear,
however, it became increasingly difficult for American farmers to realize this selfconcept, to “feed all” and to see themselves as the center of American society and as the
epitome of its (in their estimation) basic cultural values, through the actual practice of
their profession as farmers, and especially through participation in the economic
relationships and actions that practice of this profession required. In the next section, I
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will discuss how this self-concept could be only imperfectly realized by New York dairy
farmers (who were, of course, also often maple syrup makers; Thomas 2004:45-50), in
the production of the milk, cheese and butter that were the primary products of their
farms during this period.

5.2

DIFFICULTIES IN DAIRY FARMING:
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, many if not most maple syrup producers

were also dairy farmers, producers of fluid milk, cheese, butter and cream. Given that
maple syrup can only be made for two months of the year, most maple syrup producers
could not run a profitable farm from maple products alone, and so most depended for the
larger part of their income upon dairy products, a pattern common in the maple region of
the northern United States and southern Canada (Thomas 2004:45). During the mid-19th
century, farmers in northern New York gradually switched from the regime of generalcrop farming that had characterized Anglo-American settlement of the area to dairy
farming. This process was a result of improvements in transportation, such as the Eire
Canal, opened in 1825, and the development of long-distance railroads after 1850, which
brought better and less expensive farmlands in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois into competition
with the stony and hilly lands of upstate New York (Louis Berger and Associates
1994a:2-25, Stilgoe 1988:71-73). By being located closer to eastern cities such as
Boston, Philadelphia and, first and foremost, New York City, farmers in upstate New
York were able to find an economic niche in dairy farming, making use of their hill land
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as pasture for milk cows.114 Their first product was cheese (essentially, milk
concentrated by having almost all of its water removed), which developed rapidly
following establishment of the first cheese factory in Rome, New York by Jesse Williams
in 1851 (Horne 2005). Transformation of local railroads into a national rail network
through standardization of track gauges after the Civil War and the development of
refrigerated railroad cars after c. 1870 allowed farmers to move from cheese to fluid milk
as a primary product (Louis Berger and Associates 1994a:2-25 to 2-53). The tremendous
growth of cities in the northeastern United States during this period provided a ready
market for all the milk that New York farmers could produce, meaning that the dairy
farm became the dominant type of farm, in terms of economy, society and culture, in the
state by 1900 (Kriger 2005b). Pervasive social changes were produced as herd sizes
increased, as feeding and caring for dairy cattle and as cheese, milk and butter production
shifted from being women's work to being performed by men (McMurry 1995:148-171),
causing in turn changes in the social organization of New York farm families which can
been seen in the structure and organization of the farm houses where these families lived
(McMurry 1988).
In New York State, dairy farmers faced another pervasive economic change as
they increased their participation in the market for fluid milk during the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. As they increased the size of their herds in order to increase milk
production, dairy farmers began to need more feed for these cattle than their own farms
could produce from pastures, or from crops grown on the farm such as corn, silage, oats
114

Thomas (2004:45) notes the geographic congruence of the maple syrup and dairy industries, and the
four maple syrup producers guides (Bryan and Hubbard 1912, Bryan, et al. 1937, Collingwood and Cope
1938 and Willits and Hills 1976; see also Cope 1937) all discuss interaction between maple syrup
production and dairy farming. Hilly land can be better used for pasture or as a sugarbush than as crop land.
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or hay (Knapp 1960:4). This problem became particularly acute in the winter months,
when the cows, in barns, had to be fed stored or purchased feed at a level sufficient to
support continuing milk production. Dependence upon commercial producers of feed
imposed greatly increased costs for farmers, and led directly to pervasive problems with
adulterated and fraudulently-advertised feeds, a significant difficulty for the many
farmers who mixed their own feed (Knapp 1960:12-15). Efforts by farmers to organize
local co-ops to purchase feeds and to cut out the retail feed dealers who, as the farmers
believed, were cheating them, were resisted strongly by these feed dealers as a threat to
their business (Knapp 1960:15-17). In response to this situation, elements of the New
York State Grange, the Dairymen's League and the New York State Federation of Farm
Bureau Associations merged at a conference in Syracuse, New York in 1920 to form the
Co-operative Grange League Federation Exchange, with the stated and chartered purpose
of buying feed for dairy farmers as a state-wide co-op (Knapp 1960:33-38). The "G. L.
F." (the acronym emphasizes the names of the three constituent organizations; Knapp
1960:34) was quite successful during the first half of the 20th century, constructing a
large feed mill in Buffalo, New York (Knapp 1960:134-140), and expanding into food
marketing during and after World War II (Knapp 1960:274-283). In 1964, the Grange
League Federation Exchange became part of the Agway Co-operative (Cochrane
1979:114, Friedlander 2005a).
Around 1900, however, the market for fluid milk from upstate farmers matured
and cooled. This led to consolidation of the dairy industry, in concert with full
development of the rail network and the system of creameries that gathered milk from
farms for shipment by rail. Through time, this fostered consolidation of New York dairy
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farms, from smaller herds on small acreages toward larger herds on larger properties.
This trend was re-enforced by state-mandated health-and-safety requirements for
refrigeration and pasteurization (in 1911) of milk, requirements which were protested by
New York’s dairy farmers (Squire 1941). The milk processing and distribution industry
had also consolidated, and become more vertically-integrated during the late 19th century,
with many rail-side creameries becoming linked to large milk processors such as the
Borden Condensed Milk Company and the Sheffield Farms—Slawson-Decker Company
(Barron 1997:89, Krieger 2005b:433). In 1882, Wall Street financiers created a milk
exchange, and were then able to set wholesale milk prices. In 1883, dairy farmers along
the Eire Railroad conducted the first milk strike in New York State, a strike remembered
for the aggression of its "spilling committees," so that it came to be called "The Orange
County Milk War" (Barron 1997:84-85). Aided by the management of the Eire Railroad,
this strike was successful in opposing the milk exchange,115 though dissolution of this
exchange in 1913 only strengthened the influence of Borden and Sheffield Farms in the
New York City milk market (Krieger 2005b:433).
In opposition to the milk distribution companies, the dairy farmers in New York
formed co-operative marketing associations, principally the Dairymen's League (Barron
1997:90-92). These were aided by the state Department of Food and Markets, created by
the state legislature in 1914, and first led by John J. Dillon of Orange County, an
outspoken activist for the interests of dairy farmers.116 Economic contention between the
co-ops and the milk companies led to several strikes around the time of World War I,
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Barron (1997:86), however, describes this strike as "over and lost in two weeks."
At this time, Dillon was also editor of The Rural New Yorker (Kriger 2005b:433), and he remained
president of the Rural Publishing Company until at least 1942.
116
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including a decisively-successful, if brief, strike in 1916 (Barron 1997:92-100). As an
advocate for dairy farmers, The Rural New Yorker (1916) described, in detail, disruption
of the milk operations of the New York Central Railroad around Utica, New York due to
heavy snow and other winter weather, implying that concerted action by dairy farmers
could cause at least as much disruption in the flow of milk to New York City and other
markets. New York dairy farmers soon realized this vision, when 18,000 New York
farmers joined a strike organized by the Dairymen’s League in that same year (1916),
cutting off 75% of the New York City milk supply (Barron 1997:94-97). The general
deterioration of farm prices and values during the Depression (between 1929 and 1932,
farm product prices declined, in average, by almost 50%, and by 1935, U.S. farms had
lost more than half their value as businesses, dropping from about $84 billion in 1920 to
about $40 billion by 1935; Cochrane 1979:120, 202) was directly reflected in the pergallon price of milk in New York State, which declined catastrophically after 1928.
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Figure 5.04: Milk Prices in New York State, 1902-1931 (Dillon 1932:509).

New York farmers probably did not need publication of this graph on the front page of
the 28 May 1932 number of The Rural New Yorker to understand that: “We have not
held our own in sale of milk in a period of 30 years, nor for that matter for 64 years.”
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(Dillon 1932:510). As participants in a disintegrating industry, New York dairy farmers
only increased their radical activism and their collective efforts to address this intolerable
situation. A milk strike in 1933 in Oneida County was the cause of the notorious "Battle
of Boonville," during which heavily-armed New York State Police officers tear-gassed
farmers as they picketed a local milk plant, then beat and arrested the farmers and their
supporters as they chased them through the town (Kriger 2005a).
A massive strike occurred in 1939, brought on by the long-term collapse of milk
prices in the New York City milkshed117 due to the Depression. This strike was
organized by the Dairy Farmers Union (DFU), which was put together by Archie Wright,
formerly an organizer for the Industrial Workers of the World, who affiliated the DFU
with the Congress of Industrial Organizations (Krieger 1998). This strike began in St.
Lawrence, Jefferson and Lewis Counties with organizational meetings in Lowville
(Lewis County), Canton (St. Lawrence County) and Watertown (Jefferson County), and
some of its first actions were focused on closing milk plants run by Sheffield Farms in
Heuvelton and Canton, New York. The 1939 DFU strike dried up the flow of milk to
New York City, precipitating a state-wide crisis (Kriger 2005b:433-434). The strike was
resolved by negotiations that set higher milk prices for upstate producers, conducted
between the Dairy Farmers Union and Fiorello LaGuardia, mayor of New York City
(Krieger 1998). Within a few years of this victory, however, the Dairy Farmers Union
was broken, once its opponents were successfully able to brand Archie Wright and other
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A "milkshed," derived from "watershed," is the area that contributes milk to a particular market, such as
that in New York City. Before World War II, the milkshed was determined by the rail network, and the
speed of trains that could collect and deliver milk to a city before it spoiled, usually within 24 hours. In the
1930s, the New York City milkshed included Jefferson, Lewis and St. Lawrence Counties (Louis Berger
and Associates 1994a:2-53).
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DFU leaders as communists due to their associations with the IWW and the CIO, which
reduced support for the union in the conservative rural communities of upstate New York
(Krieger 1998).
A shorter milk strike in 1941 closed off 40% of the milk flowing to New York
City, and was, again, resolved by direct government intervention, this time by the
governor of New York (Rural New Yorker 1941b). These recurrent problems were
gradually resolved by state action and increasing state regulation through the middle 20th
century, and by partial decentralization of the milk market after World War II (and, after
the end of the 1880-1940 project period), impelled by the transition from rail-based
collection of milk to collection by refrigerated trucks operating on paved roads (Kriger
2005b:435).118 These changes were accompanied by further advances in milk
production, such as the development of mechanical milkers, cream separators and more
complex on-farm refrigeration systems, imposing increasing expenses upon New York
dairy farmers and leading to another, and continuing, round of farm consolidation (Kriger
2005b:435-436, Squire 1941).
In his detailed analysis of the transformation of agriculture in the rural, northern
United States, Hal S. Barron (1997:81-105) discusses the situation of dairy farmers in
upstate New York as a case study. Barron discusses New York dairy farmers as
developing a relationship of complex opposition to other interests operating in the market
for their product, including both the commercial enterprises (such as Borden and
Sheffield Farms) that formally opposed them, and the milk co-ops which, supposedly,
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The Rural New Yorker (1935) published a photograph of “Automobile Milk Delivery,” showing a man
loading milk cans into a panel truck at a dairy, in January of 1935.
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they had created and which they were supposed to control. In this, northern farmers in
general and New York dairy farmers in particular were trying to place themselves so as to
take advantage of opportunities offered by burgeoning markets (such as the development
of a vastly-increased milk market during the 19th century, as described above), but to
also conserve some individual control over this market and to preserve their self-concept
as independent farmers in an economy where this Jeffersonian concept was becoming
irrelevant:
The goals, methods and ideology of these new farmers'
organizations [co-ops and the Grange], however, were very
much open to debate, and between 1900 and 1930,
agriculturalists experimented with a variety of
arrangements and tactics in order to redress their relative
lack of power in the marketplace. Farmers built on their
own histories of cooperation and organization and
continued to act upon their traditional antipathy toward
middlemen and their belief in a producer's ethic. But they
also had to balance ancestral desires for independence and
local autonomy and long-standing fears of monopoly power
and consolidated control against the need for effective
organization in an increasingly centralized marketplace.
Yet, because of the farmers' identities as producers and
small businessmen, neither big business nor labor unions
provided wholly satisfactory models, and they were forced
to forge their own path. As a result, attempts to organize
agricultural producers during the early twentieth century
were marked by conflict, contradiction, and, at times,
profound ambivalence, in which leaders who were more
comfortable with the new corporate order often opposed
members who were not.
(Barron 1997:82)

In New York, the principal organization created by dairy farmers in response to
these pressures was the Dairymen's League, first organized in 1907, and reorganized
following an abortive strike in 1921 (Friedlander 2005b). This co-op placed the farmers
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on a level playing field with the milk companies but, over time, it gradually came to
function, and to be organized, like the companies that, ostensibly, it opposed. As Barron
(1997:99-104) documents, the Dairymen's League ("rebranded" as the Dairymen's
League Cooperative Association in 1922; Barron 1997:100, Friedlander 2005b) became
increasingly rigid, hidebound, and coercive, reaching a point where it controlled
marketing for most milk producers in the state, setting prices, and controlling entry into,
or forcing exit from, the dairy business.119 While farmers retained formal control of this
organization, increasingly, it became a co-op imposed from above the individual dairy
producers, hardly distinguishable from the milk processing companies (Barron
1997:104). While the Dairymen's League helped dairy farmers to get better prices for
their milk, it did not succeed in preserving the independence and the unique community
they felt as farmers, participating in a distinct industry, within a defined region. As with
much else described by Barron (1997), establishment of the Dairymen's League provided
much more economic than social or cultural satisfaction for the farmers who had begun
by forming it, and ended up being controlled by it.
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This same point was made in a book by John J. Dillon, Farm Co-operation (no publisher given),
advertised in The Rural New Yorker in 1924. Ad copy for this book emphasizes Dillon’s central argument,
that farmers in co-ops, should not adopt the same methods of organization as “business monopolies.” By
1926(b), The Rural New Yorker was denouncing an “innuendo” perpetrated against the paper by The
Dairymen’s League News, the house organ for that co-op. In 1941, Dillon summarized his arguments
against the “Nazi” and “communist” (Rural New Yorker 1941a) combine of the Dairymen’s League,
Borden, Sheffield Farms (the “Big Three”) and their (in Dillon’s opinion) minions on the state agriculture
commissions in his book, Seven Decades of Milk, advertised as describing the New York milk crisis:
“Experts now admit that farmers have not received the cost of production for milk in 12 years. Why? This
book tells you in plain and simple words.” (Rural New Yorker 1941c). (Seven Decades of Milk; Dillon
1941, was also a primary source of Barron’s description of the development of New York milk production
during the first half of the 20th century; Barron 1997:264-265; n. 44, n. 51, n. 60, n. 66.) As the Dairymen’s
League became dominant in the dairy business in New York, it became less and less an exemplar of the
“Grange” values held by many New York farmers, and, most ostentatiously, by their advocates such as
John J. Dillon and The Rural New Yorker.
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Dairy farming is, then, the “larger” economic context in which syrup makers in
the Fort Drum region made maple syrup between 1880 and 1940. In maple syrup, they
had a product they could sell which was, during this period, meeting a ready market,
meaning that the only restrictions on production and sales were those imposed by the
weather, season-to-season, a factor that affected all producers in the region more-or-less
equally. They were not, however, always able to achieve these same conditions of
production and sale for the dairy products which were their primary "crops," as farmers.
I will argue in the remainder of this chapter that this situation had a direct effect upon
how Fort Drum maple producers made syrup, and upon the sugarhouses that they built to
boil sap into syrup which are now the archaeological sites investigated by this
dissertation project.

5.3

REAL FARMERS SELL DIRECTLY TO CONSUMERS:
In the late 1880s, at least according to The Rural New Yorker (1887, 1888a),

American maple sugar and syrup producers were under direct threat from urban
producers of “fraudulent sweets,” phony maple syrup composed of little more than
“maple flavoring” that had been adulterated with “molasses dregs” and “poisonous
glucose.”
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Figure 5.05: Maple Sugar as Adulterated (The Rural New Yorker 1887:Fig. 110).

This horrific vision of industrial maple sugar was contrasted with the good,
traditional (even, in 1887, anachronistic in employing kettle boiling), truly rural120
process of making real maple sugar, “as we dream of it.”
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Stilgoe (1988:43-45) argues that the cultural dichotomy of the virtuous country contrasted with the
degraded city was established among American intellectuals as early as the 1850s, allowing this idea to
spread further in popular culture after the Civil War.
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Figure 5.06: Maple Sugar as We Dream of It (The Rural New Yorker 1887:Fig.
109).

As described by these two illustrations (and, as discussed at greater length in Chapter II),
real, pure maple syrup and sugar are made by traditional farm families (men gathering,
women cooking, children admiring their parents’ work), while phony sugar is made by
urban factory operatives, including, principally, a bearded foreigner in a conical felt hat
who is dumping adulterants into the mixing vat. This powerful statement about the rural
and family nature of making maple syrup was completely in tune with the farmer’s selfconcept of “feeding all,” as in the Grange poster discussed above (Figure 5.03; American
Oleograph Company c. 1875, Woods 1991:73). The Rural New Yorker (1887) continued
this argument by stating that adulterated maple syrup and sugar were comparable to “the
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oleomargarine fraud,” a threat to dairy farmers from ‘false’ butter. This article also noted
that this concept of pure maple products that evoked the country and the farmers who
made it was shared by the consumers of maple syrup and sugar: “Take the ‘wildness’ out
of their ideal and show them the ‘modern improvements’ and the majority of them would
care less for the delicacy.” (The Rural New Yorker 1887). In 1892, The Rural New
Yorker (1892b) denounced a Minnesota company that was selling fraudulent maple syrup
through a front company in Vermont, stating that this was, to their knowledge, the first
fraud involving syrup instead of maple sugar. The newspaper also noted a court case in
Ohio in 1899 (Phillips) where a syrup producer, trying to make ‘maple’ syrup from a
nasty mix of boiled wood chips, pigskin and cane molasses, tried unsuccessfully to
defend against charges of fraud by arguing that anything (even, sweetened pigskin) that
tastes like maple, is maple (Phillips 1899). As early as the first decade of the 1880-1940
project period, farmers and consumers were agreeing that maple syrup and sugar should
be pure, and that they should directly connect the two parties, producers and consumers,
in the production, sale and consumption of “maple sweets.”
Later correspondents (A.M. 1901, Vermonter 1899) continued to debate this
question. In criticizing Vermont’s 1889 purity law for maple products, “Vermonter”
(1899) argued that customers actually preferred adulterated syrup, because they believed
that this thick, dark syrup better reflected the “real” syrup of the old days of kettle
boiling, before syrup makers had better control over the boiling process through use of
patent evaporators. Vermont producers were being undercut by the adulterators, because
Vermont was the only state in the nation with a law that mandated all Vermont maple
products to be of 100% maple content. Vermonter (1899) advocated giving in to the
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forces of adulteration, seeing no fraud in it, as long as the components of “maple”
products were disclosed upon the labels applied to these products. In partial answer to
Vermonter, and, in reporting the proceeds of the 1901 meeting of the Vermont Maple
Sugar Maker’s Association, “A. M.” (1901) argued that consumers needed to be
educated, to understand that a clearer, lighter syrup is truly maple syrup, and that
consumers should join producers in advocating for a federal purity law that would forbid
fraudulent labeling of maple products. In 1915, The Rural New Yorker stated that this
goal had been achieved, for maple syrup and sugar, and for other sweets such as honey,
by the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906 (see also Russell 1976:458-459). Into the 20th
century, maple syrup producers (M. G. F. 1919, Ormsbee 1917, 1919b, 1919c, 1920b,
1920c, Smith 1916) continued to discuss educating consumers, often through direct-toconsumer sales, to appreciate the finer taste of light, clear maple syrup as “true” and
“pure” maple syrup. However, as late as 1922 (Robinson), some producers were
emphasizing “extra heavy, extra pure maple syrup” as the real McCoy, when it was
“guaranteed direct from [the] producer.” It appears that, over this period of time, tastes
changed as farmers and consumers communicated, emphasizing the bond developing
between the two end points of commerce in maple syrup (Lawrence and Martin
1993:137-138).
As early as 1890 (Davenport), maple producers writing in The Rural New Yorker
began to discuss selling syrup directly to consumers: “We no longer make sugar to sell in
the open market. The whole trade is in syrup,121 and we sell almost entirely to
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“Syrup” is here spelled with a “y” for the first time in The Rural New Yorker (since 1878). Previously,
“syrup” was spelled “sirup,” an alternate spelling that lasted into the 20th century; see Collingwood and
Cope 1938, Hugh, et al. 1937, Hugh and Hubbard 1912.
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consumers.” In 1896 (Phillips), a correspondent to The Rural New Yorker described an
Ohio syrup maker, a “Mr. Henry,” who was developing a steam-powered evaporating
plant. Mr. Henry sold his maple syrup directly to his customers, by mail, to people from
“Boston to San Francisco.” The author (Phillips 1896) implies that Mr. Henry’s greater
profits from direct-to-consumer sales were supporting his innovation, in building a
previously-untried steam evaporator. By 1901 (A. M.), the annual meeting of the
Vermont Maple Sugar Maker’s Association included extensive discussion of the
preferences of consumers as to cans, labels and grades of syrup, implying that many
attendees at this meeting were selling directly to consumers as a matter of course. By
1908 (Bassette) a syrup maker in Interlaken, New York noted that five syrup makers in
his area (probably, including himself) could not completely satisfy demand; he describes
canning his syrup in gallon cans, which often implies direct-to-consumer sales (see
Chapter II). In 1909 (Duckwall) an Ohio syrup maker described selling his syrup in
gallon cans in a medium-sized town (about 5,000 people) near to his farm: “The syrup is
sold direct to the consumer, and the same customers buy year after year.” In 1912 (J. C.),
a female Ohio correspondent, as part of describing a nostalgic visit to a sugar camp with
her young son, notes that syrup makers in Geauga County, Ohio could ship their syrup on
an interurban railway to Cleveland Ohio, and that these producers had switched, over the
past several years, from sales through dealers to direct-to-consumer sales. Also in 1912
(Gale), a Vermont syrup maker described selling syrup in gallon cans, direct to the
consumer, all over the United States and as far abroad as London, England. In 1914, M.
B. D., in answer to a query from a New York farmer who was considering beginning
syrup production from his “many trees,” advised this correspondent to tap his trees, and
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to sell the resulting syrup direct to consumers, who would buy it avidly “unless there is
something wrong with the people.” As well as emphasizing the profits from direct-toconsumer sales of maple syrup, this comment emphasizes the moral value, from the
farmers’ perspective, of their syrup—of course, all right-thinking people will buy it,
thereby guaranteeing the farmer a profit, and confirming his position as a supplier of a
necessary, desired and beloved product, as a “feed[er] of you all.” In 1917, two Vermont
maple syrup producers declared strong support for direct-to-consumer sales in their
classified ads in The Rural New Yorker: “PURE MAPLE SYRUP and sugar; buy from
the producer and get the best” (Fisher 1917), and: “VERMONT Maple Sugar and Syrup,
direct from the best camps to customers” (Smith 1917).122 Answering a correspondent
from New York, E. S. Brigham (1915), the Vermont Commissioner of Agriculture,
described Vermont’s program of ensuring profits from maple sugar and syrup through
branding, by marking Vermont maple products with distinctive labels.
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Jay T. Smith (1917) may be a dealer, hence his use of the phrase “best camps.” If so, even he, as a
dealer, is emphasizing the direct-to-consumer connection, as the best way of marketing the syrup he was
handling.
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Figure 5.07: A Vermont Maple Products Label, Recommended to New York
Maple Syrup Makers (Brigham 1915:Fig. 555).

This label, with a blank for the producer’s name or the name of his farm (very like the
label space at the bottom of the 1940s New York syrup can shown in Figure 2.01),
directly enabled the connection between producers and consumers of maple sugar (and
syrup), also enabling Brigham’s (1915) program of promoting sales to upscale
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consumers:123 “[B]ankers, doctors and other classes of people all over the country who
would likely be interested in securing a supply of pure maple goods.” Slightly later
(Ormsbee 1920e), a Rural New Yorker correspondent and member of the Vermont Maple
Sugar Maker’s Association noted that the primary purpose of this association was not to
fix prices for maple syrup or sugar (as the Dairymen’s League was doing for milk prices
in New York; Barron 1997:104), but to better link maple producers with their consumers,
to ensure that producers got the best prices, and that consumers got the best product. By
1926, the Pomona Grange124 in the Winooski Valley of Vermont was corresponding with
granges in other parts of the country where maple syrup was not made, to set up
connections between producers and consumers, through their common membership in the
Grange, which enabled sales from Vermont to places as far away as Idaho, Colorado and
California. This effort was successful enough for its organizers to discuss expanding it
into a more formal, productive and wide-reaching co-op for future syrup seasons, one that
could fill the many unfilled late orders left when, in 1926, the members of the Winooski
Valley Grange had sold all of their syrup (The Rural New Yorker 1926a). In 1939, a
North Country syrup maker (Allen 1939) noted that northern New York maple syrup
producers were selling their product in glass bottles and metal cans of smaller than 1gallon capacity, because customers had come to prefer these sizes, emphasizing, again,
the strong connection between producer and consumer forged by direct sales of maple
syrup and other maple products. In Ohio, another producer (Jack 1939) described a
123

In 1918 (Ormsbee 1918b), however, some Vermont maple syrup makers were selling to dealers, who
were offering the very high wholesale price of $2.50 per gallon for syrup, possibly a result of inflation
during World War I. During that war, Vermont tapped 5.5 million trees and produced 12.5 million pounds
of maple syrup and sugar, enough to meet all of the state’s need for sugar (Russell 1976:512). In part, this
was another response to the greatly increased prices for maple products caused by the war.
124
A “Pomona Grange” was a Grange council organized at the county or regional level, usually a
somewhat larger group than the local, community chapters. Pomona Granges were often involved in cooperative marketing efforts for members’ produce (Summerhill 2005:213).
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program of displaying maple products in a department store, as a way of promoting both
store and direct-to-consumer sales of maple syrup, by reminding women who had once
lived on farms of the product, and of the former rural lives that they had, by the fourth
decade of the 20th century, “forgotten” (Jack 1939).
In 1919, M. G. F., a maple syrup producer in Cortland County, New York,
described efforts by county producers to form a maple sugar maker’s association,
modeled on the Vermont organization. He also advised consumers in New York City to
contact farm bureaus in central New York, to locate a producer of New York syrup, who
could ensure that they would receive pure and genuine maple products (M. G. F. 1919).
Others (Cutting 1912) had earlier called for establishment of a New York maple products
producers’ association, modeled on the Vermont association. Mixed success for the
Cortland County Maple Syrup Producers Association was noted by M. G. F. in 1921, in
that some Cortland County producers were strong boosters of the association, as it helped
to correct the producer’s predicament: “In perhaps no other product has there been the
wide margin between the prices to the producers and the prices paid by consumers.” (M.
G. F. 1921). Others, however, did not participate, because they had already set up a
strong direct-to-consumers business before the association was formed (M. G. F. 1921).
Along these lines, a syrup maker in Eireville, New York, emphasized his “pure Madison
County evaporated maple syrup” in a 1920 (Westcott) classified advertisement. A few
years after the Cortland County efforts, late in 1921 (Collingwood 1922a, 1922b), the
New York Maple Producers Co-operative Association was formed, with one of its
purposes being to unite New York maple producers and consumers, through successful
efforts that included door-to-door sales of surplus maple sugar and syrup in Syracuse and
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Utica, New York, after the 1921 maple season. As late as the 1930s, maple producers
were emphasizing the connection between successful direct-to-consumer sales and highquality maple syrup: “Producers of syrup ought to use every means to make a really fine
article and sell as much as possible direct to the consumer.” (Hoskins 1933). In 1937, J.
A. Cope (an agent for the Cornell agricultural extension service; Collingwood and Cope
1938) reiterated that, for New York maple syrup makers, sales directly to consumers
would yield the best prices and the greatest income for the farmer. In New York, as in
Vermont, maple producers were prospering with direct-to-consumer sales, to the point
where they (or, more correctly, their advocates at The Rural New Yorker) could make
gentle fun of this profitable practice.

Figure 5.08: Extreme Direct-to-Consumer “Sales” of the Primary Maple Product
(The Rural New Yorker 1921).
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The large number (24) of articles in The Rural New Yorker (Brigham 1916, Cook
1891, Crane 1923, C. R. S. 1922, E. J. R., et al. 1912, H. F. P. 1927, Jessie 1921, J. M.
1912, J. X. W. 1926, M. B. D. 1915, M. C. 1923, M. C. B. 1927, Ormsbee 1917, 1918a,
1918c, 1919a, 1920d, 1920f, 1921b, R. C. B. 1915, R. F. D. 1923, Smith 1916, Steele, et
al. 1912, W. E. K. 1922) describing how to deal with maple syrup that has soured,
crystallized or gone moldy in the can also emphasize the close connection between the
producers and consumer of maple syrup and sugar. In general, these articles are
responses to inquiries from maple products customers about spoiled syrup, and the
answers to these questions represent the continuing effort by expert or elite maple
producers to allow customers to recover the pure and good taste of their syrup and to
explain to them that the syrup spoiled due to improper storage (too hot or too damp;
implied as being the customer’s fault), not to any original impurity or adulteration. In
this effort, the farmers are continuing to educate their customers, and to assure them that
they are getting, direct from the producer in the country, the pure product of the country.
It is interesting that all but one of these articles was published after 1910, following the
maturity of use of patent evaporators, and the development of Rural Free Delivery of
mail, begun in the 1890s, then of parcel post, begun in 1913, both of which greatly
facilitated by-mail, direct-to-consumer sales by the rural producers of maple products.125
Sales through the mail, a service provided by the national government, also allowed
maple producers to get around the middlemen that, they felt, had excessive control of the
sale, price and transportation of milk, their major product (Barron 1997:99-104).
Another article in The Rural New Yorker (Greene 1910) discussed why milk could not be
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In a fictional account (Warren 1925a), a maple syrup maker addresses sales through the mail directly: “I
see[sic.] a love letter once that come soaked in maple syrup that had leaked out in the post office, must
have been awful sweet readin.’”
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shipped directly to consumers, in that recreating the distribution network and facilities
that moved milk rapidly and kept it cold would be beyond the ability of any individual
milk seller, though, perhaps, a co-op (such as the Dairymen’s League) could perform
these services. Implicit in this discussion is the fact that unrefrigerated maple syrup
spoils much more slowly than does milk or butter and even cheese—the occasional can of
moldy (Cook 1891) or crystallized syrup (Brigham 1916) notwithstanding, maple syrup,
as a practical matter, could be shipped through the mail, and dairy products could not be
delivered to customers by this means.
One article in The Rural New Yorker (Ormsbee 1919b) described the process of
selling maple syrup in great detail. While I have emphasized direct to consumer sales
here, Ormsbee (1919b) reminds us that some maple producers continued to sell to dealers
and jobbers, if that was where they could get the best price for the syrup they had made,
even if, once they lost control of the marketing of their product, these jobbers could
adulterate it, to “extend” it so as to provide greater sales to an alienated and uneducated
market. With greatest interest to my original project questions (see Chapter I, Section
1.1), Ormsbee (1919b) asserts that this problem affected small-scale maple producers
most greatly. These smaller producers were more likely to make lower grades of syrup,
because production of this lower-quality syrup took less labor to produce (in particular,
less attention at the evaporator) than did the higher, lighter and (in Ormsbee’s [1919b]
estimation) purer grades of syrup. One man, working with a simple evaporator or even a
kettle, could leave the evaporator/kettle to boil on its own while he went to gather more
sap. Inevitably, this would mean poorer syrup, darker and of harsher taste, because the
boiling process was not controlled carefully. With more labor, most importantly, a
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skilled operator constantly attending a patent evaporator while sap was being boiled and a
separate gathering crew, higher-quality syrup would be assured. This syrup would taste
best, and would best support direct-to-consumer sales and the development of loyal,
repeat customers who would appreciate and demand the excellent taste of this pure syrup,
paying and continuing to pay, year after year, a higher price for it (Ormsbee 1919b).
Another Rural New Yorker correspondent (M. G. F. 1919, 1921) also emphasized this
point—it was smaller maple producers who were most likely to sell to dealers, because
(Ormsbee 1919b) these makers could not, in essence, afford to make their syrup good
enough to sell directly to the consumer. As with my archaeological observation of the
Fort Drum boiling house sites (see Chapter IV and Appendix I), the idea that small
producers were pursing local sales while large producers worked toward commercial
sales is not supported—either size-level126 of producer would sell directly to consumers if
and when they could, but larger syrup makers were more likely to succeed in this
endeavor.
While the following observation was not tested directly in my research, it is also
intriguing that very large maple sugar or syrup makers seem to have been less likely to
succeed over a long and continuing period of time than were somewhat smaller or
medium-sized producers. As discussed in Chapter II (Section 2.2), in the late 18th
century, William Cooper failed to establish a large-scale sugar-making operation in “his”
settlement of Cooperstown due to his inability to ship maple sugar to far-off markets in
saleable condition (Taylor 1995:124). Gerrit Boon, at about this same time, failed to
have his maple sugar production exceed that of cane sugar in the West Indies due to his
126

And, again, as detailed in Chapter IV, this basic idea, of “sizes” of maple producers, especially as linked
to sizes of boiling house sites, was not supported by the material remains of these sites.
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inability to push available sap-gathering technology some 170 years ahead of its
capacities (Hedrick 1933:148-149). Henry Drinker (Maxey 1983:624-646) also failed in
producing large quantities of maple sugar from his Union Farm, as part of the collapse of
the late 18th-century maple sugar bubble that also affected William Cooper’s sugarmaking efforts. In the 20th century (and, within the project period), the “maple barony”
of Abbot Augustus Low127 failed in 1908 after a forest fire caused by a train passing
along the Adirondack Division of the New York Central Railroad destroyed his extensive
sugarbushes (Gove 2006:105, Lawrence and Martin 1993:72). The Cary Maple Sugar
Company of Vermont and Quebec, Canada, was the largest buyer and dealer of maple
products in the 1920s, and an early pioneer in “syrup tourism,” as mentioned in Chapter
II, Section 2.4 (Lawrence and Martin 1993:72-73). The Cary Company failed in 1931,
under pressure from the severe economic problems of the early part of the Great
Depression, and directly due to the failure of a very large sugar deal with the American
Tobacco Company, when the tobacco company could not pay for a large amount of
maple sugar that it had contracted to buy as flavoring for pipe and chewing tobacco
(Lawrence and Martin 1993:73, Thomas 2005:28). While the proximate causes were
different in each case, it is possible to advance, at least tentatively, the idea that very
large maple products operations were often less successful, and less stable over the long
term, than were smaller and more individual operations, perhaps because these large
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Actually, this “barony” was a very large and diversified forest products company that included maple
syrup making—supported by three large, steam-powered evaporators and sap gathering by narrow-gauge
railroad. Low also made forest crafts including turned wooden bowls and other utensils, jams and jellies
from berries grown in the forest, bottled spring water, “physic coal” (dried and pressed sawdust, intended to
kindle fires in stoves and furnaces) and lumber on an industrial scale (Gove 2006:101-105, Lawrence and
Martin 1993:71-72).
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organizations were more exposed to larger “natural” (forest fires), economic (a business
deal gone bad) or technical (inadequate technology) factors.
One writer in The Rural New Yorker, Charles L. Stiles (1928:395), discussed
some of these issues in relation to maple syrup making near Lowville, the seat of Lewis
County, and approximately 20 miles southeast of the area that would later become Fort
Drum. The maple syrup industry was well-established in this area, with the author
having made syrup there since his boyhood in the 1880s. Sugar makers in Lowville were
under economic pressure from a shoe last factory opened near Croghan, New York in the
early 1920s; Croghan is approximately 10 miles northeast of Lowville. As discussed by
Stiles (1928:395), maple syrup makers needing immediate cash were always tempted by
a standing offer for their trees as lumber, tendered by this factory, even though this
money would prove less than the value of syrup made over the course of several years.
Stiles (1928:395) felt that the per-gallon price of syrup in his area, $1.75 to $2.25 per
gallon in 1928, did not fully cover the cost of labor. He was also an opponent of co-ops
for syrup makers: “The co-operative marketing association for one thing was
detrimental” (Stiles 1928:395), in references to syrup prices in the local (Lewis County)
market for 1928. Maple syrup was still worth making, however, because it was made
during the spring lay-by season, when it was in competition with no other farm tasks
(Stiles 1928:395).
The most extensive evidence of direct-to-consumer sales of maple products in The
Rural New Yorker is contained in the numerous classified advertisements for maple syrup
and sugar, published in the “Miscellaneous” section of their classified column between c.
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1918 and 1942.128 There were 62 unique-producer ads in all between 1918 and 1922
(Ackerman 1918, Box 82 1919, Brimblecombe 1920, 1921, 1922, Brondale Farm 1918,
Buchanan 1921, Byler 1922, Dunham 1920, Fisher 1918, 1921, 1922a, 1922b Forman
1918, 1919, Fulton 1922, Giffen 1922, Gilbert 1922a, 1922b, Hatch 1918, 1921, Held
1918, 1922, Howard 1922, Jones 1920, 1921, Kent 1918, 1919, Leach 1922, Long 1922,
Mapledale Farm 1922, Maplewood Farm 1918, Marvin 1922, McLane 1922, Oliver
1920, 1921, 1922, Prescott 1920, 1921a, 1921b, 1922, Ransom Farm 1919, 1920, Rice
1921, Robinson 1918, Skellie 1921, Smith 1918, 1919, 1921, 1922, Touchette 1919,
1920, 1921, Warren 1921, 1922, Weaver 1920, 1922, Westcott 1920, Wollaber 1920,
Woodruff and Son 1922, Woolley 1922, Yoder 1919, 1922). These ads detail prices for
maple syrup and sugar during the months of March, April and early (the first two issues)
in May, covering the period when most syrup was sold during and immediately after the
yearly boiling season. There were 19 unique-producer ads in 1927 (Davis 1927, Deck
1927, Dunahm 1927, Fisher 1927, Fulton 1927, Hall 1927, Hayes 1927, Hill-and-Dale
Farm 1927, Highland Stock Farm 1927, Kezer 1927, Marvin 1927, Maple Lane Farm
1927, Miller 1927, Oakland Farm 1927, Oliver 1927, Story 1927, Warren 1927a, 1927b,
Wilder 1927, Woodruff 1927a, 1927b), 26 unique-producer ads in 1932 (Bailey 1932a,
1932b, Bright 1932, Brookside Fruit Farm 1932, Champlin 1932, Clough 1932, Deck
1932, Griswold Honey Co. 1932, Hall 1932, Kezer 1932, Lehman 1932, Maple Grove
Farm 1932, Marvin 1932, McGovern 1932, McLaury 1932a, 1932b, Oakland Farm
1932a, 1932b, Oliver 1932, Petersheim 1932, Pierce 1932, Prescott 1932, Sanford 1932,
128

The last year of The Rural New Yorker checked as part of this project, corresponding closely to the final
syrup-making season for the Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites in 1941; see Chapter IV, Section 4.3.
Rural New Yorker classified advertisements published in March, April and the first two issues of May were
surveyed completely beginning in 1918. After 1922, the March, April and May classified advertisements
were sampled at five-year intervals; 1927, 1932, 1937 and 1942.
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Stevens 1932, Thompson 1932, Vancor 1932, Woodruff 1932, Woolley Bros. 1932,
Yoder 1932), 12 unique producers advertising in 1937 (Barnard 1937, Church 1937,
Craven 1937, Deck 1937, Grantsville Hatchery 1937, Hall 1937, MacLaury 1937,
Oakland Farm 1937, Oliver 1937, Story 1937, Vancor 1937, Williams 1937), and 20
unique producers who placed ads in 1942 (Barnard 1942, Bright 1942, Brimblecombe
1942, Church 1942, Deck 1942, Doane 1942, Halley Farm 1942, Hatch 1942, Leavitt
1942, Lichtfuss 1942, Lovejoy 1942, MacLaury 1942, Maple Lane Farm 1942, The
Maple Sugar House 1942, Story 1942, Potwin 1942, Robertson 1942, Turner 1942,
Warren’s Tourist Home 1942, Yoder 1942). Data were extracted from these ads,
covering number of unique advertisers (by producer’s name or name of farm), average
price, percent mentioning sales of maple sugar along with syrup, or in place of syrup, and
state where the seller was located. These data are presented here:
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Table 5.1:
Characteristics of Direct-to-Consumer Sales of Maple Syrup, Rural New Yorker
Classified Advertisements, 1918-1942

Year:

Number of Unique Average
Price,
Producers
USD/gallon

% of Ads
Mentioning
Sugar

Number & %,
New York
Producers

1918

10

2.09

30

3—30%

1919

7

2.20

29

1—14%

1920

10

2.94

50

4—40%

1921

12

2.35

50

2—17%

1922

22

2.32

61

3—14%

1927

19

2.37

26

2—11%

1932

26

1.98

39

8—31%

1937

12

1.98

33

3—25%

1942

20

2.82

50

6—30%

Of great interest is the serious spike in the average price of maple syrup in 1920,
an increase of 74 cents from 1919, then a decrease of 59 cents to 1921. This price decline
is probably due to several factors, especially the general decline in price of all farm
commodities and products in the early 1920s, after the end of World War I and of U.S.
government-sponsored relief programs in Europe (Cochrane 1979:99-101). It may also
reflect greater competition from an increased number of producers, although, as can be
seen from Table 4.1, the number of unique producers did not decrease from 1920 to 1921.
The number of unique maple syrup producers did more than double between 1920 and
1922. Rise in the average price of syrup as advertised in The Rural New Yorker to almost
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$3.00 per gallon, then its decline, appears to be in concert with Nearing and Nearing’s
(1970:193-205) observation that the price of a gallon of syrup in New England was
roughly equivalent to the daily wage of a farm laborer (a hired hand) in this region during
the first half of the 20th century.
The percentage of New York State producers from 1918 to 1932 also fluctuated,
perhaps as an effect of the same New York maple syrup makers continuing to advertise
during this period while those outside of the state (especially in Vermont) varied more
widely. Ackerman (1918), Gilbert (1922), Held (1918, 1922), Jones (1920, 1921, ) Kent
(1918, 1919), Skellie (1921), Weaver (1920, 1922), Westcott (1920) and Wollaber (1920)
were the New York advertisers in The Rural New Yorker from Table 4.1, a total of nine,
of which four (44%) were repeat advertisers. In Vermont, of 24 advertisers, seven (29%)
advertised in more than one year between 1918 and 1922 (Box 82 1919, Brimblecombe
1920, 1921, 1922, Brondale Farm 1918, Buchanan 1921, Dunham 1920, Fisher 1918,
1919, 1921, 1922, Forman 1918, Fulton 1922, Hatch 1918, 1921, Howard 1922, Leach
1922, Long 1922, Mapledale Farm 1922, Maplewood Farm 1918, McLane 1922, Oliver
1920, 1921, 1922, Prescott 1919, 1921, 1922, Rice 1921, Robinson 1918, Smith 1918,
1919, 1921, 1922, Touchette 1919, 1920, 1921, Warren 1921, 1922, Wolley 1922,
Woodruff and Son 1922). The Vermont repeat advertisers, however, seem to have
advertised in more years (three or more years) than did the New York repeaters. This
may indicate greater stability for producers in a smaller maple production area; New
York has long been the second or third state of U.S. maple syrup making (Goldberg
2009). It may also indicate the same New York maple producers staying in business
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during a period (1920-1922) in which more Vermont producers entered the market (or, at
least, began to advertise in The Rural New Yorker), as indicated by Table 4.1, Column 1.
The number of ads mentioning sugar is also intriguing. As seen in Table 4.1,
Column 3, the percentage of ads mentioning sales of maple sugar, as well as or in place
of syrup, increased from 30 percent to 61 percent between 1918 and 1922. This may
indicate farmers developing another market as they increased their technical capacity in
syrup and sugar production, or perceived changes in demand, perhaps driven by the entry
of more Vermont producers into the market reached by The Rural New Yorker. By 1932,
39% of maple products ads in The Rural New Yorker mentioned sugar, perhaps reflecting
efforts to expand and diversify maple production during the Depression, or, more simply,
a greater variety of products made by the largest number of producers (26) since 1918.
Interest in maple sugar remained fairly strong in 1937, with 33% of the 12 unique
producer ads placed in this year advertising sugar.
The Depression is visible in the price data presented in Table 4.1, especially in the
price per gallon for syrup in 1932. This price, $1.98 per gallon, is the lowest average
since 1918, and the only average below (if only by two cents) $2.00 per gallon. This year
also saw the largest number (26) of unique maple syrup producers advertising in The
Rural New Yorker. A larger number of producers offering syrup may be depressing the
per-gallon price, meaning that the market for syrup was glutted, to some extent, a
condition that several earlier commentators (Chamberlain 1879, Cook 1890a, Davenport
1890, Langley 1918, M.B.D. 1914, The Rural New Yorker 1888a, 1888b, 1890) had
described as close to impossible: “For years we have been unable to fill all our orders,
and we refuse every call for sugar.” (Davenport 1890). This glut may represent a mature
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market (note that all of the references stating that the syrup market could not be glutted
date to before World War I; see above) under the severe pressure of the Depression, at a
time when people from many walks of life129 were making maple syrup as part of a
variety of survival activities, pursued out of basic necessity. Low prices for maple syrup
continued through the Depression, as seen in the unchanged price for syrup, $1.98 per
gallon, found for 1937, though this average may be skewed by the much smaller number
of advertisers (12 unique producer names, among 19 ads placed in March, April and the
first half of May) for maple products in The Rural New Yorker during that year. This
long-term price decrease may have helped support maple syrup sales in the long run, by
keeping it more affordable for consumers during the difficult 1930s.
Another reaction to the Depression was a possible change in emphasis for The
Rural New Yorker’s discussion of maple syrup making as difficulties mounted for
farmers during this period. As late as 1929 (Fear 1929; see below), “maple nostalgia”
was in full force, and hints of it continue into the 1930s (Lane 1933, L. M. W. 1932,
Tukey 1931). The next “pure maple nostalgia” article (M. A. C. 1937) was not published
in The Rural New Yorker until 1937. Many of the more detailed articles published during
the early 1930s, however, either continued The Rural New Yorker’s long-term coverage
of the technical aspects of maple syrup production (Cope 1935, especially for discussion
of establishment of a color-grading system for maple syrup in New York, McIntrye 1934,
Smith 1933; see also Murphy 1932), or addressed, directly, the question of making money
from maple syrup, with titles like: “Maple Sugar Pin Money” (G. A. S. 1930; how a
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D. G. Sanders (1978:139-140), a railroad telegrapher, described making maple syrup on shares in Ohio,
when his hours were severely reduced between 1931 and 1934. This was the only time during his life that
he made maple syrup.
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mother and daughter made money by selling molded maple sugar candies), “The Maple
Sap Season” (Cope 1937, discussing how New York State maple products producers can
better compete with producers in Vermont), “The Maple Contributes” (Maloney 1931;
stating that maple syrup is subject to less price competition than other farm products),
“When is the Sugar Bush Worth Working?” (Murphy 1932; describing how sugarbushes
can be managed to produce a greater long-term profit, in contrast to the short-term profit
that could be realized by selling the trees for lumber), “Increasing the Market for Maple
Products” (McIntyre 1933; advice on how to market maple syrup that fluctuates in color,
if not in quality), and “Maple Sugar Profits” (Brush 1940; a paean to the fine maple syrup
made in New York state in general and St. Lawrence County in particular in 1940, and to
the money that farmers made from maple syrup in a year when, in the author’s opinion,
New York production exceeded that of Vermont). It is difficult to quantify, but I am left
with the impression that, as the hard times of the Depression took hold, the main concern
of maple syrup makers shifted from a focus on the social and cultural aspects of maple
products (such as their taste, or how their meaning in American society could be created
and managed), back to the basic, and essential, questions—Can I make money with this
product? Will it be worth my labor and expenses? Will it pay?
Two producers of maple syrup and sugar addressed these topics directly and
(perhaps, following the “party line” of John J. Dillon and The Rural New Yorker) also
spoke directly to the question of farmers making a profit from maple products in an era
when dairy farming was unprofitable, increasingly uncertain and viewed as often under
the control of dark forces that the farmers could not influence or manage. Even when
choice (retail; direct-to-consumer) syrup was selling at depressed prices of between $1.75
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and $2.00 per gallon, Charles Brush (1940) said: “The large gross amount of money
brought into this section, and produced during the farmers’ dull season, helps make up for
their unwarranted low milk price, and greatly helps business.” Even more directly:
The precious liquid from the sugar-maple is life blood to
us. It provides the money to pay our taxes and settle up our
winter’s debts. For sugaring is one of the things that keeps
our farmer-necks above water in these days of wavering
dairy markets, when the “big bugs” of the industry demand
more and more in the name of Milk Sanitation and refuse to
pay us for all our extra expense. This year it’s refrigeration
for cooling your milk, or else! Or else get out of the
business!
(Squire 1941)

This same author (Squire 1941) also identified maple sap as the “life blood” of the tree,
thereby connecting the tree and its tapper, the farmer who used it, tended it and profited
from it, at a very fundamental level. In a declining dairy industry dominated by “big
bugs” (hardly a complementary name for the “Big Three,” Borden, Sheffield Farms and
the Dairymen’s League; Rural New Yorker 1941b),130 the New York farmer could not
realize him- (or, here, her-) self as a “real” farmer, but he or she could still do this by
making maple syrup, and this social fact was consciously realized by at least a few New
York maple producers.
The abrupt recovery from the Depression represented by the onset of World War
II is also visible in the price data presented in Table 5.1. The average price per gallon
shot up to $2.82, the second-highest price recorded. This increase probably happened,
for the most part, in the course of one to two years—two sources (Allen 1942, Brush
130

Krieger (1998), however, identifies the “Big Three” as Borden, Sheffield Farms and the United States
Dairy Products Company.
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1940) described the retail price of maple syrup as averaging $1.75 to $2.00 per gallon in
1940, with $2.25 to $2.50 per gallon anticipated for the 1942 season (Allen 1942). As the
data in Table 5.1 show, this expectation was exceeded decisively, in spite of, possibly, a
shortage of materials for maple syrup equipment (Grimm 1942), or local labor shortages
that were preventing large producers from hiring gatherers (Allen 1942). Also of note
was an increase in the number of producers making maple sugar, from 33% in 1937 to
50% in 1942, probably in response to the “sugar shortage” mentioned by several
commentators (A. W. P. 1942, Allen 1942, Coleman 1942, N. K. W. 1942). Disruption
of shipments of cane sugar from Cuba and Puerto Rico by German U-boats, beginning in
December of 1941, undoubtedly made this shortage seem more acute, even as these
enemy actions contributed to the actual shortage (Morison 1975:125-157). Also, in 1942,
advertisers in The Rural New Yorker (e.g. Gleckner 1942) emphasized the patriotic
contribution that farmers and their products were making to the war effort, as in an ad
placed by the United States Department of Agriculture (1942), showing a determined and
helmeted cow, pig and hen loading their products (cans of milk, a ham and a basket of
eggs) into a howitzer, under the caption: “Now… Let ‘em Have It!” Publishers of
maple recipes (A. W. P. 1942, N. K. W. 1942), other writers about the maple syrup
business (Allen 1942, Coleman 1942), and even advertisers (MacLaury 1942) all
emphasized that, when American agriculture went to war, maple products would do their
part.
Even if it did suffer a decrease in emphasis during the Depression, the social
meaning of maple syrup, as a taste, a product, and an idea, was still given great attention.
Many examples were published in The Rural New Yorker during the early 20th century.
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While it is a work of fiction, Mary Sherburne Warren’s (1925a, 1925b) serialized story
“When Help was Needed at Hillcrest,” published in the 28 February and 7 March, 1925,
numbers of The Rural New Yorker, relates exactly to the development of a mail-order
business marketing maple syrup directly from producer to consumer. Establishment of
this business is central to the plot of this story, which opens with its young hero, Kent
Barry, hobbling on crutches straight out of one of Horatio Alger’s notebooks. Master
Barry is an orphan (his father is dead), who is trying to make his way in the world by
getting profit from maple syrup, made on his father’s farm, to pay for a year at college.
But, (cue the violins) Barry’s progress is threatened when he falls from the roof of the
sugarhouse while trying to fix the flue, and breaks his leg. He will be unable to stand at
the evaporator through the long days and nights of sap boiling, and he is contemplating
abandoning the sugar season, and his hopes of attending college. Clearly, help is
desperately needed at Hillcrest Farm.
It is not long in coming. Barry’s actual uncle (his father’s brother), Uncle
Morton, rides (by train) up from the city to save the day. Uncle Morton has city skills,
unknown to the rural people of Hillcrest. His principle skill, as a successful storekeeper,
is his mastery of advertising. If Barry cannot man the evaporator, an advertisement in the
local paper will ensure that “A Good Man Comes” (Warren 1925a:347), an old-head
evaporator operator who also advertises his skills, reeking of the country in every
carefully-dropped final “g”:
“Can I run an evaporator? Can I boil sap? Man alive, I
was boilin’ sap when you was nothin’ but a boy, in one of
them big iron kettles that made it black as molasses and
strong as suds, the way some city folks like it now; yes sir,
then in a long iron pan rigged up over a hearth. I was the
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first man in Coreyville to buy one of them new-fangled
evaporators—got it the year my oldest boy Joe was goin’
on 17, the age they think they know it all and don’t know
nothin’. Says he, ‘Pa, I’ll have to tend that machine
myself, for you’re gettin’ pretty old.’ Yes, I know I be, I
says, I’m most 40, but I paid for this here contraption, and
I’m goin’ to have the fun of runnin’ it. It takes a powerful
lot of thinkin’ to run an evaporator.”
(Warren 1925a:347)

After reciting the phylogeny of maple syrup making (kettle—pan—evaporator),
the country uncle, Phineas Hedges (fictive kin), gets to work boiling many gallons of the
finest syrup from the quality sap produced in abundance by Kent Barry’s stout-hearted
trees. Uncle Phineas also develops a grading system for the syrup, to ensure that maple
syrup connoisseurs will get his fine, light syrup, the grade that takes the blue ribbon at the
Vermont State Fair, while less educated consumers, who still think that light-colored
syrup might be adulterated, will get the “real” dark syrup, “[as] strong as suds,” (Warren
1925a:347) that, to them, tastes of and embodies the country. Uncle Phineas’s
consummate skill as a syrup maker is shown to best advantage in his ability to produce
the specific, if varying, taste of maple syrup that any and every consumer of maple syrup
expects, when he or she seeks to consume the country by eating his fine syrup.
While Uncle Phineas fights the battle of the evaporator, Kent Barry and Uncle
Morton are not idle. Salesman Morton takes out ads in “three leading farm papers”
(Warren 1925a:347; the publishers of The Rural New Yorker would certainly include it in
this select number; see description of the paper as “A Practical Farm Paper,” The Rural
New Yorker 1903). These ads include copy such as “Pure Delicious Vermont Maple
Syrup” (Warren 1925a:348), which could have been lifted from any of the classified ads
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placed by syrup makers in the “Miscellaneous” part of the Reader’s Exchange section of
The Rural New Yorker between 1918 and 1922, as discussed above. Handling the mail
orders is given to Kent Barry, a perfect job for him due to his immobile state. The ads
are effective almost immediately:
As he [Barry] had spent many hours of worry over the sale
of the syrup, so now he had time to glory in the [first] order
that came the next morning. He pinned the check to the
wall and stared at it. His eyes grew a brighter blue and his
cheeks a healthier color as he read and reread the letters
that came in nearly every mail from different parts of the
country, and directed the packing that might have presented
difficulties had Uncle Phineas not come to the rescue.
(Warren 1925a:348)

Restored to, at least, the picture of health by this success, Barry is more than
ready for the next task given him by Uncle Morton, which is to write a series of personal
letters to his customers, to be included with their orders. This is the finishing touch that
seals the deal, through improvement of Barry’s original letter under Uncle Morton’s
direction:
’Yes, it is correct, entirely correct’ he [Uncle Morton]
decided ‘but not very highly flavored with the essence of
the maple. What harm would it do to inject the personal
element into these letters to customers who are hungry for
Vermont products and, quite possibly, for Vermont folks?’
(Warren 1925a:349)

What could say it better? The taste of maple is also the taste of “Vermont folks,” and it is
exactly what Barry’s customers hunger for.
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Under the direction of these two veterans, Kent Barry’s campaign is successful.
A lot of fine syrup is made, all of it is sold to satisfied customers, and the money rolls in.
The family succeeds due to its teamwork, and due to the talents that each of them, Uncle
Morton (city, and salesmanship), Uncle Phineas (country, and syrup skills) and Kent
Barry (youth and hope) brought to the operation (Warren 1925b). Barry’s college career
is assured, and the final point is expressed succinctly by Uncle Phineas, quoting Uncle
Morton: “’[A]dvertisn’ is second nature to store folks just as it ought to be to farmers but
ain’t, so he says.’” (Warren 1925b:404). In maple syrup, city and country are united,
working together, with each particular skill serving its purpose in the general task, in the
production, sale and use of this fine, country product. And, for The Rural New Yorker,
the point is made that “advertisin’” (Warren 1925b:404) works, a not unimportant point
for a weekly newspaper that wanted to sell as many ads as possible.131 In the interest of
its publisher, as well as a commercial expression of the culture of maple syrup making
during the first half of the 20th century, this story (Warren 1925a, 1925b) embodies,
explains and employs the basic tenets of a mail-order maple syrup business that connects
rural farmers and their urban customers, serving the interests and ensuring the satisfaction
of both parties to this exchange.
In addition to “When Help was Needed at Hillcrest” (Warren 1925a, 1925b), The
Rural New Yorker published a few more articles that at least indicate how Vermont, New
York and other northeastern farmers thought about the maple syrup and sugar that they
131

It is interesting to note that the author of this story, Mary Sherburne Warren, has the same surname as
W. H. Warren of North Pomfret, Vermont, who advertised “FANCY pure Vermont maple syrup” in The
Rural New Yorker in 1921 and 1922, and “EXTRA fancy Vermont maple syrup” in 1927. “Sherburne” as
Mary Warren’s middle name is probably a maiden or birth name, implying that she may be W. H. Warren’s
wife. By 1942, the Warren family of North Pomfret was selling maple syrup and sugar from “Warren’s
Tourist Home” (1942), perhaps a more direct way for city visitors to satisfy their “hunger” for “Vermont
folks” (Warren 1925a:349).
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were making and selling to their dedicated customers. In 1910, E. S. Brigham noted that
syrup making, the “sugaring time” was fun for farm families and their children:
“[Sugaring] will nevertheless be a source of much pleasure to his [the producer’s] family
especially if there are boys.” He also recalled the superior enjoyment that many farm
families felt in making maple syrup: “I do not recall a like joyful anticipation of the
beginning of any other farm operation.” (Brigham 1910). The hard work of farming
might be first and foremost in the minds of farmers as they contemplated milking,
processing and shipping milk, making butter or cheese, plowing, harrowing, weeding,
haying or harvesting, mucking out barns, and so forth, but, for this correspondent at least,
making maple syrup had another, and more joyful, meaning. These sentiments were
echoed by J. C. (1912), who described her and her son’s delightful visit to an Ohio sugar
camp in nostalgic tones. Observing her son playing in the sugar house, “helping” his
father to gather sap, and cooking eggs in the evaporator, she reminisced: “Ah, what
memories they bring of my own childhood days when the evaporator was an iron kettle
and two pans, the syrup black, but just as sweet!” (J. C. 1912). In 1929: “Is there a man
who, as a boy, spent only a few hours in a ‘sugar bush’ down in the maple grove during
the maple sugar season whose years do not slide from him as he lives over those joyous
times?” (Fear 1929). As late as 1933, maple nostalgia was still being described: “[At
maple syrup time] [e]verybody on the farm gets pressed into service, but all seem to
enjoy it, perhaps because it is so different from other farm activities, and because all of us
are so fond of the delicious sweetness.” and “[R]oll up some of that delicious maple wax
on your fork! Is it good? Um!” (Lane 1933). And, echoing Warren’s (1925a, 1925b)
characters, in speaking of the maple tree in Vermont: “It is a good comfortable tree,
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helping people with its beauty and usefulness to live, a practical, wholesome tree, a tree
with qualities akin to those of the people who from pioneer days to the present have tilled
the soil beneath it.” (Dean 1935). A final “nostalgia” writer remembered his maple
career as extending from his childhood in the 1870s, up to a 1925 meeting with President
Calvin Coolidge, a native of Vermont, during which they traded stories and reminisced
about the good old days in their respective childhood sugarbushes (Burke 1942).
While it may be, at least in part, another fiction, Ivy J. Neff’s (1919) story of a
pancake supper in a boiling house expresses these good thoughts about maple syrup
completely and directly, and is worth quoting in its entirety:
It was syrup-making time. Margaret’s classmates in
the high school in the city knew it, and had heard rumors of
what delicious stuff was made in one of these camps.
Margaret’s father had a large camp on his fine farm.
Margaret decided she would give her classmates a treat.
She invited them out to her home. The invitations were
headed:
“A Supper in a Sugar Camp!”
Did they come? Did any stay at home? Well, no!
They were all there at the appointed hour of five o’clock.
They were received by Margaret’s father and conducted to
the camp. What a sight met their eyes! There were
Margaret and her mother making buckwheat cakes by the
gross. A long table was laid in the long shed, and the seats
were made by laying planks on boxes, etc. The table was
laid with paper plates and knife and fork. There were
pitchers and pitchers of amber-colored syrup and plates of
golden butter. Amid happy confusion, the 40 young people
were seated on the planks. But of course they couldn’t
have told afterward whether their chairs were planks or of
upholstered velvet. Not after they had once tasted those
cakes. The syrup was ambrosia. The cakes melted with a
taste! And they certainly did melt away. The platters were
refilled again and again. The syrup pitchers were refilled
until everybody said:
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“Oh, no, thanks! I just can’t eat another one.”
All rose with loud praises for the supper and the
cooks thereof.
“Best I ever had in my life,” said one young man.
While the hot cakes were disappearing, Margaret’s
father was cutting up a huge chunk of maple sugar that had
just been stirred off. This was now passed around again
and again. Then it was time to take the evening train back
to town and other places. They left with joyous and eager
promises to come again.
(Neff 1919)

With regard to maple syrup and sugar and along with “When Help was Needed at
Hillcrest” (Warren 1925a, 1925b), this story epitomizes the values of farming,
conceptualized and believed by farmers, as they tried to negotiate their social, economic
and cultural position among the great changes that were proceeding in America during
the early 20th century. Here, we see something of a mythic journey: Urban children,
students, needing education in the true value of farming, travel from the city to the
country, to receive this education, even as they eat the buckwheat cakes, butter, maple
syrup and pure maple sugar that are directly the sweet product of the country.
Furthermore, the students eat their supper in a sugar house, on plank tables and benches
(magically transformed, in their minds, to “upholstered velvet”), right there among the
means for making the pure, country product. They receive this syrup direct from the
filter at the end of the evaporator, and eat maple sugar just then “stirred off,” made before
their eyes, and absolutely as fresh as possible. They then return to the city, full of the
country, and full of joy and gratitude for their transcendent experience. They promise to
return, indicating that they have succeeded in learning their lessons. And, for the farmer
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(Margaret’s father), in his sugarhouse, among the bounty of his “fine farm,” he has, at
least here, in this one case, fulfilled the meaning of the Grange poster (Figure 5.03); he
very definitely has “fed all.”132

5.4:

CONCLUSION: “FEEDING ALL” FROM THE FORT DRUM MAPLE
SYRUP PRODUCTION SITES:
This, then, was the basic social, cultural and economic situation for northeastern

and New York maple syrup makers in the early 20th century: They were, by and large,
also dairy farmers (Thomas 2004:45), and the majority of their income came from this
source, even as it encompassed the majority of their participation in farming. They
received more economic than personal or cultural satisfaction from dairy farming, due to
the system for selling milk, butter and cheese that had developed since the Civil War
(Barron 1997:82). New York farmers were able to make a living from dairy farming but
they could not, during this period, see themselves as “feeding all” (the Grange ideal; see
Figure 5.03; American Oleograph Company c. 1875, Woods 1991:73) from dairy
farming. The farmers were in this position because selling milk meant keeping it cold
and moving it rapidly from its rural producers to its urban consumers, and control of this
system was out of the hands of New York farmers (Barron 1997:99-104, Greene 1910).

132

While it relates to a later time, Lawrence and Martin (1993:99-102) tell the story of an Orthodox Jew
who once went to Vermont to buy syrup directly from its maker, having often enjoyed it after buying it at
home in New York City. This man left the Vermont sugarhouse without buying any syrup after he
observed a piece of salt pork hung over the evaporator; fat dripping from this pork was used to control boilovers. Until he established a close connection to its makers, this religious man had not known that maple
syrup is not, necessarily, kosher. Perhaps, a closer connection between consumer and maker did not always
promote profits in the sale of maple syrup.
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New York farmers were in a very different position with regard to their secondary
product, maple syrup and sugar, during this same period. No one was able to make a
complete living from maple products, because these products could only be made during
the two-month boiling season in the spring of the year, and because few farmers, if any,
had sugarbushes and boiling operations large enough to support themselves and their
families throughout the rest of the year. As discussed above, very large maple syrup and
sugar producers (Boon, Cary, Cooper, Drinker and Low) seem to have been unsuccessful
over the longer term, although the proximate causes of these failures varied from case to
case. In selling and shipping their syrup and sugar, however, maple producers were able
to exercise much more direct control over their product than they could with milk. Maple
syrup and sugar spoil much more slowly than do milk or other dairy products, and they
do not require refrigeration during shipping. They could, therefore, be shipped by mail,
and shipping by mail was made ever easier for rural farmers as more mail services (Rural
Free Delivery and parcel post) were extended to them between 1890 and 1913. In this
situation, New York (and Vermont, Ohio and other northeastern) maple producers were
able to develop a much closer connection to their customers than these same people could
do as dairy farmers. As documented in Section 5.3, maple producers seized this
opportunity vigorously, because it offered them both profits and a close, personal
connection with their customers, the people who ate the good food that they had made.
In this manner, and for their maple products much more than for their dairy products,
New York farmers were able to more fully realize their personal ideals and cultural
values as farmers; they were better able to “feed you all.”
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In relation to the Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites, I believe that this
connection between producer and customer, this provision of personal and cultural
satisfaction to the farmer who built and maintained the boiling houses that became these
archaeological sites, is the ultimate explanation for the gradual growth and improvement
of the sites. As detailed in Chapter IV and Appendix I, my original idea, that Fort Drum
maple syrup processing sites would be, by and large, divided into two size categories
(“bigger” and “smaller”), had to be abandoned as it became apparent that these sites were
not built, then used as “big” or “small,” but gradually improved throughout their useful
lives. From the time of their construction to their abrupt abandonment during the Army
land purchases of 1940-41, construction of an enclosed boiling house with glass windows
on FDH 1160, construction of a tarpaper-clad boiling house with a concrete evaporator
foundation and an up-slope sap unloading area with a feed pipe made from repurposed
rain gutters on FDH 1294, replacement of a “kettle stove” or a range-top pan with a fullsized concrete evaporator on FDH 1159 and the general rebuilding and expansion of
FDH 1256 (possibly, as a replacement for FDH 1160) show that farmers in the Fort Drum
region were investing time, labor and some money in their boiling houses. They did this
because these operations were profitable, but also because this work was, in a very
fundamental way, personally satisfying. Being a maple syrup maker, running an
improved and more productive sugarbush and boiling operation, and thereby producing
syrup of higher quality and better taste (M. G. F. 1919, 1921, Ormsbee 1919b), allowed
northeastern, New York and Fort Drum maple syrup makers to succeed as farmers, first
economically, but also socially and culturally. To these syrup makers, a better
evaporator, boiling house and sugarbush meant that they were better farmers, and that
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they were more successful in their goal of “feeding you all.” Ultimately, this is why the
Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites are neither “big” nor “small,” but represent
facilities that grew from c. 1880 to 1940-41, before they were abandoned to become the
archaeological sites we excavated in 2004.
In summary, New York and Fort Drum maple syrup makers made their syrup
because it was good, for themselves, and for their customers. Maple syrup tastes good,
and it makes money for its makers. For farmers, in this period, it also allowed them to
better see themselves as farmers, and to realize their self-concept of an independent
producer who sold directly to his customers, who conveyed directly to them the good
products of the country, and gave to them the real meaning of country life. In this
context, and for this reason, the New York and Fort Drum maple syrup makers derived
great satisfaction from making their syrup, probably why they always looked forward to
the beginning of the syrup season, more so than to the beginning of any other farm season
or task (Brigham 1910). For this reason, they continuously improved their boiling houses
and left the evidence of these improvements in the ground on the archaeological sites that
these facilities ultimately became, thereby creating an important part of the
archaeological records of Fort Drum, New York, and the United States.
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION

6.1

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Maple syrup is made in the northern tier of the United States and in southern

Canada, within an ecological zone around the Great Lakes and the northern Appalachian
Mountains. Euro-American manufacture of maple sweeteners began, quite possibly, in
the 17th century, as French and English settlers learned of the sweetness found in maple
sap from Native Americans who had concentrated this sap into a sweetener for many
centuries (Henshaw 1890, Pendergast 1974). Maple sugar and syrup were made in New
York from the earliest days of its Anglo-American settlement, from the 1790s in Otsego
County (Taylor 1995:119-126) and at least as early as the 1830s (almost certainly earlier)
in the Fort Drum region of Jefferson and Lewis Counties (LeRay de Chamount 1859:1011). On the Fort Drum lands that are the research subject for this dissertation project, this
tradition of making maple sugar and syrup continued unbroken until the Fort Drum (Pine
Camp) lands were acquired by the U. S. Army in 1940 and 1941. During this time, the
Fort Drum maple producers, who were also dairy farmers, participated in the economic,
social and cultural changes that affected farmers in the northern tier area where the
cultural complex of dairy farming and maple sweets production was located (Thomas
2004:45). Over the 140-year period from initial Anglo-American settlement to the Army
lands purchase, they were the central players in the transition from mixed crop farming to
dairy farming (Louis Berger and Associates 1994a:2-25), the maturation of the market for
fluid milk, and the development of milk processing and marketing companies that
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gradually alienated farmers from the dairy business (Barron 1997:81-105, Krieger
2005b). They resisted this alienation through formation of milk marketing co-ops such as
the Dairymen’s League and the Grange League Federation Exchange (Barron 1997:99104, Friedlander 2005b, Knapp 1960), a resistance that accomplished its economic goals
much better than it could serve the social and cultural purpose of allowing farmers to
retain and nurture their self-concept as farmers, a concept of farmers as independent
producers set into a moral community of small-scale, local and personal relationships
(Barron 1997:82). Farmers valued these relationships, deeply and sincerely (Woods
1991), and they became increasingly uncomfortable in the early 20th century as their
economic base in dairy farming came to have an increasingly poor fit with their identity
as farmers.
The Fort Drum region farmers, as makers of maple syrup and sugar, also went
through and were central participants in the changes that maple products experienced
during this same period of time. They saw the development of “pure maple sugar” in the
early 19th century, as maple sugar was promoted, in contrast to cane sugar, molasses and
rum, as being free of the taint of slavery, the personal degradation inherent in drinking
alcohol, and free of the “impurity” that 19th-century Anglo-Americans imagined as being
inherent in Africans and African Americans. As the 19th century passed, and maple
producers increasingly turned from making maple sugar to maple syrup, these maple
syrup makers saw a transformation in the cultural idea of “pure maple syrup,” from a
product defined by its differences with cane sugar to a distinctive sweet, a taste all its
own, which could then be used for purposes beyond, simply, being “not cane sugar.” As
documented by contemporary (Collingwood 1922a, Phillips 1899) and later (Lawrence
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and Martin 1993:68-76) commentators, this change resulted in maple syrup, even more
than maple sugar, becoming an emblem of the country, of a way of life being lost and
viewed with increasing nostalgia as America became an urban society (Barry 1997:137,
Cronon 1991, Stilgoe 1988). This great, pervasive and complex cultural change was
fraught with difficulty for all its participants, and was hardly positive in all of its
outcomes (Manning 1998). For maple syrup makers, however, it did offer a ready and
expanding market, one which, furthermore, they could best exploit by selling their syrup
directly to their customers through small mail order businesses that were made possible
by the development of Rural Free Delivery and parcel post between 1890 and 1913. As
documented in Chapter V, this marketing strategy was not only profitable, but it allowed
American and Fort Drum maple syrup makers to maintain a personal connection to their
customers that was no longer possible with milk, cheese or butter, their major products as
farmers. As detailed consistently in the pages of The Rural New Yorker, the pure maple
syrup of the country remained a satisfying product for both its producers and its
consumers because of this continuing relationship—it connected the country and the city,
the maker and the user, and it remained pure in the imagination of both participants in
this relationship because it embodied this relationship. Maple syrup allowed the early
20th-century New York farmer to “feed you all” (American Oleograph Company c. 1875,
Woods 1991:73), in a way that milk no longer could accomplish.
With regard to the maple syrup production sites on Fort Drum, I propose that this
relationship of imagined purity and actual direct connection between farmers and their
customers is the ultimate source of the archaeological record represented by these sites.
As detailed in Chapter IV, my original project hypotheses, that the Fort Drum maple
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syrup processing sites were divided into two categories based upon site size, were not
supported by the archaeological data we recovered during the project’s field phase in
2004. Rather than “big” and “small” sites, we found that these sites did not vary much in
terms of the size of their central element—the stone or concrete foundation that supported
the flat pan or patent evaporator which had been used, at each site, to make maple syrup.
Instead of varying in their original, as-built size, these sites appeared to have been
gradually improved and rebuilt through their use lives, from at least c. 1900 up to
abandonment at the time of the Army land purchase in 1940 or 1941. Rebuilding
included reconstruction of evaporator foundations in concrete, as at FDH 1159 or FDH
1294, general refurbishment, rebuilding and enlargement, as at FDH 1256, development
of natural ground surface features (knolls or slopes) into sap unloading ramps, as at FDH
1160, FDH 1256 and FDH 1294, and, possibly, replacement of one boiling house with
another entirely, as at FDH 1160 and FDH 1256, which were located in separate places
on the same property tract in 1941. As formally proposed in Chapter V, I believe that the
Fort Drum dairy farmers who rebuilt and improved these maple syrup processing sites
did so not only because they were making money by making maple syrup, but also
because this work, making maple syrup, was deeply satisfying to them, in confirming
their identity and self-concept as farmers. Again, much more so than milk, maple syrup
connected farmers to their customers, and allowed these farmers to see themselves as
“feeding you all,” and this is why, in the largest sense, they rebuilt and improved the
boiling houses that are now, 70 years after their abandonment, the maple syrup
processing sites of Fort Drum.
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6.2

THEORETICAL SUMMARY:
As stated in Chapter I, this dissertation project was designed to couple processual

archaeology with a detailed contextual statement (Babson 2004:8-12), through testing
hypotheses about the internal organization of Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites
within the social and economic contexts in which these sites operated. At the conclusion
of the project, I cannot fulfill one of the stated goals of processual archaeology (Binford
1962, 1972), that of making a general statement about past human behavior from the
archaeological evidence amassed and interpreted by this project. Farmers emphasizing
one area of cultural practice (maple syrup making) because it offered them more
personal, social and cultural satisfaction than did another activity (dairy farming) is a
demonstrative example of a particular cultural process. It is not, strictly, a predictive
example that argues that this, or a similar complex of cultural behaviors, will take place
under other circumstances for this group, or for any other human group. It may,
however, have parallels to the behavior of other human groups, as with Stoller’s
(2002:11-27) discussion of how African street traders in late 20th century New York City
are able to sell, in essence, “Africaness” to African Americans who are seeking a closer
connection to Africa as a part of their own, conscious cultural identity. The “African”
goods that these traders sell (whether these are “wood,” carvings made in Africa by
Africans, or kente cloth printed by Asian immigrants in New Jersey; Stoller 2002:47-49)
are enhanced and given authenticity by the sellers’ status as African immigrants or
sojourners, both aiding sales and providing a cross-cultural connection that is, at least,
similar to the relationships between maple syrup producers and their customers in the
first half of the 20th century. Taking due note of such parallels, I believe that this project
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has explained a defined cultural process that took place in a particular set of
circumstances that were defined by time, place and the culture of the humans creating
and participating in this process.
Detailing how, I believe, dairy farmers and maple syrup makers behaved during
the late 19th and early 20th centuries may not predict their behavior in any other set of
circumstances, but it does, I also believe, tell us something important about this era and
the people who lived and worked during its time, on the Fort Drum lands of rural New
York. This context can be explored further through consideration of maple syrup making
as a taskscape (Ingold 1993), and through bringing maple syrup back into comparison
with Mintz’s (1985) ideas about changes in tastes, and in the uses of taste as part of
human cultural expression.
In Ingold’s (1993) article “The Temporality of the Landscape,” he proposes the
“taskscape” as a means by which archaeologists and other observers can understand past
human activity, as set within and as dwelling within a past landscape. As detailed in
Chapter I, I consider the landscape of maple syrup making in the Fort Drum region to be
such a taskscape—it is a landscape of sugarbushes (most of which have been cut down as
a result of Fort Drum timber sales since the Army lands purchase of 1940 and 1941, as at
FDH 1160), boiling houses (now archaeological sites) and slopes (natural or created) that
were used to gather, transport, manage and boil maple sap into maple syrup and sugar.
At its first level, this is simple and straightforward—the maple taskscape is the past
maple landscape, in which, during the Februaries, Marches and Aprils of the years 1880
to 1940 in the Fort Drum Region, the recurrent task of maple syrup making was
performed. As with Ingold’s (1993:Plate 1) example, Pieter Bruegel’s The Harvesters,
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the past task of making maple syrup has left its mark on the land, and has created a
landscape for us (archaeologists; observers from the future of this past task) to interpret.
Beyond this basic level, we can explore the meaning of this taskscape, in a way
which, following Ingold’s (1993) lead, allows us to interpret the past culture that
produced it. As a first observation, the connection between maple syrup making and
dairy farming, the way in which syrup makers, who were also dairy farmers, used these
two aspects of their lives as farmers in tandem, illuminates their culture in its historical
circumstances of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, as I have discussed here (see
Chapter V). The maple landscape may not be a landscape produced directly by social
and cultural conflict, as are the formal gardens and the hidden cosmograms of 18th- and
19th-century Annapolis, Maryland (Leone 2005). In its larger context, however, it is
possible to see the maple landscape as part of the setting for a social, cultural and
economic struggle in which New York farmers participated, from 1880 to 1940. It is
therefore possible to see the maple taskscape active in further cultural areas, and as an
expression of other ways in which these past farmers dwelled within their landscape of
“maple sweets” production.
Consider the lithograph, “Maple Sugar as We Dream of It” (Figure 5.06).
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Figure 6.01: Maple Sugar as We Dream of It (The Rural New Yorker 1887:Fig.
109).
This picture shows an idealized vision of making maple sugar, presenting an anachronism
of kettle boiling, wooden spiles and (perhaps not so anachronistic) wooden tree buckets,
for its late 19th century time. It also presents an idealized picture of traditional gender
roles, with men gathering (the more actively physical part of the work), women cooking
and dutiful children admiring their parents work. These traditional gender roles are
emphasized most directly in the clothing worn by the principal figures, the outdoor work
clothes worn by the man gathering sap, in contrast to the more formal clothes worn by the
woman boiling, and the children observing the sap bucket. Even more than maple syrup,
what is dreamt of here is the traditional, American farm family of defined and established
gender roles, working together to produce a maple sugar that derived its purity from its
production by this exemplary family, even as much as it did from its birthplace in the
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purity of the country. By making money for this idealized farm family, it also supported
the lives and the independence of these rural moral and cultural exemplars. A few more
years, however, saw development of the patent evaporator,

Figure 6.02: A Patent Evaporator from the Early 20th Century (Grimm
Manufacturing Company 1920).
and, the much more elaborate, built-up boiling house.
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Figure 6.03: Early 20th Century Boiling House (Collingwood 1922).

These improvements, then, had become the taskscape in which maple syrup and sugar
were made during the early 20th century. As one contemporary commentator said, in
speaking of the customers for maple products: “Take the ‘wildness’ out of their ideal and
show them the ‘modern improvements’ and the majority of them would care less for the
delicacy.” (The Rural New Yorker 1887). This indicates that the maple taskscape became
more complex, and more variable in its cultural meaning, even as it was “improved”
through the purchase of patent evaporators and the building of better boiling houses, the
replacement of the “[old] iron kettle[s]” and “the syrup black, but just as sweet!” (J. C.
1912) or syrup “strong as suds” (Warren 1925a:347) with more modern equipment and
products. The on-going effort, in the early 20th century, by maple syrup makers to
convince their customers that finer, golden syrup was as good and true a maple syrup as
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was the black syrup of their nostalgic memories and imaginations (M. G. F. 1919,
Ormsbee 1917, 1919b, 1919c, 1920b, 1920c, Smith 1916) is another part of this process
of transformation in cultural meaning for maple syrup, and for the maple taskscape that
produced it. Once again, as detailed in Chapter IV and Appendix I, the archaeological
record of these changes is directly observable on the Fort Drum maple syrup processing
sites—in the improvements made to these sites through, at least, the period from 1900 to
1940, which were documented by this dissertation project. The maple taskscape, its
evolution through time, and its dwelling within both time and the landscape, are present
and very visible at Fort Drum.
With regard to Sidney Mintz’s (1985:17) irritating assertion that maple sugar (and
syrup) are “irrelevant,” I think that this project lays this rather snarky statement to rest.
Of course, this is a rhetorical statement—if you are describing the cultural history of the
development of cane sugar through the past 800 years, then maple sugar, along with the
palm sugar made in Africa, is irrelevant to that story. In its own terms, however, maple
syrup and sugar are, as I hope I have proven, very relevant to the economy, history and
culture of the farmers of upstate New York and the Fort Drum region. As I have
demonstrated, these farmers made maple syrup and sugar not only because they could
make money by selling it, but also because it came to have a particular cultural and social
meaning for the people who made it. Maple syrup allowed farmers to connect directly to
their customers in a way that, at this time, milk and dairy products could not do. More in
accordance with what Mintz (1985:194) says about cane sugar, it came to matter very
much “not just what is eaten, but where and when, and with whom.” This idea is directly
relevant to the system that northern tier, New York and Fort Drum farmers created to sell
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their syrup directly to their customers, as described in Chapter V. It mattered how these
customers thought about maple syrup, how they used it, how they ate it, in the way set
out by Mintz (1985:194). For maple syrup to be an effective medium of communication
for cultural values, the farmers who made it, and the customers who ate it, had to come to
agree that maple was “pure,” that maple was “country,” and that they could agree that
these values were worthwhile and of service to each participant in this cultural exchange.
At least as described in The Rural New Yorker, maple syrup makers were able to
accomplish this communication, to speak clearly to their customers. The results of this
communication may not always have been good or pure in and of themselves (see
Manning 1998), but they did work for the farmers who made maple syrup, and the urban
people who bought it and ate it. Into the 20th century, this exchange determined, for
maple syrup, “not just what [was] eaten, but where and when, and with whom.” (Mintz
1985:194). For the farmers, and for the people who ate it, maple syrup was not just a
taskscape (Ingold 1993), but the product of that taskscape, a product that was culturally
active, actively enjoyed, and even cherished by its makers and its users.

6.3:

CONCLUSION:
Maple syrup is pure, maple syrup is good, and, through the archaeological sites

where it once was made, maple syrup is an important part of the archaeological, historical
and cultural record of Fort Drum, New York State, and the northern tier of the United
States. This was a culturally-active product, very much desired and appreciated by both
its producers and consumers, and an important means of cultural communication between
its makers and its users. It allowed farmers to ameliorate, at least partially, on-going
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changes in their cultural role as farmers, in their personal identities as actors of this role,
and in the meaning of what it was to be a farmer. For consumers, maple syrup came to
represent the country, to convey to them memories (real or created) of a “lost world,” one
that they were gradually but steadily leaving, across the generations that moved from the
country to the city through the 19th and into the 20th centuries in the United States. Even
more than its sweet and distinctive taste, this exchange made maple syrup “pure,” and
kept it pure as its cultural meaning changed away from an earlier meaning of purity, one
that emphasized the freedom of a sugar not made by slaves in the earlier 19th century.
Maple syrup and sugar began as pure products, and ended as pure products during this
150-year period (and, during my 60-year project period, 1880 to 1940), but the meaning
of this purity changed, during this span of time.

I hope that, by documenting these changes in the cultural meaning of maple
syrup, and in linking these changes directly to the archaeological record of maple syrup
processing sites at Fort Drum, I have been able to create a detailed context for these
distinct, important and hitherto largely ignored archaeological sites. To some extent (see
Chapter III, Section 3.3), this project was made necessary by previous research that failed
to interpret these sites fully, and failed to realize their significance to the history,
economy, society and culture of their region (Fort Drum), their state (New York) and
their nation (the United States). By linking these sites firmly to their context, to the web
of social relationships, economic activities, the taskscape and the development through
time that contained and defined the Fort Drum maple sites, I hope I have argued
effectively for their importance to us, the descendants of their makers and users who now
regard them as a vital part of our cultural heritage. In this way, we can remember,
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understand, participate in, and appreciate, the purity of maple syrup, and the lives, hopes
and culture of the people who made it and used it, in our past. We owe our ancestors this
debt, to try to understand their lives, even including the syrup they once made and
enjoyed. To my mind, this is a good and necessary purpose for archaeology, in general,
and in this specific case.
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APPENDIX I
SITE AND TEST UNIT SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS

Section I.1: FDH 1159:
Project:

2004.078

Site:

FDH 1159

Original (2003) Assessment: Trough—Small.
Owner, 1940-41 Acquisition: E. & R. Bearman.
1940-41 Tract Size: 125.1 acres.
1940-41 Same Tract As: None.
Dates Investigated: 13-21 July 2004
Site Crew: D. Babson, B. Bicknell
Investigation Methods: Site Base Map, Excavation of two 1X2-meter Test Units.
FDH 1159 was selected for investigation as a small-trough site which, due to its
concrete construction, appeared to have been occupied and used up to the Army’s
acquisition of Fort Drum lands in 1940-41. The site was investigated by drawing a
detailed site base map, which positioned the surface-evident evaporator arch foundation
in relation to the east-facing slope on which it was located. The base map was drawn
from site baselines marked by permanently-installed plastic datum stakes with grid coordinates written on their tops in permanent marker.
Two 1X2-meter test units were excavated on FDH 1159. TU 01 was located 1.0
meter grid-south of the evaporator arch foundation, across its firebox (open) end, to test
this area for evidence of activities associated with use of the evaporator. It was also
placed here to test the subsurface integrity of this area, given the evident damage to the
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southern end of the evaporator foundation, probably caused by Army training (see
below). TU 02 was located approximately 50.0 cm. gird-west of the evaporator
foundation, to test for soil development on the upslope side of the evaporator, and to look
for evidence of a structure covering the evaporator.
I.1.1: Site Description:
FDH 1159 is located in open deciduous woods, some 15.0 meters east of a
defined tree line that separates these woods from extensive open fields with patches of
brush and scrub woods. These fields extend at least 1.0 kilometer west of the tree line
and, though modified by military training since 1940-41, appear to have been present for
a long time (at least to the historical period before Army acquisition of Fort Drum lands).
They may be former croplands or, given the sandy nature of the area, former
pasturelands. The open woods surrounding the site are dominated by second-growth
maples, although some white pines and black or wild cherry trees are present. These
second-growth maples (B. Bicknell) are probably descendants of the sugarbush that once
supplied sap to the FDH 1159 evaporator. The original trees may have been cut down
during a Fort Drum timber sale, although stumps are not as evident in the area
surrounding FDH 1159 as they are in the former sugarbush at FDH 1160.
The evaporator arch foundation at FDH 1159 is approximately 5.0 meters long by
1.5 meters wide.
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Figure A-I.1.01:

FDH 1159, Site Base Map; Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Meters.
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Exact length of the foundation is difficult to determine, due to disruption of the (grid)
southern end of the foundation, especially on its western (upslope) leg. The long axis of
the evaporator is oriented 26 degrees west of magnetic north, meaning that this
foundation was aligned with the ground slope rather than cardinal (compass) directions.
This was done to take advantage of the fairly steep slope present in the immediate area of
the evaporator, used to enable unloading of sap to feed the evaporator. The evaporator
foundation was composed of concrete (Portland cement, post 1899; Miller, et al.
2000:16) parged over stacked stone, indicating that this evaporator may have been built
before concrete construction became common, then refurbished later. As discussed
below (see TU 02), the concrete used to cover the stonework of the arch foundation was
poured into board forms. The northern ends of the evaporator arch foundation were
coved, with the right angles of the corners cut back to an approximation of a 45-degree
angle, cutting a diagonal across what would have been the square end of the corner. In
contrast to FDH 1160, FDH 1256 and FDH 1294, metal parts of the evaporator (legs,
rails, flat pans) were not found at the evaporator or on the site surface in its immediate
area.
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Figure A-I.1.02:

FDH 1159, Concrete Evaporator Foundation (Following
Excavation of TU 01 and TU 02; Scale is 1.0 Meter, Photo by
David Babson).

Maple processing equipment was found on the surface east (downslope) from the
evaporator. A stack of steel hoops from wooden-stave sap gathering buckets was found
about three meters east of the southeastern end of the evaporator.
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Figure A-I.1.03:

FDH 1159, Steel Hoops from Sap Buckets, Surface Raked
(Visible Scale is 50 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).
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A scatter of galvanized steel sap buckets was located some 2.0 meters north of the
northeastern corner of the evaporator.

Figure A-I.1.04:

FDH 1159, Rusted Galvanized Steel Sap Buckets on Surface
(Scale is 1.0 Meter, Photo by David Babson).

A section of galvanized steel flue pipe was present on the surface approximately 7.0
meters grid east of the center of the evaporator.
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Figure A-I.1.05:

FDH 1159, Rusted Galvanized Steel Flue Pipe on Surface
(Scale is 1.0 Meter, Photo by David Babson).

A galvanized steel tub was found at the base of a tree about 35.0 meters north-northwest
of the evaporator; at this distance, this artifact may or may not be associated with FDH
1159.
A well-defined forest road ran roughly east-west some 3.0 meters grid south of
the evaporator foundation. This road was fairly old, in that it was sunken into the ground
surface some 20 to 40 centimeters, as it ran from the tree line downslope in the area of
the evaporator. Given this characteristic, it was very probably present and in use during
the use period for the FDH 1159 evaporator, before 1940-41. The sunken road’s eastern
end connected with sets of large, tracked vehicle ruts running along the slope about 15.0
to 20.0 meters southeast of the evaporator, indicating that the sunken road continued in
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use during at least the early days (1940s) of Army training in the site area. These heavy
vehicle ruts are fairly old and largely overgrown. They are also narrower in gauge than
are the tracks of most modern military equipment, making them consistent with the
chassis gauge of a Sherman (M4-type) or other World War II-era tank (as identified by B.
Bicknell), though they might also have been produced by a more modern armored
personnel carrier. Other evidence of military training was a small depression some 6.0
meters north of the evaporator, consistent in size with a one-person foxhole. Disruption
of the southwestern leg of the evaporator may have been caused by military training,
perhaps by this area being run over by a vehicle.
I.1.2: Test Unit 01:
Test Unit 01 was located across the (gird) southern end of the evaporator
foundation, to test disruption in this area evident from damage to this end of the
foundation, and to test for evaporator-use activities in this area of the site. The test unit
axis was oriented grid east-west, to maximize coverage of this site area.
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Figure A-I.1.06:

FDH 1159, TU 01 South Wall Profile; Scale is 50 Centimeters.

Level 01 in TU 01 was a very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2) sandy loam. It
represents a soil developing from leaf duff and other forest materials, since abandonment
of the site no later than 1940-41. Field notes record dense root mats in the upper parts of
TU 01 Level 01. The steep slope to (grid) west evident in this test unit wall profile
demonstrates the steep, east-facing slope that was the dominant topographical feature of
FDH 1159. TU 01 Level 01 contained several items of sap gathering or syrup production
equipment, including a piece of wire formed into a hanger for a wooden-stave sap bucket.
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Figure A-I.1.07:

FDH 1159, TU 01 Level 01, Iron Wire Sap Bucket Hanger,
Front (L) and Side (R; Scales are 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photos
by David Babson).

TU 01 Level 01 also yielded a hanger bar from a shoulder yoke, used in sap
gathering. This object, made from a piece of partly-threaded rod (2-3 threads remain on
one end of the 0.6 cm./0.3 inch-diameter iron rod), was used to hang one of two buckets
(one to each side of the gatherer’s body, for balance) from a (probably) carved wooden
shoulder yoke. The closed loop (yoke end) and open hook (bucket end) of this hanger
bar both show use wear.
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Figure A-I.1.08:

FDH 1159, TU 01 Level 01, Iron Hanger Bar from Shoulder
Yoke (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson).

Figure A-I.1.09:

FDH 1159, TU 01 Level 01, Detail, Bucket Hook End of Iron
Hanger Bar from Shoulder Yoke Showing Use Wear (Scale is
5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson).
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The printed “tin” (stamped and printed steel) syrup can discussed in Chapter II (see
Figure 2.01) shows a sap gatherer using a shoulder yoke. Given that this hanger bar is
37.0 cm./15.0 inches long, it was probably one of a pair of bars used on each side of the
yoke. With the open hook (Figure A-I.1.09), it was probably the lower of these two
hanger bars.
TU 01 Level 01 also included 6 pieces of curved steel bands, each with one edge
finished by being rolled over.

Figure A-I.1.10:

FDH 1159, TU 01, Level 01, Iron Hoop with One Rolled Edge
(Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson).

One section of this “rolled band” is composed of two pieces joined by two rivets.
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Figure A-I.1.11:

FDH 1159, TU 01, Level 01, Iron Hoop, Rolled Edge, 2-Rivet
Join, Interior (L) and Exterior (R; Scales are 5.0 X 1.0
Centimeters Photos by David Babson).

These curved iron bands are interpreted as steel hoops for wooden-stave sap buckets,
possibly a hoop set at the top or lip of the bucket, and rolled over (toward the exterior of
the bucket) to guard against a sharp edge that could injure a sap gatherer while handling
the tree bucket. This type of “rolled edge” bucket hoop is different from the “smoothedge” bucket hoops found on FDH 1256. “Smooth-edge” hoops were found on FDH
1159, in Level 02 of TU 01 and Level 01 of TU 02 (see below).
Possible maple equipment from TU 01 Level 01 included the steel “ferrule” (the
join between the wooden handle and the animal hair bristles) of a paintbrush, which may
have been used to sprinkle grease onto boiling sap to control boil-overs (Lawrence and
Martin 1993:132-133). It could, of course, also have been just an ordinary paintbrush.
Finally, TU 01 Level 01 contained a headless iron wire nail, bent into approximately the
same shape as the wire sap bucket hanger shown in Figure A-I.1.07.
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Figure A-I.1.12:

FDH 1159, TU 01, Level 01, Iron Nail Made into Possible Sap
Bucket Hanger (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David
Babson).

Iron or steel structural fasteners recovered from TU 01 Level 01 included a small
(3.7 cm./1.5 inches long) wood screw, the head end of a broken round-head bolt, and 36
iron nails or nail fragments, 17 machine cut nails dating to before c. 1890 (Adams
2002:Table 3; Figure 6), and 19 wire nails dating after c. 1890 (Adams 2002:Table 3;
Figure 6). Interestingly, the largest machine-cut, machine-headed iron nails were several
sizes bigger than the largest wire iron nails (see Appendix II, Artifact Catalog).
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Figure A-I.1.13:

FDH 1159, TU 01, Level 01, Size Progression, Machine-cut,
Machine-headed Iron Nails, from 3d (L) to Larger than 60d
(R; Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson).

Figure A-I.1.14:

FDH 1159, TU 01, Level 01, Size Progression, Wire Iron Nails,
from 3d (L) to 16d (R; Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by
David Babson).
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The generally larger machine-cut, machine-headed iron nails were used to join main
structural members of the boiling house structure at FDH 11159, while the generally
smaller wire iron nails were more used in attaching trim or repair boards, etc. to the
existing structure. The TU 01 Level 01 iron nail collection is consistent with a boiling
house structure built before c. 1890, but rebuilt, enlarged or repaired extensively after that
date (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6).
The TU 01 Level 01 collection was rounded out by one piece of large mammal
bone, and seven pieces (213.5 grams) of Portland cement (post-1899; Miller, at al.
2000:16), including three pieces with marks from forming boards on one surface. These
three pieces were kept as a representative sample of many more pieces noted in this level
and on the surface. This concrete comes from damage to the (grid) southern end of the
evaporator foundation, discussed above.
Removal of Level 01 in TU 01 revealed three distinct soils, in four separate soil
zones.
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Figure A-I.1.15:

FDH 1159, TU 01, Planview, Base of Level 01; Scale is 50
Centimeters.

As may be seen from the south wall profile (Figure A-I.1.06), Level 02 in TU 01 turned
out to be a relatively-thin lens of yellowish brown (10YR5/4) silty sand, most evident in
the central and western parts of the test unit. Discussion in the field centered on this lens
being subsoil displaced during construction or rebuilding of the evaporator foundation.
The artifact collection from TU 01 Level 02 was smaller than, but otherwise
similar to, the collection from Level 01. The TU 01 Level 02 artifact collection included
a complete steel hoop for a wooden-stave sap-collection bucket.
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Figure A-I.1.16:

FDH 1159, TU 01 Level 02, Complete Steel Bucket Hoop (Scale
is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

This hoop was embedded in Level 02 in the south wall of TU 01 (see Figure A-I.1.19,
below), and was removed after excavation of TU 01 was complete. Other maple syrup
equipment included four sections of a “rolled edge” sap bucket hoop, similar to those
found in TU 01 Level 01.
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Figure A-I.1.17:

FDH 1159, TU 01 Level 02, Iron Bucket Hoops with One
Rolled Edge, 2 of 4 (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by
David Babson).

Another item of interest was a set of upholstery springs, initially recovered as one
section of two springs joined by a flat band, which broke during recovery.
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Figure A-I.1.18:

FDH 1159, TU 01 Level 02, Steel Upholstery Springs (Scale is
5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson).

Field speculation centered on these springs being part of the seat for a wagon, sled or
truck, perhaps, a vehicle used to collect sap. This is possible; it is also possible that these
springs come from a mattress or an upholstered chair used by an evaporator operator for
late nights in the FDH 1159 sugarhouse during the boiling season.
The iron nails recovered from TU 01 Level 02 were similar to those from TU 01
Level 1, but noticeably fewer in number. There were three machine-cut nail fragments
predating 1890 (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6), and eight wire nails or nail fragments
post-dating 1890 (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6). The wire nails ranged in size from
10d (two) through 4d (two) to 2d (one). The TU 01 Level 02 collection was rounded out
by three pieces (85.5 grams) of concrete/Portland cement, post-dating 1899 (Miller, at al.
2000:16).
Removal of Level 02 in TU 01 revealed a concentration of Level 03 soil in the
central part of the test unit, flanked by Level 4 soils to the west and east.
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Figure A-I.1.19:

FDH 1159, TU 01, Planview, Base of Level 02; Scale is 50
Centimeters.

As may be seen from the south wall profile (Figure A-I.1.06), Level 03 did actually
overlie Level 04 in the southwestern part of TU 01; this area of Level 03 soil was fairly
thin, and it was probably inadvertently included with Level 02 during excavation. TU 01
Level 03 was a mottle of 50% black (10YR2/1) silty loam and 50% dark grayish brown
(10YR4/2) fine sand. It is interpreted as a buried A-horizon that predates either
construction or rebuilding of the evaporator, as represented by the displaced soil of TU
01 Level 02.
TU 01 Level 03 contained many fewer artifacts than did either level 02 or Level
01. The entire artifact collection from TU 01 Level 03 consisted of one iron hoop section
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with one rolled edge, similar to those found in Level 01 and Level 02, one L-shaped iron
or steel bracket with a second part bolted to it, possibly an automobile part,133 one
machine-cut, machine-headed iron nail fragment predating 1890 (Adams 2002:Table 3;
Figure 6), and two pieces (48.6 grams) of concrete/Portland cement, post-dating 1899
(Miller, et al. 2000:16).
TU 01 Level 04 was initially described as possibly being two separate soil lenses
(a dark yellowish brown, 10YR4/4 silty sand in the west and a strong brown, 7.5YR5/6
silty sand in the east; see Figure A-I.1.19), but removal of Level 03 revealed that these
“lenses” were from the same level as can be seen in the south wall profile (Figure AI.1.06). It appears likely that these soil zones are the same soil layer, but that Level 04 in
the (grid) eastern end of TU 01 was thermally altered (heated up) through use of the
evaporator; TU 01 is, after all, located across the firebox end of the FDH 1159 evaporator
foundation (see Figure A-I.1.01, site base map). Reddening of the TU 01 Level 04 soil
and concentration of this color in the eastern end of the test unit can been seen in this
west-facing planview photograph.

133

“Automobile part” is, of course, the catch-all description for unidentified iron objects from 20th-century
contexts. “Stove part” is the description for such objects from 19th-century contexts.
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Figure A-I.1.20:

FDH 1159, TU 01, Planview, Top of Level 04, Facing West
(Scale is 1.0 Meter; Photo by David Babson).

As with TU 01 Level 03, Level 04 produced very few artifacts, especially in
comparison to TU 01 Level 01 and Level 02. One of the most interesting artifacts was a
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slotted-head iron wood screw with a gimlet point (post-1846; Miller, at al. 2000:14),
modified by drilling a hole through the edge of the screw head at the end of the slot.

Figure A-I.1.21:

FDH 1159, TU 01 Level 04 Modified Iron Wood Screw (Scale is
5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson).

This modification may have been performed to allow this screw to secure a line or cord,
perhaps one extended across an open area inside the boiling house to allow for drying of
clothing, sap filters (once washed, after use, as observed at Yancy’s Sugarhouse,
Croghan, New York, March 2003; see Appendix III) or other damp cloth. The other
artifacts from TU 01 Level 04 included an iron staple, one 12d clinched machine-cutmachine-headed iron nail, and a machine-cut, machine-headed iron nail fragment. These
last two nails predate c. 1890 (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6). These artifacts were
noted in the field as coming from the Level 03/Level 04 interface.
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Level 05 in TU 01 was a yellowish brown (10YR5/8) silty sand with windpolished pea gravel. A core in the western half of the unit to a depth of 119.0 cm. below
unit datum revealed that this sand and gravel layer gradually transitioned to a fine yellow
sand without gravel. This is interpreted as a deltaic or glacial sand-gravel layer,
deposited during the most recent glacial retreat, c. 11,000 years before present, and
modified by the ancient delta of the Black River as it entered glacial Lake Iroquois during
several subsequent millennia. These events, glacial retreat and subsequent sorting of
soils in a river delta, created the sandy soils of the southeastern parts of the Fort Drum
military reservation (Rush, et al. 2003), including Training Area 14C in which FDH 1159
is located. In any case, these soil characteristics, and the lack of any historic-period
artifacts in TU 01 level 05 allowed us to accept this layer as culturally-sterile subsoil, and
to close TU 01 at the Level 04/Level 05 interface.
I.1.3: Test Unit 02:
Test Unit 02 was placed adjacent to and parallel to (along the unit’s long axis) the
western side of the FDH 1159 evaporator foundation (see Figure A-I.1.01, site base map).
Located about 30cm west of the limit of the concrete evaporator wall at the ground
surface, this test unit was intended to test the upslope side of the evaporator, to see how
this evaporator was built into the side of its hill, and to see if the upslope side of the
evaporator bore any signs of modification to facilitate sap unloading, similar to those
observed with the modified knolls at FDH 1160 and FDH 1256, or the modified hillside
at FDH 1294.
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Level 01 in TU 02 was a very dark grey (10YR3/1) sandy loam, similar to the
duff and root-mat layer at the top of TU 01.

Figure A-I.1.22:

FDH 1159, TU 02, West and North Wall Profiles; Scale is 50
Centimeters.

As with Level 01 in TU 01, this level appears to have developed through deposition of
leaves and other deciduous forest debris into a developing A-horizon following
abandonment of FDH 1159 in 1940-41.
Artifacts from maple syrup production or gathering from TU 02 level 01 included
a pair of heavy, forged iron hinges, probably from the firebox door to an evaporator.
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Figure A-I.1.23:

FDH 1159, TU 02 Level 01, Iron Firebox Door Hinges, Both
Sides (Scales are 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photos by David
Babson).

The loop end of these hinges would receive a projection from the door post (conversely,
they might be mounted on the post, and receive a projection from the door), which would
fit through the loop, and be secured with a pintle.134 This makes for a rather
cumbersome, but very strong, door hinge, needed for the heavy iron doors of the
evaporator firebox. The tang of each hinge is formed by bringing two tapered pieces of
iron around to form the loop, then hot-hammering them together to fuse into the tang.
Three rivet holes were then drilled or punched through each tang, and attaching bolts (all
still present) were fitted through these holes. Hammer marks are evident on the surfaces
of the forged tang, indicating manufacture (of the hinge, at least; possibly not of the
attaching bolts) by a local blacksmith. The hinges are reddened from use on the
evaporator, and the twisting seen on the uppermost hinge may indicate distortion, thus
failure, of this hinge while in use, leading to the discard of both hinges beside the
evaporator. The iron firebox door was not found in TU 02; it may have been reused (with
new hinges) and ultimately deposited elsewhere.
134

I observed a very large (60d or bigger) wire iron nail used in this manner (as a firebox door hinge pintle)
at Yancey’s Sugarbush, Croghan, New York in March 2003; see Appendix III, Section III.3.
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Other maple equipment recovered from TU 02 Level 01 included one complete
and five sections from iron (steel) hoops for wooden-stave sap collection buckets.

Figure A-I.1.24:

FDH 1159, TU 02 Level 01, Complete Iron Bucket Hoop, 1
Rivet (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

Interestingly, none of the “one rolled edge” iron bucket hoops found in Levels 01, 02 and
03 of TU 01 were found in TU 02. Other maple equipment or possible maple equipment
from Level 01 included the “ferrule” (handle-to-blade join) for an iron rake.
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Figure A-I.1.25:

FDH 1159, TU 02 Level 01, Rake Handle Fitting (Scale is 5.0 X
1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

This rake may have been used to remove ashes from the FDH 1159 evaporator arch. TU
02 Level 01 also contained a piece of wire formed into a loop, possibly a handle to a sapworking tool, or a handle for manipulating hot objects.

Figure A-I.1.26:

FDH 1159, TU 02 Level 01, Iron Wire Loop, Possible Handle
(Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).
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There was also a short (7.0 cm./2.75 inches) tapered piece of iron bar stock, which could
be the tip of a fire poker.
Artifacts probably not associated with maple syrup production from TU 02 Level
01 included a large, iron bar with countersunk screw holes, which could be from a piece
of farm machinery, or from Army equipment, as indicated by dark green paint on one
surface. There were also one iron wood screw, an iron ring (possibly part of an animal
harness), a piece of smooth iron wire (possibly, fence wire), an Army C-Ration can,
painted dark green (discarded), an four fragments of thin iron washers, possibly from
tarpaper washers like those found in TU 02 on FDH 1256. An unusual “non-maple”
artifact was a piece of thick sheet iron, with five equally-spaced holes cut through it.

Figure A-I.1.27:

FDH 1159, TU 02 Level 01, Strange Iron Mending Plate (?;
Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photo by David Babson).

This object appears to be of local manufacture, at least to the extent that this piece of
sheet iron was cut to shape and drilled after it left the factory where it was made. It may
be a mending plate; why it is cut to the shape of a comic-opera moustache is unknown.
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Seventy-one iron nails were recovered from TU 02 Level 01. This total included
25 machine-cut, machine-headed iron nails or nail fragments, predating c. 1890 (Adams
2002:Table 3; Figure 6), and 45 wire iron nails, post-dating c. 1890 (Adams 2002:Table
3; Figure 6). (One nail was too corroded to determine its manufacture.) Unlike the nails
in TU 01, the machine-cut, machine-headed nails from TU 02 Level 01 are smaller (two
7d, two 5d, one 4d and three 3d; the remainder are fragments) than are the wire nails (one
20d, four 12d, three 10d, five 9d, ten 8d, one 8d brad, one 6d, two 5d, one 3d and two 2d
roofing; the remainder are fragments). This rather reverses the inference made from the
nails found in TU 01, where larger machine-cut, machine-headed nails were seen as
coming from major structural members of the boiling house and as reflecting original
construction, while the smaller wire nails came from smaller pieces and a possible
remodeling of the structure. It should be noted, however, that, with a maximum size at
20d, the wire nails from TU 02 Level 01 did not equal the largest machine-cut, machineheaded nails (one larger than 60d) from TU 01 Level 01.
Finally, TU 02 Level 01 contained eight pieces (29.5 grams) of yellow firebrick,
including four pieces with at least one side present. These small fragments are probably
from the interior of the evaporator firebox, and may have been deposited here when ashes
were cleaned out of the firebox.
TU 02 Level 02 was a mottle of 60% brownish yellow (10YR6/6) fine sand and
40% dark yellowish brown (10RY4/4) fine sand, both with wind-polished pea gravel.
The western part of this level (as seen in the west wall profile; see Figure A-I.1.22) is
fairly thin (10.0-15.0 cm.), but the level gets much thicker (to c. 40.0cm) moving east
across the one-meter span of TU 02 (north wall profile; see Figure A-I.1.22). West-to-
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east in TU 02 is downslope, and it also is the direction toward the evaporator foundation,
and the original east wall of TU 02 is only c. 30.0 cm. west of the western wall of the
evaporator foundation. It seems likely that TU 02 Level 02 represents soil brought or
washed in to the upslope side of the evaporator. The wind-polished gravel in Level 02
indicates that the source of this soil was probably the open field c. 20.0 meters to the west
of FDH 1159. Small blowouts of glacial or deltaic sand were observed (1998-2004) in
this field, although none of these blowouts were particularly close to FDH 1159. The
field may have been more open in earlier times; it is at present (2004) being reseeded by
the Fort Drum Department of Conservation.
Very few artifacts were found in TU 02 Level 02, and these were noted in the
field as coming from at or close to the Level 01/Level 02 interface. The only definite
piece of maple (gathering) equipment was one section from an iron (steel) hoop for a
wooden-stave sap collection bucket. A piece of twisted iron wire may be a bucket
hanger.
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Figure A-I.1.28:

FDH 1159, TU 02 Level 02, Iron Wire, Possible Bucket Hanger
(Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

In non-maple equipment, Level 02 of TU 02 included a steel (iron) disk with an axle (?)
rising from one of its sides, and seven countersunk mounting holes around its rim.

Figure A-I.1.29:

FDH 1159, TU 02 Level 02, Iron Axle (?) Fitting, Top (L) and
Side (R; Scales are 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photos by David
Babson).
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This object is interpreted as a wheel hub, from a wagon or, possibly, an early 20th-century
car or truck. The vehicle that once included this potential wheel hub may have been used
as a sap collection vehicle.
Only two nails were found in TU 02 Level 02. These were one 8d wire iron nail,
and one wire iron nail fragment.
Level 03 in TU 02 was fairly thin all across the two square meters of the test unit
(see Figure A-I.1.22). It was a mottle of 50% very dark brown (10YR2/2) silty sand and
50% dark gray (10YR4/1) fine sand. The dark color and definite level 02/Level 03
interface indicate that Level 03 is a buried A-horizon. It contains no artifacts, indicating
that this horizon was buried before use and abandonment of the evaporator at FDH 1159.
Level 04 in TU 02 was a dark yellowish brown (10YR4/3) sand, with no artifacts.
This level probably represents a gradual transition to Level 05, a yellowish brown
(10YR5/6) coarse sand with abundant gravel, which first began to appear along the
western (upslope) wall of TU 02. These soil layers, especially given the presence of
large amounts of gravel, were very consistent with the culturally-sterile glacial/deltaic
subsoil found at the bottom of TU 01. Accordingly, after removing 5.0 to 7.0 centimeters
of Level 04, vertical excavation was halted in TU 02.
With TU 02 so close (20.0 cm. west of) the concrete evaporator foundation of
FDH 1159, the project leader (D. Babson) decided to remove a 60 cm. section of the
eastern wall north from the southeastern corner of TU 02, to expose the buried western
wall of the evaporator arch foundation. This operation revealed that the parged
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evaporator walls were poured into board forms, with marked, raised “seams” from these
boards present on the surface of the concrete.

Figure A-I.1.30:

FDH 1159, TU 02 Extension, Concrete Western Wall of
Evaporator Arch, After Removal of Cobbles (Visible Scale is
80 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

As with the board-poured concrete in the extensive boiling house foundation present at
FDH 1256, this board-poured, Portland cement concrete is consistent with a date range
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running from the general introduction of inexpensive concrete after 1899 (Miller, et al.
2000:16) and the development of plywood forms for concrete after c. 1945. Introduction
of plywood forms for concrete occurred, of course, after abandonment of FDH 1159 with
the Army acquisition of Fort Drum lands in 1940-41.
The base of the board-poured concrete wall of the FDH 1159 evaporator arch was
supported by a regular line of stacked, blocky cobbles, which appeared to have been
intentionally selected for their approximate 10.0 X 10.0 X 10.0-centimeter size.

Figure A-I.1.31:

FDH 1159, TU 02 Extension, Concrete Western Wall of
Evaporator with Cobbles in Place. Arrow Points to Iron Stove
Leg. (Scale is 1.0 Meter; Photo by David Babson).
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These stones did not appear to be fill in a builder’s trench. Instead, they were covered
with the mottled brownish yellow fine sand and dark yellowish brown fine sand with
wind-polished pea gravel of Level 02 in TU 02. This observation re-enforces the
argument that this soil layer was intentionally-placed material, brought in to fill up and
level the area between the evaporator arch and the slope rising steeply to its west. The
stones, and the concrete-surface foundation also cut into TU 02 Level 03, the mottled
very dark brown silty sand and dark grey fine sand described (above) as a buried Ahorizon. Noting that the arch foundation was built into this soil layer strengthens
description of this layer as an A-horizon, present before construction of the concrete
evaporator arch foundation. The cobbles may have been intended to improve drainage on
the upslope side of the concrete foundation.
Only one artifact was found during excavation of this extension to TU 02, a large,
cast iron leg to a stove or other heavy, iron object, as indicated by the arrow in Figure AI.1.31.
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Figure A-I.1.32:

FDH 1159, TU 02 Extension, Cast Iron Stove Leg, Front
(Above L), Side (Above R) and Top Flange (Bottom; Scales are
5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photos by David Babson).

The curved front of this object would have run from the top flange that supported the
attached stove or other heavy appliance, to a molded foot which is missing (broken off)
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from this artifact. The foot probably projected out from the curve of the main part of the
leg, describing a reverse-curve or ogee shape. The grey areas in the front and side views
are remnants of nickel plating, which once covered the entire object; the rusted areas
have lost this plating. The front of the object is ornate, with several lines forming a
curved, raised boss at the center of the leg, rising vertically along the curve of the leg.
While it is difficult to determine style from this one, broken object, it does appear to be
more Victorian in style as opposed to Moderne or Art Deco, and could be described as
characteristic of a stove manufactured during the late 19th or early 20th centuries. This
cast iron leg was found in among the blocky cobbles piled at the foot of the evaporator
wall, and was probably placed there intentionally (in the sense that it was thrown in with
the rocks when it could have been put elsewhere, possibly as a means of disposing of it)
while the rocks were being put into place.
This ornately-molded cast iron leg was probably attached to a stove, although
similar legs were used on bathtubs and other heavy, iron appliances or furnishings for
American homes built between c. 1880 and 1930. Explaining the presence of a stove (or
a bathtub) at a syrup boiling house is somewhat difficult. A stove is not needed to heat a
boiling house; the evaporator itself performs that function to, even past, the point of
comfort for workers and visitors in a sugarhouse. The stove may have been used in
finishing sugar from syrup for an operation that produced sugar in some quantity. As
discussed in Chapter II, Section 2.3.3, this was sometimes done in home kitchens, but
was a difficult and messy process.
It is interesting that this artifact was found in with the stones piled along the west
side of the evaporator arch, under the TU 02 Level 02 soils that were brought in as fill
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beside the evaporator. The stratigraphic position of the stove leg indicates that it was
placed as part of construction or remodeling of the evaporator, and, therefore, that it may
relate to an occupation of FDH 1159 before construction of the concrete evaporator arch.
In this connection, it is worth noting that the collection of the Central New York Maple
Festival Museum of Marathon, New York135 includes a sort of a hybrid kettle and stove.

Figure A-I.1.33:

Hybrid “Kettle-Stove,” Central New York Maple Festival
Museum, Marathon, New York, 28 March 2009 (No Scale
Used; Photo by David Babson).

The legs of this “kettle stove,” however, are different from the stove leg found beside the
concrete evaporator arch at FDH 1159.

135

Since 1971, Marathon, New York, has been home to the Central New York Maple Festival, one of the
largest maple syrup festivals in the state of New York. It is usually held the first weekend in April, and has
had two-day attendances of more than 80,000 people (Central New York Maple Festival 1991).
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Figure A-I.1.34:

Leg from Hybrid “Kettle-Stove,” Central New York Maple
Festival Museum, Marathon, New York, 28 March 2009 (Scale
is 5.0 X 2.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

This rather bizarre appliance is not mentioned in other references (Bryan and Hubbard
1912, Bryan, et al. 1937, Collingwood and Cope 1938, Lawrence and Martin 1993,
Willits and Hills 1976, Thomas 2004) that describe syrup making, but local tradition in
the Marathon area connects this stove to maple syrup, hence its presence in the museum.
As a sort of “improved kettle,” a “kettle-stove” may represent an attempt to modernize
older kettle-boiling methods of syrup production, perhaps before the concrete and stone
evaporator was built at FDH 1159. Several sources from the early 20th century (Feint
1918, Langley 1918, M. B. 1913) mention having a tinsmith make sheet-iron pans to fit a
“six-burner range,” so it is possible that such a stove-and-pan combination was used at
FDH 1159, again, before the evaporator on this site was rebuilt in concrete.
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I.1.4: Site Summary:
FDH 1159 was selected for investigation in 2004 as an example of a small-trough
site which, it was expected due to its concrete construction, had been occupied up to the
Army acquisition of Fort Drum Lands in 1940-41. Occupation until 1940-41 was
confirmed by the abundant maple gathering or syrup production equipment present on the
site, especially the flue pipe, sap buckets and wooden-stave sap bucket hoops found on
the site surface, and the bucket hoops found in the upper levels of both TU 01 and TU 02.
Other maple production equipment found in TU 01 and TU 02 supports this
interpretation.
There is also ample evidence for extensive refurbishment or close-to-complete
reconstruction of the evaporator at FDH 1159. As noted before investigation in 2004,
this evaporator arch was built of concrete parged over stacked stone, perhaps (as at FDH
1294) indicating reconstruction of an earlier arch, or construction of a 20th century arch
using a mix of stone and concrete work.136 Stratigraphic evidence for fairly recent
construction of the FDH 1159 evaporator was found in TU 02, where Level 03 is a still
strongly-defined buried A Horizon, and Level 02 is sand and gravel, probably brought to
the evaporator from the open fields to its west, to level the area immediately adjacent to
the evaporator. This was more likely done to provide a better working area right beside
the evaporator, not to facilitate sap unloading which, given evidence from FDH 1160,
FDH 1256 and FDH 1294, probably took place somewhat further away from the arch

136

Writing in 1921(a), C. O. Ormsbee described concrete as a “new material” for building a maple syrup
arch, in use for about five years.
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than the area of TU 02.137 The TU 02 sands also covered blocky cobbles, probably
placed to enable drainage along the upslope side of the arch foundation, indicating the
care with which this foundation was built.
Somewhat weaker evidence for rebuilding of FDH 1159 was provided by the iron
nails found in TU 01 and TU 02. As noted, there was a marked size differential between
machine-cut, machine-headed iron nails (pre 1890; Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6) and
wire nails (post 1890; Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6) in TU 01 Level 01, though this size
difference was much weaker in the other proveniences excavated on FDH 1159 in 2004.
The earlier nails in TU 01 Level 01 are larger than the later nails in this provenience,
which may indicate that many of the later (wire) nails were used to remodel or rebuild a
structure that was originally built with earlier (machine-cut, machine-headed) nails.
Whether or not this is the case, the iron nails found in TU 01 and TU 02 (123 total; see
artifact catalog, Appendix II) indicate the definite presence of a boiling house structure at
FDH 1159. Unlike FDH 1160 and FDH 1294, no window glass was recovered at FDH
1159, so this structure may have been an open shed. It may also have had unglazed
windows, or window glass simply may not have been present in the areas covered by TU
01 and TU 02.
In some ways, the most intriguing artifact found at FDH 1159 is the cast iron
stove leg recovered from the extension of TU 02. As discussed above, due to its
stratigraphic position, this artifact was probably present on the site before the concrete
and stone evaporator arch was built, since it was discarded as part of a line of blocky
137

Discovery of a hanger bar from a shoulder yoke in TU 01, Level 01 (see Figures A-I.1.08 and A-I.1.09),
however, argues that sap gathering may have taken place without collection vehicles, using people on foot
in a compact sugarbush, perhaps as in earlier times (see Figures 2.01 and 5.06).
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cobbles intended to improve drainage along the upslope side of the evaporator. While
evidence is speculative, this stove leg may come from an unusual “kettle stove,” possibly,
a stove used for sap boiling “between” the 19th-century period of kettle boiling and the
20th-century period of boiling sap in patent evaporators, as represented by the concrete
and stone arch at FDH 1159.138 In any case, its placement as part of the foundation for
the concrete evaporator arch is evidence of the reconstruction of the sap boiling facilities
at FDH 1159.
Given the evidence detailed above, FDH 1159 has become an increasingly poor
fit to the description of a small-trough type maple syrup processing site, its designation at
the beginning of the 2004 project. As detailed in the project proposal (Babson 2004:21),
a small-trough site should have been intentionally built as this type of site, due to a
production decision made by the site’s creator. Instead, at FDH 1159, we see a site that
was rebuilt at least once, and which was actively engaged in syrup production up to the
time of forced abandonment by the Army land purchases of 1940-41. The amount of sap
gathering and syrup production equipment present on the site, along with this evident
program of rebuilding indicate that continuing effort at improvement was expended on
FDH 1159, and that its operators were trying to maximize use of this “small” site, to
produce as much syrup as possible. Until it was brought to an end in 1940-41, FDH 1159
was a vital, and active, center for maple syrup production in the Fort Drum region.

138

As discussed in Chapter II, however, flat pans and evaporator arch foundations were present in the Fort
Drum area at least as early as the 1830s (LeRay de Chaumont 1859).
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Section I.2: FDH 1160:
Project:

2004.053

Site:

FDH 1160

Original (2003) Assessment: Trough—Small.
Owner, 1940-41 Acquisition: L. R. & E. A. Crimiston.
1940-41 Tract Size: 126.6 acres.
1940-41 Same Tract As: FDH 1256.
Dates Investigated: 28 June-1 July 2004
Site Crew: D. Babson, B. Bicknell, A. Tedford, H. Herrick
Investigation Methods: Site Base Map, Excavation of two 1X2-meter Test Units.
FDH 1160 was investigated through creation of a detailed site base map, and
excavation of two 1X2-meter test units. The base map locates the surface-evident stone
evaporator arch foundation in relation to the low knoll immediately to its east. It was
anchored to baselines developed from the original (2001) permanent site datum stake.
These baselines were marked by installing four permanent plastic stakes with grid coordinates written on their tops.
TU 01 was located approximately 1.0 meter north (grid north) of the evaporator
foundation, to investigate the probable working area of this evaporator, and to test for the
presence of a structure covering the evaporator arch. Siting TU 01 in this position was
done in the expectation that no evidence of a boiling house structure would be found,
since FDH 1160 had been described as an open-air boiling site since its discovery in
1998. TU 02 was sited about 2.0 meters grid east of the evaporator foundation, on the
western side of the knoll that “backs up” this foundation. It was placed here to
investigate the side of the knoll closest to the evaporator, after field observations on 28
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June 2004, while surveying for the base map, led the project leader (D. Babson) to
suspect that this “knoll” might, in fact, be an earthen sap-unloading ramp, or a natural
knoll heavily modified to create a ramp, perhaps similar to the modified knoll found at
FDH 1256.
FDH 1160 was selected for investigation in 2004 as an available example of a
“small-trough” maple syrup processing site. This description was based upon its
assessment in 2001, and upon informal discussion of the site as an “open-air” maple
syrup processing site (no boiling house structure present), since its discovery in 1998.
I.2.1: Site Description:
FDH 1160 is located close to the western edge of approximately 800 meters
(linear distance) of hemlock forest, which separates it from FDH 1256, which is northeast
of FDH 1160. A roughly rectangular area of 100.0 meters east-west by 70 meters northsouth (distances are approximate as they were paced) is located west and north of FDH
1160, defined by a tree line at the edge of the hemlock forest. This area supports a young
deciduous forest, with many young (less than 30 years of age; B. Bicknell) sugar maple
trees and saplings. The area is bounded on the east, north and west by the same hemlock
forest observed south of FDH 1256, and by a grassy swamp to the south, developed from
the same creek (an upper tributary of Black Creek) found about 35 meters southeast of
the evaporator foundation on the site base map (Figure A-I.2.02). This open area is
dotted with occasional stumps of large, deciduous trees, probably harvested in a timber
sale at some point since Army acquisition of the Crimiston Tract in 1940-41.
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Figure A-I.2.01:

FDH 1160 in Relation to Open Area, Possible Former
Sugarbush (Scale is 20.0 Meters, Paced Distances; Evaporator
and Knoll Not to Scale).

Given the apparent dominance of young sugar maples in the second-growth forest now
(2004) re-establishing itself in this area, it is quite likely that most of the trees cut down
in this area were sugar maples, and that they were the sugarbush tapped to supply sap to
FDH 1160. This sugarbush may also have supplied sap to FDH 1256 if, as discussed in
Chapter IV, Section 4.4.2 of this dissertation, this concrete maple syrup processing site
succeeded FDH 1160, a stone maple syrup processing site, on the same tract in and
before 1940-41.
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Figure A-I.2.02:

FDH 1160, Site Base Map; Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Meters.
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As noted, the evaporator foundation at FDH 1160 is located on the west side of a
noticeable knoll, rising fairly steeply some 75-100 cm. above the level of the evaporator.
The evaporator arch foundation is approximately 2.0 m. grid west from a ramp defined as
a slight rise (25-30 cm.) along the crest of the knoll, oriented roughly north-south, at a
right angle to the primary axis of the arch foundation. The northern end of the ramp is
marked by two black cherry trees on its eastern and western edges; these trees may have
been intentionally planted, or their locations may have been only co-incidental. A stone
platform, originally interpreted as a remnant of a working floor, was found on the surface
(and raked clear to the limited extent shown in Figure A-I.2.03) some 2.0 meters south of
the southern part of the evaporator arch foundation. It may have originally extended
further north, toward the arch foundation.

Figure A-I.2.03:

FDH 1160, Stone Platform near Evaporator Arch Foundation
(Scale is 1.0 Meter; Photo by David Babson).
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A partly-buried sheet metal (iron) flat pan was found during site survey 1.5-2.0 meters
northwest of the arch foundation, and an iron hoop for a wooden-stave sap collection
bucket was observed on the surface approximately 8.0 meters west-northwest of the
foundation. The flat pan was partly buried and had young trees growing through it
(Figure A-I.2.04), probably due to soil build-up since the site was abandoned. A
depression some 15.0 meters northwest of the foundation may be an old, silted-up Army
fighting position.

Figure A-I.2.04:

FDH 1160, Sheet Iron Flat Pan on Site Surface (Scale is 1.0
Meter; Photo by David Babson).
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The evaporator arch foundation itself was identified as a “double” evaporator,
made to support two pans side-by-side, upon its discovery in 1998 (Project 1998.087).
This was apparent from the “double pen” configuration of the arch foundation, composed
of three parallel lines of stone running east-west, closed by a north-south wall on the east
side.

Figure A-I.2.05:

FDH 1160, Evaporator Arch Foundation after Clearing
(Raking; Scale is 1.0 Meter, Photo by David Babson).

Association with sap boiling is established by the partly-buried flat pan on the northern
side of the evaporator, and a piece of sheet metal (iron), which could be part of a pan or a
flue, found in the center of the southern “bay” of the foundation, as seen in Figure A-
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I.2.05 (above). Clearing of leaves and loose duff from both parts of the foundation on 1
July 2004 revealed c. 5-10 cm. of duff and organic soil overlying a stone floor. A stone
floor was also found in the northern section, overlain by organic soil and traces of ash.
As will be discussed below, the Level 01 soils in TU 01 incorporated ash and burnt
artifacts (principally, iron nails), with one possible explanation being that the TU 01 area
received ashes raked or shoveled out of the firebox. The stone floor in the southern
section is approximately 20-25cm. higher than the floor in the northern section. This
observation, plus the traces of ash in the northern section, points toward the conclusion
that the northern section was the firebox, while the southern one was the working floor,
immediately adjacent to the actual evaporator arch (the northern section). The partial
stone floor seen some 2.0-3.0 meters south of the “double-bay” foundation (Figure AI.2.02) is, then, either an extension of this south-side working floor, or another floor (such
as a woodpile floor), another component of the evaporator complex.
This investigation of the evaporator arch foundation included noting that the
stones used in the arch foundation and its associated platforms where a combination of an
igneous/metamorphic rock, Potsdam Sandstone, and some smaller pieces of grey
limestone (identified in the field by B. Bicknell). None of these stones were available in
the immediate area of the site, which was located in a sand drift. The Potsdam Sandstone
probably came the greatest distance to the site, as it is generally available in the northern
part of the present Fort Drum lands in the area near FDH 1074, the Quarry Pond site, a
commercial calcite quarry worked between c. 1900 and 1933. This area is some 7.5
kilometers (4.5 miles) straight-line distance from FDH 1160.
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I.2.2: Test Unit 01:
Test Unit 01 was a 1X2-meter test unit located 1.0 meter grid north of the
northern side of the evaporator arch foundation, and oriented to be parallel to this
foundation wall (Figure A-I.2.02). It was placed here to investigate the area immediately
around the foundation and to test for the presence of (the expected absence of) a boiling
house structure.

Figure A-I.2.06:

FDH 1160, TU 01 North Wall Profile; Scale is 50 Centimeters.

Level 01 in TU 01 was a dark grey (10YR4/1) sandy loam. This was interpreted
in the field as a soil layer that developed largely after the site was abandoned, especially
evident in that most of the artifacts were found below 5.0 cm. below the original ground
surface. This artifact collection included a section of riveted sheet iron from either a sap
boiling pan or a sap holding tank.
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Figure A-I.2.07:

FDH 1160, TU 01 Level 01, Riveted Sheet Iron, Two Sides
(Scales are 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photos by David Babson).

Including fragments, 34 machine-cut, machine headed iron nails (1805-1890; Adams
2002:Table 3; Figure 6) were recovered from TU 01, Level 01, ranging in size from five
12d, to one 9d, one 8d, one 4d, four 2d, and 22 fragments, with or without heads present.

Figure A-I.2.08:

FDH 1160, TU 01 Level 01, Five 12d Machine-Cut, MachineHeaded Iron Nails (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by
David Babson).
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TU 01 Level 01 also contained 13 wire iron nails (post 1890; Adams 2002:Table 3;
Figure 6) ranging in size from three 10d, one of which is clinched,

Figure A-I.2.09:

FDH 1160, TU 01 Level 01, Three 10d, Wire Iron Nails, L-most
Clinched (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David
Babson).

to five 6d, one 4d and four fragments, with or without heads. This nail distribution is
consistent with a structure built before the machine-cut/machine-head to wire transition
of c. 1890 (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6), yet maintained into the post 1890 period.
This inference is further supported by three fragments (13.5 grams) of post-1899 (Miller,
et al. 2000:16) Portland cement, probably from repointing the stonework of the
evaporator foundation. The three fragments collected were a representative sample of a
larger number of pieces of Portland mortar seen in the field.
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TU 01 Level 01 also produced one piece (31.7 grams) of burned sandstone,
reddened by prolonged contact with fire.

Figure A-I.2.10:

FDH 1160, TU 01 Level 01, Burned Sandstone (Scale is 5.0 X
1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

This one piece of sandstone was a representative sample taken from others not
collected in the field. Discovery of this burnt rock lead to speculation that the lower
levels of FDH 1160, as sampled in TU 01, could represent an early historic (mid-to-early
19th century) “kettle” maple syrup processing site, or, just possibly, a prehistoric Native
American site where sap was boiled or reduced (concentrated in sugar content) through
processing by means of heated stones dropped into pitch-lined baskets or other nonfireproof containers (Pendergast 1974). Presence of machine-cut, machine-headed iron
nails in Level 02 and Level 03 of TU 01 rather precluded the prehistoric hypothesis;
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burning of sandstone from rocks used as part of the evaporator foundation is a more
likely explanation.
Level 02 in TU 01 was composed of two lenses of strong brown (7.5YR4/6) silty
sand, found in the eastern part of the unit and along the southern wall.

Figure A-I.2.11:

FDH 1160, TU 01, Planview, Level 01/Level 02 Interface; Scale
is 50 Centimeters.

The strong brown color of this level was probably due to burning or heat stress of the soil
in this level, possibly due to it receiving ashes shoveled or raked out of the evaporator.
Another possible explanation is provided by the three machine-cut, machine-headed nails
found in this level, a 16d nail, a 12d nail and a headless fragment. The 12d nail was
burned.
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Figure A-I.2.12:

FDH 1160, TU 01 Level 02, Burned 12d Machine-Cut,
Machine-Head Iron Nail (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo
by David Babson).

This indicates burning that also involved a building structure, similar to carbonized iron
nails (even more intensely burned) found in TU 01 Level 03, discussed below. As in TU
01 level 01, a significant amount of burned sandstone was found in TU 01 Level 02, a
representative sample of 21 pieces, with a weight of 1,216.8 grams. A further indication
of burning in this level was provided through collection of a representative sample of 16
pieces (2.7 grams) of wood charcoal.
Due to the irregular interface between Levels 02 and 03 in TU 01, Level 03 was
originally interpreted as a possible feature (on 29 June 2004), and is so designated on the
Level 01/Level 02 interface planview (Figure A-I.2.11). It was investigated by
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excavating the western half of TU 01 (effectively, a 1X1-meter subdivision of the unit)
15.0cm. deeper than the eastern half of the unit. By the time the north wall profile of TU
01 (Figure A-I.2.06) was drawn (1 July 2004), however, it was apparent that this
“feature” was more likely a level, distinguished from Level 02 by its extensive mottling;
TU 01 Level 03/Feature 01 was a mix of 60% dark grayish brown (10YR4/2) silty sand,
20% strong brown (7.5YR4/6) silty sand (essentially, Level 02 soil) and 20% very dark
grayish brown (10YR2/2) sandy loam. Along with the 20% strong brown silty sand,
evidence of burning in this level was provided by three carbonized machine-cut,
machine-headed iron nails, one of 12d size,

Figure A-I.2.13:

FDH 1160, TU 01 Level 03, Carbonized 12d Machine-Cut,
Machine-Head Iron Nail (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo
by David Babson).
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and two of 9d size, plus two headless fragments (not carbonized). Further evidence of
burning was provided by a representative sample of 11 pieces (326.8 grams) of sandstone
and 15 pieces (2.2 grams) of wood charcoal or charred wood.
Level 04 in TU 01 was a yellowish-red (5YR4/6) silty sand, probably a deltaic or
glacial sand somewhat reddened by the “hot” layers that overlaid it. It was excavated
only in the 1X1-meter extension dug into the western half of the test unit. The interface
between Level 03 and Level 04 was irregular and somewhat arbitrary, defined more by
the absence of the mottled Level 03 soils than by a definite stratigraphic transition; this
transition was easier to see in profile than in plan. TU 01 Level 04 was culturally sterile.
The burning found in Levels 02 and 03 of TU 01, evident from both the soils,
stone and artifacts recovered in these levels, was the salient cultural feature of this test
unit. Two explanations are possible. The first is that the area of TU 01, 1.0 meter north
of the evaporator arch foundation, received ashes shoveled or raked out of the evaporator.
Repeated deposits of ash in this area could have heated the soil, producing the red soils
noted in TU 01 Levels 02, 03 and 04. The burned sandstone found in TU 01 Levels 01,
02 and 03 could be pieces of the Potsdam Sandstone observed in the evaporator arch
foundation, spalled by heat while the evaporator was in use, then shoveled out with the
ashes.
The above explanation assumes that no boiling house structure was present at
FDH 1160. As such, it cannot explain the burned and carbonized machine-cut, machineheaded iron nails found in Levels 02 and 03, or the unburned machine-cut, machineheaded and wire nails found in TU 01 Level 01. As will be discussed below (Test Unit
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02), there is even stronger evidence of a boiling house structure’s presence on FDH 1160,
which further weakens this “open arch” explanation of the burning evident in TU 01.
I.2.3: Test Unit 02:
Test Unit 02 was a 1X2-meter unit on a (grid) north-south axis, located
approximately 2.0 meters grid east of the northeastern corner of the evaporator arch
foundation. It was placed here to investigate the western edge of a ramp seen on the crest
of the natural knoll east of the evaporator. This ramp was first seen as raised area, about
20 cm. tall and 2.5 to 3.0 meters wide, running along the top of the knoll on a roughly
north-south axis, which puts it perpendicular to the (grid) east-west axis of the evaporator
arch foundation.
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Figure A-I.2.14:

FDH 1160, TU 02, South and East Wall Profiles; Scale is 50
Centimeters.

TU 02 Level 01 was a dark brown (10YR3/3) sandy loam, developed from leaf
mold and, perhaps, somewhat leached by its position at the top of the knoll. The major
feature of this level (TU 01, Feature 01) was a concentration of large stones in the eastern
half of the unit, largely parallel with its eastern wall.
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Figure A-I.2.15:

FDH 1160, TU 02, Base of Level 01 Planview; Scale is 50
Centimeters.

The rocks in TU 01, Feature 01 were pedestaled in the northern two-thirds of the unit, as
it became apparent, during excavation, that there were a larger number of rocks along the
eastern wall of the unit than in its central and western areas. While these rocks are not a
stacked stone wall as observed on the sides of ramps at other maple syrup processing
sites (e.g. FDH 10-30 or FDH 1257), they appear to be the line of stones responsible for
raising the ramp above the knoll surface. Possibly, these stones are casual reenforcements for an earthen ramp, added from time-to-time as the ramp was used to
unload sap. As such, finding these stones on the side of the ramp closest to the
evaporator foundation is to be expected, since this area would have received greater wear
than would the opposite side of the ramp, from sap gatherers, horses and collection
vehicle runners or wheels bringing sap to the evaporator.
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Figure A-I.2.16:

FDH 1160, TU 02, Feature 01, Pedestaled Stones (Scale is 1.0
Meter; Photo by David Babson).

The only artifacts found in TU 02 Level 01 were three pieces of flat, aqua window
glass.
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Figure A-I.2.17:

FDH 1160 TU 02 Level 01, Flat Aqua Window Glass (Scale is
5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson.

The two sherds lowest in the photograph articulate along their closest edges and, based
upon glass thickness, it is likely that all three sherds come from the same pane. This
glass most probably came from a window in the eastern, or back, wall (the wall adjacent
to the ramp and knoll) of a boiling house structure built over the two-bay stone
evaporator arch foundation that is the primary surface feature of FDH 1160. Presence of
this window glass indicates a fairly substantial boiling house at FDH 1160, one with a
roof and walls that would require windows, not an open shed. Along with the 58 iron
nails and nail fragments found in TU 01, these sherds of window glass are conclusive
evidence for the presence of a boiling house structure at this site.
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Level 02 in TU 02 was a dark yellowish brown (10YR4/6) sand, possibly a strong
brown (7.5YR Munsell range) sand. It is interpreted as the natural underlying soil of the
knoll that supports the low ramp, most evident as Feature 01 in TU 02, above Level 02.
Level 02 in TU 02 was not excavated, in order to avoid disturbing the pedestaled Level
01 soils supporting Feature 01 in the eastern part of the unit.
I.2.4: Site Summary:
Pre-investigation (pre 2004) expectations that FDH 1160 would be an “open”
maple syrup processing site, without a boiling house structure or with only a minimal
structure (such as an open shed without walls, or windows) were effectively disproven by
the results of the 2004 investigations. There was a boiling house at FDH 1160, probably
a small one making use of a modified natural knoll, perhaps similar to the New York
State sugarhouse (further location information is unavailable) shown in this picture.

Figure A-I.2.18:

1920s (?) Sugarhouse on Hillside, New York State (Douglas
Armstrong Personal Collection).
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While the area surrounding the boiling house in this picture is hillier than the area
immediately surrounding FDH 1160, it is interesting that this maple syrup processing
complex has a separate woodpile area, under the open shed to the left of the house with a
clerestory vent and metal flue that covers its evaporator. Such a “woodpile floor” is one
possible explanation for the stone platform found c. 2.0 meters grid south of the arch
foundation at FDH 1160. C. E. Chapman (1892) describes the sugar camp of A. E.
Fellows in Cortland County, New York, as including a boiling house complex with the
evaporator room and sap tank separated from the woodshed, to control dust.
As discussed in relation to the preponderance (45) of machine-cut, machineheaded iron nails found in TU 01 and the absence of any concrete footings at the site, the
boiling house at FDH 1160 was probably built before 1890 (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure
6). It may, however, have been remodeled or rebuilt after 1890, given that 13 wire iron
nails were also found in TU 01 Level 01 (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6). Burning of the
nails, soils and sandstone fragments found in Levels 02 and 03 of TU 01 is also
intriguing, as it may indicate burning of the boiling house structure before a post-1890
rebuilding of the structure. Perhaps, only partial burning of the structure occurred, since
the iron nails, machine-cut, machine-headed and wire, found in TU 01 Level 01 were not
burned. Damage to the FDH 1160 boiling house in a fire may have influenced the
decision to abandon it (perhaps, in favor of FDH 1256, the boiling house site with
extensive concrete construction on the same 1940-41 tract as FDH 1160) before the
1940-41 Army land acquisition. Such an “early” abandonment is argued for by the lack
of concrete construction on FDH 1160, and the general “poverty” of artifacts, especially,
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maple syrup production artifacts, on the site in comparison to FDH 1159, FDH 1256 and
FDH 1294. Abandonment of FDH 1160 in favor of a new maple syrup processing site
(such as FDH 1256) would almost certainly have involved transfer of all usable maple
equipment from the old site to its replacement, an abandonment process different from
the “final abandonment” that took place on later sites (FDH 1159, FDH 1256 and FDH
1294) during the 1940-41 Army acquisition of Fort Drum Lands (Schiffer 1996:89-96).
“Transfer abandonment” of FDH 1160 is contradicted, to some extent, by the presence of
the 13 wire iron nails in TU 01 Level 01.
The location of FDH 1160 and FDH 1256 on the same 1940-41 tract, however,
may indicate that the best way to interpret these sites is together, with FDH 1256 being
the successor to FDH 1160, and being an “improvement” upon the earlier site, as seen in
the extensive use of concrete at FDH 1256. Noting (see below, and discussion in Chapter
IV, Section 4.4.2) that FDH 1256 was not, perhaps, the “large” maple syrup processing
site that I originally expected, it is possible that both sites used the same sugarbush,
perhaps the now (2003) second-growth forest area west and north of FDH 1160 (see
Figure A-I.2.01), as well as the smaller maple woods area surrounding FDH 1256.
Provisionally, FDH 1160 and FDH 1256 can be considered as predecessor and successor,
as two ways to exploit the same sugarbush through “early” and “late” (within the 18801940 project period) maple syrup production complexes, employing boiling houses of
differing construction, organization and, perhaps, with differing artifact kits. These sites
are further discussed in this framework in Chapter IV.
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Section I.3: FDH 1256:
Project:
2004.048
Site: FDH 1256
Original (2003) Assessment: Platform—Large.
Owner, 1940-41 Acquisition: L. R. & E. A. Crimiston.
1940-41 Tract Size: 126.6 acres.
1940-41 Same Tract As: FDH 1160.
Dates Investigated: 16-24 June 2004
Site Crew: D. Babson, B. Bicknell
Investigation Methods: Site Base Map, Excavation of two 1X2-meter Test Units,
Detailed Description of Intact Boiling House Foundation.
FDH 1256 was investigated through creation of a detailed site map, and
excavation of two 1X2-meter test units. The site base map locates the boiling house
foundation in relation to site contours, roads, a raised area southeast of the foundation and
a few artifacts found on the site surface. The base map was drawn from site baselines,
which were established through installation of permanent, plastic datum sites with
baseline co-ordinates written on their tops.
1X2-meter test units were located on the western edge of the low, earthen ramp
found on the western side of the boiling house foundation (Test Unit 01), and on the
eastern edge of a concrete footing found in the southeastern quadrant of the boiling house
foundation (Test Unit 02). TU 01 was placed to explore the edge of the earthen ramp that
was first recognized as the site was mapped. TU 02 was placed to explore the surfaceevident concrete footing on its western edge, and to collect artifacts from the boiling
house structure. Artifacts were identified and cataloged, and curated as part of the Fort
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Drum Cultural Resources Survey permanent collection, subject to the artifact discard
protocol (see Section I.4; FDH 1294) in use during the 2004 field season.
FDH 1256 was selected for investigation in 2004 as an available example of a
“large” maple syrup processing site. Its description as a large site was determined during
the 2001-2003 inventory survey of Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites, and was
influenced by the extensive foundation remains found on the site surface, as described
below.
I.3.1: Site Description:
The boiling house at FDH 1256 was located in open woods, some 50 to 75 meters
south of a tree line on the southern boundary of an open field. This field borders the
south side of the South Tank Trail, a gravel-surfaced Army training road constructed in
the 1960s, some 20 years after the abandonment of the site. The South Tank Trail does
not follow the route of a historical road, one dating before the Army land acquisition of
1940-41. The woods surrounding FDH 1256 include numerous large sugar maple trees
with estimated ages of 100 to 150 years (identified in the field by B. Bicknell), probably
part of the sugarbush that surrounded FDH 1256 during its time of use. About 30 to 40
meters south, southeast and southwest of the boiling house foundation the deciduous
woods give way to mature hemlocks, the forest standing on an upland swamp down slope
from the site.
As established by the base map, the boiling house at FDH 1256 was located to
take advantage of a fairly steep natural slope, rising from east to west across the house
area. Two 50-cm. contour lines converge on the substantial stone and concrete wall that
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forms the western wall of the boiling house foundation, and which separates it from the
low knoll on its western side. The steepness of this contour profile indicates that the
house area was probably leveled artificially during construction, by being dug into the
side of the pre-existing knoll. Rebuilding of the boiling house foundation is indicated
most clearly at this western wall where a stone wall topped by a board-formed, poured
concrete wall is present. Construction of this concrete wall by means of forms made up
of boards indicates construction between the beginning of mass-produced concrete in
1899 (Miller, et al. 2000:16) and the widespread use of plywood after c. 1945. This
range of possible construction dates is, of course, entirely consistent with abandonment of
this site during the 1940-41 Army acquisition of Fort Drum lands.
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Figure A-I.3.01:

FDH 1256, Site Base Map; Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Meters.
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Figure A-I.3.02:

FDH 1256, Western Wall of Boiling House, Stone and BoardPoured Concrete (Scale is 1.0 Meter; Photo by David Babson).

The foundation of the boiling house found on FDH 1256 was the most complete
of any observed as part of the 2001-2003 maple syrup processing site inventory project,
or during the 2004 site assessment project. While the primary consideration in siting the
boiling house was, undoubtedly, its orientation to the steep side of the natural knoll on its
west side, the foundation is “four-square”—aligned with the cardinal directions by
compass as can be seen in Figure A-I.3.01. This foundation is made up of the concreteabove-stone western wall discussed above (B), and a second, substantial stone wall along
its northern side. The center of the north wall is pierced by a tapered, concrete flue base
(A) at the back (northern side) of the evaporator foundation (E), which itself is centered
between concrete slabs to its west and east. The evaporator foundation measured 130 cm.
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(1.3 meters) or 51.2 inches (4.3 feet) by 330 cm. (3.3 meters) or 129.9 inches (10.8 feet),
similar in size to the evaporator foundation described for FDH 1294. Pieces of sheet
metal (iron) found propped against the south side of this flue base could be parts of a
boiling pan used on the evaporator foundation immediately to the south of the flue, or
scraps from the sheet-steel flue itself. The western slab (D), between the evaporator
foundation and the stone and concrete western wall, was properly sited to be the base for
a sap storage tank (probably wooden, and now absent), between the unloading ramp to
the west and the evaporator to the east. The eastern slab (F) was most probably the
operating floor, where the operator(s) stood while working at the evaporator. South of
the evaporator foundation and east of the slab found west of the evaporator was a buried
concreted floor (G; buried c. 5.0 cm. deep or less, and found by probing with a chaining
pin). This floor was a step lower than the slabs flanking the evaporator, and may have
been the “stoke floor,” the platform from which wood was fed to the firebox for the
evaporator, under its southern end. The southern end of Slab F and all of (buried) Slab G
were bounded on their eastern edges by a concrete footing wall, the foundation for the
eastern wall (frame; no longer present) of the boiling house. This eastern wall extended
south to a concrete pier (H), approximately even with the southernmost extent of the
western stone-and-concrete wall. The unpaved area defined by this footer and the
western wall (I) may have been the woodpile, where fuel for the evaporator was stored
immediately before being put into the firebox on the north side of buried Slab G.
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Figure A-I.3.03:

FDH 1256, Detail of Boiling House Foundation, from FDH
1256 Base Map; Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Meters.
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Figure A-I.3.04:

FDH 1256, Flue Base at Northern End of Evaporator
Foundation (Scale is 1.0 Meter; Photo by David Babson).

Frame construction of the boiling house structure, above (and, now absent from) its stone
and concrete foundations, is shown most clearly by evenly-spaced rectangular sockets in
the top surfaces of the concrete work, especially along the western concrete-above-stone
wall.
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Figure A-I.3.05:

FDH 1256, Frame Member Socket at North End of Western
Wall, Boiling House Foundation (Visible Scale is 70
Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

As described above, there is a low, earthen ramp (K) adjacent to the boiling house
foundation, bounded on its east side by the stone-and-concrete western wall of this house.
As discussed below, TU 01 was set up on the surface-evident western limit of this ramp,
in particular, to determine whether the ramp had a stone face or edge. No large, aligned
stones were found in TU 01, and so the ramp did not have a stone edge. The southern
end of the ramp and the main part of the boiling house in the area of Slab D were
connected through a sap drain (C). This drain was a rectangular concrete box dug into
the earthen ramp structure, with a port through the concrete top of the western wall, into
the boiling house area above Slab D, the area proposed as the place for a sap holding
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tank. This drain would have greatly aided movement of sap by gravity from the
unloading ramp into the boiling house and into the holding tank.

Figure A-I.3.06:

FDH 1256, Sap Unloading Drain Box (Scale is 1.0 Meter; Photo
by David Babson).

A c. 60-cm/24.0 inches (2.0 feet)-long piece of angle iron, interpreted as a cast
iron evaporator frame leg, was found on the surface southwest of the ramp. It is similar
to legs observed attached to evaporator frame rails on FDH 1294. This artifact was
probably removed from its original, post-abandonment position in or near the evaporator
foundation within the boiling house.
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Figure A-I.3.07:

FDH 1256, Evaporator Leg on Surface, Southwest of Ramp
(Scale is 1.0 Meter; Photo by David Babson).

During site mapping, an intentionally-raised area or berm was noted
approximately 20.0 meters south of the boiling house complex (Figure A-I.3.01), narrow
at its western end, but broadening as it extended north and east, “around” the southeastern
corner of the boiling house. Narrowing of the western end of this berm may have been
caused by use of the road found immediately north of the berm, which would cut down
the parts of the berm on which the road encroached. A dispersed pile of anthracite coal
was found on the surface of this raised area, in its northwestern part, some 10.0 meters
southeast of the southeastern corner of the boiling house. This coal was used to fuel the
evaporator, probably as an auxiliary to its primary fuel of wood harvested from the
sugarbush surrounding the site, similar to a coal pile observed on FDH 1294. The berm
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could be remnants from an earlier sap unloading ramp used on this site, an older road
improvement built across a low area, or a ramp to facilitate unloading of coal brought to
the site. The size of the coal pile, and its position on the side of the berm argues that the
berm was probably built as a road improvement or unloading ramp, and then used
casually to unload coal.

Figure A-I.3.08:

FDH 1256, Pile of Anthracite Coal on North End of Berm; c.
10 Pieces of Coal are about 20 Centimeters to Right of Orange
Mapping Stake. (Scale is 1.0 Meter; Photo by David Babson).

As seen on Figure A-I.3.01, a loop of roads (unpaved, one-lane “two-rut” woods
roads) surrounds the boiling house foundation. These roads were most evident from the
absence of trees in their alignments, as linear cleared areas running through the woods
that otherwise dominated the site area. To the north, three relatively-short roads come
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through the woods from the edge of the open field along the south side of South Tank
Trail; the edge of the woods, defining this field, is about 40-50 meters north and northeast
of the foundation. These roads intersect the loop road north of the foundation. The loop
road runs c. 5.0 meters east of the foundation, then curves to the west 10-15 meters south
of the foundation, running down slope. The road then rises to a “four-way” intersection
about 30 meters west of the foundation, crossing the northern leg of the road that comes
southwest from the three branches found north of the foundation, thus closing the loop.
This was the most extensive road network recorded around any of the maple syrup
processing sites investigated in 2004. These roads may have begun as sap-haul roads,
converging on the boiling house from the surrounding sugarbush. They are used today
(2004) as training roads by Army personnel, as can be seen by several stacked-log
barricades constructed beside the roads, and by foxholes/fighting positions located along
their routes.
I.3.2: Test Unit 01:
Test Unit 01 was a 1X2-meter excavation unit laid out on the western side of the
raised ramp west of the stone-and-concrete wall on the west side of the boiling house.
The first purpose of this test unit was to investigate the possible presence of a stone face
or edge for the side of the ramp, opposite to the substantial stone-and-concrete wall
defining its eastern edge. As noted, no large, aligned stones were found in TU 01,
indicating that this ramp did not have a stone face opposite to its associated boiling
house.
TU 01 contained three natural stratigraphic levels, designated as Level 01, Level
02 and Level 03 during excavation.
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Figure A-I.3.09:

FDH 1256, TU 01, East Wall Profile (Scale is 1.0 Meter; Photo
by David Babson).

Level 1 was a very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2) sandy silt with extensive inclusion of
humus, containing a modern beer bottle base, 2 M-1 Army carbine shell casings (not
collected), a plastic Army MRE wrapper, six iron wire nails, post-dating 1890 (Adams
2002:Table 3; Figure 6), and spiles (tree taps) of two different types, the “Longer” Willis
Sap Spout, a cast iron spile with an integral bucket hook.
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Figure A-I.3.10:

FDH 1256, TU 01, L
Level 1, “Longer” Willis Sap Spout; Scale is
5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters
Centimeters.

A spile identical to this one is shown in the upper left hand corner of Figure 24 (Willits
and Hills 1976) of a U.S. Department of Agriculture
Agriculture—Agricultural
Agricultural Research Service
manual for maple syrup producers, first published in 1963 and revised twice up to 1976
(Willits and Hills 1976:I). Inclusion of this sspile
pile in a picture of “[w]ood and metal sap
spouts” (Willits and Hills 1976:15, Figure 24) shows its importance in the historical
development of syrup making, and implies that this spile was no longer in use as of 1963.
Unfortunately, the Willits and Hills (1976:Figure 24) figure does not date the spiles it
shows. An ad for the “Willis Sap Spout,” placed in the 1887 Rural New Yorker by
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Charles Millar and Son of Utica, New York, shows a spile very similar to the artifact
from TU 01, Level 01.

Figure A-I.3.11:

Willis Sap Spout Advertisement, The Rural New Yorker, 5
March 1887 (Millar & Son 1887).

It is especially intriguing that this spile was, apparently, manufactured in upstate New
York, by a maker of dairy equipment who, as a local manufacturer, would have been
quite familiar to maple syrup makers in the project area.
The second type of spile found in TU 01 Level 01 was the Grimm Patent Spile, a
rolled sheet-steel spile with the bucket hook provided by a separate hanger, formed from
wire, that fits around the body of the spile and is secured by a “fin” rising from the top of
the spile body.
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Figure A-I.3.12:

FDH 1256, TU 01, Level 1, Grimm Patent Spile;
Spile Scale is 5.0 X
1.0 Centimeters
Centimeters.

Figure A-I.3.13:

FDH 1256, TU 01, Level 1, B
Bucket
ucket Hanger for Grimm Patent
Spile
Spile; Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters.

Of note, the body of this Grimm Patent Spile is bent from pounding it into, probably, a
number of tap holes on trees through several seasons of use, and one tooth of the tap bit is
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broken off; this was not a new spile. This type of spile was often used with a hinged tree
bucket cover patented in 1904 by the Grimm Company, which made evaporators and
other maple equipment in Hudson, Ohio, then in Rutland, Vermont as early as the 1880s
(Lawrence and Martin 1993:69). On a Grimm Company covered bucket, the wire pintle
for the hinge of the bucket cover fits through the “eye vent” of the spile:

Figure A-I.3.14:

Grimm Bucket Cover (R) and Later Grimm Patent Spile, (L)
Tree at 7 Brink Street, Marathon, New York, 28 March 2009
(No Scale; Photos by David Babson).

This type is also shown in Willits and Hills (1976), Figure 24, and it is probably the type
of spile described as a "hook spout" by Lawrence and Martin (1993:205). Later versions
of the Grimm Patent Spile was observed in use at Yancey’s Sugarbush, Croghan, New
York in 2003 (see Figure 2.04), and by hobby producers tapping two trees in their front
yard on Buckingham Avenue in Syracuse, New York in March of 2009. The Grimm
Company Sap Spout No. 4 and its wire bucket hanger, advertised in the 13 January 1906
Rural New Yorker, are almost exactly similar to the artifacts from TU 01, Level 01.
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Figure A-I.3.15:

Grimm Company Sap Spout No. 4, The Rural New Yorker
1906.

Level 2 in TU 01 was a layer of mottled yellowish brown (10YR5/6) and dark
brown (10YR3/3) sand, interpreted as a displaced B-horizon, probably produced as the
area for the boiling house was dug out of the side of the knoll as it was constructed.
Piling up this displaced soil built the ramp evident on the east side of the house
foundation. TU 01 Level 2 contained two pieces of anthracite coal, and one cast iron
Improved Eureka Sap Spout with no integral bucket hook, probably from the interface of
Levels 01 and 02.
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Figure A-I.3.16:

FDH 1256, TU 01, Level 2, Improved Eureka Sap Spout; Scale
is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters
Centimeters.

The Central New York Maple Festival Museum collection includes two spiles nearly
identical to the one recovered from TU 01 Level 02. These spiles were used with a ringring
and-hook
hook bucket hanger, smaller than but generally similar to the hanger used with the
Grimm Patent Spile
pile (Figure A
A-I.3.13). The cast iron spiles at the Maple Festival
Museum are dated “1872;” it is unclear whether this is a use date or a patent date.
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Figure A-I.3.17:

Eureka Sap Spouts Dated “1872,” Central New York Maple
Festival Museum, 28 March 2009 (No Scale; Photo by David
Babson).

As with the Willis and Grimm types, this Eureka spile is depicted in Willits and Hills
(1976), Figure 24. In 1878, C. C. Post, “Manufacturer and Patentee,” of Burlington,
Vermont, published two advertisements in The Rural New Yorker.
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Figure A-I.3.18:

C. C. Post Spile (L) and Bucket with Attached Cover (R; Post
1878a and 1878b).

While the bit end of this spile (Figure A-I.3.18, left) is somewhat different from the
Eureka Spile from TU 01, Level 2, Post’s spile is otherwise entirely similar to this
example (Figure A-I.3.16). As may be seen from these illustrations (Figure A-I.3.18), the
Post spile also used a separate bucket hanger, if one of a different shape (with a triangular
loop, to fit around the body of this type of spile) from that used with the “1872”
Marathon Maple Festival Museum spiles (Figure A-I.3.17). This type of spile, like the
Grimm Patent Spile (see above; Figures A-I.3.12 and A-I.3.14) was also used with a
patented bucket cover. As the ad copy states (Figure A-I.3.18, right), the expressed
purpose for the development of this type of spile was to enhance the efficiency of sap
gathering, and to protect sap from rain and debris while it sat in the tree bucket awaiting
collection, much as discussed in Chapter II, Section 2.3.2.
Feature 01 was encountered at the interface between Levels 2 and 3 in TU 01.
Feature 01 was a relatively-large, decayed piece of wood, first interpreted as a planed
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plank or other lumber, but revealed in profile as a curved half log (one flat side) or
puncheon. This was first interpreted as part of the ramp structure, or as a piece of scrap
lumber from construction of the boiling house, placed here, probably unintentionally,
before the ramp was built. It may also have been placed below Level 2 in TU 01 by
Army activity that took place after the site was abandoned, as will be discussed below.

Figure A-I.3.19:

FDH 1256, TU01, Feature 01 in Planview (Scale is 1.0 Meter;
Photo by David Babson).

Level 03 in TU 01 was a thin and tenuously-defined layer of very dark grayish
brown sand (10YR3/2) extending some 8.0 to 12.0 cm. below Level 02 at its greatest
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extent. It is interpreted as a buried A-horizon, originally identified as a horizon buried by
construction of the earthen ramp. The only artifacts from TU 01, Level 03, however,
were six brass cartridges, “bottle”-shaped (post 1871; Miller, et al. 2000:14), probably
from the M-1 carbine used by U.S. Army troops during World War II139 and, for some
functions, as late as the early 1960s. Presence of these cartridges in Level 3 could be due
to bioturbation such as rodent burrows, an explanation undercut by the presence of the
plank or puncheon designated Feature 01, above this level. It is perhaps more likely that
Levels 01 and 02, above Level 03 in the immediate vicinity of TU 01, were produced by
digging of a squad-size foxhole or fighting position by Army personnel during training
for World War II, soon after abandonment of the boiling house. Feature 01, the log or
puncheon, would then be a component of this fighting position, a firing step, seat, brace
or part of a liner intended to re-enforce the base of the foxhole. A backfilled foxhole at
the TU 01 location would explain the presence of “early” (M-1 carbine) Army
ammunition in Level 3. It also means that the archaeological integrity of the ramp
component of FDH 1256 is less than it appears from the site surface, given such postabandonment disturbances.
A soil core was taken in the north-central part of TU 01, from the base of Level
03, some 30.0 cm. below the surface, to 75.0 cm. below the test unit floor and 105.0 cm.
below the ground surface. This core revealed a layer of tan-orange sand, Level 04 in TU
01, extending some 30-40 cm. below the unit floor, or 60-70 cm. below ground surface.
Beneath this layer was a layer of coarse, grey deltaic or glacial sand, extending to the end
of the core at 105.0 cm. below ground surface. Level 04 is probably a prehistoric (pre139

Discussed in the field (between B. Bicknell and D. Babson), however, as also possibly coming from a
U.S. Army M-16 automatic rifle, a weapon not used before c. 1960.
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1800) B-horizon, developed above the glacial sand that underlies it (Rush, et al. 2003).
This soil structure indicates that, before it was modified by construction of the FDH 1256
boiling house, the knoll abutting the west side of the house was a natural topographic
feature.
The spiles found in Levels 01 and 02 of TU 01 are notable for their position
relative to the boiling house. These spiles, half of the number (six) found in both test
units dug at FDH 1256, were found on the ramp, the place where sap collection vehicles
came to unload sap for processing in the boiling house. These spiles probably are from a
cache of spiles kept at the unloading ramp, to be taken by sap gatherers out to the sugar
bush for replacement of spiles that had broken, become plugged, or had fallen out and
become lost while in use on trees. Association of these spiles with the ramp (in an area
where few other artifacts were found, such as only six nails from the boiling house
structure) is direct evidence of the tapping, sap-gathering and sap-flow maintenance
activities practiced by the users of the sugarbush once associated with FDH 1256.
I.3.3: Test Unit 02:
Test Unit 02 was a 1X2-meter excavation unit placed on the east side of a
concrete pier or footing (Figure A-I.3.03, Component H), felt, from surface observation,
to define the southeastern corner of the boiling house structure. It was sited specifically
to collect structural materials from the boiling house frame, cladding and roof,
architectural components of the house structure that have disintegrated and, largely,
disappeared since the site was abandoned.
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Level 01 in TU 02 was a dark grey-brown sandy loam (10YR4/1) mixed with duff
and leaf mold, very like the soil found in the hemlock forest to the south of the site. The
very large number of artifacts found in this level indicates that this level developed in
place during the 60-plus years since the FDH 1256 boiling house was abandoned, c.
1940-41, receiving objects from the house structure and those stored in the boiling house
as it collapsed.

Figure A-I.3.20:

FDH 1256, TU 02 West Wall Profile and Feature 1; Scale is 5.0
Centimeters.

Artifacts found in TU 02 Level 01included an auger bit, from a hand-operated
brace-and-bit, of the same diameter as spiles found in TU 01 and TU 02, therefore most
probably used to drill tap holes into trees. The tip of the bit is missing, indicating that the
bit was returned to the boiling house after breaking in use, and stored there.
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Figure A-I.3.21:

FDH 1256, TU 02 Level 01 Tree Auger Bit (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0
Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

Two complete, and several partial steel hoops from wooden-stave sap collection buckets
were recovered in TU 02 Level 01, indicating that sap collection buckets were stored at
the boiling house. A set of entwined bucket hoops (Figure A-I.3.24) may indicate a
bucket that decayed and collapsed in place, or this may be an example of casual
modification of artifacts by site visitors after the boiling house was abandoned. These
bucket hoops were formed by curving steel bands to fit around sap buckets with the ends
riveted together to form the hoop. They are very similar to those used on intact buckets
observed in the Fort Drum area between 2001 and 2004.
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Figure A-I.3.22:

FDH 1256, TU 02 Level 01 Complete Sap Bucket Hoop (Scale
is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

Figure A-I.3.23:

FDH 1256, TU 02 Level 01 Sap Bucket Hoop Section with
Rivets (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David
Babson).

Figure A-I.3.24:

FDH 1256, TU 02 Level 01 Entwined Sap Bucket Hoops (Scale
is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).
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Figure A-I.3.25:

Wooden-Stave Sap Bucket with Steel Hoops and Wire Hanger,
John Peck Farm, Jefferson County, New York, 14 October
2003 (No Scale; Photo by David Babson).

Further maple equipment from TU 02, Level 01 included two examples of a cast
iron spile, different from the types found in TU 01, a “Shorter” Willis Sap Spout with a
ridge along the base of the tube and an integral bucket hook. Of note, both of these spiles
show chipping on the upper and outer edge of the tube and the second one has lost the
drip “helper” flange from its lower lip and its bucket hook, indicating use and recovery to
the boiling house after use and damage.
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Figure A-I.3.26:

FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, “Shorter” Willis Sap Spout with
Basal Ridge; Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters.

Figure A-I.3.27:

FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, “Shorter” Willis Sap Spout with
Basal Ridge, Lip Chipping and Broken Bucket Hook (Scale is
5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).
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This second spile is also similar to the Willis Sap Spout shown above in Figure A-I.3.11
(Millar and Son 1887); the illegible embossment on the spile barrel noted in Figure AI.3.26 may be the abbreviation: “PAT.” as shown on the Willis Spout in Figure A-I.3.11.
A third spile, of yet another type (in shape, similar to a shorter Improved Eureka
Sap Spout) was recovered from Level 01 while cleaning the west wall of TU 02 for the
profile (Figure A-I.3.20). This spile is, essentially, a short round-barrel spile with the top
outer edge of the barrel removed, probably to increase sap flow. Examination of the
edges of this “cut” to the barrel indicates that this “modification” was made by the
original maker of the spile, not by its subsequent purchaser and user; the surfaces of the
“cut” are molded of a piece with the rest of the object, not cut into a finished object. This
spile bears an embossment indicating a patent date from the 19th century, possibly from
the 1890s; the final two numbers of this date are obscured by rust blooms (see Figure AI.3.28, below). The other edge of the lip also shows chipping damage from use, and most
of the bucket hook is missing.
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Figure A-I.3.28:

FDH 1256, TU 02 West Wall Profile (Level 01), “Shorter”
Willis Sap Spout or Ideal Sap Spout; Scale is 5.0 X 1.0
Centimeters.

Variations of the “shorter” spiles are shown in Willits and Hills (1976), Figure 24; in
each case, the tap bits are different from those on the spiles found in TU 02, Level 01.
With the exception of the “half-barrel” feature, this spile is very similar to the Willis Sap
Spout depicted in Figure A-I.3.11. It is, very probably, a variant of the Willis Spout, as
shown by this advertisement, also from Charles Millar and Son of Utica, New York,
placed in The Rural New Yorker on 13 February 1892.
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Figure A-I.3.29:

Willis Sap Spout, Patented 1891, “Half-Barrel” Type (Millar
and Son 1892).

The “improvements” mentioned in this ad appear to be, largely, removing the top of the
spile barrel, possibly to improve sap flow, probably to change the existing model enough
to make this spile patentable, again, in 1891. As discussed in Chapter IV (see Figure
4.13), this half-barrel spile is also very similar to the Ideal Sap Spout advertised by
Charles Millar and Son of Utica, New York during the first decade of the 20th century. It
seems likely, given that both were made by the same company (Charles Millar and Son)
that the Ideal Sap Spout is, simply, the “later” version of the Willis Sap Spout. With the
Willis name “in use” as a type-name for the full-barrel spile, I am using “Ideal Sap
Spout” as a type-name for this spile form.
Four pieces of folded sheet metal found in TU 02 Level 01 probably came from a
boiling pan, possible a flat (baffleless) pan, stored at the boiling house or discarded after
damage in use. The piece shown here (Figure A-I.3.30) is large enough to determine that
this piece came from a large, flat-sided sheet-metal object, not from a bucket, kettle or
other round-bodied object.
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Figure A-I.3.30:

FDH 1256, TU 02 Level 01, Possible Flat Pan Piece (Scale is 5.0
X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

Finally, an angled, steel brace may be part of the suspension or undercarriage of a
sled or wagon, used as a sap collection vehicle. Since this object was not associated with
other vehicle parts, it may have been in storage at the boiling house when the house was
abandoned, or it may have a function other than as part of a vehicle.

Figure A-I.3.31:

FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, Steel Brace, from Top (L) and Side
(R; Scales are 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters, Photos by David Babson).
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Structural materials were quite abundant in TU 02, Level 01. These included 25
machine-cut, machine-headed iron nails manufactured between 1805 and 1890 (and three
headless fragments of machine-cut nails, 1790-1890) and 47 wire iron nails, made after
1890 (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6). The wire nails include the largest nails in the TU
02, Level 1 collection, three of the 30d size.

Figure A-I.3.32:

FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, 30d Iron Wire Nails (Scale is 5.0 X
1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

There were also 10 iron wire nails of the 20d size in TU 02, Level 1. The largest of the
machine-cut, machine-headed nails was one of about 12d size (advanced rust made the
exact size of this nail difficult to measure; it was at least 12d), and the largest number of
machine-cut, machine-headed nails was 16 (14 unmodified, two clinched) brads of 5d
size.
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Figure A-I.3.33:

FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, 5d Machine-Cut, Machine-Headed
Nails, 6 of 14 (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David
Babson).

Finding more of larger sizes of wire nails than of machine-cut, machine headed nails in
the structural material from the boiling house at FDH 1256 could be caused by rebuilding
of the main structure, and reuse of minor structure parts such as existing wall cladding,
which would use smaller nails. This would be consistent with the extensive use of
concrete (made from Portland cement, post 1899, Miller at al. 2000:16) in rebuilding the
boiling house foundation, as seen in the concrete wall built onto the stone wall along the
western side of the building (Figure A-I.3.02.). Wall cladding using 5d machine-cut,
machine-headed brads, however, does not agree with the extensive evidence of tarpaper
cladding for the building’s walls, as will be discussed below; this could be further
evidence of extensive remodeling of this boiling house structure in the 20th century.
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Tarpaper wall cladding was first noted during fieldwork on 23 June 2004, when a
collection protocol for pieces of tarpaper was instituted, since very small, crumbling
pieces (noted as present in “thousands”) could not be collected. 478 pieces (426.9 grams)
of tarpaper, the size of the project leader’s (D. Babson’s) thumbnail (2.0 cm.) or larger,
were collected from Level 01 in TU 02. 17 further pieces (224.4 grams) were larger
tarpaper pieces with nail holes, or tarpaper pieces with stamped, circular iron washers,
attached to the tarpaper by small (approximately 4d size) wire brads.

Figure A-I.3.34:

FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, Tarpaper Piece with Iron Washers
and Brads (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David
Babson).

These washers came in two sizes, three140 “large” (3.5 cm./1.35 inches diameter) and 21
“small” (2.3 cm./0.9 inch diameter; 13 with 4d brads or brad fragments still in place in
hole through center). One washer retains traces of tar from the tarpaper to which it was
attached.

140

Counts do not include washers attached to tarpaper, as in Figure A-I.3.34.
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Figure A-I.3.35:

FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, Large Tarpaper Washer and Brad
(Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

Figure A-I.3.36:

FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, Small Tarpaper Washers with
Brads (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).
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Figure A-I.3.37:

FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, Small Tarpaper Washers, R with
Traces of Tar (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David
Babson).

Further remains of the building’s structure include 132 pieces/37.6 grams of asphalt
shingles, with red “sprinkles” on their exterior surface. As with the pieces of tarpaper,
many more pieces of asphalt shingle were too small and fragmentary to be collected in
the field.
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Figure A-I.3.38:

FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01, Asphalt Shingles (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0
Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

The concrete and stone pier (Figure A-I.3.03, Component H) was designated TU
02 Feature 01 as Level 01 was excavated. This feature was represented in the artifact
collection by pieces of concrete (Portland cement; post 1899; Miller, et al. 2000:16),
several of which had flat sides probably produced by being poured against a piece or
pieces of lumber. It may be that these pieces of concrete were produced by being poured
to create a “socket” to support a post at the open woodpile shed on the southeastern
corner of the boiling house. Remnants of this socket are visible on the top of the concrete
pier (TU 02, Feature 01), and this socket was similar to a frame-member socket north of
this concrete pier on the eastern wall of the FDH 1256 boiling house.
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Figure A-I.3.39:

FDH 1256, Frame-Member Socket at Top of Concrete Footing,
North of TU 02, Feature 01 (Scale is 1.0 Meter; Photo by David
Babson).

Level 02 in TU 02 was a mottled mix of three colors of sand, 70% 10YR5/1 gray
sand, 20% 10YR2/2 very dark brown sand and 10% 5YR4/6 yellowish red sand. This
layer was largely sterile, containing nine mortar (Portland cement) fragments (19.9
grams), one piece of charcoal (0.5 gram) and six pieces of tarpaper (1.9 grams). These
artifacts came from the Level 01/Level 02 interface, and may be better considered as part
of the Level 01 collection. The Ideal Sap Spout discussed above (Figure A-I.3.28) was
found at the Level 01/Level 02 interface while cleaning the west wall for profiling, and is
discussed as part of the Level 01 collection.
TU 02, Feature 01 extended through Level 02, and widened somewhat as it
extended lower into the test unit.
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Figure A-I.3.40:

FDH 1256, TU 02, Level 01/Level 02 Interface Planview, with
Feature 01.

A builder’s trench was evident surrounding the stone and concrete pier of Feature 01,
also seen as Area E in the West Wall Profile (Figure A-I.3.20). The structure of Feature
01 was described in the field as being composed of four large, flat-water-worn stones,
arranged as a foundation for the poured concrete pier rising from them; more stones may
also be present, inside the pier. The edges of the uppermost two layers of these stones are
shown in the West Wall Profile (Figure A-I.3.20). Probing around the evident base of
Feature 01 indicated that this feature extended below the Level 02/Level 03 interface, and
was well-founded as a major component of the boiling house foundation. Its construction
from stone and Portland cement, formed to support the southeastern corner post of the
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boiling house structure, is consistent with the mixed stone and concrete construction seen
throughout the FDH 1256 foundation. It is most similar to the concrete-on-top-of-stone
construction of the western wall of the structure, at the junction between the frame
structure and the ramp/modified knoll on its western side.
TU 02 Level 03 was a 5YR4/6 sand, interpreted as a prehistoric (pre-1800) Bhorizon, similar to TU 01, Level 04, below the historic-period occupation of FDH 1294.
It was not excavated in 2004. TU 02 Level 03 was first evident as a possible feature
(initially designated TU 02 Feature 02) along the eastern side of the test unit. Bisection
and coring revealed this “feature” to be an upwards “intrusion” of TU 02 Level 03 soil,
due to the irregularity of the level 02/Level 03 interface. It was therefore not considered
or analyzed further as a feature.
TU 02 was successful in exploring the southeastern corner of the foundation, and
in defining the stone and concrete pier described here as TU 02, Feature 01. The artifact
collection from TU 02 Level 01 (in essence, the entire collection from TU 02) had several
examples of maple syrup production equipment, including four spiles, a tree auger bit,
several steel hoops from wooden buckets, and part of a boiling pan. These elements of
production equipment represent items stored in the boiling house, which fell into the TU
02 area as the boiling house structure collapsed, after its abandonment. The TU 02
(Level 01) artifact collection was dominated by materials from this structure, especially
iron nails, concrete fragments, and abundant (indeed, practically uncountable) fragments
of tarpaper from the wall cladding, and asphalt shingles from the roof. Presence of the
maple equipment and the abundant structural material in TU 02 may indicate that a large
part of the boiling house structure collapsed to the southeast, downslope from the higher
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part of the site to the west and north (see Figure A-I.3.01, site plan). This may indicate
gradual collapse of the structure in a process determined by gravity, as opposed to
deliberate demolition by the Army, consolidation of site debris by machine, and extensive
disturbance to the site. Such demolition, of course, would have removed the extensive
foundation seen on the site surface (see Figure A-I.3.01), another indication that
extensive site disturbance through demolition did not take place at FDH 1256.
I.3.4: Site Summary:
FDH 1256 was, in many respects, the most complete maple syrup processing site
investigated by the 2004 project. It had the most complete set of surface foundations and,
as discussed above, it was evident from the 2004 investigations (especially, excavation of
TU 02) that the boiling house structure at FDH 1256 collapsed and decayed in place,
without intentional demolition and disruption. With the exception of disturbance to its
westernmost edge (a probable Army fighting position dug into the western edge of the
ramp in the vicinity of TU 01), this maple syrup processing site possesses exceptional
archaeological and architectural integrity.
Recovery of six examples of five different types of spile in TU 01 and TU 02 and
a tree auger bit, steel hoops from wooden-stave sap buckets and pieces of a boiling pan
from TU 02 illustrate the variety of tapping and boiling equipment found at a mid-20th
century maple syrup processing site. The five spile types were all identifiable from
product advertisements placed by maple equipment manufacturers in The Rural New
Yorker between 1878 (Post 1878a) and 1906 (Grimm 1906). Their association with the
boiling house at FDH 1256 demonstrates that a syrup maker working in the 20th century
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would continue to use equipment introduced in either the later 19th century, or the early
20th century. Of greatest note, the Grimm Patent Spile (Figures A-I.3.12 and A-I.3.13)
remains in use to the present, having been observed as the most common type of spile
employed at Yancey’s Sugarbush, Lewis County, New York in 2003, by hobby producers
in Syracuse, New York in 2009 and at the 2009 Central New York Maple Festival in
Marathon, New York (see Figure A-I.3.14). Spiles, at least, appear to have remained
conservative in design, established in form and local in manufacture (Charles Millar and
Son, of Utica, New York, makers of the Willis Sap Spout and Ideal Sap Spout) for Fort
Drum area maple syrup makers into the 20th century. All in all, FDH 1256 gives us a
good picture of the technological “kit” used to make maple syrup at a 20th century, New
York maple syrup processing site.
TU 02 also allowed us to derive information about the structure of the boiling
house. It was a frame structure set onto a stone and concrete foundation, with discrete
areas of the house used for the evaporator, a sap unloading ramp (developed from the
natural knoll on the west side of the building), a sap drain leading to a probable holding
tank, a working floor on the east side, and a stoke floor adjacent to a woodpile area on its
south side. The house structure may have been built in the 19th century (the machine-cut,
machine-headed nails and underlying stone foundations observed in the west wall and at
the base of TU 02, Feature 01), but it was extensively remodeled, rebuilt, in fact, during
the 20th century, using wire nails and extensive concrete construction. The rebuilt boiling
house was sheathed in tarpaper that was held on by small wire nails and washers, and it
was roofed with asphalt shingles, probably chosen by those remodeling the structure for
their durability and their resistance to fire.
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As noted, FDH 1256 was originally (2001-2003) classified as a “large” maple
syrup processing site. This characterization may have been overly-influenced by the
excellent condition of the site, and the extent of the well-preserved architectural
(foundation) remains seen on the site’s surface. On 27 September 2003 as part of a
Syracuse University Department of Anthropology fieldtrip, FDH 1256 was visited by Mr.
Steven Vaadi, an experienced syrup maker (c. 1948-1970) from the Perch Lake area of
Jefferson County, New York. Mr. Vaadi stated that, in his experience, FDH 1256 was
not exceptionally large, just better preserved than other sites (including FDH 1294 and
FDH 1159) also visited on that trip. He pointed out that the size of the evaporator arch
(Figure A-I.3.03, Component E) was not unduly large and that it was, in fact, somewhat
smaller than the evaporator he himself had used during the 1950s and 1960s. In light of
these observations, the status of FDH 1256 as a “large” maple syrup processing site, in
accordance with this project’s original research design, must be called into question.
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Section I.4: FDH 1294:
Project:

2004.044

Site:

FDH 1294

Original (2003) Assessment: Trough—Small.
Owner, 1940-41 Acquisition: A. & E. Cowan.
1940-41 Tract Size: 97.3 acres.
1940-41 Same Tract As: None.
Dates Investigated: 14-16 June 2004
Site Crew: D. Babson, B. Bicknell
Investigation Methods: Site Base Map, Controlled Surface Collection, In-Field Artifact
Descriptions and Recording without Collection, 1 Test Unit (TU 01) and Collection
developed from Clearing Concrete Pad beside Evaporator Foundation.

FDH 1294 was divided into forty-eight 5X5-meter collection squares (CS),
numbered consecutively east and north from the southwestern corner of the site grid (CS
01, CS 02, CS 03, etc.). This grid was constructed along the same site baselines
(anchored by permanent plastic stakes, marked with grid co-ordinates) used for site
mapping. Collection squares were defined by pin flags, which were removed following
completion of work on the site. Collections within these square were conducted by
pedestrian survey and by examining artifacts found on the surface, describing them in the
project leader’s (D. Babson’s) field notebook, photographing selected artifacts (on a
neutral background with a photo scale) then returning them to their approximate original
positions. This strategy was undertaken due to the relative abundance of surface
materials on FDH 1294 in comparison to the other sites (FDH 1159, FDH 1160, FDH
1256, FDH 1305 and FDH 1306) investigated as part of this dissertation project, because
this method preserves site integrity, and because the Fort Drum Cultural Resources
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Survey could not provide curation space for the large number of large, bulky artifacts that
would have been produced by a complete surface collection of the CS grid on FDH 1294.
The reasoning for this investigation strategy was derived from the artifact discard
protocol (wherein collected artifacts of lesser diagnostic status are analyzed, sorted, and
then returned to their sites of origin, with representative samples retained for permanent
curation) in use by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey during the 2004 field
season; see discussion in Chapter IV, Section 4.2.2.
While investigating and recording the evaporator, the project leader (D. Babson)
decided to clear the concrete platform on the north side of the evaporator foundation, to
better define and record this important structural feature. This platform was covered by
c. 5.0 cm. of a dark brown (c. 10YR2/2) silty loam, developed from decayed wood, tar
paper fragments and leaves fallen from trees since the site was abandoned and the boiling
house structure collapsed (see below). Clearance of this concrete pad was completed on
15 June 2004, and the material was sifted (1/4-inch mesh) on 16 June 2004. Artifacts
collected were designated as coming from FDH 1294 Test Unit 01 (TU 01), even though
this ‘test unit” was defined by the limits of the concrete pad and did not have “regular”
dimensions (e.g. a 1X2-meter unit) as were applied to the test units excavated on the
other sites investigated by this project. Artifacts collected in FDH 1294 TU 01 were
included in the project collection and are curated by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources
Survey, subject to their standard artifact discard protocol.
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I.4.1: Site Description:
Overall site description was developed during site mapping, principally on 14
June 2004. Major features of the site are the concrete and stone evaporator foundation at
the apparent center of the site, a concrete platform on its north side, a stone platform off
its northeastern corner (which may be, more accurately, an unpaved or unconcreted
section of the original or pre-concrete stone platform that flanked the north side of the
evaporator and extended past its northeastern corner), a 70-80% entire (rusted) sheet-steel
evaporator pan c. 3.5 meters south of the evaporator foundation, a coal pile (anthracite) c.
4.0 meters southwest of the evaporator, and steel flue pipes (sections of which were
found on the surface in CS 12, CS 13, CS 19 and CS 22), steel rain gutters (repurposed to
move sap by gravity; found in CS 13 and CS 29),

Figure A-I.4.01:

FDH 1294, Galvanized Steel Rain Gutters, Probably
Repurposed to Transport Sap, Interior (L) and Exterior (R;
Scales are 10 Centimeters; Photos by David Babson).

steel hoops for wooden-stave sap buckets, a sled runner section, and other maple syrupmaking equipment. The site rises in a low ridge to the southeast of the evaporator, and
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the brow of this ridge supports a purposely-placed line of undressed stones, indicating use
and improvement of the ridge as a place to unload sap with a gravity feed (through the
repurposed rain gutters) to holding tanks set up to feed the evaporator.

Figure A-I.4.02:

FDH 1294, Line of Stones (Cleared) in Sap Unloading Area
(Scale is 1.0 Meter; Photo by David Babson).

This sap unloading area is between 15.0 and 20.0 meters (gird) southeast of the
evaporator foundation. The sap holding tanks are represented by a crushed steel tank
found in CS (Collection Square) 29, north of the evaporator, along with, possibly, a 55gallon steel drum also found in this collection square. Position of this tank and this barrel
downslope from the evaporator may indicate displacement of these boiling house
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components during collapse of the house structure, or during other post-abandonment
disturbance.
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Figure A-I.4.03:

FDH 1294, Site Base Map; Scale is 5.0 Meters.
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Decayed lumber and thousands of pieces of broken-up tar paper were observed on
the surface surrounding the evaporator foundation, and in the matrix sifted as TU 01,
which was from clearing the concrete pad on the evaporator’s north side. This collection
also included 20 machine-cut nails dating before 1890 (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6)
and 115 wire nails post-dating 1890 (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6), including one 40d
wire nail spike and 39 wire broad-head roofing nails, probably used to attach the tar paper
also found on the site to the boiling house structure. This approximately 6-to-1 wire nails
to machine–cut nails indicates that FDH 1294 was first occupied during the 19th century,
but that most activity on the site, especially construction, use and repair of the boiling
house, occurred during the 20th century. This date range agrees with the concrete
(Portland cement) used in the final pre-abandonment rebuilding of the evaporator
foundation and in repaving the stone platform found along the north side of the
evaporator, since concrete is uncommon on American rural sites before the rotary-kiln
method of mass-producing it was developed in 1899 (Miller et al. 2000:16). Further
artifacts associated with this structure include three sherds of flat, aqua window glass, all
probably from the same pane, found on the surface in CS 30, immediately north of the
evaporator.
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Figure A-I.4.04:

FDH 1294, CS 30, Window Glass (Scale is 10 Centimeters;
Photo by David Babson).

Figure A-I.4.05:

FDH 1294, Evaporator Foundation, 2004 (Visible Scale is 90
Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).
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The evaporator foundation on FDH 1294 was described in detail as part of the
field assessment of the site. It was located in the northeastern quadrant of CS 21, with
approximately ¼ of it extending into the northwestern quadrant of CS 22. This structure
occupied an overall footprint of 400.0 cm. or 4.0 meters (13.1 feet or 157.4 inches) by
118.0 cm. or 1.18 meters (3.9 feet or 46.5 inches), with a height, at its tallest point, of
62.0 cm./24.4 inches above the 2004 ground surface. The concrete “rail” (boiling pan
support) on the north side of the evaporator was 11.5 cm./4.5 inches wide. The concrete
surface of the foundation structure was intact on its north and east sides, but collapsed on
the south side, revealing a stacked–and-mortared stone structure in the interior of the
foundation. In essence, the concrete at the FDH 1294 evaporator arch foundation was
parged over stone, quite similar to the construction method employed at FDH 1159. This
type of construction may be evidence of an earlier evaporator foundation, later rebuilt in
concrete, which would agree with the machine-cut nails found in TU 01, and would again
be similar to the stacked stone and concrete evaporator arch foundation on FDH 1159. It
may also be a stone base to an evaporator foundation being built in concrete, by a
“conservative” builder, perhaps during the first decade of the 20th century when reenforced concrete construction was being developed.
The back (eastern) end of the evaporator foundation retained two L-shaped cast
iron brackets of approximate 5.5 cm./2.2 inches by 5.0/2.0 inches dimensions. These
brackets were set into the concrete during construction, and were probably supports for
the flue stack rising from this end of the evaporator, opposite to the firebox. The north
side of the foundation supported an iron L-shaped pan rail, c. 260.0 cm. or 2.6 meters (8.5
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feet or 102.4 inches) long, with a cast iron leg in its approximate center. The pan rail was
lying “loose” on top of (not set into) the concrete foundation. It is nearly identical to a
second pan rail, probably from the collapsed south side of the foundation, found in CS 21
immediately south of the evaporator. These rails are probably from a metal framework
that stood above the concrete boiling arch, to support the boiling pan above the fire in the
arch. Twenty to thirty firebricks and brick bats were found on the surface adjacent to the
evaporator, especially at its western (firebox) end. Another piece of L-shaped iron rail,
96.0 cm./37.8 inches long, was found along the south side of the western end of the
foundation. This rail was also probably part of the boiling pan support frame. Eight to
ten hand-pressed brick bats or partial bricks were stacked loosely on top of the west end
of the foundation, probably reflecting post-abandonment casual modification of the
structure. A yellow birch tree, c. 30-50 years old (field estimate by B. Bicknell) was seen
growing out of the western end of the foundation. Limits of the western end of the
foundation were defined by two cast iron posts, rising c. 33.0 cm./13.0 inches from the
ground surface and 15.0 cm.5.9 inches wide, both with flat bars riveted to and extending
up from the tops of the posts. These posts are interpreted as mounts for the firebox doors,
at the “firebox end” of the evaporator. They define a firebox door area 45.4 cm./17.9
inches wide. Use of the iron doors from “an old iron rig” was recommended for an arch
constructed from concrete (Ormsbee 1921a).
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Figure A-I.4.06:

FDH 1294, Firebox Door Posts at West End of Evaporator
Foundation (No Scale; 2003 Photo by David Babson).

Some sheet iron, very rusted, was found in the middle of the evaporator arch
foundation, which may be remains of a boiling pan, resting on top of the foundation. A
flat sheet iron pan was found on the surface in CS 21, approximately 3.5 meters south of
the evaporator. This pan, evident on the surface and through probing, measured 99.0
cm./39.0 inches by 299.0 cm./117.7 inches, 16.0 cm./6.3 inches tall, with rolled-seam
corners, and with corners re-enforced by metal (steel) braces. Field observations showed
that this pan would fit on top of the area defined for a pan in the evaporator foundation,
and so it almost certainly represents a pan used with this evaporator. It may be a pan that
was burned (damaged) in use, and discarded immediately outside the boiling house
structure, similar to discarded pans seen next to Yancey’s Sugar House in Croghan, New
York in March of 2003.
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Figure A-I.4.07:

FDH 1294, Flat Pan beside Evaporator Foundation (Scale is
1.0 Meter; Photo by David Babson).

The actual making of syrup in the boiling house is represented by, possibly, one
artifact from TU 01, a silver-plated brass “spritzer” or pump-sprayer head, possibly used
to spray water or milk onto the boiling sap to control boil-overs. Spraying, sprinkling or
dripping water, milk, cream or animal (usually, bacon) fat onto boiling syrup to “knock
down” an incipient boil-over is described in Lawrence and Martin (1993:99-102).
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Figure A-I.4.08:

FDH 1294, TU 01, Silver-Plated Brass Sprayer-Head, Front
(L) and Side (R) Views (Scales are 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters;
Photos by David Babson).

Sap gathering at the trees, in the sugarbush and away from the boiling house is
represented by a steel bucket hanger loop from a Grimm Patent Spile found in TU 01.
This activity is represented more pervasively by iron/steel hoops and hoop sections from
wooden-stave sap gathering buckets found in TU 01 and in CS 20 (where the presence of
at least four decayed wooden buckets was noted in the field), CS 21 and CS 28. A
galvanized-steel tree bucket, identified as a purposely-made sap collection bucket by its
tall, tapered shape, was observed in CS 29. An iron/steel sled runner component, part of
a sap-collection vehicle was first noted in 2003, and recorded in 2004 in CS 19. Another
section of a sled runner, attached to a steel brace which would have supported the body of
the sled from this runner, was recorded in CS 13.
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Figure A-I.4.09:

FDH 1294, Iron Bucket Hanger for a Grimm Patent Spile, TU
01 (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

Figure A-I.4.10:

FDH 1294, TU 01, Steel Bucket Hoop Sections for WoodenStave Sap Buckets (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by
David Babson).
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Figure A-I.4.11:

FDH 1294, CS 19, Sled Runner on Site Surface (No Scale; 2003
Photo by David Babson).

Figure A-I.4.12:

FDH 1294, CS 13, Probable Iron Sled Runner and Brace
Assembly (Scale is 10 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).
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The surface collections on FDH 1294 and the material from clearing the concrete
pad, sifted and collected as TU 01, included more domestic artifacts (ceramics and glass)
than were found on the surface on in excavations on any other maple syrup processing
site investigated in 2004. Ceramics included hand-painted porcelain and decal-decorated
refined white-firing earthenware (1890-c. 1950; Miller, at al. 200:13), tea- or coffee-cup
body sherds and saucer or plate rim sherds. Glass associated with the site occupation
included clear sherds from “ATLAS/E-Z/SEAL” canning jars, possibly repurposed to
contain locally-made liquor (“moonshine”), and several sherds from liquor bottles,
whereas a number of pull-tab top aluminum-end steel-body beer cans (1962-c. 1985;
Miller, et al. 2000:17) found in the collection squares represent post-abandonment casual
drinking on the site by civilian hunters or military personnel.

Figure A-I.4.13:

FDH 1294, TU 01, Decal-Decorated Refined White-Firing
Earthenware (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David
Babson).
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Figure A-I.4.14:

FDH 1294, TU 01, Clear Glass “ATLAS/E-Z/SEAL” Canning
Jar Body Sherds (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by
David Babson).

A relatively small surface dump of approximately 1.0-meter by 2.0-meters
dimensions was observed on the boundary between CS 28 and CS 29, some 6.0 meters
east of the evaporator foundation. This dump contained two pieces of steel hoops from a
wooden-stave sap collection bucket or buckets, a galvanized-steel tapered sap
collection/tree bucket, two galvanized-steel buckets with bail handles, one
complete/intact clear glass “ATLAS/E-Z/SEAL” canning jar (post 1896: Toulouse
1969:22),
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Figure A-I.4.15:

FDH 1294, CS 28, Clear Glass “ATLAS/E-Z/SEAL” Canning
Jar, Intact with Lid (Scale is 10 Centimeters; Photo by David
Babson).

a machine-blown brown-glass liquor bottle base (1903-c. 1950; Miller, et al. 2000:8), a
clear glass liquor flask bearing the “FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS SALE OR REUSE
OF THIS BOTTLE” embossment (1933-1964: Miller, et al. 2000:8, like the beer cans,
probably from post-abandonment use of the site) a complete/intact clear glass “jelly” jar,
a complete/intact clear glass food jar with remnants of a metal top present, an iron
eggbeater, two steel coffee cans, and an enameled-steel “tinware” saucer. The sapcollection bucket found in this dump argues that it is directly associated with the pre1940 boiling house occupation of the site, although it has also received artifacts (e.g. the
“FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS” liquor flask) probably deposited after site abandonment.
Another artifact probably associated with the pre-1940 use-period of FDH 1294
was the base of a Bristol-slip stoneware crock or jug found in CS 30.
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Figure A-I.4.16:

FDH 1294, CS 30, Bristol-Slip Stoneware Crock Base with
1895 Patent Mark (Scale is 10 Centimeters; Photo by David
Babson).

As shown in Figure A-I.4.16, the base of this vessel bears the distinctive mark of:
“SAFTEY VALVE/PATD MAY 21-1895,” in a ring surrounding an interlaced “G” and
“H” inside a triangle. This mark is formed by raised molding from the vessel base, an
unusual method for marking ceramics which may have been done to imitate embossed
(raised) lettering on glass. Glass canning jars with this same mark were made by the
Diamond Glass Company of Montreal, Quebec, which operated between 1891 and the
1960s (Toulouse 1969:270). Manufacture of this stoneware vessel by a glass company is
intriguing, and it may connect to the presence of four canning jars (minimum vessel, not
sherd, count) on the surface and in TU 01 at FDH 1294. If it is a crock, this vessel may
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also have been used to store maple syrup, or even to collect sap from a tree, similar to a
stoneware crock shown along with wooden spiles as an example of “early” sap collection
in a recent U.S. Department of Agriculture syrup producer’s manual (Willits and Hills
1976:15, Figure 23). Given the other domestic artifacts found on FDH 1294, the crock
may also have been used to store food eaten in the boiling house by workers during the
boiling season. If this flat-bottomed, cylindrical vessel was a jug, it may have been used
to contain maple syrup for sale, possibly in an effort to enhance the “country” nature of
the syrup by marketing it in an “old-timey” stoneware jug. Manufacture of this jug by a
Canadian glass company might indicate that the syrup maker at FDH 1294 was buying at
least some of his syrup equipment from Canada, which has dominated North American
maple syrup production through most of the 20th century (Lawrence and Martin 1993:76,
Thomas 2004:34).
I.4.2: Site Summary:
The relatively-large amount of cultural material found on the site surface at FDH
1294 during the 2004 field project represents both sap gathering and sap boiling
activities, as part of the “task kit” for making maple syrup. The evaporator was
deliberately positioned below a natural slope, improved by at least one line of stones,
purposely-placed to define a sap-unloading area (Figure A-I.4.02). Transport of sap from
the unloading area to the boiling house, or from storage tanks such as the crushed,
possibly displaced, tank found in CS 29, is represented by sections of repurposed steel
rain gutter found on the site (Figure A-I.4.01). With the unloading area being some 15.0
to 20.0 meters removed from the evaporator, a greater distance than those at FDH 1160
or FDH 1256, a system to transport sap was definitely needed at FDH 1294. The
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evaporator was a stone-built, concrete-surfaced arch under an iron (steel) pan frame, with
iron firebox doors at its western end, and a sheet steel flue rising above its eastern end.
The evaporator was flanked by a concrete (over stone) pad on its north side, and a stone
pad off its northwestern corner; these pads represent improved working floors, stood
upon by the evaporator operator(s) while they boiled sap. Contrary to its original (2003)
assessment, this evaporator was definitely covered by a boiling house structure,
represented by the iron nails, decayed lumber and thousands of pieces of broken-up tar
paper found in TU 01, also on the surface immediately around the evaporator foundation.
That this structure was an enclosed house, not an open shed, is shown by the three pieces
of window glass found in CS 30 (Figure A-I.4.04). Sap collection buckets (Figure AI.4.10, a bucket hanger for (probably) a Grimm Patent Spile (Figure A-I.4.09), a sled
runner part (Figure A-I.4.11) and a sled runner part and brace (Figure A-I.4.12) were also
found in close proximity to the evaporator foundation, representing sap-gathering
equipment probably stored in or next to the boiling house at the time of its abandonment.
The sled runners are the only definite parts from sap-collection vehicles found during this
project; they may be parts stored at the boiling house to repair a vehicle also used, and
stored, elsewhere, or they may be from a vehicle stored and abandoned on site in 1941.141
The eggbeater, coffee cans, dishes (ceramic and “tinware;” Figure A-I.4.13),
stoneware crock base (Figure A-I.4.16), glass canning jars (Figures A-I.4.14 & A-I.4.15)
and glass food-storage jars found in association with the boiling house on FDH 1294
represent the social aspect of sap boiling, as discussed in Chapter II, Section 2.3.3. The
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An abandoned sled is described as part of the extensive gathering and boiling equipment found on site
A089-18-000010, the Macomb Maple Syrup Lean-to in the Town of Macomb, St. Lawrence County
(Hartgen 2001:Photos 16, 19).
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eggbeater is particularly interesting; eggbeaters are not discussed as being used in syrup
production (Lawrence and Martin 1993:131-137), so this artifact probably represents
cooking (e.g. making scrambled eggs or pancakes) that took place in the boiling house
while syrup making was under way. (Cooking in a sugarhouse is discussed, albeit
fictionally, in “A Supper in a Sugar Camp;” Neff 1919.) The food was, undoubtedly,
served on the dishes whose sherds were found in TU 01 or on “tinware” such as the
saucer from the surface dump on the boundary of CS 28 and CS 29, as were other foods
stored in the stoneware crock, canning jars or commercial food-storage jars also found in
TU 01 or on the surface adjacent to the evaporator foundation. Neither ceramic nor
“tinware” serving vessels were found on any other maple syrup processing site
investigated by the 2004 project.142 Several liquor bottles were also found in these same
contexts, which may indicate drinking at this evaporator. Lawrence and Martin
(1993:110) note that competent syrup makers did not drink while operating an
evaporator, so the surface liquor bottles and bottle sherds may be from post-abandonment
use of the site, as are the pull-tab-top beer cans (1962-c. 1985; Miller, et al. 2000:17) also
found in this context. One sherd from a possible liquor flask was found in TU 01,
however, from a context produced by collapse of the abandoned boiling house. The
question as to whether the syrup makers, or their visitors, drank at FDH 1294 is therefore
unresolved.
The substantial, 20th-century concrete construction of the FDH 1294 evaporator,
its association with a natural slope improved to facilitate unloading collected sap, and the
presence of a frame, tar-paper covered boiling house with at least one glass window, call
142

A piece from a grey “tinware” vessel was observed on the surface of site, A053-40-000740, the Area E
Maple Sugar Processing Site in Madison County, New York on 28 June 2007; see Figure 3.01.
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into question the 2003 designation of FDH 1294 as a “small-trough” maple syrup
processing site. The 2004 program of investigation described here and the artifacts
assessed by this program have established that there was a substantial investment of time
and materials in constructing and operating the FDH 1294 evaporator, up to the point of
its abandonment during the Army acquisition of Fort Drum (Pine Camp) lands, c. 194041. As is discussed with other sites investigated by the 2004 project (FDH 1159, FDH
1256 and FDH 1160), the original classification of FDH 1294 could no longer be
supported as a result of the 2004 investigations.
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Section I.5: FDH 1305:
Project:

2004.074

Site:

FDH 1305

Original (2004143) Assessment: Trough—Small.
Owner, 1940-41 Acquisition: Acquired by New York National Guard in 1910.
1940-41 Tract Size: Unknown number of acres.
1940-41 Same Tract As: Unknown.
Dates Investigated: 6-8 July 2004
Site Crew: D. Babson, B. Bicknell
Investigation Methods: Site Base Map, Site Detail Planview, Excavation of one 1X2meter Test Unit.
FDH 1305 was discovered during the 2004 Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey,
as part of a Phase 1b survey for a timber sale, Fort Drum CRS Project 2004.047. FDH
1305 is the center site among a complex of three sites (see Figure A-I.5.03), all of which
were discovered during the 2004.047 Project. Along with FDH 1306, FDH 1305 was
selected for investigation in 2004 due to its evident status as a small-trough maple syrup
processing site, its location as part of an apparent complex of such sites, and the potential
for adverse impacts posed to the site by the timber sale which made Project 2004.047
necessary. One 1X2-meter test unit was dug on FDH 1305 so as to split available
investigation effort between this site and FDH 1306, another small-trough maple syrup
processing site found during project 2004.047. Apparent damage from military activity
(fighting positions, and a concertina wire line installed adjacent to the site) to FDH 1304
led to this site not being selected for investigation. Also, FDH 1304 was evident on the
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FDH 1305 was discovered during the 2004 Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey summer field season.
It was not assessed during 2003.
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surface as a consolidated pile of bricks, meaning that its identity as a maple syrup
processing site could not be assured before investigation.
A sites base map was drawn from one baseline grid, extended to cover all three
sites, FDH 1304, FDH 1305 and FDH 1306. This grid was established through
installation of permanent plastic datum stakes, with grid co-ordinates written on their
tops. Excavation units dug at FDH 1305 and FDH 1306 were oriented to these baselines,
and identified by co-ordinates derived from the baselines.
I.5.1: Site Description:
FDH 1305 was evident on the surface as a small, stone “trough” (evaporator arch
foundation), consisting of two parallel lines of limestone and metamorphic (B. Bicknell)
rocks. These lines of stone are approximately 3.0 meters long, north-south, and are
approximately 1.5 meters apart, east-west. On the surface, it did not have a definite
perpendicular line of stones closing off one end of the rectangular box described by the
parallel lines of stone, but some stone in the northern end of the box could indicate such a
line, below the ground surface.
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Figure A-I.5.01:

FDH 1305, Evaporator Foundation Plan; Scale is 1.0 Meter.
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Figure A-I.5.02:

FDH 1305, Evaporator Foundation (Raked; Scale is 1.0 Meter,
Photo by David Babson).

The northern end of the box is higher than the southern end, indicating that the evaporator
firebox may have been at the southern end of the box. The long axis of the box was
aligned to within five degrees of magnetic north, indicating that FDH 1305 was built
“four-square.”
As noted, FDH 1305 is part of an apparent complex with two other small-trough
maple syrup processing sites, FDH 1304 to its north, and FDH 1306 to its south.
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Figure A-I.5.03:

FDH 1305, FDH 1304 and FDH 1306 Sites Base Map; Scale is 5.0 Meters.
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All three sites are located along a fairly steep slope running approximately northeast to
southwest through the site area. FDH 1304 was located at the base of the slope, while
FDH 1305 and FDH 1306 were found further up the slope. As with other “hillside”
maple syrup processing sites found on Fort Drum lands (e.g. FDH 1159, FDH 1294), all
three of these sites could use the slope on which they were located to facilitate unloading
of sap. The forest found on this slope was a mature deciduous forest (the target for the
timber sale that occasioned Project 2004.047), including ash, black cherry and maple
trees. The maple trees were sugar maples, up to 100-150 years old (B. Bicknell),
probably once part of the sugarbush used by FDH 1305 and FDH 1306.
I.5.2: Test Unit 01:
TU 01 for FDH 1305 was located 1.0 meter grid east of the southeastern corner of
the evaporator arch foundation on this site. It was positioned here to investigate the
probable main activity area of the maple syrup processing site, based upon observation of
the maple syrup processing sites previously investigated in 2004 (FDH 1160, FDH 1256
and FDH 1294). This location was also expected to pick up any structural remains of a
shed or boiling house structure present on the site.
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Figure A-I.5.04:

FDH 1305, TU 01 West Wall Profile; Scale is 50 Centimeters.

Level 01 in TU 01 was a black (10YR2/1) loam, representing soil development
from the leaves and other forest debris deposited on the site upslope from the evaporator
arch foundation. Excavation of this level revealed pieces of sandstone, some with minor
fire reddening, along the southern wall of the unit. TU 01 Level 01 contained a sherd of
brown glass, probably from a modern beer bottle, although this sherd contained no
specific diagnostic marks, such as exterior surface stippling (Miller, et al. 2000:8), that
would indicate modern manufacture. This level also contained a brass-jacketed lead rifle
bullet, probably from an M-1 carbine (identified in the field by B. Bicknell), representing
Army training between 1940-41 and c. 1960 in the site area. Four pieces of hand-pressed
red brick (7.0 grams) were also found in this level.
The interface between Levels 01 and 02 in TU 01 was very well defined, given
that level 02 was a consistent dark yellowish brown (10YR4/6) sandy silt. This interface
revealed three possible features.
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Figure A-I.5.05:

FDH 1305, TU 01 Level 01/Level 02 Interface Planview and
Feature 02 Bisection; Scale is 50 Centimeters.

TU 01 Feature 01 was the concentration of sandstone, some pieces with fire reddening,
noted on the southern boundary of the unit while Level 01 was being excavated. TU 01
Feature 02 was a roughly-square area of very dark grey (10YR3/1) silty loam, a
continuation of Level 01 soils into Level 02. Feature 02 appeared to be a posthole, and
its location c. 1.5 meters grid east from the evaporator foundation meant that it might be
associated with a shed or boiling house structure, covering the evaporator arch
foundation. Accordingly, Feature 02 was bisected along the test unit center line, which
ran through the northern third of the limits of this feature, as seen at the Level 01/Level
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02 interface. As may be seen from the bisection profile (Figure A-I.5.05), excavation of
Feature 02 revealed a natural soil feature such as a decayed tree stump, not a cultural
feature such as a posthole. TU 01 Feature 03 was effectively bisected by the western
wall of the test unit, and so its eastern “half” (approximate) was excavated to the limits of
the unit wall, to provide a bisection profile along this wall. This excavation revealed that,
like Feature 02, TU 01 Feature 03 was a natural soil feature, a tree stump or, possibly, a
rodent burrow, not a cultural feature. No artifacts were recovered from either Feature 02
or Feature 03, although a very small amount (four fragments; 0.1 gram) of charcoal was
recovered from the southern half of Feature 02.
The only artifacts recovered from TU 01 Level 02 were 14 fragments (17.6
grams) of red, hand-pressed brick.

Figure A-I.5.06:

FDH 1305, TU 01, Level 02, Hand-Pressed Red Brick, 3 of 14
Fragments (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David
Babson).
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These fragments are probably from the same source (the evaporator foundation) as those
recovered from TU 01 Level 01.
TU 01 Level 03 was a mottled soil, 30% dark yellowish brown (10YR4/6) sandy
silt, and 70% brown (10YR4/3) silty sand. This layer, essentially a blend of Level 02 soil
(the 30% of dark yellowish brown sandy silt) with an underlying (70%) brown sand,
probably represents a transition between the cultural levels (Level 01 and, especially,
Level 02) found in TU 01 and a deltaic or glacial sand. TU 01 Level 03 was culturallysterile, and excavation of TU 01 was halted after removal of 5.0 cm. of sterile soil from
Level 03.
I.5.3: Site Summary:
Excavation of TU 01 on FDH 1305 revealed no evidence from artifacts (no nails,
window glass, tarpaper or shingles) or features (the possible features investigated at the
TU 01 Level01/Level 02 interface turned out to be natural, not cultural) of a shed or
boiling house structure at this evaporator house foundation. Of all six maple syrup
processing sites investigated during the 2004 project, only this site (FDH 1305) produced
no evidence of even a minimal sugarhouse structure on the site. Speculation in the field
centered on the possibility that this site was built but never used; abandoned before use of
this evaporator arch began. This hypothesis is supported by the site’s proximity to FDH
1306 which was, definitely, used (see below), and it would also be supported by the early
(1910) purchase of the land on which FDH 1305 was located for the Pine Plains New
York National Guard training reservation. It is contradicted by the reddening noted in the
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sandstone rocks comprising Feature 01 along the southern end of TU 01. This reddening
is evidence of fire stress, and therefore indicates that the evaporator arch at FDH 1305
was used, at least minimally, after its construction.
As noted, FDH 1305 is best considered as part of a complex with FDH 1306 and,
possibly, FDH 1304. These maple syrup processing sites (FDH 1304 may or may not be
a maple syrup processing site) are close together (FDH 1304 is 30.0 meters north of FDH
1305, and FDH 1306 is 20.0 meters south-southeast of FDH 1305), and they are all
located along the same landform, a west-facing (approximately) ridge that transits fairly
abruptly from open, upland forest and fields to a lower, wetter area. In the field, we
speculated that this might be due to differences in production strategies, such as three
families or production groups sharing a sugarbush (along the west-facing ridge) on shares
but using their own maple syrup production facilities (evaporators), or as properties
dividing this sugarbush, which would imply property lines dividing, at least, FDH 1305
and FDH 1306. It may also be that FDH 1305 succeeded FDH 1306 in time. This
second possibility is discussed further in Chapter IV, Section 4.4.4 and in the section of
this appendix (Section I.6) covering FDH 1306 (see below).
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Section I.6: FDH 1306:
Project:

2004.075

Site:

FDH 1306

Original (2004144) Assessment: Trough—Small.
Owner, 1940-41 Acquisition: Acquired by New York National Guard in 1910.
1940-41 Tract Size: Unknown number of acres.
1940-41 Same Tract As: Unknown.
Dates Investigated: 6-13 July 2004
Site Crew: D. Babson, B. Bicknell
Investigation Methods: Site Base Map, Site Detail Planview, Excavation of one 1X2meter Test Unit.
FDH 1306 was discovered as a part of Project 2004.047, along with FDH 1304
and FDH 1305, as discussed above (in Section I.5, covering FDH 1305). As with FDH
1305, FDH 1306 was selected for investigation because, from surface indications, it
appeared to be a small-trough type maple syrup processing site, and because it would be
subject to impacts from the timber sale that caused the Phase 1b survey that was
designated as Project 2004.047. As noted with regard to FDH 1305, investigation effort
was divided between this site and FDH 1306, and so only one 1X2-meter test unit was
dug on FDH 1306.
FDH 1306 was covered by the same baseline grid that encompassed FDH 1304
and FDH 1305. This grid was established through installation of permanent plastic
datum stakes, with grid co-ordinates written upon their tops. The 1X2-meter test unit dug
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FDH 1306 was discovered during the 2004 Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey summer field season.
It was not assessed during 2003.
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at FDH 1306 was oriented along this baseline grid, and identified by co-ordinates derived
from the grid.
I.6.1: Site Description:
As with FDH 1305, FDH 1306 was defined on the surface by two roughly-parallel
lines of stones, defining an evaporator arch foundation.

Figure A-I.6.01:

FDH 1306, Evaporator Foundation Plan; Scale is 1.0 Meter.
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Figure A-I.6.02:

FDH 1306, Evaporator Foundation (Raked), Following
Excavation of TU 01 (Scale is 1.0 Meter; Photo by David
Babson).

The back of the evaporator arch, represented by the right angle evident in the stonework
at the northeastern corner of this foundation, is more prominent than was the back of the
evaporator at FDH 1305. The downslope (southwestern) wall of the arch foundation was
less evident on the surface, but was represented by a few surface stones, and more were
found through probing with a chaining pin. The southeastern area of the foundation
probably represents the evaporator arch firebox. This area is dominated by an apparent
pile of stone at the southeastern corner of the foundation, which may represent some
disruption of this corner of the arch. The long axis of FDH 1306 is oriented roughly
northeast to southwest, along the plane of the slope on which it stands, and not to the
cardinal directions of the compass.
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FDH 1306 is the southernmost of the three small, historical sites (FDH 1306,
FDH 1304 and FDH 1305) located along the slope of this west-facing ridge in TA 7C. It
is between c. 20.0 meters (the northern end of the evaporator foundation) and 25.0 meters
(the site datum) south-southeast of FDH 1305.
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Figure A-I.6.03:

FDH 1306, FDH 1304 and FDH 1305 Sites Base Map; Scale is 5.0 Meters.
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As noted in the description of FDH 1305 (see above), the site area is in deciduous forest
along the slope of the ridge, including numerous mature sugar maple trees. As with FDH
1305 and other maple syrup processing sites found on Fort Drum lands, FDH 1305
almost certainly used this slope to facilitate unloading of sap at this maple syrup
processing site; this is the primary reason for the site to be located on the slope where it
was found.
Unlike FDH 1305, FDH 1306 was directly associated with a dense pile of ash and
burned material, concentrated to the north and west of the evaporator arch, that is,
downslope from the arch. This area was noted in the field as being composed of
approximately 50% charcoal and, after the area was raked clear of leaves and forest
debris (see Figure A-I.6.02), appeared as if it might be supporting at least part of the
downslope side of the evaporator arch foundation. The stones making up the foundation
were also noted as being heavily heat-stressed (reddened and cracked). On 7 July 2004, a
core was taken about 1.5 meters west of and downslope from the southwestern boundary
of the evaporator (its location is marked on the FDH 1304-1306 base map; see Figure AI.6.03). This core extended approximately 40.0 cm. below surface to a compaction
refusal, showing:
0-10cm.

Black (10YR2/1) heavily organic silt loam, with abundant
charcoal.

10-15cm.

Dark yellowish brown (10YR4/6) silt, possibly heat-altered soil.

15-c. 40cm.

Brown (10YR4/3) sandy silt, increasing compaction.

This soil profile, outside of the arch foundation, is consistent with ashes being shoveled
out of the arch, and dumped downslope from the foundation. This is more likely an “inuse” component of the site than a construction component, as would be the case if this
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ash was piled up to support the foundation while it was under construction, before the
arch foundation stones were placed.
I.6.2: Test Unit 01:
Test Unit 01 was located between 0.75 and 1.5 meters west of the southwestern
corner of the evaporator arch foundation. As may be seen in Figure A-I.6.03, it is not
parallel to the evaporator foundation walls, since it is aligned with the grid for the sites
base map for FDH 1306, FDH 1304 and FDH 1305. TU 01 was placed here to interpret
the edge of the extensive ash pile described above, and to further test our inference from
the above-described soil core that this ash pile was a result of use of the evaporator, not
part of its construction.
Level 01 in TU 01 was a dark organic and charcoal layer, probably produced by
mixture of the ash and charcoal from use of the evaporator with mold from leaves, twigs
and other forest material deposited since abandonment. In profile, it shows a noticeable
hump of material in the northeastern corner of the unit.
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Figure A-I.6.04:

FDH 1306, TU 01, North and East Wall Profiles; Scale is 50
Centimeters.

Level 01 contained three pieces of burned sheet metal (iron), interpreted as coming from
a flat evaporator pan due to the right-angle bend in one piece.

Figure A-1.6.05:

FDH 1306, TU 01 Level 01, Flat Pan Fragments, Sides A & B.
Right-Angle Bend in Left-Most Piece (Scales are 5.0 X 1.0
Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).
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This level also contained a piece of burned iron wire, and 10 machine-cut machineheaded or machine-cut, heads missing iron nail fragments dating from 1790 to 1890
(Adams 2002:67-68, Table 3; Figure 6). All of these nail fragments were burned or
carbonized.

Figure A-1.6.06:

FDH 1306, TU 01 Level 01, Machine-cut, Machine-headed Iron
Nail Fragments with Heads, Burned (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0
Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

TU 01 Level 01 also contained two pieces (49.1 grams) of burned, yellow firebrick.
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Figure A-I.6.07:

FDH 1306, TU 01 Level 01, Burned Yellow Firebrick, 1 of 2
(Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

And, 14 Pieces (673.0 grams) of burned or heat-stressed sandstone.

Figure A-I.6.08:

FDH 1306, TU 01 Level 01, Burned Sandstone, 1 of 14 (Scale is
5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).
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TU 01 Level 01 also contained 12 fragments (322.3 grams) of red, hand-pressed brick,
with several pieces heat-stressed to the point of being glazed, and 27 pieces (10.8 grams)
of charcoal.
Level 02 in TU 01 was a complex mottled soil, composed of 30 % black
(10YR2/1) loam with charcoal, 30 % yellowish-red (5YR5/8) silt and 40 % light grey
(10YR7/2) ash. All three components of this mottled soil derive their color from heat
alteration. The humped shape of Level 01 noted in the east wall profile of TU 01 was
even more pronounced in Level 02, especially when, at the base of Level 01, Level 02
tapered out in the (gird) northwestern and southwestern corners of the unit, creating a
direct interface between Level 01 and Level 03.
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Figure A-I.6.09:

FDH 1306, TU 01, Top of Level 02 (Scale is 1.0 meter; Photo by
David Babson).
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Figure A-I.6.10:

FDH 1306, TU 01 Planview, Level 01 and Level 02/Feature
01—Level 03 Interface; Scale is 50 Centimeters.

This somewhat unusual convex profile led us to redesignate TU 01 Level 02 as TU 01
Feature 01, and to interpret it as an ash heap feature, probably created by cleaning the
evaporator arch to its immediate east—that is, by shoveling ashes out of the firebox
which (see Figure A-I.6.01) was located at this end (the southwestern end) of the
evaporator foundation. In the field on 9 July 2004, Bic Bicknell observed that TU 01
Level 02/Feature 01 (the ash heap) was to the left of the presumed opening of the firebox,
on the southwestern end of the evaporator foundation. An ash heap here is consistent
with a right-handed man shoveling ashes from the firebox, and throwing them to his left,
the most natural and comfortable direction for a right-handed person digging with a longhandled shovel.
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In the northeastern corner of TU 01, the mottled ash and burned soil matrix of TU
01 Level 02/Feature 01 extended to a depth of 69.0 cm. below the test unit datum
(southwestern corner), filling a probably-natural hole in this area (see Figure A-I.6.04,
East Wall Profile). The irregular boundaries of this hole indicate that it was probably a
natural soil feature (e.g. the hole left by a tree throw or from pulling a stump), that, in a
sense, became cultural as it was filled by ashes from the FDH 1306 evaporator.
TU 01 Level 2 contained one fragment from a round, iron disk with a raised
central boss and a small nail hole, formed through the center of this boss, very like the
tarpaper fastening disks found on FDH 1256, TU 02 Level 01. This was the only artifact
recovered from TU 01 that was not burned.

Figure A-I.6.11:

FDH 1306, TU 01 Level 02, Iron Washer with Central Nail
Hole (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

TU 01 Level 02 also contained a burned 8d machine-cut, machine-headed iron nail.
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Figure A-I.6.12:

FDH 1306, TU 01 Level 02, 8d Machine-cut, Machine-headed
Iron Nail, Burned (Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by
David Babson).

There were seven more machine-cut nail fragments (3 with machine-made heads, 18051890; Adams 2002:67-68, Table 3; Figure 6, and 4 with heads missing, 1790-1890;
Adams 2002:67-68, Table 3; Figure 6), all of them burned. TU 01 Level 02 also
contained seven pieces of large mammal bone, possibly burned, 62 pieces (14.5 grams) of
charcoal or charred wood, and one piece of burned/heat-stressed calcite (identified in the
field by B. Bicknell), imported to the site area145. This one piece of calcite is a

145

The closest known significant source of calcite is the Quarry Pond Site, FDH 1074, some 12
kilometers/7.5 miles straight-line distance from FDH 1306.
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representative sample for uncounted other pieces observed in TU 01 Level 02/Feature 01
during excavation.

Figure A-I.6.13:

FDH 1306, TU 01 Level 02/Feature 01, Burned Block of Calcite
(Scale is 5.0 X 1.0 Centimeters; Photo by David Babson).

The burning of almost all the artifacts recovered from TU 01 Level 02/Feature 01
strengthens the interpretation of this feature as a heap of ashes removed from the
evaporator arch during use.
As noted, TU 01 Level 02/Feature 01 and TU 01 Level 03 had a very irregular
interface, and so the Level 02/Level 03 interface was determined, in plan during
excavation, below where it is seen in profile (Figure A-I.6.04). TU 01 Level 03 was a
yellowish-brown (10YR5/6) silt, which contained no cultural material. Excavation in TU
01 was closed once about 5.0 cm. of material had been removed from Level 03 below the
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point where this level was recognized in plan, once it became apparent that TU 01 Level
03 was culturally sterile.
I.6.3: Site Summary:
Given its location on the side of a ridge, and artifacts typical of other maple syrup
processing sites (pieces of a flat evaporator pan; Figure A-I.6.05 and 18 machine-cut,
machine-headed iron nails; Figure A-I.6.06 and A-I.6.12), FDH 1306 seems very similar
to other Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites. In size, it is most similar to FDH 1305,
its immediate neighbor to the north, but the 18 nails and nail fragments found in TU 01,
Levels 01 and 02 indicate that this maple syrup processing site, unlike FDH 1305, had at
least a minimal structure covering the evaporator arch represented by the stone
foundation that marks this site. Absence of window glass (unlike FDH 1160 or FDH
1294) may indicate that this structure was an open shed rather than an enclosed boiling
house. However, subsurface investigations conducted on FDH 1306 were limited to one
1X2-meter test unit, meaning that absence of window glass from these two square meters
cannot be accepted as definitive evidence of its absence from the rest of the site.
The salient component of FDH 1306, as defined through excavation of TU 01,
was the very extensive pile of ash, charcoal and burned wood found to the north and west
of the evaporator foundation, and described as Level 02/Feature 01 in TU 01. This site
component extends significantly beyond the limits of TU 01 (see Figure A-I.6.03, Sites
Base Map), as a complex of charcoal and burned soil extending around the evaporator.
This area is larger, and much more intensely burned, than any other activity area
observed surrounding the evaporator on any other site investigated in 2004 (FDH 1159,
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FDH 1160, FDH 1256, FDH 1294 and FDH 1305). The presence of 18 iron nails in
Levels 01 and 02 of TU 01 led to field speculation that this burning may have resulted
from destruction of the boiling house or shed by fire. The possible burning of the boiling
house structure at FDH 1160, however, left less evidence of fire than is present at FDH
1306. Also, the characteristics of Feature 01 in TU 01 as an ash heap (see above)
indicate more strongly that the intense burning at FDH 1306 was probably produced
during use of the site, though the nails may have been brought in if the FDH 1306
structure burned at some point during its use, perhaps toward the end of this use. FDH
1306 appears to have been fired more intensely, and for longer periods of time, than any
other maple syrup processing site investigated at Fort Drum in 2004.
The calcite stone (Figure A-I.6.13) observed on the site, and especially in the ash
heap (Level 02/Feature 01 of TU 01) may offer a possible explanation for the intense use
of FDH 1306. Calcite is calcium carbonate, and is processed, through burning, to make
lime, an important component of locally-made mortar before the introduction of
inexpensive Portland-style cement in 1899 (Miller, et al. 2000:16, Werner & Burmeister
2007:1). Lime is also used on farms as a soil fertilizer (Russell 1976:388-390). As
noted, the closest known source of calcite is the Quarry Pond Site (FDH 1074), the
location of a large commercial calcite quarry from c. 1900 to 1933, which supplied large
amounts of this mineral for use in making Portland Cement (Morrison 1944). A large
lime kiln, with an imposing stone furnace, charging ramp and associated quarry pit, is
located in the western part of the Fort Drum Cantonment (FDH 10-131). Calcite does,
therefore, occur and lime-making was conducted in the Fort Drum area, and so there may
be a source of this mineral closer to FDH 1306 than Quarry Pond, although this source
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has yet to be found by the Fort Drum Cultural Resources Survey (as of 2004). It may be
that FDH 1306, with its fragments from a flat evaporator pan (Figure A-I.6.05) is a maple
syrup evaporator that was reused to burn calcite for lime, possibly following a fire that
burned the shed or boiling house. This shed or house would have been constructed
before c. 1890, given the exclusively machine-cut, machine-headed iron nails found in
TU 01, but not rebuilt (at least, not rebuilt after c. 1890), given the fact that no wire nails
were found in TU 01146 (Adams 2002:Table 3; Figure 6). Absence of wire nails from this
test unit and, possibly, this site also connects to c. 1910 abandonment of the area, when
the land surrounding FDH 1306 was purchased for the Pine Plains New York National
Guard training installation. A fire at FDH 1306 would introduce burned nails and nail
fragments into the evaporator area, allowing them to then be cleared out with the
abundant ashes that formed the ash heap (TU 01 Level 02/Feature 01, and the larger ash
pile north and west of the foundation) described above as the result of a right-handed
person shoveling out the evaporator firebox. As discussed with regard to FDH 1305, it
may be that this similar “small-trough” site began as a maple syrup processing site,
became a lime-burning site, and was replaced for syrup making by FDH 1305, 20-25
meters to its north.
Writing in The Rural New Yorker in 1878, N. W. Bliss describes two methods for
small-scale producers to make lime. He describes placing two logs, 10 to 12 feet long,
five to six feet apart, then building up a cribwork of smaller logs between the two long
logs, supporting a pile of limestone pieces broken to a size no larger than a man’s fist.
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As with window glass, the absence of wire nails from the two square meters of TU 01 is not definitive
evidence of their absence from the site. There were, however, 18 machine-cut nails or nail fragments found
in TU 01, arguing for a better sample of this artifact type by this 1X2-meter test unit.
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Firing this stack would produce a “pile of quicklime” (Bliss 1878) within 24 hours. This
method was held to be less efficient than building up alternating layers of small logs and
limestone pieces between the two logs, and then firing the resulting layered structure.
Although Bliss (1878) does not mention it specifically, it seems likely that either of these
methods could be adapted to a disused maple syrup boiling arch, with the parallel long
sides of the arch taking the places of the two long logs.
Possible reuse of FDH 1306 is intriguing, as it reminds us that, to their creators,
the maple syrup processing sites at Fort Drum were valued more for their utility than for
their absolute identity as maple syrup processing sites. They were fireplaces, most
usually used to boil sap and make maple syrup, but they could be put to other purposes
(such as small-scale production of lime for mortar or fertilizer) if conditions changed.
This observation does not affect interpretation of sites (FDH 1159, FDH 1160, FDH 1256
and FDH 1294) where no evidence of activities other than maple syrup making has been
found, but it does remind us that the functional identity of these sites was somewhat
provisional during their period of use, and that they could be repurposed, if need be.
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APPENDIX II
ARTIFACT CATALOG

Section II.1: FDH 1159:
Project:

2004.078

Site:

Count:

Date:

Description:

Provenience:

FDH 1159

TU 01, Level 1

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron: Wire
bucket hanger, for wooden-stave bucket.
Wire section formed into bucket hanger.

TU 01, Level 1

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron: Hanger rod
from a shoulder yoke for sap gatherers.
Repurposed 0.6 cm/0.3 inch diameter iron
bar (one end with 2-3 threads) formed into a
loop (top; connected to shoulder piece of
yoke) and a hook (bottom; for hanging
bucket) at each end. Wear on inside of both
hook and loop. 37.0 cm./15.0 inches overall
length.

TU 01, Level 1

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron:
Steel band, 2.0 cm./0.8 inches wide, with
one edge rolled over, and the opposite edge
cut. Two sections (joined ends of hoop)
riveted together by 2 rivets. Probable steel
hoop for wooden-stave sap bucket; rolled
edge may be upper edge of topmost hoop on
bucket.

TU 01, Level 1

5

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron:
Steel band, 2.0 cm./0.8 inches wide, with
one edge rolled over, and the opposite edge
cut. “Plain” (not riveted) sections. Probable
steel hoop for wooden-stave sap bucket.

Post 1890

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron:
Assembly, formed tapered box of sheet
metal with 9 c. 2d iron wire nails/brads
hammered through the sheet metal toward
the interior of the box. Probably a “ferrule”
for joining the bristles to the handle of a

TU 01, Level 1

1
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paintbrush. Some use of paintbrushes in
managing sap boiling in evaporators, but
this is uncommon.
TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1890

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron:
Headless wire nail, bent into a loop. May be
nail repurposed into a hanger for a woodenstave sap bucket.

TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron: Plate with c. 3d wire nail driven
through body of plate near one edge.
Possibly, a metal strip used as a mending
plate.

TU 01, Level 1

1

ND

Iron: Stamped sheet metal plate, “tab”
shape. A rounded “tongue” extends from a
rectangular, notched plate. Four small
mounting holes—2 to either side of
rectangular plate, and 2 toward far end of
“tongue.” 4.1 cm./1.6 inches by 2.9cm/1.2
inches overall dimensions. Possibly part of
the hasp to a box, trunk or footlocker.

TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1846

Iron: Wood screw, slotted head, gimlet
point. 3.7 cm./1.5 inches long.

TU 01, Level 1

1

ND

Iron: Round-head bolt. 2.3 cm./0.9 inch
length, to break in shaft. Heavily corroded.
Shaft may not have been threaded.

TU 01, Level 1

1

ND

Iron: Small fragment of sheet metal. May
be from possible sap bucket hoop (see
above).

TU 01, Level 1

1

1805-1890

Iron nail/spike: Machine-cut, machine-head,
larger than 60d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, 20d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, 16d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, 12d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, 6d.
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TU 01, Level 1

1

1805-1890

Iron nail/brad: Machine-cut, machine-head,
3d.

TU 01, Level 1

5

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragments with heads.

TU 01, Level 1

6

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragments without heads.

TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, 16d.

TU 01, Level 1

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 12d.

TU 01, Level 1

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 10d.

TU 01, Level 1

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 9d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, 8d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, 7d.

TU 01, Level 1

3

Post 1890

Iron nails/brads: Wire, 4d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, 3d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, fragments with heads.

TU 01, Level 1

5

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, fragments without heads.
Two are clinched.

TU 01, Level 1

1

ND

Large mammal bone fragment. Possibly
from a long bone. May be from surface
(weathered), and from post-abandonment
use of site.

TU 01, Level 1

7

Post 1899

Pieces of mortar/cement, 213.5 grms.
Portland cement, with marks from form
boards on 3 pieces. Coarse sand used as
aggregate. REP. SAMPLE from field.

TU 01, Level 2

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron, riveted
bucket hoop. For wooden-stave sap bucket,
complete hoop, 1 rivet. Hoop is 1.5 cm./0.7
inch wide, and distorted into an oblong,
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approximately 20.2 cm./7.8 inches by 42.5
cm./16.5 inches.
TU 01, Level 2

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Twisted section of iron wire, possibly a
hanger for a wooden-stave sap bucket.

TU 01, Level 2

4

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron
band, with one rolled edge, 2.1 cm./0.8
inches wide. May be topmost hoop for
wooden-stave sap bucket, with rolled edge
at rim of bucket.

TU 01, Level 2

1

ND

Iron wire, thick (0.5 cm./0.25 inch diameter)
cross section. Unknown function.

TU 01, Level 2

1

ND

Iron, possible washer. Sheet metal
fragment, with round (intentionally-formed)
nail hole through fragment.

TU 01, Level 2

2

ND

Iron: Steel assemblies, tapered coil spring
with band fitted into narrow end of spring.
Springs are 12.0 cm./4.75 inches tall; band is
2.0 cm./0.85 inch wide. May be from a
mattress, upholstered chair, or other
upholstered furniture. Possibly from a
mattress used in boiling house for an
evaporator operator to nap while running
evaporator during boiling season.

TU 01, Level 2

1

ND

Iron, slotted-head wood screw, tip of screw
is missing.

TU 01, Level 2

1

Post 1890

Iron assembly, wire nail (fragment with
head) put through small (0.7 cm./0.35 inch)
washer. Washer may be fragment from
larger washer.

TU 01, Level 2

3

ND

Iron, fragments of sheet metal. May be from
washers, or from sap bucket hoops.

TU 01, Level 2

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragment with head.

TU 01, Level 2

2

1790-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragments without heads.
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TU 01, Level 2

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 10d.

TU 01, Level 2

2

Post 1890

Iron nails/brads: Wire, 4d.

TU 01, Level 2

1

Post 1890

Iron nail/brad: Wire, 2d.

TU 01, Level 2

3

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, fragments without heads.
One fragment is clinched.

TU 01, Level 2

3

Post 1899

Fragments of mortar/concrete. Portland
cement. 85.5 grms.

TU 01, Level 2

1

ND

Piece of stone—Calcite conglomerate?
115.5 grms. Probably non-cultural.
Discarded.

TU 01, Level 3

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron
band, with one rolled edge, 2.1 cm./0.8
inches wide. May be topmost hoop for
wooden-stave sap bucket, with rolled edge
at rim of bucket.

TU 01, Level 3

1

ND

Iron and cloth assembly: Iron bar/lever
pinned to iron angle with cloth backing.
Straight bar, 7.5 cm./3.0 inches long, with
pin projecting from end opposite to pintle.
Pintle joins to an L-shaped bar 4.5 cm./1.75
inches overall, with two holes at either end.
These holes retain slotted-head iron screws,
broken off at “back” of L-shaped bar.
Screws held a piece of woven cloth to
“back” of L-shaped bar. Cloth is still partly
present.

TU 01, Level 3

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragment with head.

TU 01, Level 3

2

Post 1899

Fragments of mortar/concrete. Portland
cement. Coarse sand aggregate. 48.6 grms.

TU 01, Level 4

1

Post 1846

Iron, slotted-head wood screw with gimlet
point. 5.0 cm./2.0 inches long. One edge of
slot has a tapered, formed/drilled hole at
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edge, as if to hold a line and to secure this
line to object to which this screw was
fastened.
TU 01, Level 4

1

ND

Iron: wire staple. 1.5 cm./0.6 inch overall
length. Smaller than a fence staple.

TU 01, Level 4

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, 12d,
clinched.

TU 01, Level 4

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragment with head.

TU 01, Level 4

1

ND

Piece of wood, 2.9 grms. Probably noncultural. Discarded.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Glass: Clear, curved, bottle or vessel. No
marks.

TU 02, Level 1

2

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron: Hinges,
probably from an evaporator firebox door.
Locally manufactured. Three holes, with
rivets present, through tang, one end
pointed, opposite end formed into a closed
oblong loop. 18.2 cm./7.5 inches overall
length; 8.5 cm./3.25 inches longest
dimension of loop. Tang is formed from
round stock of loop, drawn out and fused
together. Tangs and side of one loop show
reddening from exposure to heat. Rivets
mounted hinges to fire door—loops held
pintles that projected through loop, to be
secured by a pin.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron, riveted
bucket hoop. For wooden-stave sap bucket,
complete hoop, 1 rivet. Hoop is 2.5 cm./1.0
inch wide, approximately 30.0 cm.12.0
inches original diameter.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron, riveted
bucket hoop. For wooden-stave sap bucket,
partial hoop with join, 2 rivets. Hoop is 1.9
cm./0.75 inch wide.
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TU 02, Level 1

2

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron, riveted
bucket hoop sections. For wooden-stave sap
bucket, partial hoop, join not present. Hoop
is 1.9 cm./0.75 inch wide.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron, riveted
bucket hoop. For wooden-stave sap bucket,
partial hoop with join, 1 rivet. Hoop is 1.6
cm./0.65 inch wide.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron, riveted
bucket hoop. For wooden-stave sap bucket,
partial hoop, join not present. Hoop is 1.6
cm./0.65 inch wide.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron, handle, wire
formed into a loop-and-shaft. 29.6
cm./11.35 inches overall length; 6.5 cm./2.6
inches loop diameter. Probably, a handle for
a fire stirrer, door hook, syrup scoop or other
tool used around boiling sap or hot parts of
evaporator. Possible local manufacture
(from wire stock).

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron:
Punch? Piece of bar stock with formed,
tapered end, opposite broken end. May be
tip of a fire poker. Local manufacture.
7.0cm./2.75 inches overall length.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron:
Socket to join tool blade and handle. Sheet
metal cap at end, with 2 side tangs extending
up from body of socket—rivet across top of
tangs. 26.5cm./10.0 inches overall length.
Non-local manufacture. May have been for
a straight-tine “earth” rake, used to rake
ashes out of evaporator firebox.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Iron: Large bar with 6 countersunk screw
holes along one edge, probably to mount bar
to large piece(s). One end is tapered, other
end is bent (could be unintentional). 4.3
cm./1.7 inches wide by approximately 66.5
cm./26.0 inches long. May be from farm
machinery; possibly traces of dark green
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paint could indicate that object is an Army
artifact. Unidentified; discarded following
photographs.
TU 02, Level 1

1

Post 1846

Iron, slotted-head wood screw with gimlet
point. 2.0 cm./0.75 inch long.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Iron: Ring. 2.5 cm./1.0 inch diameter.
Possibly part of an animal harness.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Iron: Wire, possibly from unbarbed/smooth
fence wire.

TU 02, Level 1

4

ND

Iron: Washers, possibly stamped. Possibly
parts of roofing/ tar paper washers.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Iron: Cap with internal screw threads from
small bottle, possibly a medicine bottle. 2.5
cm./1.0 inch diameter.

TU 02, Level 1

3

ND

Paper: Fragments from paper cap liner,
probably from small bottle cap (see above).

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Iron plate, possible mending plate. Five
mounting holes, with larger central hole and
two smaller holes to either side, along length
of plate. Cut from thick sheet metal/thin bar
stock. Bent in middle, at center line of
central hole. 22.4 cm./8.75 inches overall
length. Plate tapers to both ends, shaped
(intentionally) rather like a comic-opera
moustache. Locally manufactured.

TU 02, Level 1

1

Army?

Iron: Food can. Relatively small; 6.0
cm./2.4 inches end diameter. Possible traces
of dark green paint. Probable Army CRation can; discarded.

TU 02, Level 1

2

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head, 7d,
1 is clinched.

TU 02, Level 1

2

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head, 5d.

TU 02, Level 1

1

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head, 4d.
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TU 02, Level 1

3

1805-1890

Iron nails/brads: Machine-cut, machinehead, 3d.

TU 02, Level 1

10

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragments with heads.

TU 02, Level 1

7

1790-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, fragments without
heads.

TU 02, Level 1

1

Post 1790

Iron nail: Fragment without head. Heavily
corroded; cannot discern manufacture
method.

TU 02, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, 20d.

TU 02, Level 1

4

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 12d.

TU 02, Level 1

3

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 10d.

TU 02, Level 1

5

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 9d.

TU 02, Level 1

10

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 8d, 5 are clinched.

TU 02, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron brad: Wire, 8d, clinched.

TU 02, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, 6d.

TU 02, Level 1

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 5d, 1 is clinched and has
remnant wood on tip.

TU 02, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail/brad: Wire, 3d.

TU 02, Level 1

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire/roofing, 2d.

TU 02, Level 1

7

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, fragments with heads.

TU 02, Level 1

4

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, fragments without heads.

TU 02, Level 1

4

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, fragments without heads,
clinched, may be fragments of staples.

TU 02, Level 1

8

ND

Firebrick fragments, light yellow, 4 pieces
with one surface present. 29.5 grms.
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TU 02, Level 2

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron, riveted
bucket hoop. For wooden-stave sap bucket,
partial hoop, join not present. Hoop is 1.6
cm./0.65 inch wide.

TU 02, Level 2

1

ND

Iron: Wire, section of medium-gauge wire
formed into 2 oblong loops; some sort of
improvised fastener. 9.0 cm./3.75 inches
overall largest dimension.

TU 02, Level 2

1

ND

Iron: Cast iron disk, with axle rising out of
center of disk, 7 countersunk mounting
holes distributed around edge of disk, and
one round hole (not countersunk) through
end of central shaft. 9.0 cm./3.4 inches
overall height; 10.0 cm./3.85 inches disk
diameter. May be a hub for a wagon wheel,
or for the wheel on an early automobile or
truck.

TU 02, Level 2

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, 8d.

TU 02, Level 2

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, fragment without head.

TU 02, Extension

1

c. 1900?

Iron: Cast iron fitting, probably foot to
stove, bathtub or other large, heavy item.
Foot is missing. Top of object has a tapered
tang projecting at a right angle to main plane
of leg; tang was to attach to and support
object held by this foot. Ornate/complex
molding on exterior, and remnants of nickel
plating on exterior surface. 14.5 cm./5.75
inches overall height (from fracture at
broken foot); tang is 6.5 cm./2.5 inches long;
583.5 grms. Leg has reverse-curve or ogee
shape. Exterior surface of leg has
raised/molded decoration—motif of a tall
shield with a central, longitudinal rib, and
tops of edges flared out. Victorian-Ornate
style (pre-Moderne) in decoration.

2004.078/FDH 1159 collection contains 210 artifacts.
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Section II.2: FDH 1160:
Project:

2004.053

Provenience:

Count:

Site:

FDH 1160

Date:

Description:

TU 01, Level 1

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron: Flat or
sheet iron, part of evaporator pan. 2 sheets
of iron joined with 4 rivets. Possibly from
repairing pan. 27.7 grams.

TU 01, Level 1

5

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head, 12d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, 9d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, 8d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, 4d.

TU 01, Level 1

4

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head, 2d.

TU 01, Level 1

14

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragments with heads.

TU 01, Level 1

8

1790-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, fragments, heads
missing.

TU 01, Level 1

3

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 10d.

TU 01, Level 1

5

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 6d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, 4d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, 3d. May be roofing nail—
partial head.

TU 01, Level 1

3

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, fragments.

TU 01, Level 1

5

ND

Iron wire: Smooth, probable fence wire.
Pieces of varying thickness. 1 piece twisted.

TU 01, Level 1

3

Post 1899

Mortar: Portland cement. 13.5 grams.
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE.

TU 01, Level 1

7

ND

Brick: Hand-pressed. 1 piece with corner.
284.6 grams.
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TU 01, Level 1

2

ND

Wood: Possible lumber. 1 piece with
possible finished side. 37.3 grams.

TU 01, Level 1

1

ND

Stone: Sandstone, broken and reddened.
Possible fire-cracked rock. 31.7 grams.
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE.

TU 01, Level 2

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, 16d.
Partly clenched.

TU 01, Level 2

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, 12d.
Carbonized.

TU 01, Level 2

1

1790-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, fragment, head
missing.

TU 01, Level 2

21

ND

Stone: Sandstone, broken and reddened.
Possible fire-cracked rock. 1,216.8 grams.
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE.

TU 01, Level 2

16

ND

Wood: Charcoal/charred wood. 2.7 grams.

TU 01, Level 3

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, 12d.
Carbonized.

TU 01, Level 3

2

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head, 9d.
Carbonized.

TU 01, Level 3

2

1790-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, fragments, heads
missing.

TU 01, Level 3

11

ND

Stone: Sandstone, broken and reddened.
Possible fire-cracked rock. 326.8 grams.
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE.

TU 01, Level 3

15

ND

Wood: Charcoal/charred wood. 2.2 grams.

TU 01, Cleaning
North Wall

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head,
8d. Carbonized.

TU 01, Cleaning
North Wall

2

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragments with heads.
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TU 02, Level 1

3

ND

Glass: Flat, aqua, window. Probably from
same pane. 2 sherds articulate.

2004.053/FDH 1160 collection contains 143 artifacts.
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Section II.3: FDH 1256:
Project:

2004.048

Provenience:

Count:

Site:

FDH 1256

Date:

Description:

TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1939

Brown glass beer bottle base, with ‘nonskid” stippling. Embossed: “29_”. Nonreturnable bottle. Discarded.

TU 01, Level 1

1

c. 1887147

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Cast iron spile
with integral bucket hook. “Longer” Willis
Sap Spout type (Millar and Son 1887). 6.0
cm./2.4 inches long. Round body with drip
“helper” on spout (which resembles the
“iron sight” of a rifle). Hook is molded to
body at outer end of tap. Hook extends 3.3
cm/1.4 inches below body. Tap bit with 4
ribs. No marks.

TU 01, Level 1

1

c. 1906

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Rolled steel spile
with separate wire bucket hook (see below).
Grimm Patent Spile type (Grimm 1906). 9.5
cm./3.75 inches long. Tapered body with
upper flange to hold bucket hanger. Holes
are pierced across body and through base of
tap. Four “teeth” in tap bit; one tooth is
broken. Flared or everted spout; functions
as drip “helper.” Body is slightly bent;
indicates that spile was used.

TU 01, Level 1

3

c. 1906

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron/steel wire,
formed into loop and hook. Sap bucket
hanger for Grimm Patent Spile (see above).
Loop in wire fits around body of spile to
allow hook to hang below spile. 5.0 cm./2.0
inches tall. Short “tail” on loop, where it
returns to shaft of hanger. 2.0 cm./0.75 inch
loop diameter.

TU 01, Level 1

NA

ND

MAPLE: Soil cleaned from inside spiles.
1.2 grms.

147

The five types of spile (represented by six objects) found in TU 01 and TU 02 of FDH 1256 were dated
from advertisements published in The Rural New Yorker: Grimm 1906, Millar and Son 1887, 1892, 1898,
1899, 1902, 1904, Post 1878a, 1878b, Stelle 1914, 1915, 1916 and Wilcox-Crittenden Co. 1922. Also, see
the discussion of dating spiles in Chapter IV, Section 4.4.2.
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TU 01, Level 1

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 10d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, 9d.

TU 01, Level 1

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 8d.

TU 01, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, fragment with head.

TU 01, Level 1

1

Army

Composite, aluminum and plastic wrapper.
Embossed numbers: “1086-1588.” Probably
from an MRE. Discarded.

TU 01, Level 2

1

1887-1922

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Cast iron spile
with no bucket hook. Improved Eureka Sap
Spout type (Stelle 1915). 8.4 cm./3.25
inches long. Round half-body, forming a
long “trough” to drip flange at lip. Tap bit
with 4 ribs. Two “feet” and a stamp with 3
illegible letters/numbers on base. Sides of
tap bit are pierced to facilitate sap flow.

TU 01, Level 2

2

ND

Coal: anthracite, small lumps. 1.3 grams.

TU 01, Level 3

6

Post 1871

Brass cartridges, “bottle” shape. 6.3 cm./2.5
inches long; 1.1 cm./0.4 inch diameter.
Army. Possibly from a WW II-era M-1
Carbine; probably from an M-16 automatic
rifle (post 1960). Possibly from a rodent
burrow disturbance. Discarded 5 of 6.

TU 01, Feature 1

1

ND

Wood fragment. 94.5 grms. Field ID
(6/22/04) as a log underrunning the ramp
structure.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Clear, curved glass, bottle or vessel. No
marks.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron/steel
auger/drill bit, probably for a brace-and-bit.
For tapping trees. 11.2 cm./4.75 inches
long, to break in bit. Trapezoidal cross-
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section butt. Bit has large, helix-like
threads. Bit, with threads, is approximately
same diameter as tap bit of most spiles.
TU 02, Level 1

1

1891-1902

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Cast iron spile
with integral bucket hook. “Shorter” Willis
Sap Spout type (Millar and Son 1887, 1898).
5.0 cm./2.0 inches long. Round body with
drip “helper” on spout (which resembles the
“iron sight” of a rifle). Ridge extends down
from base of tube. Rim at upper edge of
spout is chipped; use damage, from hitting
spile with hammer to set spile into tree bark.
Hook is molded to body at outer end of tap.
Hook extends 1.6 cm/0.8 inch below body.
Tap bit is four-sided, set as a “diamond
within a circle” in orientation to the cylinder
of the spile barrel. Side of body and basal
rib bears an illegible embossment, probably
a patent date.

TU 02, Level 1

1

1887-1902

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Cast iron spile
with integral bucket hook. “Shorter” Willis
Sap Spout type (Millar and Son 1887, 1898).
5.0 cm./2.0 inches long. Round body with
drip “helper” on spout (which resembles the
“iron sight” of a rifle). Ridge extends down
from base of tube. Hook is molded to body
at outer end of tap. Hook is broken, and lip
shows chipping, probable hammer damage.
Tap bit with 4 ribs. No marks.

TU 02, Level 1

4

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron sheet metal,
stamped and folded. Probably, flat pan parts
(sap-boiling pan[s]), with crimping to form
join between pan sides and floor/base. Sheet
metal appears to have been intentionally
folded/crimped.

TU 02, Level 1

21

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron sheet metal
fragments. Probably flat pan parts.

TU 02, Level 1

2

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron bucket
hoops with riveted joins. For wooden-stave
sap/tree buckets. 1.6 cm./0.6 inch wide.
Two complete hoops, one with break, the
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other with crimping by shovel during
excavation.
TU 02, Level 1

2

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron bucket
hoops with riveted joins. For wooden-stave
sap/tree buckets. 1.9 cm./0.75 inch wide.
Two partial (broken) hoops, fragments
intertwined/twisted together. May be result
of in-place decay, collapse of a bucket.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron bucket hoop
section with riveted join. For wooden-stave
sap/tree buckets. 2.1 cm./0.9 inch wide.
Broken hoop section with 2 rivets.

TU 02, Level 1

4

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron bucket
hoops, no rivets present. For wooden-stave
sap/tree buckets. All hoop sections c. 2.0
cm./1.0 inch wide.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Iron/steel bucket bail/handle. Wire, formed
by machine, c. 0.1 cm./0.05 inch diameter to
wire. Possibly from a sap bucket; more
probably, from a “regular” bucket used to
collect sap, or used for other purposes at
sugar house.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Iron/steel bar with 2 holes and 1 nut/bolt
assembly attached through one hole.
Possibly part of suspension for a wagon or
sled. Machine-made. C. 30.0 cm./15.75
inches long by 3.3 cm./1.65 inches wide.
Fairly thick bar—1.6 cm./0.8 inch diameter
holes at ends of bar. Bar is bent “up” along
its length.

TU 02, Level 1

9

ND

Iron/steel wire and wood, broom “ferrule;”
join between handle and broom straw
(“business”) end. Assembly composed of 1
wire “cone,” 5 pieces of curved wire from
cone, and 3 wood fragments. 3.4 cm./1.3
inches tall, 2.5 cm./1.0 inch approximate
diameter.
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TU 02, Level 1

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, c.
12d.

TU 02, Level 1

2

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head, 5d.
Both nails clinched.

TU 02, Level 1

14

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head, 5d.

TU 02, Level 1

8

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragments with heads.

TU 02, Level 1

3

1790-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, heads missing.

TU 02, Level 1

3

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 30d.

TU 02, Level 1

10

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 20d.

TU 02, Level 1

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 16d.

TU 02, Level 1

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 12d.

TU 02, Level 1

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 10d, with wood attached.

TU 02, Level 1

5

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 10d.

TU 02, Level 1

6

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 9d.

TU 02, Level 1

4

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 8d.

TU 02, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, 7d.

TU 02, Level 1

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 6d.

TU 02, Level 1

2

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, 3d. 1 with wire wrapped
around head.

TU 02, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, 1d.

TU 02, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, brad, 4d. Tip is clinched.

TU 02, Level 1

3

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, fragments with heads.

TU 02, Level 1

3

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, fragments, heads missing.

TU 02, Level 1

4

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, roofing, 5d. For attaching
shingles or tar paper.
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TU 02, Level 1

1

Post 1890

Iron nail: Wire, roofing, 4d. For attaching
shingles or tar paper.

TU 02, Level 1

4

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, roofing, 3d. For attaching
shingles or tar paper.

TU 02, Level 1

4

Post 1890

Iron nails: Wire, brad, 4d. Used with
stamped washers (see below) to attach
shingles or tar paper.

TU 02, Level 1

8

ND

Iron, stamped “roofing” washers. 2.3
cm./0.9 inch diameter. Used with c. 4d
brads (see above) to attach shingles or tar
paper. 1 washer retains traces of tar.

TU 02, Level 1

13

ND

Iron, stamped “roofing” washers, with c. 4d
wire brads or broken brads in place through
holes in center of washers. 2.3 cm./0.9 inch
diameter. Used to attach shingles or tar
paper.

TU 02, Level 1

2

ND

Iron, stamped “roofing” washers. 3.5
cm./1.35 inch diameter. Used with c. 4d
brads (see above) to attach shingles or tar
paper.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Iron, stamped “roofing” washer, with 3d
wire brad in place through hole in center of
washer. 3.5 cm./1.35 inch diameter. Used
to attach shingles or tar paper.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Cast brass trigger guard. Fairly thick loop,
running from fracture to molded post.
Probably from a rifle or other long gun. C.
4.0 cm./1.6 inches at widest point by c. 3.8
cm./1.25 inches “tall.”

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Stamped plate, probably brass. Possibly a
decorative plate for a gun. Flat plate in
complicated (outline) “ogee” shape.
Circular central hole with 2 nail/screw holes
to either side of center. Sides folded up. 3.4
cm./1.3 inches long. Possibly stamped steel
with dark green paint, in which case artifact
is of modern (Army) manufacture.
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TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Brass cartridge. Probably .22. Stamped “U”
on base. Fired (has firing mark on base).

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Light yellow firebrick. Half-brick (probably
intentionally broken): 5.8 cm./2.5 inches by
11.0 cm./4.25 inches by 14.0 cm./5.5 inches
(to fracture). C. 809 grms. Embossed:
“HEARTH & -/WOODL-“; remainder of
embossment missing on other half of brick.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Brick, red-clay, one end showing stress from
over-firing. Machine-pressed. Whole brick:
9.0 cm./3.5 inches by 5.2 cm./2.0 inches by
18.0 cm./7.2 inches. Weight greater than
910.0 grams (capacity of scale).

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Brick fragment, dark red, machine-pressed.
No dimensions. 1.4 grms.

TU 02, Level 1

1

Post 1899

Assembly; stone with mortar (Portland
cement) attached. C. 788.0 grms.

TU 02, Level 1

51

Post 1899

Mortar fragments; Portland cement. 1,245.8
grms.

TU 02, Level 1

1

ND

Mortar, lime, fragment. 3.1 grms.

TU 02, Level 1

8

ND

Coal, anthracite, pieces. 21.2 grms. Rep.
sample, from field.

TU 02, Level 1

4

ND

Slag, from burnt coal. 56.3 grms. Rep.
sample from field.

TU 02, Level 1

3

ND

Charcoal pieces, from burnt wood. 0.8
grms.

TU 02, Level 1

17

ND

Assemblies, tar paper pieces with nails/brads
and washers or nail holes. 224.4 grms.

TU 02, Level 1

478

ND

Tar paper pieces. 426.9 grms.

TU 02, Level 1

132

ND

Asphalt shingles, fragments. Red
“sprinkles” on exterior. 37.6 grms.
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TU 02, Level 1

8

Army

Assembly, pieces from plastic and metal
wrapper. One piece of plastic is wrapper
around an unidentified iron object, possibly
a “GI” can opener. MRE wrapper.

TU 02, Level 2

9

Post 1899

Mortar fragments, Portland cement. 19.9
grms.

TU 02, Level 2

1

ND

Charcoal piece, from burnt wood. 0.5 grm.

TU 02, Level 2

6

ND

Tar paper pieces. 1.9 grms.

TU 02, West Wall

1

1891-1902

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Cast iron spile
with integral bucket hook. Ideal Sap Spout
type (Millar and Son 1902, 1904). 4.8
cm./1.85 inches long. Round body with rib
on bottom of barrel. Half-barrel/open
“trough” to 2.0 cm./0.75 inch in from lip.
Base of lip has drip “helper.” Bucket hook
is molded to body; depends from a flange
around body 0.7cm/0.25 inch in from end of
tap bit. Hook is broken. Tap bit is square
(unribbed), set in from limits of barrel. Side
of barrel and basal ridge embossed: “PATD
189—.” Final number is illegible, due to a
boss caused by a rust bloom.

2004.048/FDH 1256 collection contains 910 artifacts.
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Section II.4: FDH 1294:
Project:
Provenience:

2004.044
Count:

TU 01

TU 01

8

8

Site:

FDH 1294

Date:

Description:

c. 1900

Ceramic: Overglaze hand-painted
polychrome porcelain. Cup or bowl rims
and body sherds. Floral motifs with black
lines on rims. Sets of 2 & 3 sherds
articulate. Probably all same vessel.

c. 1900

Ceramic: Overglaze hand-painted black
(probably polychrome) porcelain. Cup or
bowl body sherds. Floral and line motifs.
All but 2 sherds have only matte marks from
deteriorated overglaze decoration visible.
May be same vessel(s) as 8 polychrome
sherds, above.

TU 01

3

c. 1900

Ceramic: Overglaze hand-painted red
(probably polychrome) porcelain. Probable
floral motifs. Unknown vessel body sherds.

TU 01

2

ND

Ceramic: Plain molded porcelain. Possible
figurine. Complex modeling on exterior.
Unknown motif.

TU 01

8

1900-1950

Ceramic: Refined white earthenware
(Whiteware) with decal decoration. Base—
rim of saucer. Teal line on interior of rim.
Floral motif. Low footring and straight rim.
All sherds articulate. Two sherds noted in
surface collection—CS 29.

TU 01

2

1880-1950

Ceramic: Refined white earthenware
(Whiteware) with blue printed decoration.
Plate or saucer rim and body sherds; sherds
articulate. Light blue “pennants” on interior
edge of rim—imitation of blue-edge
decoration?

TU 01

5

Post 1820

Ceramic: Plain refined white earthenware
(Whiteware). Body sherds. Unknown
vessel.
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TU 01

1

ND

Ceramic: Unglazed/bisque porcelain 4-hole
round button. Plain white with inset center.
1.4 cm. diameter. Noted in surface
collection—CS 29.

TU 01

1

Post 1886

Glass: Clear milk bottle rim. Everted rim
with square cross-section and tapered lid
seat. Machine-blown.

TU 01

2

Post 1896

Glass: Clear canning jar bodies. Embossed
“ATLA-/E-Z/SEAL” on exterior. Possibly
post 1910 (Toulouse 1969:22-23). Sherds
articulate.

TU 01

3

Post 1890

Glass: Clear canning jar bodies—necks.
External thread closure. Machine blown,
with mold seam immediately below thread
on neck. Sherds articulate.

TU 01

1

ND

Glass: Clear canning jar body—neck.
Rounded shoulder. No marks.

TU 01

2

ND

Glass: Clear canning jar lids/”body” of lid.
No marks. Sherds do not articulate.

TU 01

2

ND

Glass: Clear canning jar bodies. Embossed,
but with worn/illegible letters on small
sherds. Sherds do not articulate.

TU 01

1

ND

Glass: Clear bottle bodies, probably same
vessel. External ribs, across axis of body,
probably directly below neck. Sherds do not
articulate.

TU 01

2

Post 1903

Glass: Clear bottle or jar bodies. Machineblown mold seams. Sherds do not articulate.

TU 01

16

ND

Glass: Clear bottle or other vessel bodies.
No marks.

TU 01

1

1880-1920

Glass: Clear with manganese tint bottle
body. Mouth-blown mold seam. Possibly
from a liquor flask.

TU 01

1

ND

Glass: Brown large bottle body. Embossed:
partial design in unknown motif, featuring 3
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lines and circles. Possible body sherd from
a demijohn.
TU 01

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, c.
26d. Partially carbonized.

TU 01

2

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head, 12d.

TU 01

1

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head, 10d.

TU 01

2

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head, 5d.

TU 01

6

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragments with heads.

TU 01

8

1790-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, fragments, heads
missing.

TU 01

1

Post 1890

Iron nail, wire, 40d.

TU 01

4

Post 1890

Iron nails, wire, wood attached.

TU 01

4

Post 1890

Iron nails, wire, 20d. 1 with wood attached.

TU 01

6

Post 1890

Iron nails, wire, 12d.

TU 01

9

Post 1890

Iron nails, wire, 10d. 2 with wood attached.

TU 01

29

Post 1890

Iron nails, wire, 8d. 3 with wood attached.

TU 01

2

Post 1890

Iron nails, wire, 7d.

TU 01

1

Post 1890

Iron nail, wire, 4d. Most of head missing.

TU 01

5

Post 1890

Iron nails, wire, 3d.

TU 01

5

Post 1890

Iron nails, wire, roofing (broad head), 4d. 4
with wood & tar paper, 1 with wood only.

TU 01

11

Post 1890

Iron nails, wire, roofing (broad head), 4d.
All with tar paper.

TU 01

23

Post 1890

Iron nails, wire, roofing (broad head), 4d.

TU 01

4

Post 1890

Iron nails, wire, fragments with heads.
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TU 01

11

Post 1890

Iron nails, wire, fragments, heads missing.

TU 01

1

ND

Iron machine bolt, hexagonal head. 7.2
cm./2.8 inches long to finished end.
Threaded to 2.5 cm./1.0 inch from end.

TU 01

1

Post 1846

Iron slotted-head wood screw with gimlet
point. 4.4 cm./1.75 inches long.

TU 01

1

Post 1846

Iron slotted-head wood screw with gimlet
point. 4.0 cm./1.5 inches long.

TU 01

1

Post 1846

Iron slotted-head wood screw with gimlet
point. 2.5 cm./1.0 inch long.

TU 01

1

c. 1906

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron: Sap bucket
hanger. Wire loop and hook for (probable)
Grimm Patent Spile; loop to fit around spile,
and hook to hang bucket. 5.0 cm./2.0 inches
tall. See footnote # 1.

TU 01

2

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron: Bucket
hoop, section with riveted join. For
wooden-stave sap bucket. 1.9 cm./0.75 inch
wide; both ends incomplete on each piece.

TU 01

1

ND

Iron flat (sheet metal) can. Possibly tobacco
can. Letters “-GOT” as remnant of logo
visible on can side. Traces of red paint also
on can side. 7.6cm./3.0 inches by 11.6
cm./4.3 inches. Noted in surface
collection—CS 29.

TU 01

8

ND

Iron, thin flat or sheet iron. Pieces of
roofing, “tin” cans, or possibly from
evaporator pan.

TU 01

3

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron:
Thicker flat or sheet iron. Possibly from
evaporator pan. 1 piece is bent—may be a
folded join between 2 pan components.

TU 01

2

Post 1869

Iron: Canning jar lid, threaded. Probably
from a lid with milk glass liner insert and
rubber gasket.
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TU 01

1

ND

Iron: Wire, 2 strands twisted together.
Smooth, possibly from fence.

TU 01

1

ND

Iron: Wire, 1 strand. Smooth, possibly
from fence.

TU 01

1

ND

Iron: Key, from watch or clock. Hollow
barrel, with one bit on lower edge of barrel.
3.5 cm./1.25 inches long.

TU 01

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Composite: Channel; iron channel with lead
to one side. Resembles a pre-1800 window
came, but is probably from an automobile
window, or from repairs to an evaporator
pan.

TU 01

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Sliver-plated brass: Spritzer/sprayer head.
Originally from a perfume sprayer. May
have been used to spray fat or milk onto
boil-overs in evaporator pan. 2.0 cm./0.75
inch diameter. Noted in surface
collection—CS 29.

TU 01

1

ND

Composite caster: Iron swivel and wooden
wheel, as from a chair or a small “hall” (use
indoors) cart.

TU 01

4

ND

Leather shoe parts. 1 upper, 1 long strip, 2
small fragments. Probably upper from a
woman’s or child’s shoe. Possibly horse
tack or saddle parts.

TU 01

1

ND

Rubber shoe heel, from man’s shoe. Worn
along edge, and with nails. Possibly a
replacement heel.

TU 01

1

Post 1880

Brick fragment, machine-pressed.

TU 01

1

ND

Composite: Tar paper fragment with iron
roofing (broad head) nail (4d) through
paper. Roofing or building siding.

TU 01

26

ND

Tar paper fragments; building roofing or
siding. 14.0 grams total.
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TU 01

3

ND

Wood: Decayed lumber fragments. From
boiling house structure. 7.4 grams total.

TU 01

1

Post 1980

Plastic cap from Army camouflage face
paint. Brown and black camouflage motif
on lid exterior. Discarded.

TU 01

2

ND

Coal: Probably anthracite. 13.0 grams.

TU 01

8

ND

Clinker: From burning coal. 45.3 grams.

TU 01

2

ND

Slag: From burning coal. 6.6 grams.

The following artifacts were assessed in the field on 15 and 16 June 2004. These artifacts
were all found on the site surface. They were examined and, in some cases,
photographed, but were not collected or removed from the site. Provenience is by “CS,”
which stands for “Surface Collection Square,” a 5 X 5-meter square laid out along site
baselines.
Provenience:

Count: Date:

CS 01, 485N/470E

N/A

CS 02, 485N/475E

Description:

Army

Multiple strands of Army communication
wire wrapped around a tree. Otherwise, no
cultural material.

0

ND

No cultural material.

CS 03, 485N/480E

0

ND

No cultural material.

CS 04, 485N/485E

1

Post 1960

Brown glass beer bottle, complete, with
twist-off cap. Label present: “Pabst.”

CS 05, 485N/490E

2

1962-1985

Beer cans. Steel bodies with aluminum
ends, pull-tab tops. Schlitz Beer brand.

CS 06, 485N/495E

0

ND

No cultural material.
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CS 07, 485N/500E

1

1962-1985

Beer can. Aluminum body and ends, pulltab top. Budweiser brand.

CS 08, 485N/505E

0

ND

No cultural material. Squad-size
foxhole/fighting position in collection
square.

CS 09, 490N/470E

0

ND

No cultural material.

CS 10, 490N/470E

2

ND

Loose stones in center of collection square.
Otherwise, no cultural material.

CS 11, 490N/480E

0

ND

No cultural material.

CS 12, 490N/485E

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Section of
galvanized steel flue pipe. Aligned with
sections in CS 13, immediately to east. 39.0
cm./15.4 inches diameter of pie, by 61.0
cm./24.0 inches long.

CS 13, 490N/490E

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Section galvanized steel downspout pipe,
possibly used as part of sap transport
system. Exterior surface corrugated or
fluted. 5.5 cm./2.2 inches diameter, by
150.0 cm./59.1 inches length.

CS 13

2

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Sections of
galvanized steel flue pipe, with remnants of
whitewash or white paint on exterior. One
section with rusted remnant of connector
flange. C. 25.0 cm./9.8 inches original
diameter, partly crushed. One section, in
northwestern corner of CS 13 aligns with
one section of flue pipe in northeastern
corner of CS 12.

CS 13

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Section of
galvanized steel flue pipe, flattened. 40.0
cm./15.75 inches wide, by 190.0 cm./74.8
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inches long. Full section of pipe, in vehicle
rut; extends from southwestern quadrant of
CS 13 into southeastern quadrant of CS 12.
CS 13

1

1962-1985

Beer can. Steel body with aluminum ends,
pull-tab top. Schlitz brand. Found
underneath section of flattened flue pipe
(see above), indicating that this flue pipe
section was displaced recently from its
original post-abandonment position.

CS 13

3

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Pieces of rusted flat sheet steel, could be
from flue pipes, or roofing.

CS 13

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Forged iron/steel
assembly, runner and support brace for
runner to a sleigh or sled, with probable use
as a sap collection vehicle. Assembly
composed of 2 flat pieces c. 2.5 cm./1.0 inch
wide. The “front” piece is 48.0 cm./18.9
inches long, and the “back” piece is 42.0
cm./16.5 inches long. These two pieces held
together by 4 iron bolts with washers, and
they describe a space c. 5.0cm./2.0 inches to
3.0 cm./1.2 cm. wide, as if around a piece of
now-missing wood. A round, iron angle
brace is attached to the assembly by a steel
bolt. This brace is 0.75 cm./0.3 inch
diameter and 39.0 cm./15.35 inches long,
with flattened ends.

CS 14, 490N/495E

1

ND

Piece of square, sheet steel, roofing or
siding, with nail holes, 69.0 cm./27.2 inches
by 69.0 cm./21.2 inches.

CS 14

1

Army

Modern metal (aluminum?) sterno can lid.

CS 14

1

1962-1985

Aluminum beer car, pull tab top. Budweiser
brand.

CS 14

1

Army

Piece communication wire, continues into
CS 15 to east.
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CS 15, 490N/500E

1

1962-1985

Beer can, steel body, aluminum ends, pull
tab top. Miller brand.

CS 15

1

Army

Piece communication wire, continues into
CS 14 to west.

CS 16, 490N/505E

0

ND

No cultural material. In access road.

CS 17, 495N/470E

0

ND

No cultural material.

CS 18, 495N/475E

2

ND

Pieces of sheet steel, heavily rusted. One
piece folded into a seam, to connect to the
second piece. Small fragments.

--

Area of a surface dump west of site center:

CS 19, 495N/480E

--

CS 19

1

Post 1903

Clear glass liquor bottle neck. Machineblown bottle, with “Brandy/1-ring” shape to
finish. Tall neck on a round-shouldered
bottle.

CS 19

1

Post 1903?

Clear glass liquor bottle base, probably same
vessel as clear glass bottle neck (above).
Post-bottom mold, embossed: “275” in
bottle base, probably machine-blown.

CS 19

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron/steel
assembly, probably a front runner from a
sled or sleigh, a sap collection vehicle.
Curved “upper” piece with one rolled end,
joined by 2 round bolts to a concave
“bottom” piece. Probably hand-forged;
upper piece width varies from 7.7 cm./3.0
inches on rolled end to 4.0 cm./1.6 inches at
narrower end, c. 0.5 cm./0.2 inch thick,
edges chamfered. Upper piece is joined to
bottom by 2 square-headed, round-shaft
bolts, present in 2 of 3 bolt holes. The end
of one bolt that fits into the runner base is
fitted flush to the bottom surface of the
runner. The second bolt has a rounded head
that protrudes below the runner’s bottom
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surface. Bottom runner tapers from 4.4
cm./1.7 inches to 3.7 cm./1.5 inches in
thickness along 46.0 cm./18.1 inch length.
Runner part is thicker, and has a rounded
base. Bolts would have attached metal
pieces around/to either side of a hardwood
piece.
CS 19

1

ND

Piece of sheet iron with intentional fold.

CS 19

9

ND

Pieces of rusted sheet iron.

CS 19

2

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Sections of metal (iron) stovepipe, bent at an
angle and soldered. C. 11.0 cm./4.3 inches
diameter, 40.0 cm./15.75 inches overall
length. May have been flue, or sap transport
pipe.

CS 19

1

Army

Steel packing band.

CS 19

1

Army?

Unidentified crushed sheet metal object,
associated with steel packing band (see
above).

CS 19

2

ND

Pieces sheet steel siding or roofing, folded.
44.0cm./17.3 inches by 86.0 cm./33.9
inches.

CS 19

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Galvanized sheet steel with rolled edges.
Possible flattened rain gutter, with possible
use as a channel in a sap collection system.
127.0 cm./50.0 inches long by 17.5 cm./6.9
inches wide.

CS 20, 495N/485E

N/A

ND

A brush pile in center of CS 20 impeded
surface observations.

CS 20

N/A

ND

Eastern end of anthracite coal pile—large
number (uncounted) of individual pieces.

CS 20

2

ND

Brickbats, hand-pressed.
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CS 20

3

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Steel hoop
sections, for wooden-stave sap collection
bucket(s). Widths not recorded.

CS 20

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Complete steel
hoop, for wood-stave sap collection bucket.
Tapered, 2.0 cm./0.8 inch width, c. 27.0
cm./10.6 inches hoop diameter.

CS 20

N/A

ND

Observation/note: There were at least 4
wood-stave sap collection bucket s present
in CS 20, before wooden bodies decayed.

CS 20

3

1940-1980

Steel C-Ration cans, Army.

CS 20

1

1962-1985

Beer can, steel body with aluminum ends,
pull tab top. Label not legible.

CS 20

1

1962-1985

Beer can, steel body, aluminum ends, pull
tab top. Schlitz brand.

CS 20

N/A

ND

Raking within CS 20 exposed thousands of
pieces of decayed/broken tar paper, probably
from the boiling house structure, especially
along the southern edge of the coal pile. Not
possible to count pieces in field.

CS 20

1

ND

Iron assembly, unknown function. Flat bar
with end bent around bolt, as if over a nowmissing wooden piece. A bolt pointing
toward center attaches from the flat bar to a
curved iron piece, possibly a handle. This
flat bar subassembly is pushed through a
curved, U-shaped fitting with 4 pins to
attach wood to one end of fitting. A tapered
piece runs in from the first 2 bolts to a
smaller bolt. Overall length: 46.0 cm./18.1
inches. Length of curved piece, possible
handle: 5.8 cm./2.3 inches. Length of Ushaped piece with 4 pins: 19.5 cm./7.7
inches.

N/A

ND

The western 2/3rds of the FDH 1294
evaporator foundation structure are in CS
21. This structure is described in the site

CS 21, 495N/490E
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summary as an architectural and
archaeological feature.
CS 21

N/A

ND

Western end of anthracite coal pile in
southeastern quad.

CS 21

N/A

ND

Pieces of decayed lumber/structural wood
on top of coal pile. Not counted.

CS 21

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Complete steel
hoop, for wood-stave sap collection bucket.
Tapered, 1.8 cm./0.7 inch width, c. 30.0
cm./11.8 inches hoop diameter.

CS 21

1

1903-1950

Clear glass liquor/wine bottle base.
Embossed with vine leaves, “WINE W” and
“B PAT 92116” on base. Machine blown
with Owens suction cut-off scar.

CS 21

1

ND

Iron, bar stock, 1.0cm./0.04 inch diameter;
23.0 cm./9.1 inches long.

CS 21

1

Army?

Steel paring knife with flat blade and round
metal handle, 18.5 cm./7.3 inches long.
Possibly from an Army mess kit.

CS 21

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron
assembly, tapered, 36.0 cm./14.2 inches long
by 6.5 cm./2.6 inches wide. Two intentional
bends in main bar, describing, roughly, a
half-arc. Three iron bolts, possibly to attach
object to wood, and 4 bolt holes. Possibly
part of evaporator.

CS 21

1

ND

Iron, flat clothes iron, solid cast with
integral handle. 15.8 cm./6.2 inches long by
10.0 cm./3.9 inches wide. Decorated top,
flat cross-section to handle.

CS 21

3

ND

Pieces of flat sheet iron, roofing or siding,
rusted.

CS 21

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Sheet metal
(steel) sap boiling pan without internal
baffles (no internal baffles are visible). 99.0
cm./39.0 inches wide, 299.0 cm./117.7
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inches long by 16.0 cm./6.3 inches tall.
Corners rolled from interior to exterior of
pan, and re-enforced with steel braces.
Possibly one rail present under pan.
CS 21

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron assembly,
sap boiling pan support rail, L-shaped, made
from angle iron, with 1 leg riveted to
approximate center. Leg made from flat
stock with a cast, round foot. Rail is 370.0
cm./145.7 inches long with an angle of 5.0
cm./2.0 inches by 5.0 cm./2.0 inches. Leg is
33.0 cm./13.0 inches long.

CS 21

1

ND

Brick bat/half brick, firebrick, no
embossment. Beside evaporator.

CS 21

1

ND

Firebrick fragment.

CS 21

3

Post 1903

Clear glass beer bottle bodies. Tapered
shape (possibly, Miller Beer), crown cap
closure, machine-blown. Probably recent
forest trash.

CS 22, 495N/495E

N/A

ND

The eastern 1/3rd of the FDH 1294
evaporator foundation structure is in CS 21.
This structure is described in the site
summary as an architectural and
archaeological feature.

CS 22

N/A

ND

Numerous pieces of tar paper. Probably
from boiling house at evaporator location.
Not possible to count pieces in field.

CS 22

1

Army

Steel fuse/firing device for dummy/training
“flash-bang” anti-personnel mine.

CS 22

1

Army

Steel C-Ration can.

CS 22

1

Army?

Brown plastic can with metal lid—Army, or
recent forest trash.

CS 22

2

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Sections of sheet
steel flue pipe, still linked together. Both
section have c. 28.0 cm./11.0 inches
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diameter. Westernmost section 120
cm./47.2 inches long; easternmost section
121 cm./47.6 inches long. Flue pipe is from
eastern end of evaporator.

CS 23, 495N/500E

1

ND

Wood, round, one tapered end, possibly a
stake. 4.0 cm./1.6 inch diameter, 54.0
cm./21.3 inches long.

CS 24, 495N/505E

0

ND

No cultural material.

CS 25, 500N/470E

0

ND

North-central part of CS dominated by very
large, dead maple tree. No cultural material.

CS 26, 500N/475E

0

ND

No cultural material.

CS 27, 500N/480E

1

1962-1985

Beer can. Steel body with aluminum ends,
pull-tab top. Schlitz brand.

CS 27

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Galvanized steel bucket with wire bail
handle, flattened. Approximately 24.0
cm./9.4 inches tall. Farm/barn bucket or
milk pail—possible second use as a sap
collection bucket. If so, was probably a
carrying, not a tree, bucket.

CS 27

3

ND

Flat stones along eastern edge of CS.
Possibly placed intentionally.

CS 28, 500N/485E

2

Army

Steel C-Ration cans.

CS 28

1

Post 1899

Whole concrete brick.

CS 28

1

ND

Iron assembly: Round cast-iron plate with
square extension, extension has a square
central hole. Central round hole in circular
main part of casting retains a bolt with a
hammered end and a tapered point with a
cross-wise hole and a smaller bolt through
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this hole like a cotter pin. Other side of this
central piece has raised ridges around the
central hole with the pin. Blunt end of pin
continues through a section of flat iron stock
having a central hole with 2 empty bolt
holes to either side. This piece is associated
with a piece of flat bar stock having a forged
loop toward one of its ends and 2 bolts.
This loop holds a U-shaped section of bar
stock with threaded ends and 2 square nuts.
Possibly a wagon/carriage/buggy axle
fitting.
CS 28

N/A

ND

A surface dump along the east side of CS 28
extends into CS 29. Approximate
dimensions are 1.0 by 2.0 meters.

CS 28

2

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Galvanized steel bucket with bail handles.
Farm/barn buckets or milk pails—possible
second use as a sap collection buckets. If
so, were probably carrying, not tree,
buckets.

CS 28

3

ND

Hand-pressed brickbats.

CS 28

1

Post 1896

Complete/intact clear glass canning jar with
lid and iron bail in place. Embossed:
“ATLAS/E-Z SEAL.” Valve mark. Dated
from Toulouse 1969:22.

CS 28

1

1903-1950

Brown glass liquor bottle base, embossed
bottom, suction cut-off scar.

CS 28

1

ND

Complete/intact clear glass “jelly” jar with
light ribs and a straight top, 9.0 cm./3.5
inches tall. Possibly reuse as a drinking
glass.

CS 28

c. 6

ND

Clear glass jar body fragments. No marks.

CS 28

1

ND

Iron (steel) eggbeater, handle and wheel,
tines rusted and decayed.

CS 28

1

Post 1945

Plastic tobacco pipe stem.
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CS 28

1

ND

Iron (steel) rusted 1-quart capacity can, like
a “coffee” can.

CS 28

1

ND

Iron/steel can top, or bucket base.

CS 28

2

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Pieces of bucket
hoop. Band diameter not recorded.

N/A

ND

A surface dump along the east side of CS 28
extends into CS 29. Approximate
dimensions are 1.0 by 2.0 meters.

CS 29

1

ND

Iron/steel 1-quart capacity “coffee” can.

CS 29

1

ND

Brown glass, bottle body, probably liquor
bottle. No marks.

CS 29

1

1903-1950

Complete/intact clear glass food jar with
metal top. Ribs at top of body. Owens mark
on base.

CS 29

1

ND

Steel can, rusted.

CS 29

1

1933-1964

Complete/intact clear glass liquor flask.
Embossed: “FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS
SALE OR REUSE OF THIS BOTTLE.”
(Miller, et al. 2000:8).

CS 29

1

ND

Clear glass jar with steel top. Inadvertently
broken in field.

CS 29

1

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Galvanized steel
tapered bucket; tree/sap collection bucket.

CS 29

1

ND

Clear glass food jar.

CS 29

1

ND

Enameled stamped steel or “tinware” saucer.

CS 29

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Large (unmeasurable) piece of flat/sheet
metal (steel). Partly buried, beside corner of
concrete platform associated with evaporator
foundation.

CS 29

1

ND

Iron, flat bar stock, with bolt hole.

CS 29, 500N/490E
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CS 29

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Crushed steel tank with pipe fittings on
southwest corner. Dimensions of flattened
tank approximately 170.0 cm./66.9 inches
by 94.0 cm./37.0 inches. Possible holding
tank for sap, to feed evaporator.

CS 29

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Steel “55-gallon” drum/barrel. Open at both
ends, smooth center band, ribbed outer
bands. 56.0 cm./22.0 inches diameter by
85.0 cm./33.5 inches long. May have been
reused as a sap holding tank to feed
evaporator.

CS 29

1

ND

Larger piece of tar paper, with 2 roofing
nails put through it. Structural.

CS 29

1

Army

Oil can, “10W-30” weight (from label).
Olive drab paint with yellow label.

CS 29

1

1903-1950

Dark green wine/spirits bottle base. Owens
mark/suction cut-off scar.

CS 29

1

1962-1985

Beer can, steel body, aluminum ends, pull
tab top. Budweiser brand.

CS 29

CS 29

30-40 ND

2

Post 1899

Bricks and brick-bats, hand-pressed. Fell
from northwestern corner and northern side
of evaporator foundation, which is in CS 21,
immediately south of CS 29.
Large pieces of concrete. Fell from
northwestern corner and northern side of
evaporator foundation, which is in CS 21,
immediately south of CS 29.

The following artifacts (to end of CS 29 descriptions) were encountered while clearing
soil and extensive structural debris (tar paper fragments, nails and decayed lumber) from
the concrete platform found just beneath (c. 5.0cm.) the surface along the northern side of
the evaporator foundation. These artifacts were not collected, but left on the surface
beside the foundation. When material from clearing this platform was sifted on 16 June
2004, this clearance operation was designated FDH 1294 TU 01, and collected as such;
this collection is described in the TU 01 section of the artifact descriptions for FDH 1294.
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Provenience:

Count: Date:

Description:

CS 29

1

1903-1950

Complete/intact clear glass ketchup bottle,
8-panel body, metal (iron) screw cap.
Owens mark/suction cut-off scar. 23.7
cm./9.3 inches tall.

CS 29

3

Post 1886

Pieces of single-barb (non-military) barbed
wire. Each piece c. 100 cm./39.3 inches
long.

CS 29

1

Post 1980

AA-size Duracell brand battery. Probably
Army.

CS 29

1

Post 1896

Complete/intact clear glass canning jar,
embossed: “ATLAS E-Z SEAL.” Bail top
with iron bail and rubber gasket present.
Dated from Toulouse 1969:22.

CS 29

2

ND

Clear glass food jar, rim sherds.

CS 29

2

ND

Clear glass food jar, bases.

CS 29

1

Post 1939

Complete/intact clear glass beer bottle,
crown-cap closure, shorter size, machineblown. Embossed: “FIO ELIO BREWERY
INC./NO DEPOSIT/NEW YORK, NY” and
with triangle on base. Dated Miller, et al.
2000:8.

CS 29

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Relatively short section of steel gutter. 27.0
cm./10.6 inches long by 17.0 cm./6.7 inches
wide. Possible use as a sap channel, to
transport sap from tank to evaporator.

CS 29

1

Post 1903

Green glass liquor bottle neck, crown cap
closure, machine-blown.

CS 29

2

ND

Pieces of worked leather, possibly from a
glove.

CS 29

1

ND

Piece of tar paper with nails (count not
recorded) pushed through.
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CS 30, 500N/495E

N/A ND

This CS contains the northeastern part of the
concrete platform and the stone-paved
platform to its east.

CS 30

3

ND

Aqua flat window glass. 1 sherd is c. ¾ of a
pane.

CS 30

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Circular piece of sheet metal (steel);
possible bucket base.

CS 30

1

ND

Unidentified piece of crushed sheet metal
(steel).

CS 30

3

ND

Pieces of leather, possibly parts of a glove.

CS 30

4

1895-1950

Bristol-slip stoneware jug or crock base.
Bristol-slip on interior and exterior. 13.8
cm./5.4 inches base diameter. Base has
embossed mark: “SAFETY VALVES/PAT.
MAY 21 1895” in circle, “G/H/triangle”
interleaved within circle. Mark is described
as a glass canning jar mark, Diamond Glass
Company, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 1891
up to 1969 (Toulouse 1969:270).

CS 30

1

ND

Rag, blue and white striped cotton cloth.

CS 30

1

ND

Whole brick, hand-pressed, dimensions not
recorded.

CS 30

1

ND

Brick bat, ¾ complete.

CS 30

4-5

ND

Bricks, brick-bats worked into stone
pavement and partly buried.

CS 30

1

Post 1940

D-cell battery, painted grey, probably Army.

CS 30

1

Army

Steel rectangular gun oil can, painted olive
drab with yellow lettering.

CS 30

1

1962-1985

Beer can. Steel body and base with
aluminum top, pull-tab top. Schlitz brand.

CS 30

1

ND

Sheet steel oil or other can spout, formed by
rolling sheet steel to shape.
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CS 30

2

1962-1985

Beer cans. Steel bodies and bases with
aluminum tops, pull-tab tops. Schaefer
brand.

CS 30

1

1962-1985

Beer can. Steel body and base with
aluminum top, pull-tab top. Brand label is
illegible.

CS 30

1

Army

Steel C-Ration can.

CS 30

1

ND

Piece of sheet steel.

CS 30

1

ND

POSSIBLE MAPLE EQUIPMENT:
Piece of sheet steel attached to angle iron on
one side. C. 85.5 cm./33.7 inches wide.
Possible flat pan part.

CS 31, 500N/500E

1

Post 1990

Plastic potato chip bag, very recent.

CS 32, 500N/505E

0

ND

No cultural material. In access road.

CS 33, 505N/470E

0

ND

No cultural material. In access road.

CS 34, 505N/475E

0

ND

No cultural material. In access road.

CS 35, 505N/480E

1

Post 1980

Beer can, all aluminum/extruded aluminum
with integral “push-in” pop-top end.
Budweiser brand.

CS 35

1

c. 1975-1985 Beer can, all aluminum/extruded aluminum
with pull-tab top. Budweiser brand.

CS 36, 505N/485E

0

ND

No cultural material.

CS 37, 505N/490E

0

ND

No cultural material. Large, approximately
rectangular depression located in southcentral part of CS 37. Probably an old,
eroded squad-size foxhole/fighting position.
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CS 38, 505N/495E

0

ND

No cultural material.

CS 39, 505N/500E

0

ND

No cultural material. On “corner” of access
roads.

CS 40, 505N/505E

0

ND

No cultural material. At edge of woods.

CS 41, 510N/470E

0

ND

No cultural material.

CS 42, 510N/475E

0

ND

No cultural material. At edge of access
road.

CS 43, 510N/480E

0

ND

No cultural material. At edge of access
road.

CS 44, 510N/485E

0

ND

No cultural material. In access road.

CS 45, 510N/490E

0

ND

No cultural material. In access road.

CS 46, 510N/495E

0

ND

No cultural material. In access road.

CS 47, 510N/500E

0

ND

No cultural material. At intersection of
access roads.

CS 48, 510N/505E

0

ND

No cultural material. In access road and at
edge of woods.

2004.044/FDH 1294 assessed 484 artifacts.
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Section II.5: FDH 1305:
Project:

2004.074

Provenience:

Count:

Site:

FDH 1305

Date:

Description:
Brown bottle glass, possible beer bottle.
Embossed lines on exterior; cannot discern
motif or characters.

TU 01, Level 1

1

ND

TU 01, Level 1

1

c. 1940-1960 Brass jacketed lead rifle bullet. Probably
from an M-1 U.S. Army Carbine. 3.5
cm./1.4 inches long. Knurled, inset band
around widest point of body. Rifling
marks—probably fired.

TU 01, Level 1

4

ND

Red (clay) brick, probably hand-pressed.
7.0 grms.

TU 01, Level 2

14

ND

Red (clay) brick, probably hand-pressed.
17.6 grms.

TU 01, Feature 2,
South Half

4

ND

Charcoal pieces, from burnt wood. 0.1
grm. May be from burned root in natural
tree “feature.”

2004.074/FDH 1305 collection contains 24 artifacts.
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Section II.6: FDH 1306:
Project:

2004.075

Provenience:

Count:

Site:

FDH 1306

Date:

Description:

TU 01, Level 1

3

ND

MAPLE EQUIPMENT: Iron: Flat sheet
metal, probably flat pan or flue parts. 1
piece has intentional right-angle bend.
Metal is burned.

TU 01, Level 1

2

ND

Iron/steel wire, twisted. Possibly from a
repurposed coat hanger. Metal is burned.

TU 01, Level 1

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragment with head.

TU 01, Level 1

2

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragments with heads. Heavily carbonized.

TU 01, Level 1

7

1790-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragments, heads missing. Heavily
carbonized.

TU 01, Level 1

2

ND

Firebrick, pieces, 1 piece with corner.
Heavily heat-stressed. 49.1 grms.

TU 01, Level 1

12

ND

Red (clay) brick, probably hand-pressed. 1
piece shows thickness of original brick; 5.2
cm./2.0 inches thick. Fragments are heatstressed and partially glazed. 322.3 grms.

TU 01, Level 1

27

ND

Charcoal pieces, from burned wood. 10.8
grms.

TU 01, Level 1

14

ND

Sandstone pieces, heat-stressed. 673.0
grms.

TU 01, Level 2

1

ND

Iron: Stamped sheet metal, probable disk.
Central hole; edges missing. May be a “tar
paper” disk, similar to those found on FDH
1256, TU 02, Level 1.
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TU 01, Level 2

1

1805-1890

Iron nail: Machine-cut, machine-head, 8d.
Carbonized.

TU 01, Level 2

4

1805-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragments with heads.

TU 01, Level 2

3

1790-1890

Iron nails: Machine-cut, machine-head,
fragments, heads missing.

TU 01, Level 2

7

ND

Large mammal bone fragments. 2 pieces
articulate. Pieces may all be from same
bone.

TU 01, Level 2

62

ND

Charcoal pieces, from burned wood. 14.5
grms.

TU 01, Level 2

1

ND

Calcite stone, imported to site area.
Burned/heat-stressed.

2004.075/FDH 1306 collection contains 149 artifacts.

Entire 2004 Fort Drum Maple Sites Collection contains 1716 artifacts.
Including Collection Squares assessed on FDH 1294, the Fort Drum Maple Sites Project
assessed 1920 artifacts.
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APPENDIX III
NOTES ABOUT PARTICIPANT-OBSERVATION SESSIONS AT YANCEY'S
SUGAR BUSH, CROGHAN, NEW YORK, 28 MARCH TO 19 APRIL 2003.
David W. Babson
1 May 2003148

III.1: BACKGROUND:
Yancey's is a fairly large maple syrup operation, run in 2003 by Haskell Yancey,
a descendant of the family that began to make maple syrup and sugar on this land in
1844. The date "1844" is posted on a sign on the front of the sugar house
(photographed). In 2003, the Yanceys were tapping approximately 1,000 trees on either
side of Long Pond and Fish Kill (?) roads, all trees being on their land. They still tap
with buckets, and gather sap in 250 to 300-gallon tanks pulled by horses, the tanks being
on sleds when sufficient snow is present, or on low-slung, steel-framed wagons with
pneumatic rubber tires149 when the gathering roads are clear. Their reasons in doing this
seem to be partly to observe family and local tradition, regarded as part of the fun of
making syrup, and partly as marketing directed at the people who come to purchase their
syrup. During the one Friday and three Saturdays (28-29 March, 12 and 19 April) that I
observed operations at Yanceys, a number of family groups (including two Mennonite

148

Ervin Yancey, possibly one of Haskell Yancey’s uncles or another of his relatives, published an account
of making maple syrup and sugar at this same place, Yancey’s Sugarbush, in The Rural New Yorker, 29
January 1938. After finding this article late in my research, I modified this account in several places with
information from Ervin Yancey’s article, as cited: “Yancey 1938.”
149
This type of gathering wagon, with the bed mounted beneath the axles, is an example of a long-lived
Lewis County tradition, cited in 1938 (Yancey) as being “old.” Hanging the bed under the axles lowers the
top of the sap collection tank, aiding in pouring from gathering buckets into the sap collection tank
mounted on the wagon (Yancey 1938).
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families) came, all asked about and pointed out the horse teams to their children, and all
bought syrup or maple cakes.
The Yanceys also run a dairy farm with 100-120 head of Holsteins. Mr. Yancey
is in partnership with his wife, (I did not get her name), and was assisted on 28 March
and 19 April 2003 by his son, Tim Yancey, home from Genesee State College in
Rochester, New York (probably SUNY-Geneseo, in Geneseo, New York, which is south
of Rochester). His two daughters (I did not get their names), also of college age, assisted
on the weekends I observed, especially on 19 April.
Yancey's boiling house has two evaporators, a larger one with a 120-foot sap run
in the center, and a smaller evaporator (with a shorter sap run; did not learn its length) on
the right-hand (north) side of the house, closest to the sap holding tanks. Mr. Yancey ran
the larger evaporator on 29 March and 12 and 19 April. On 29 March and 12 April, Mr.
Ralph Thenes ran the smaller evaporator. The smaller evaporator was cold on 19 April. I
believe, but am not 100% sure, that Mr. Yancey was paying Mr. Thenes to run the
smaller evaporator. Mr. Thenes appears to be older than Mr. Yancey, and may have
worked for/with Mr. Yancey's uncle, who taught Mr. Yancey to make syrup when he was
a teenager.
There were two paid gathering crews, working with two two-horse teams and two
gathering rigs, on each of the weekends I observed. On 29 March, the day began with a
fairly steady rain, and only one crew worked at that time, using a tractor with a sheltered
(not fully enclosed) cab. This tractor had a different sap tub on a trailer that it towed,
made of grey galvanized steel. I did not observe this rig very closely. When the day
began to clear on 29 March, both teams of horses came back out to work. I worked with
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a gathering crew all day on 28 March, and for one trip, lasting about an hour, on 12 April.
The crew I worked with on 28 March was composed of Paul Dicob, the teamster, Jim
Mathys, a gatherer, and Tim Yancey, Mr. Yancey's son, also working as a gatherer. Mr.
Dicob was 80 years old in 2003. His age came up in conversation during the day, and he
seemed to be proud to still be working at that age. I gathered that he owned the team
working with our crew. The team was a pair of matched Belgians, Sugar, a mare, and
Buddy, a gelding. Sugar is Buddy's mother. Mr. Mathys was in his late 50s, a Vietnam
veteran and a reservist. He was working his 31st season at Yancey's, and "Jim Mathys -30 Years" was painted on the side of the gathering tank we used on 28 March. I heard
that this was painted at the close of the previous (2002) season. "Paul Dicob -- Teamster"
was painted on the other side of the tank. Tim Yancey was working, presumably without
pay, at the end of his spring break from college. I did not ask the crew about their wages,
but the subject came up with Mrs. Yancey after the noon dinner provided to the gatherers
on 28 March, also on the other days that they worked. Mrs. Yancey said they could not
pay the gatherers as much as they might want, but that the noon dinner was part of their
compensation150.

150

I felt that the exact wages paid the gatherers and other members of the Yanceys’ syrup-making team
were personal information, and so I did not record the exact amounts or per-hour amounts paid to these
individuals.
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Figure A-III.1.01:

“Yancey’s Sugarbush, 1844” (on Sign), North side of Boiling
House and Woodpile, March 2003 (Photo by David Babson).

Yancey's boiling house is a fairly large, L-shaped structure, approximately 20m
on a side (see Figure A-III.1.01). It has stood at its present location since 1921,
according to Yancey family tradition, and was pictured in Ervin Yancey’s 1938 Rural
New Yorker article, in a photograph taken at the end of the 1937 boiling season.
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Figure A-III.1.02:

Yancey’s Sugarbush, 1937, South Side of Boiling House
(Yancey 1938).

The front (western) half is taken up by storage for firewood, which is laid in tall piles in
this area as much as a year in advance of its use, continuing a long-standing Yancey
family practice (Yancey 1938). The wood is allowed to dry over this time. Most of the
wood is maple, and represents trees from Yancey's sugar bush that have died or become
sick, or which have dropped in sap production. While stacking wood, I often saw old tap
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holes in sticks of firewood, and the Yanceys kept one piece of wood with at least a dozen
old tap holes to show to customers (photographed). There was also a split or debarked
piece of wood, opened to the scar of a V-cut, used to gather sap in the very early days of
maple sugar making at the Yancey property (photographed; see Figure 2.03). On 12
April, a couple pieces of cherry were brought out of the woodpile, and Mr. Yancey and
Mr. Thenes joked about burning "the expensive stuff." The sticks of firewood were about
1m long, longer than stove wood, a length Mr. Yancey said was best for firing the
evaporators. This length for “evaporator wood” reflects long-standing family and local
tradition (Yancey 1938). The logs were split into quarters, fifths or sixths, depending
upon the thickness of the cut log. Splitting was done by a power splitter. The c. 1m
length was felt to be too tall for a man using a wedge and maul or sledge hammer. In the
course of the three Saturdays I observed boiling (29 March, 12 and 19 April, with no
boiling undertaken on 5 April because the trees had frozen), all the wood (at least 10
cords151) was used from the south side pile, and about three cords were used from the
north side pile. The south side pile was replaced on the weekend of 5-6 April with wood
split from "cull logs," which were standing on the property in piles on 29 March. When
pulling and stacking firewood on 12 April, Mr. Yancey told me not to take sticks from
the south pile, as these were to season for the next (2004) sugaring season.
The front or western half of the boiling house (more commonly, called the "sugar
house" by the Yanceys) had a concrete floor, except for its northern and southern edges,
where the woodpiles were. The bases of each pile were supported by firewood sticks laid
lengthwise to the rest of the stack. The concrete had several round holes in it along the

151

These are actually "double cords," figured on the greater length of the evaporator firewood, which is
about twice as long as stove or fireplace sticks.
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east-west centerline of the structure, each hole having a diameter of approximately 15cm.
These holes were sockets for upright poles that supported the ends of woodpile stacks,
when there was sufficient wood for all of the woodpile space to be used. On 29 March
and 12 and 19 April, the open area was used for customers to gather, and to stage empty
and full 30-gallon syrup barrels, before or after these were filled at the filters on the right
(south) side of the back (east) half of the sugar house. Children also used this open area
to play games, especially if they became bored while their parents talked to the
evaporator operators, or were busy buying syrup. On 29 March, I observed two small
boys, eight to ten years old, develop a chasing game based on "Maple Man." "Maple
Man" was to be a superhero who flew through the air and sprayed boiling sap on Saddam
Hussein, Iraqi soldiers, the French, and other evil doers152. On 19 April, a girl of about
nine years from a visiting Mennonite family developed a game with her younger sister
(described as "Three, and she can't really talk yet." which brought a definite "I can too!"
from the younger sister) that involved dropping a long splinter from one of the firewood
sticks point first into one of the woodpile support sockets. They asked me to try—it was
more difficult than it looked.
As described, the larger evaporator occupied the center of the sugar house, on the
north-south center line, and running from the rear (east) wall adjacent to the bridge, west
to the center of the structure. The firebox doors, two large, cast iron doors that opened
apart, like wings or "suicide doors" on a 1960s automobile, faced west, toward the
woodpiles (see Figure 2.06). The firebox, a combination of poured concrete, concrete
block (which may be the result of running repairs; I observed Mr. Yancey propping up

152

March and April of 2003 were the beginning of the present (2003 to 2010) Iraq War, and many of the
families visiting Yancey’s Sugarbush appeared to be military families from Fort Drum.
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some loose sheet metal with such a block on 29 March) and sheet steel, ran east from the
firebox doors to a large, vertical flue at the rear of the evaporator. As is common in
evaporator design, this arrangement allowed hot gases from the burning wood to heat the
entire evaporator pan from below. The rear flue rose in a flattened cone to a round, sheet
steel stack of at least 50cm diameter, which went through the roof to a cap approximately
2m above the galvanized steel roof surface. This stack put out copious smoke while the
evaporator was in use, but few visible sparks, meaning that it must contain some form of
spark arrestor, doubtless a wise measure for a wooden building located in the woods. On
12 April, Mr. Yancey told me that the evaporator doors, cracked into several pieces each
and bolted together, along with the firebox front, date back to the construction of this
sugar house, in 1921. He described the evaporator as being like the "100-year-old-axe,"
where the handle was replaced eight times, and the bit was replaced three times, but it
was still the same axe.
The central evaporator pan, as mentioned, had a 120-foot (c. 35m) sap run. While
it was divided into separate compartments as will be described, I gathered that the entire
120-foot apparatus was called, in the singular, a "pan." While the pan observed in use on
29 March, 12 and 19 April had obviously been in place for at least the past five seasons, I
gathered that the pan was the most commonly-replaced part of the evaporator, as it could
"go sour." I asked about burning a pan, but was told that happened rarely. The woods
near the sugarhouse held components of two other pans; it was unclear if these were used
pans that had been discarded, or usable pans or pan components awaiting possible
replacement of the pans then in use in the sugarhouse.
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Figure A-III.1.03:

Abandoned or Stored Evaporator Pan Components, near
Boiling House, Yancey’s Sugarbush, 2003 (Photo by David
Babson).

Boiling began as cold sap was fed from the larger of the two holding tanks (see
below) through an overhead steel pipe (1-inch/2.5cm diameter) to an intake valve on the
rear-central part of the south side of the main evaporator pan. From this point, straight
baffles in the pan took the sap out and back (east and west) across the back third of the
pan, then to a second compartment in the central part of the north side of the pan. Out
and back baffles took the now-boiling sap north and south through this compartment to a
third compartment at the front of the evaporator. Out and back baffles here took the sap
east and west through this compartment, over the actual firebox, where the wood was
actively burning. Here, the sap was raised to a rolling boil, and Mr. Yancey stated that
the syrup began in this compartment. The sap/syrup then went into four rectangular,
unbaffled compartments in the center of the south side of the evaporator, across from the
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second compartment. These four compartments finished the syrup, and allowed the
operator to test it by pouring it off a solid scoop.
When done, a valve like the one that let sap into the evaporator allowed the
operator to pour the syrup into a 2-gallon (c. 5 liter) pail of thick galvanized steel, and
carry it to the filter stands on the south side of the house. Placing the syrup
compartments next to the intake made this area into an effective operating station on the
south side of the main evaporator; one operator could easily attend to the major tasks of
making syrup: Letting in cold sap, testing syrup, and pouring off finished syrup before it
began to burn. The final compartments and the third-level compartments were also the
most likely places for finishing sap to boil over, so the operator could control foam by
flicking a small amount of animal fat (beef tallow, in this case) onto the boiling sap. I
saw Mr. Yancey and Mr. Thenes perform this task many times during the three days that
I observed them make syrup.
As described by Mr. Yancey, control of the flow of sap around the rest of the
evaporator pan was accomplished by gravity and floats. The valves run by the operator
were controlled by L-shaped plugs that fitted into the circular openings of pipes
connecting one part of the pan to the next part. I tried standing in and near the "operator's
station" for five minutes on 12 April, and found it uncomfortably hot. I noticed that Mr.
Yancey and Mr. Thenes did not stand continuously in this position, except when
operating the valves positioned there, probably because this would have been
uncomfortable, but also because their duties in filtering, barreling, canning and selling
syrup, and in talking to customers, took them all around the sugar house.
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Cold, raw sap was fed to each evaporator through overhead pipes from two large,
wooden tanks that stood on the north side of the eastern quadrant of the sugarhouse, north
of the smaller evaporator (see Figure 2.06). These tanks were made of vertical wooden
planks, bolted together, open at the top, and lined with galvanized steel. Each was
painted bright red. The westernmost tank had a sign stating its capacity: 1,530 gallons.
The easternmost tank bore a sign stating: 2,080 gallons. The western tank was an
overflow tank, and was fed by a pipe from the larger, eastern tank. I heard, especially on
29 March, that Mr. Yancey was trying to avoid using the western tank, as it had a slow
leak. The larger, eastern tank received sap directly from the gathering rigs, which
unloaded at the top of the bridge or ramp. The peak of the bridge was directly aligned
with the central axis of the eastern tank. Both tanks were supported on wooden trestles
(which may have also contained some steel members; I could not observe clearly under
the tanks), and were raised (to their bases) approximately 1.5m above the sugarhouse
floor. The tanks themselves were at least 1.5m tall. The bridge rose level with the top lip
of the eastern tank.
The process of making syrup is a continuous one, from sap being let in at the start
of the evaporator run, then poured off at the end of the run into a pail to be taken to the
filter. The evaporator operator checks the syrup periodically—by my observation, at
least every ten minutes, with more frequent attention paid to the parts of the evaporator
where the sap/syrup was running in a rolling boil. The operator’s goal is to get the syrup
through to finishing, without burning it, or, worse, burning the pan. Burning the pan
would involve considerable delay, since it requires letting the fire go out, removing the
damaged pan, and replacing it with a new one. Even with a two-evaporator operation,
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there would be a danger of losing some sap while changing the pan, by having it spoil in
the storage tank. This very large tank would then have to be drained and cleaned, causing
a great deal of trouble, even if the burned pan was not permanently damaged. An
experienced evaporator operator tests syrup for finish from the final compartment on the
evaporator, at the center of the south side of Mr. Yancey’s larger evaporator. He dips a
solid (not perforated) scoop into the syrup, and pours it off the edge of this scoop. When
the syrup pours off in a solid sheet, and hangs for a second or two before breaking up, the
syrup is done. I saw Mr. Yancey perform this test many times on 29 March, 12 and 19
April.
The smaller, northern evaporator operated by Mr. Thenes on 29 March and 12
April was organized in a very similar manner to the main evaporator, except that the
"operator's station" was on the north side of this evaporator, toward the raw sap tanks. If
it had been on the south side of the smaller evaporator, the station would have been
between the two pans, a hot place indeed.
The bridge was an earthen ramp that began about 10m north of the northeastern
corner of the sugarhouse, and rose about 3.0m. in its run to the top of the eastern wall of
the house, at a point approximately 1.5m. south of the northeastern corner of the building.
As described, the purpose of this bridge was to allow unloading of collected sap by
gravity into the holding tanks that stood along the northern wall in the northeastern
quadrant of the sugarhouse, first into the larger, eastern tank and then by overflow into
the smaller, western tank. The peak of the bridge was at the tank loading point, with very
little flat area. The gathering rigs stood with the horses over the peak of the bridge,
pointing down, and the gathering tank level at the peak, its front wheels over the peak,
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and its rear wheels behind the peak (see Figure A-III.2.05, below). Most gathering crews
blocked one rear wheel of their rig with a large (6X6 inch) block of wood left at the top
of the bridge for this purpose. The gathering sleds were not blocked. The down slope of
the bridge was steeper than the upslope, and ended at original grade within 6m of the
peak, just past the southeastern corner of the sugarhouse. Most teams were turned to the
east at the base of the down slope (whatever direction they were heading, in returning to
gathering), and the ramp base was spread out a bit to the east at this point, away from the
corner of the sugarhouse. The bridge was built up with sand, to provide a grip for the
teams' hooves, and I gathered that it was resurfaced with fresh sand as needed, and that it
was checked at the beginning of each maple season. The interior (western) wall of the
bridge was also the eastern wall of the sugarhouse. Unlike the other walls, which were
frame, this wall was constructed of fairly large stones (cobbles and small boulders)
parged with concrete, with a poured concrete wall standing on top of the stone wall. This
concrete-over-stone construction is quite similar to the western (ramp-side) wall found at
FDH 1256, though the wall at the Fort Drum site was only about one-third as tall as the
wall at Yancey’s Sugarbush. This stone and concrete wall outlined the slopes of the
bridge, with the rest of the wall continued in frame above the bridge. The stonework was
very visible above the evaporators and tanks. The eastern (outside) edge of the bridge
was not revetted by a wall, but stood as an earthen mound sloping off fairly abruptly
(within 4-5m) from top to original grade. No one commented on the subject, but I
believe this edge may have contained a lower, stone or concrete revetment wall, buried in
the sand put on the bridge for resurfacing. This would explain the bridge standing with
this rather abrupt, very steep eastern slope. The bridge was called this, "bridge," by the
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Yanceys and the sap gatherers; I did not hear it called a "ramp" during the time I
observed at Yanceys. I do not know if "bridge" is a family or local term, or a general
term of art, for this important feature of sugarhouse architecture153.

Figure A-III.1.04:

Yancey’s Boiling House and Bridge (Ramp), 2003 (Photo by
David Babson).

A 14-year-old dog (black and white mutt, some collie), named "Lucky," slowmoving and arthritic, would at times (particularly on 12 April, perhaps the coldest of the
three days I was at the sugarhouse) sleep for up to an hour under the evaporator, in a hole
he had hollowed into the dirt floor just beside the firebox near the operator's station. I
asked Mr. Yancey about this, and was told Lucky had done that for several years now, as
he got older. Mr. Yancey described Lucky: "He's got sap in his veins, too."

153

Writing in 1878, S. J. B. refers to a sap unloading ramp as a “bridge.”
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South of the main evaporator, in a concrete-floored area along the southern wall
of the sugarhouse stood two filter stands, for filtering syrup as it was poured from the
two-gallon buckets used to collect it at the finishing end of the evaporator. Each filter
stand was a square, wooden box about 1X1m., and standing about 60cm. tall, above four
steel legs linked by steel transverse braces. The top of the box was between 1.0 and
1.3m. tall, a bit above waist height for Mr. Yancey. Each box was open, all around its top
dimension. The base of each box was an inverted pyramid, leading to a small (c. 0.5
inch), metal (brass?) pipe that dropped down about 1 inch, then turned through a rightangle elbow to run to a spout at the front of the box. On one box, the spout control was a
vertical, L-shaped spigot, wherein the handle was turned across the pipe to cut the syrup
flow off, and turned parallel to the pipe to allow the syrup to come through. On the other
box, the spigot was a horizontal valve, recognizably a spigot salvaged from a largecapacity coffee urn. On this valve, turning the handle through a horizontal arc controlled
the flow of syrup. Interiors of each box were lined with galvanized steel. The upper
edges of each box had fittings for accepting lines from the heavy, felt filters put into each
box, both tied down to these fittings and weighted by pieces of bar and angle iron hung
on the lines of each filter. These cloth filters caught the "sugar sands" from the finished
syrup, which percolated through the filter by gravity—my guess, based on observation,
was that it took 15-20 minutes for a two-gallon bucket of hot syrup to go through the
filter. The sugar sands accumulated in the filters as a sticky, dark brown muck, which
was scooped from the filter with a solid scoop and discarded after being dumped into a
five-gallon plastic bucket. Several times a day, the filter would be changed on each box,
and the used filter was hung up, and washed out with a garden hose. I also heard, from
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Mr. Yancey, that the filter cloths would be washed several times in a week's boiling, by
themselves in a washing machine without any soap or detergent. When newly washed,
the filter cloths felt clean and showed no visible grit or sand, though they were stained
from brown to grey by previous use. I gathered that the filter cloths were fairly
expensive, and that washing them was therefore regarded as worthwhile. From the filter
box spigots, still-warm syrup was poured into 2 to 3-gallon steel farm pails, to fill 30gallon sap drums for bulk sales. Syrup was also poured directly from the spigot or from
pails placed below the spigot into 1-gallon, 0.5-gallon, 1-quart, 1-pint, half-pint, 8-ounce
and 4-ounce cans, marked "Yancey's Sugarbush, Croghan, New York" (photographed)
for retail sale to customers visiting the sugarhouse154. I gathered that much, possibly a
majority, of the canned syrup was sold off site, through the year, locally in Croghan and
perhaps regionally, though I do not think that the Yanceys ran a mail-order business. A
small amount of the finished, filtered syrup was taken by Mrs. Yancey from the filter
boxes, and used to make maple sugar cakes for sale in the sugarhouse155. Storage of
canned syrup and sugar cakes for sale was on shelves along the eastern and part of a short
interior wall, just west of the two filter boxes.
The sugarhouse, as a whole, was a large, frame building, though the area over the
evaporators had a welded steel frame, built inside and supporting the main timbers of the
wooden frame. A post on this frame bore a date (marked by welding on the steel) of
1958, described by Mr. Yancey as the year his uncles rebuilt the 1921 sugarhouse.
Around the sugarhouse, the largest doors were along the west side; these doors rolled
back on tracks to open the entire side of the house for loading the woodpiles. The door
154

The Yancey's price list for syrup also had prices by container size for customers bringing their own
containers, a discount of about 15% off the canned syrup prices.
155
Of excellent quality; attested to by repeated personal experience.
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for unloading sap from the gathering rigs ran on a track along the side of the frame part of
the eastern wall above the stone and concrete wall at the top of the bridge. This door
stood open all through the time I was in the sugarhouse, even on 29 March when it was
raining fairly heavily. There was a personnel door (on hinges, propped open) in the south
wall, between the filter boxes and the shelves for storing canned syrup and sugar cakes.
Several windows, all glazed (multi-pane, fixed, wooden mullions), let light in through the
east and south walls. Light was also provided by the open doors, the effectively-open
western wall (especially in the later afternoon), and by the fires in the evaporators when
the firebox doors were opened. The sugarhouse had no electricity. I saw Mr. Yancey
using a flashlight in the house as the sun set (on standard time) on the evening of 29
March.
The roof of the sugarhouse had a two peaks set at a right angle, with the main
peak running east-west, centered, roughly, over the main evaporator. The exterior
surface of the roof was galvanized steel, with, I believe, a corrugated surface. Checking
this observation from photographs revealed a relatively new (shiny) standing-seam metal
roof on the northern slopes of the boiling house roof (see Figure A-III.1.01, above).
Along the main peak of the roof, and running from the eastern (bridge) wall to the center
of the house, was a raised (at least 1.0m. tall, above the roof peak), open clerestory in two
sections, each with its own peaked, "tin" roof. The long sides of this clerestory were
open, with panels that hooked up to close these openings lying along the top of the roof.
This clerestory, over the main evaporator, was the main ventilator for the sugarhouse, and
it served to release the vast amounts of steam produced by the evaporators as they boiled
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sap to syrup. As seen in Figure A-III.1.02, the Yancey sugarhouse has been essentially
unchanged since 1937 (Yancey 1938).

III.2: GATHERING, 28 MARCH & 12 APRIL:
My first experience in gathering lasted all day on 28 March, 2003. I arrived a few
minutes past 8:00 AM on that date, and joined the gathering crew as it came to the
boiling house from Yancey's Barn between 8:30 and 8:45AM. The crew had harnessed
Mr. Dicob's team, Sugar and Buddy, who were staying in a smaller horse barn next to the
Yancey dairy barn, and across the road from the Yancey house. The Yancey farmstead is
located about half a mile from the Yancey Sugarhouse, and both are reached by the main,
paved road (Long Pond Road). In traveling to the sugarhouse, however, the team and
collecting wagon came along the pasture beside the road, not down the road itself.
Mr. Haskell Yancey introduced me to the gathering team, composed of Mr. Dicob
as teamster and Mr. Mathys and Mr. Tim Yancey (Haskell Yancey's son) as gatherers.
Mr. Yancey explained that I was performing a research project, which attracted some
inquiry as an unusual situation. No one on the crew appeared to object to my presence,
though they were at pains to describe gathering as "a lot of work." I said that I was going
to take some photographs, and had a camera with me. This led to an initial
misunderstanding, in that the crew saw my first purpose as taking photographs, not in
gathering. This situation was resolved within the first hour, when I used up all the film in
my camera, and returned it to my truck when we passed by the syrup house to unload. I
took a few pictures of gathering, collection buckets hung on trees, and pouring sap into
the collecting wagon. I took most of my pictures while the team was on the bridge at the
sugarhouse, during unloading. This produced some good pictures of the horses wreathed
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in steam, but it also separated me from the gathering crew during the task of unloading, a
condition that persisted through the day. The unloading operation does not involve the
entire gathering crew, in any case, and workers took turns at its tasks or in socializing
with the boilers in the sugarhouse. Mr. Dicob remained with the horses, and held them in
position on the ramp during unloading.
During my first trip out from the sugarhouse, I did not have a collection bucket to
carry from tree to tree, as the other crew members did. I tried carrying the tree collection
buckets to the collecting wagon, but quickly found these handleless buckets to be almost
unmanageable, especially when the tree buckets were full. While I did not drop a pail
during this attempt at gathering, I came close several times, and I spilled enough sap to
attract comment from the regular crew. On my second trip and for the rest of the day, I
was given one of the collection or carrying pails used by the rest of the crew. This was a
five-gallon plastic bucket, exactly the sort used by restaurants for pickles, condiments or
other foods, by paint stores to sell bulk paint, or by archaeologists to move unscreened
dirt around a site. The handle was not a bail handle, but a section cut from a broom, ax or
other tool handle, and wired across the top of the bucket by the remnants of the wire bail
through two holes drilled through the wood. I quickly determined that a full carrying pail
of sap weighed about half what a full, 5-gallon bucket of dirt weighs. However, it has to
be carried further (about 10m, on average, from tree to the place the collecting wagon
was parked156), and carefully, to avoid splashing and spilling sap. In this purpose, the
thicker, wooden handle wired directly across the bucket mouth was very helpful, in that it

156

As a sugarbush used since at least 1844, Yancey's Sugarbush was "mature," reflecting a high degree, and
more than 150 years, of management for maximum sap production but with provision for a haul road
coming to within 15m (on average) of each tapped tree. Development of this specific sugarbush to make
gathering more efficient is discussed in Yancey 1938.
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prevented the usual wire bail from digging into our hands and allowed for more control
of the full carrying bucket while it was maneuvered between the trees and brush.
I found this carrying bucket to be generally superior to the unaltered five-gallon
buckets used in archaeology, due to the straight, thick handle. I "wondered out loud"
about making such buckets for use on Fort Drum site excavations, and I do think such
buckets would be easier for hauling dirt, especially with the larger handles. Handles
wired across the bucket opening, however, would prevent the modified buckets from
being stacked for storage.
Mr. Dicob drove the wagon along the collection roads, and stopped as close to
each tapped tree as possible. I gathered that he was trying to balance position of the
collection wagon so as to equalize, as much as possible, the walk that each member of the
gathering crew would have from the wagon to the trees that we would cover. This action
was aided by the fact that we either rode on the back and sides of the collection wagon as
it moved from position to position or walked along beside it. We all rode, standing on
the sides or back of the wagon, and usually hanging on with one hand, when the wagon
came back out to the grove after unloading at the boiling house. The wagon had a
platform with a metal pipe railing on its back end that could accommodate two gathering
crew members. In stopping the gathering wagon, I had the impression that Mr. Dicob
knew the best places to stop his team, after years of working the Yancey Sugarbush. Mr.
Dicob pointed out trees to be collected to me, and to Mr. Mathys, but not to Tim Yancey.
I quickly learned to pay attention to Mr. Dicob as he pointed out trees that had been
tapped, since some of the buckets were not visible from the haul road. I gathered that Mr.
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Dicob knew where the buckets were because he had helped in tapping the trees, and from
previous gathering runs during that (2003) season.

Figure A-III.2.01:

Sugar and Buddy (Horses), Paul Dicob (Teamster) and Tim
Yancey (Gatherer) with the Sap Collection Wagon at Yancey’s
Sugarbush, 28 March 2003 (Photo by David Babson).

Walking from the wagon to the trees began as a light task, but it became rather
more difficult through the day. It involved, all in all, about as much labor as shovel test
survey in heavily dissected terrain, such as the TA (Training Area) 19s at Fort Drum. On
28 March, there was about a foot (c. 30cm) of slushy snow on the ground in the woods,
and my leather boots soon soaked through. The others on the crew commented on this,
and pointed out that they were wearing Sorrel ™ waterproof boots. The snow hid logs,
branches and holes, and I had some difficulty from stepping into these, falling to my
knees, once, and spilling most of my gathering bucket, losing about 3 gallons of sap. The
general consensus from the crew was that everyone did that on their first day. I do not
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know if this is regarded as an initiation, or was intended to comfort me, as a "tourist."
The other gatherers did not seem to be much bothered by hidden hazards in the snow-they either knew the grove well enough to avoid these difficulties, or were practiced in
stepping into the snow in such a way as to avoid stumbling.
As mentioned, the full, five-gallon sap collection bucket weighed about half what
a full, five-gallon bucket of dirt does, probably between 15 and 20 pounds (8 to 10kg).
Keeping it from slopping over, losing sap and soaking my pants leg was of more concern
than the weight. Through observation of the others, I learned that a "full bucket," one
that should be returned to the collection wagon, was about 3/4 full—this greatly reduced
spill-over. The decision to return to the wagon with a 3/4 full bucket was not absolute--if
filling the bucket brimful meant finishing off a tree bucket, or all the buckets on a
particular tree, the collection bucket then would be filled up, and carried carefully,
meaning also more slowly, back to the wagon. This avoided having to return, through the
snow, to a partly emptied bucket, or to one bucket remaining on a tree or among a group
of trees otherwise completed.
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Figure A-III.2.02:

Jim Mathys Walks Toward a Tree to Gather Sap, as Directed
by Paul Dicob, Yancey’s Sugarbush, 28 March 2003 (Photo by
David Babson).

The Yanceys, as a rule, did not use covers on their tree buckets. In the few cases
where they did, the cover slowed down collection from the tree noticeably, especially for
me, as the least experienced person working. Without a cover, it took less than a minute
to unhook a tree bucket, empty it into the collection bucket, and rehang it. With a cover,
it took more than a minute. Mr. Mathys and Tim Yancey were often able to swing the
tree bucket around enough to pour it into the collection bucket, without unhooking it
from the spile. This operation took around 30 seconds, making it the fastest way to
empty a tree bucket. I was able to do this once or twice, with tree buckets no more than
half full, but found it difficult, especially if the tree bucket was hung toward the base of
the tree.
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Figure A-III.2.03:

Tim Yancey Empties a Tree Bucket, Yancey’s Sugarbush, 28
March, 2003 (Photo by David Babson).

Within a few minutes of beginning work, I had sap all over my hands. My hands
remained coated with sap through the workday. The sap was a thin, clear liquid, very
like the water that comprises most of the sap. When wet, it was no more sticky than
water, but it got somewhat more sticky as it dried. I remember it sticking my fingers
together just a little, but never to the point where I wished to wash my hands with water.
I was somewhat surprised—I thought the sap would be stickier—probably; I had based
my expectation on the syrup made from this sap. I encountered one tree bucket of
greenish sap, and was told (by Mr. Dicob?) that it probably had not been emptied for
several days, and that the sap had spoiled. As directed, I dumped it onto the ground.
Most of the tapped trees at Yancey's Sugarbush had a single bucket (see Figure
2.04). A few larger trees had two, and only a very few had three. Haskell Yancey said
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he had no final rule about the number of buckets to hang on a tree, but indicated that he
did think of three buckets as a maximum, per tree. In this, he agrees with his
predecessor, Ervin Yancey, from 1938. Trees in the pasture or along the edges of the
woods area of the sugarbush were more likely to have more buckets per tree and were
visibly larger than those in the woods part of the sugarbush157. In terms of collecting, a
tree with multiple buckets, or a group of one-bucket trees close together, could fill up a 5gallon carrying bucket. This varied, as all of the tree buckets were not 100% full—some
were running over, some were up to half full, and some had only 1-2 inches of sap in the
bottom of the bucket. I asked about this, and heard that the sugarbush was worked by the
crew about once per day, meaning that each bucket was emptied about once per day, and
no less frequently than once in any two day period. The crew attributed the varying
levels of sap in the buckets to the capacity of individual trees, meaning that they noticed
this as consistent, at least in relation to some trees, from year to year. They also
attributed the sap levels to general weather conditions, held to be fairly good, but not
ideal, on 28 March. We delivered about eight wagon-loads of sap to the boiling house
during the day of 28 March, with each wagon-load comprising about 250 gallons—this
amount was held to be average.
Once carried out to the collection wagon, the last task was to lift the collection
bucket to the top of the wagon (about mid-chest height--c. 4 feet/1.3m above the ground),
and pour it through an open hatch in the center of the top of the tank. As discussed in
Chapter III, the “low” collection wagon, with the wagon bed hung under the axles, is a
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From the literature (Bryan and Hubbard 1912, Collingwood and Cope 1938, Willits and Hills 1976), this
is probably because these trees had larger crowns, due to their less crowded locations, than did the trees
deeper in the woods.
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Lewis County tradition, and had long been used in this area as of 1938 (Yancey). The
tank hatch held a plastic filter, which kept twigs, leaves and bark out of the tank. I asked
if this was to avoid reducing the quality of the syrup, and was told that was part of it—
sticks or bark could also clog the tank drain while unloading at the boiling house. Once
in awhile, a crew member would pull the filter out of the hatch, and dump out the leaves,
sticks and bark. Gatherers would also remove large pieces of bark, sticks, and other
debris from the tree buckets before pouring into the collection bucket, as they saw them.
Once in awhile, the horses would start forward when they heard the sap stop pouring into
the tank. Mr. Dicob said that they had not been intentionally trained to do this, but that
Sugar and Buddy had picked it up during several years of work pulling collection
wagons. He would shout "Whoa!" and touch the reins to hold the horses up, if they
started forward while gatherers were still headed toward the wagon. We never had to
chase the wagon with a full collection bucket—I gathered that this was expected by the
gatherers, and that everyone, including the horses, was used to this circumstance.
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Figure A.III.2.04:

Filling the Collection Tank on the Wagon, Tim Yancey and
Paul Dicob, Yancey’s Sugarbush, 2003 (Photo by David
Babson).

The collection wagon began to show that it was full when the filter began to float
up out of the hatch. As it approached becoming completely full, Mr, Dicob directed each
of us to "Get one more" or "Get two more," gauging how many more collection buckets
(the 5-gallon buckets that we were carrying) would fill the wagon to his satisfaction. At
the boiling house, it was evident that Mr. Dicob's first concern was the weight of the
wagon, when his team was required to pull it to the top of the bridge (ramp). In a few
cases, the wagon was brimful, but in most cases, it was over 3/4 full, but not completely
full. As with the collection buckets, this was a function of the number of trees collected,
the fullness of the buckets, and whether it would be possible to finish out part of the
sugarbush with just a little more collecting, so as to not have to return to that area once
the wagon was emptied. Our three-person crew took about 45 minutes to fill the wagon
tank, though this, again, varied. The trip in to the boiling house, unloading, then back out
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to the sugarbush took about 15 minutes, depending, of course, on how far the wagon was
from the sugarhouse when it started in. Therefore, the cycle for a tank, filling it, bringing
it in, emptying it, and returning to the stopping point took, on average, one hour.
Unloading was the main task at the boiling house, usually announced, in the
house (on 12 and 19 April) when Mr. Yancey or Mr. Thenes saw the rig coming through
the woods. The wagon was pulled smartly up the bridge, with Mr. Dicob telling Buddy
and Sugar to "Gittup!" when they were about 20 yards (meters) from the foot of the
bridge. The horses would increase their walking speed, but would not (I am not sure
about this) break their gait into a trot. The two Belgians never had visible trouble pulling
the rig up the ramp. The rig always approached the northern end of the ramp, which was
longer and had a much easier grade than the southern end. Rigs drove out over the
southern, steeper end. There was no really flat place on the ramp for the collection
wagon. As noted, it was parked at the very top of the north side slope, with the horses on
the south side slope, and the tree of the wagon just across the peak of the ramp or bridge.
One rear wheel of the wagon was chocked with a c. 6X6-inch block of wood, as soon as
it was in position on the bridge.
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Figure A-III.2.05: Horses, Gathering Crew (L to R: Jim Mathys, Paul Dicob and
Tim Yancey) Unloading Sap on the Bridge at the Boiling
House, Yancey’s Sugarbush, 28 March 2003 (Photo by David
Babson).

Unloading was begun by unlatching an L-shaped pipe on the front of the wagon.
This pipe was connected to a black, rubber hose at the base of the cylindrical tank, on the
centerline of the vehicle. This hose and the attached drain pipe had a diameter of about 2
inches (5cm). While the collection wagon was out in the sugarbush, this drain was held
vertical by its latch. To unload, it was pulled horizontal, making a 90º angle to the
vehicle centerline. The open end of the rubber hose reached to a moveable trough that
led into the boiling house. This trough flowed directly into the easternmost and largest,
2080-gallon capacity sap holding tank. While draining the collection wagon, the trough
was supported by a U-shaped piece of iron, probably cut from an iron girder.
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Figure A-III.2.06:

Draining Sap from Collection Wagon Tank into Boiling House
Holding Tank, Yancey’s Sugarbush, 2003 (Photo by David
Babson).

It took about five to ten minutes for most of the sap to drain from the collection
wagon tank. The final "few" (50-70) gallons, however, could not be drained from the
tank through the pipe at the base of the tank front, probably due to the slight angle of the
tank, hanging down the north side of the bridge. To empty these last gallons, one crew
member lifted the rear of the tank, which turned out to pivot toward its front, at the point
where the drain connected to the tank. Only one person could lift the tank, there being
insufficient room on the rear platform for two people to crouch, grip and lift the tank. I
tried this task once, and could not manage it; I shifted the tank an inch or two, but then
had to let it back down. Mr. Mathys lifted the tank, each time we unloaded at the
sugarhouse. I gathered this was commonly his job, and that he was the only man on our
crew strong enough to lift the tank. As seen in the photograph below, (Figure A-III,2.07),
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the sap wagon tank was supported in its upright position by, I believe, a wooden timber
while the final gallons of sap were drained.

Figure A-III.2.07:

Draining the Last Few Gallons of Sap at the Boiling House,
Yancey’s Sugarbush, 2003 (Photo by David Babson).

While at the sugarhouse, the gathering crew bantered (some discussion, progress
in gathering, and friendly insults, most of which appeared to be usual, expected and
practiced) with the boilers working inside. "Too hot in there for you?" "Cold enough out
there for you?" and so forth. Such conversation was also a major activity while gatherers
worked in the sugarbush, especially while riding on the collection wagon.
A major event of the day for the gathering crew was the lunch prepared by Mrs.
Yancey and served in the dining room of the Yancey farmhouse. This meal was regarded
by the Yanceys as part of the compensation they provided to the gatherers. I did not ask
about the wages paid the gatherers, and did not hear anyone complain about them, though
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Mrs. Yancey did say she wished they (herself and Mr. Yancey) could pay more. Several
of the gatherers were working at other jobs—at least twice, gatherers arrived at the
sugarbush in the afternoon, following the end of their shift at a local industry. Mr. Dicob
was retired, and, to the extent that I could gather, Mr. Mathys worked as an agricultural
laborer and at odd jobs. The dinner was treated as a social occasion, as a break from the
labor of gathering and as a "free" meal. As a gatherer for one day (28 March), I was
invited to this dinner along with the gathering crews.
The main course was fish--perch, I believe. I think this fish was bought at a
market in Croghan or Lowville, though it may have been caught from a local river or
pond during the previous summer, and frozen. The Yancey's kitchen contained a large,
chest freezer, and I think someone mentioned another such freezer in the basement or an
outbuilding. The fish was accompanied by boiled vegetables, mashed potatoes, sliced,
store-bought bread, a lemonade-like drink made from a powder mix and homemade cake
for dessert. We were allowed and expected to eat as much food as we liked. The dinner
lasted about 45 minutes, after which we returned to the collection wagon. Mr. Dicob had
unhitched Buddy and Sugar when we came in for dinner, and let them into a stall in the
horse barn, but he had not removed any of their harness. Unhitching and rehitching the
team took about 10 minutes each, and the trips from the sugarbush to the farmhouse, then
back to the sugarbush, took about 15 minutes each. The entire break from gathering was
about 1 hour, 45 minutes.
My crew, myself, Mr. Dicob, Mr. Mathys and Tim Yancey ate dinner with the
other 3-man gathering crew, whose names I did not record. With Mrs. Yancey, there
were eight of us for dinner. Mr. Yancey and Mr. Thenes, out at the boiling house, had
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dinner brought out to them after the crews ate. I asked about this, and Mrs. Yancey said
that neither operator could interrupt boiling (running the evaporators) long enough to
come in and eat dinner. Mrs. Yancey and (I believe) one of her daughters served the
dinner from the farmhouse kitchen. Individual service was by passing around serving
dishes containing the different foods that made up dinner. Conversation during the
dinner touched upon, but did not emphasize, sap gathering. There were a few comments
on how the sap run was going, and which parts of the Yancey sugarbush were doing
better than others. The general consensus was that the 2003 sap run would be OK,
depending upon the weather (28 March was fairly early in the 2003 sap run), but
probably no record breaker. There was some kidding, and friendly rivalry between the
two crews which, in this instance, focused on skill in getting teams up the bridge at the
boiling house. Most of the conversation was about world events outside Yancey's Farm
or the region, understandable since the Second Gulf War (the Iraq War) had begun less
than two weeks before 28 March. Since I had identified myself, earlier, to Mr. Dicob's
crew as an archaeologist working on Fort Drum, a number of questions about Fort Drum
were directed to me. These covered news about reserve unit deployments, principally
from Mr. Mathys, who is a member of the reserves. I had no information about this
topic, and stated that I knew nothing about it. Other members of both crews asked me
about rumors then circulating covering expansion of Fort Drum. These rumors seemed to
come from newspaper and local television news stories covering the possible deployment
of Air Force units to Wheeler-Sack Airfield and construction of housing to accommodate
these new troops. I stated that, to the best of my knowledge, any such construction would
take place within the present (2003) boundaries of the Fort Drum installation.
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Conversation during gathering work took place in brief instances, especially as
the crew came up to the collection wagon to empty our collection buckets. Some of this
was in the form of kidding me, as a rookie, to "work harder," and "keep up," largely from
Mr. Dicob. My impression of this 'criticism' was that it was friendly, and that I was
doing OK, for a rookie or a tourist. Longer conversations took place as the crew rode the
collection wagon to and from the sugarhouse. Of the conversations in which I took part,
most were with Mr. Mathys, and most concerned military history, especially the Civil
War, in which we happened to have a common interest. I gathered that much of Mr.
Mathys' recreational reading consisted of novels and popular histories about the Civil
War.
While going back to the sugarhouse from the northeastern part of the Yancey
sugarbush, we passed, two to three times, a low, leaf-covered mound in the maple woods
beside one of the gathering trails. This was identified by Mr. Dicob, and confirmed by
Mr. Yancey, as the location of the Yancey sugarhouse before the present house was built
in 1921. No one knew when this sugarhouse was begun, but consensus was that it had
begun sometime between the end of the Civil War (1865) and 1880. This sugarhouse
location looked very like a 'large' or 'ramp/platform' site on Fort Drum, especially since
its most prominent surface feature was a slumped, earthen bridge or ramp. I do not know
(and, unfortunately, neglected to ask) if this former sugarhouse was built with the large
bridge now evident as a surface feature, or if this was added, at once or gradually, during
its 40 to 55 years of use.
Gathering lasted all day on 28 March. With regard to the work of gathering, I
felt, personally, that this was fairly strenuous work, but that it was not unmanageable,
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probably due to my experience working in archaeology, especially in shovel test surveys,
which, like gathering, involve large amounts of walking. I also felt that the work was
paced well, especially by the very experienced gatherers, principally Mr. Dicob as crew
leader. The walking, carrying and lifting of gathering was well spaced with periods of
rest, riding on the collection wagon, waiting at the boiling house while sap was dumped
into the holding tank, or in the nearly two-hour midday break for dinner. At the
conclusion of my stint gathering on 28 March, I returned to my room in Evans Mills, with
the intention of returning to Yanceys at 8:00 AM the next morning (Saturday, 29 March).
I did not make this time, returning around 9:30, due to the great deal of upper body
stiffness I felt that next morning, mostly from the lifting and carrying of the collection
bucket. This work, apparently, employs muscles other than those used in digging—I
should also say that, in March of 2003, I had not performed any real digging work since
the previous field season, which concluded in October of 2002, and that most of my
duties during the 2002 season consisted of project supervision and construction
monitoring. In sum, from personal experience, I can state that gathering is fairly hard
work, and that a pace quicker than that set by Mr. Dicob on 28 March would not be
sustainable, day to day, for more than a few days. As noted, we delivered about eight
250-gallon loads of sap to the sugarhouse on 28 March; this is approximately 2,000
gallons of sap. In that two crews were working that day, and most days excepting the
rainy day of 12 April, an average daily take would be approximately 4,000 gallons of sap.
At that standard 40-to-1 ratio of gallons of sap boiling down to gallons of syrup, this
amount of sap, gathered by two crews working at this pace, would produce 100 gallons of
standard 11-lb./gallon syrup per day.
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I arrived at Yancey’s about noon on 12 April, after conducting an oral history
interview with Mrs. Ana Burdick and her family, concerning the Remington Pond mill
and dam, and the foundations of houses and the Society of Friends meeting house in the
Village of LeRaysville on Fort Drum. I participated in only one gathering tour of about
an hour’s duration on this day, replacing a crew member who had to leave early. There
was very little snow, but considerably more mud, on 12 April, in comparison to 28
March. The mud weighed my feet down, and I started work much more tired than I had
on 28 March. I felt my progress gathering on 12 April was not satisfactory—Mr. Dicob
apparently agreed, because he asked me to stay at the boiling house when we came in
from our (my) first collection run in the afternoon. Accordingly, I stayed at the sugar
house the rest of the afternoon, and stacked and moved firewood.

III.3: BOILING, 29 MARCH, 12 & 19 APRIL:
My first observation of operations at the Yanceys sugarhouse took place as I
arrived on the morning of 28 March. I saw Mr. Yancey and Mr. Thenes repairing the
firebox doors on the larger evaporator, using two very large wire nails, 60d or larger in
size, to replace the pintles that held the doors to the evaporator frame at the hinges. I also
saw them, at several different times, performing running repairs on “their” evaporators as
they operated them—adding support to part of the sap pan by placing or adjusting a
concrete block, or by moving pieces of sheet metal, which may have helped to control the
fire under the pan, the draw of the flue, or other parts of the firing process. I gathered
that such “repairs” were a normal and expected part of running the evaporators, and that
they contributed to the “100-year-old axe” (see above) character of these machines.
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Performing these repairs arose from Mr. Yancey and Mr. Thenes’s intimate and detailed
knowledge of these evaporators, after having worked with them for many years.
After one hour gathering on 12 April (see above), I worked the rest of my time at
Yancey’s Sugarbush “assisting” with boiling at the sugar house, as I had done on 29
March, two weeks previously. For the most part, I moved and stacked firewood, pulling
the long (c. 3-4feet/1.0m) pieces of firewood out of the storage piles to either side of the
front (west side) of the boiling house, and moving them on a four-wheel cart. This cart
had four small wheels in caster mounts, rather like a supply cart in an office or a
bellboy’s luggage cart in a hotel. It was made of unfinished lumber and not painted; it
appeared to have been built on site by the Yanceys themselves. The labor of pulling and
moving wood with the cart was not at all as strenuous, for an inexperienced worker, as
was gathering—it was possible to keep the “ready piles” beside the firebox doors (see
Figure 2.06) topped up with 15-20 minutes work per hour, then “rest” until the pile got
low again, usually in about an hour. (I took pictures around the sugarhouse, and observed
the interaction between the boiling house operators and the numerous visitors, during
these “rest” periods.) At one point, I got a splinter in my hand through a hole in the
borrowed leather gloves I was wearing. I dug the splinter out with the tweezers from my
Swiss Army Knife, causing some comments about “that fancy pocket knife.” I tried
stoking the larger evaporator twice, under Mr. Yancey’s supervision, and was told I did
OK at that, though I also observed Mr. Yancey adjusting the fire I had made after I went
back to pulling and stacking wood. From this action, I gathered that, at least in Mr.
Yancey’s estimation, the fire had to be “just so,” a subject also mentioned by Ervin
Yancey (1938). Given the continuous nature of the sap boiling process and the possibly
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disastrous consequences of a bad fire or a burned pan (see above), I can understand
completely why these “revisions” to a rookie’s fire were necessary.

Figure A-III.3.01:

Evaporator Firebox, with a “Good” Fire, Yancey’s Sugarbush,
2003 (Photo by David Babson).

In addition to stacking wood, I tried, once or twice, filtering syrup by pouring it
through the filter cloth on the filter stand, after Mr. Yancey or Mr. Thenes poured it off
from the end of their evaporator. There was very little skill involved in this task; mostly,
it consisted of watching the syrup filter down quite slowly through the cloth into the pail
below, then scraping the cloth to remove the “syrup sands” residue before another pail of
syrup was ready. I observed, performing this task, that a filter cloth would be used
between three and five times, before it was removed and replaced with a fresh cloth. As
described above, the filter cloths would be washed out with a garden hose, after being
hung on a clothes line outside the boiling house, and they would also be washed in a
washing machine (without soap) from time to time. I got the impression that Mrs.
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Yancey performed this task (washing the filter cloths in the washing machine), and that
she decided when machine washing would be necessary.
I also tried my hand, a few times, at canning syrup as it came from the pail at the
base of the filter stand. This task involved pouring the syrup from the pail (which had a
lip on its rim for this purpose) through a funnel into the hole on top of the can. The goal
was to get the hot syrup even with the top of the spout, so that the syrup would sterilize
the can’s cap, but not to slop it over onto the closure threads of the can spout, which
might glue the lid to the can and make it difficult to open. This job was relatively
difficult, especially since the funnel blocked the aperture of the can, preventing me from
seeing the level of the syrup as it approached the top of the can spout. This appeared to
be another job not best done by a rookie, so I was glad to give it up and return to other
tasks. The full cans were then placed upright, with about an inch of space between them,
to avoid ‘stack burn” (syrup continuing to cook, and thus getting lower in grade, due to
the heat of cans stacked immediately beside it) until they were cool to the touch. They
were then packed into cardboard boxes, for storage and eventual sale.
Filling the 30-gallon drums for bulk sales was a simpler task. This involved
pouring a two-gallon pail of syrup into the top bung (in the flat end of an upright barrel; I
did not see the bung on the side of the barrel used for any purpose while at Yanceys
Sugarbush) on the 30-gallon drum, also using a funnel as with the smaller cans. Since the
two-gallon pails used to move the syrup from the filter to the drum were not, usually, full
to the brim when moved, it would take between 15 and 17 pails to fill the 30-gallon
drum. I filled one drum about two-thirds full, working the afternoon of 12 April and
understood that this drum was filled up completely later in the evening, after I left the
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sugarhouse. At 2/3rds full, I could not move the drum, but Mr. Yancey and his son, Tim
Yancey, had both mastered the trick of getting the drum up onto one of its lower edges,
then rolling it, slowly, to where it needed to go. Later in the spring (on 19 April), I
noticed that the 30-gallon drums were gone, and was told they had been trucked into
town (Croghan?) for sale.
As noted above, Mrs. Yancey was selling maple sugar cakes or candies at the
sugar house, to the visitors who came there in (relative) droves, especially on 12 and 19
April. I think these cakes were not available on 28-29 March, because it was early in the
sugaring season, and, at that time, she had not made any of them. These cakes were
made in small molds, stars, maple leaves, a cow’s head, and a cat. I had two cats158 at the
time of this field project, and remarked: “The cat’s for me—unless you have any trains.”
(They did not.) The joke fell rather flat, and I had to kill it through explanation. I think
that Mrs. Yancey was making these maple treats in the kitchen of her house—I did not
observe a sugaring-off rig in the Yanceys’ boiling house. Assertions aside about such
work being “messy” (Vaadi 2002) or a threat to kitchen wallpaper (Lawrence and Martin
1993:129-130), I did not hear Mrs. Yancey complain about this process—perhaps, her
kitchen had no wallpaper. The cakes themselves, in analysis much more from
participation than observation, were superb, and definitely put the lie to Kelly’s (2009)
assertions about “horrible maple syrup candies.”

158

When I got home after my first field session on 29 March, my older cat Chester became very interested
in my jacket, kneading it, jumping on it, and stalking it—his interest may have been excited by the smell of
wood smoke, the horses, or, possibly, mice in the boiling house woodpile.
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III.4: SUMMARY:
In general, the work I performed at Yancey’s Sugarbush was manageable by me,
both physically and in terms of basic skills and understanding. As emphasized again and
again in this appendix, I was a rookie, and I proceeded to make a number of
rookie/learning the ropes mistakes, as noted. I had a general impression that I was about
“middlin’ fair” as a rookie sap gatherer and “boiling house assistant.” I did not make any
truly terrible or destructive mistakes, but I clearly had much more to learn about syrup
making than I could expect to master over the course of three weekends. I found the
work to be physically demanding, but not beyond my capabilities, expect after the first
day gathering (28 March), which left me feeling like a “whipped pup,” to quote Mr.
Mathys. I found muscles that I did not normally use in archaeological fieldwork, put
them through some fairly strenuous work, and really, really felt the effects the next day.
This experience left me with a great deal of respect for the skills and continuous effort
put out by people in the era of bucket gathering, before the introduction of plastic sap
pipelines, c. 1960.
While the gathering season at Yancey’s Sugarbush in 2003 was, in some sense, a
conscious and contrived effort to recapture the old days and old ways of maple syrup
making, I felt that this effort was largely successful. As discussed in Chapter II, the
gathering, perhaps even the boiling and canning methods used at Yancey’s in 2003 were
anachronistic, part of a conscious effort to recover the past of maple syrup making, both
for the long traditions existing in the Yancey family (especially as may be seen in Ervin
Yancey’s 1938 Rural New Yorker article), and to intrigue maple tourists who come to
Yancey’s Sugarbush to see this performance, and, in most cases, to buy syrup or sugar
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cakes. The traditions in the Yancey family are actually quite important, in that Mr.
Yancey talked about being trained in making syrup by his uncles some 40 years ago
(before 2003); his uncles, in turn, were trained by their ancestors, and this chain of
practice and expectation (as to what making maple syrup should be) would reach back to
the early 20th century, and perhaps into the 19th century. The public performance was
working quite well at Yancey’s in 2003; “Maple Man” and the splinter-dropping game
notwithstanding. I was left with the feeling that this was as close as I could get, in the
first decade of the 21st century, to the methods, practices and experience of making maple
syrup in central/northern New York (the Fort Drum region) during the first half of the
20th century. As persistence of the “Lewis County Sap Wagon” (the wagon with its bed
mounted under the axles, to provide a lower platform for the sap tank; see Figures 2.05
and A.III.2.04; Yancey 1938) shows, Yancey’s Sugarbush is preserving living cultural
traditions of upstate New York maple syrup making, and is performing them (in the
“Geertzian” sense; Geertz 1973:3-30) as a part of the modern expression of these living
traditions. This is a conscious performance that contains elements of historical recreation
(less formally organized, but along the same lines of a living history museum such as
Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia, or Saint Mary’s Citty, Maryland), but, as part of a
living tradition, it is more organic, more “ethnographic,” than museums reconstructed
from archaeological sites can be. For these reasons, I feel that observing three weekends
of work at Yancey’s Sugarbush has helped me to “get” the syrup making of an earlier
age, and to interpret the Fort Drum maple syrup processing sites that contain the material
remains of those earlier cultural practices.
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